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FORENORD

The purpose of this environmental impact statement (EIS) is
to analyze the environmental implications of the proposed contin-
uation of a large Federal research and development (R&D) program
directed toward the immobilization of the high-level radioactive
wastes resulting from chemical separations operations for defense
radionuclides production at the DOE Savannah River Plant (SRP)
near Aiken, South Carolina. This statement analyzes, in general,
the environmental impacts which could result from subsequent
implementation on the SRP high-level wastes, of the technology
developed during the R&D phase. It does not address the impacts
of alternative R&D programs for immobilization. Any specific
proposals to actually implement the results of the R&D program will
be covered in subsequent project-specific reviews.

A related document, AZternat~ves for Long-Tern Managment
of Defense H~gh-Leve1 Rad~oaet~ve Waste at the Savanmh R~veP
Plant (Report ERDA-77-42), issued in May 1977, included a des-
cription of the SRP high.-level wastes and some 23 alternatives
for managing these wastes. However, without an extensive R&D pro-
gram, the only alternative actually available to DOE is continua-
tion of the present SRP storage of wastes as a mixture of alkaline
sludge, salt and liquid in large underground carbon steel tanks.
The purpose of the R&D program, therefore, is to create additional
options for the management of the SRP wastes, which may also be

applicable tO the high–level wastes at other DOE sites.

The proposed multi-year R&D progrsm is aimed at developing

the technology for removing the wastes from the tanks, concentrating
them into a high activity fraction, and immobilizing the radioac-
tive nuclides in a high integrity form for subsequent disposal.
The proposed R&D program is sufficiently broad in its initial
stages so that the immobilized waste could be made compatible
with a variety of disposal techniques, such as in a mined geologic
repository or surface engineered storage. Moreover, the R&D pro-
gram could be modified in later stages, as appropriate, to yield
a waste form specifically tailored to the exigencies of the dis-
posal method ultimately selected. Sufficient time is allowed to
implement any such changes and to consider system compatibility.

The alternatives to carrying out the proposed immobilization
R&D program are to decide to (1) continue tank storage of the
wastes, or (2) fund an R&D program for direct disposal of the wastes
in bedrock under the Savannah River Plant. The consequences of
these alternatives have been analyzed for.comparison to the con-
sequences of conducting and implementing the proposed immobilization
R&D program.
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Because of their advanced stage of development, borosilicate glass
monoliths are utilized as the reference waste form in the analyses
in this statement. However, these analyses do not imply a decision
to actually use this waste form. Rather, since these analyses are
carried out using glass properties and characteristics which are
believed reasonably attainable with near-term technology, and since
another waste form would not be chosen unless it had equal or
better processing and product characteristics than assumed herein
for borosilicate glass monoliths, the EIS calculations can be con-
sidered limiting for any advanced waste form in that they should
represent the worst conditions expected. A large RGD program is
being conducted on other advanced waste forms at a variety of
national laboratories, universities, and industrial plants.

The “Report to the Preeident by the Inter@ency Revieu Group
on fldioactive Maste Managment” (IRG) includes the following
recommendations:

The IRG recommends the DOE accelerate its R&D activities
oriented toward improving immobilization and waste forms
and review its current immobilization programs in the
light of the latest views of the scientific and technical
community. Since final processing of defense waste has
been deferred for three decades the IRG also recommends
that remedial action, including immobilization of the
waste, should begin as soon as practicable.

Accordingly, the proposed R&D program is aimed at permitting
a decision on an SRP immobilization plant in 1982, and the waste

forms in 1984.

Comments and suggestions for use in the preparation of this
EIS were solicited in a Federal Register Notice (42 FR 27281,
May 27, 1977), which announced the intent to prepare this state-
ment and the availability of ERDA-77-42. A draft version of this
EIS was issued in July 1978 and cements on the draft were received
through June 1979. The substantive points identified in the com-
ments received are summarized in Appendix A and are addressed at
the appropriate places in the text of the statement. In addition,
each letter and the corresponding DOE response are given in
Appendix B. Many of the comments on the draft centered around
the programmatic versus project-specific nature of the document,
and how it fits into the overall waste management decision process.
An expanded discussion of these topics is included in the Summary
and Description of Proposed Action sections. A Glossary of
Terms and Abbreviations is included as Appendix C.
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1. SUMMARY

The Savannah River Plant (SRP) near Aiken, South Carolina, is
a major installation of the Department of Energy for the production
of nuclear materials for national defense. It began operations in
the early 1950’s and is currently the Nation’s primary source of
reactor-produced defense materials. The SRP operations also pro-
duce liquid high-level radioactive waste from the chemical process-
ing of fuel and target materials after irradiation in the SRP
nuclear reactors. The high-level waste has been and is continuing
to be stored safely in underground tanks that are engineered to
provide reliable storage of the waste isolated from the environment.
No on-site or off-site radiation injuries have occurred from these
operations, nor has there been any off-site contamination. How-
ever, some local leaks and spil1s have occurred, and the tanks
have to be replaced at regular intervals (20-50 years). The
impacts of present and relatively near-term management of this
tank storage were developed in a previous environmental statement
issued in final form in September 1977.*

The present statement explores the environmental implications of
a large research and development (R&D) progrsm aimed at developing
the proposed continuation of technology for removing the wastes from
the tanks and immobilizing the radionuclides in solid forms for subsequent
disposal. Any later proposals to take action of potentially significant
impact, such as the construction of a major waste treatment facility or
the construction of a permanent waste repository, will be covered in
subsequent project-specific environmental reviews.

The proposed R&D program is directed toward developing tech-
nology for converting the waste into two fractions: h durable
waste form containing over 99% of the radioactivity, and decon-
taminated salt, with storage or disposal of the waste form, e.g.,
in an off-site geological repository, an on-site surface storage
vault, or an on-site geological repository (bedrock cavern) and
storage of the salt in: decontaminated waste tanks at SRP, an
on-site surface vault, or an off-site geologic repository.

The following alternatives to the proposed immobilization R&D
program are assessed for environmental impact:

0 continue storing high-level waste in subsurface storage tanks,
which is a continuation of the present management practice.

0 slurry the high-level waste into bedrock caverns, an on-site
geological repository. (This alternative has been designated
as environmentally unacceptable by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA)).

* Environmental Impact Statement, Waste Management Operations,
Savannah River Plant. Report ERDA-1537, Energy Research and
Development Administration (September 1977).
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Throughout the document, storage will mean that the waste is
retrievable with only moderate effort and should have some sur-
veillance and maintenance by man. Storage may continue indefinitely,
or may later be replaced by disposal. Disposal will mean that
there is no intent that the waste would be retrieved. Some dis-
posal options provide for retrievability for periods of years after
emplacement of the waste.

The proposed R~D program allows for the development of a
variety of waste forms. The reference waste form for Savannah
River WaStes is borosilicate glass monoliths, but programs at a
variety Of DOE sites are investigating concretes, calcines, high-
silica glasses, clay ceramics, crystalline mineral analogues such
as supercalcines, and SYNROC, glass ceramics, metal matrices, and
multibarrier fOrmS (see Section IV.D). The proposed engineering
development effort on an immobilization plant design will be under-
taken with sufficient flexibility so as not to foreclose any of the
reasonable alternative forms under consideration prior to completion
of a project specific environmental review.

The method for disposal subsequent to immobilization has not
yet been chosen and alternative disposal options are not addressed
in this EIS. This work falls under a separate DOE program and

will be addressed in separate environmental reviews. Generic analyses
of the impacts of geologic disposal of engineered surface storage sub-
sequent to immobilization are presented in this statement. The
waste form and container size could be made compatible with any
geologic disposal option or any surface storage option. The outer
container material may change depending upon the type of geologic
formation, and engineered barriers may be used as a buffer between
the waste ‘formand the repository. The waste form technology
development program will consider compatibility of the waste’form
with the host rock and with the outer container and engineered
barrier materials. Cost differences among the off-site repository
options also have little influence on the technology development
program because they are small compared to total implementation
costs of the alternative being developed. The variation in
geologic cavern capital and operating costs shown in Section X
between an off-site repository in salt ($200 million) and an off-
site repository in rock ($390 million) is typical of the range
to be expected. The difference of $190 million between these is
about 5% of the”total cost of the geologic disposal option.

Pertinent analyses of the geologic disposal option and other
disposa+ options are included in the draft EIS On MaWgemen~ of
CO~ePCZa 2Ly GerzeratgdRadioactive WaSte, DOE/EIS_O046_D,
April 1979. These other options include chemical resynthesis,
disposal in very deep hOles, island disPosal, sub_seabed geologic
disposal, ice sheet disposal, reverse-well disposal, partitioning
and transmutation, and space disposal.
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Chemical resynthesis requires waste immobilization into
synthetic minerals; the very deep hole, sub-seabed, ice-sheet,
island and space disposal options require immobilization into a
high-integrity form; and partitioning and transmutation requires
separation of the wastes followed by immobilization of portions
of the high-level fraction. The proposed R&D program is suffi-
ciently broad in its initial stages so that it can be modified
in later stages, as appropriate, to meet the needs of these
options.

The remaining two options, disposal by rock melting or
reverse-well disposal, involve direct disposal of liquid wastes
in rock. These options are represented in this EIS by the alternative
of liquid waste disposal in bedrock.

A summary of key quantifiable environmental impacts and
costs of each alternative is given in Table I-1. The risk items
shown in Table I-1 are discussed more fully in Section V, and the
costs are covered in Section X.

There are no substantial environmental impacts arising from
nuclear radiation for any of the three alternatives. Some of the
individual doses in the SRP on-site cases are of concern; however,
they could occur to only a limited number of people. The off-site
population exposure risk from the alternative with highest risk
(liquid waste stored in an SRP bedrock cavern) i. more than one-
thousandfold lower than natural radiation exposure to the same
population. The factor of 200 cancer deaths per million man-rem
recommended by the EPA can be used to convert the exposures from
Table I-1 to possible health effects. This dose-effect relation-
ship probably overestimates the actual radiation effects, as dis-
cussed in Section XII. Based on the EPA factor, the alternative
with the highest off-site risk (slurry into bedrock) would result
in 12 fatalities over a 300-year period, whereas the same popula-
tion would experience about 46,000 fatalities over the 300-year
period from natural radiation effects. Over a 10,000-year periOd,
the risk would be 28 fatalities versus about 2,000,000 fatalities
from natural radiation.

Nonnuclear fatalities to be expected from.construction and
operating activities related to each alternative are greater than
those that would be expected from radiation effects, but are no
larger than the risks voluntarily accepted by industrial workers.

The most significant quantifiable differences between the
alternatives are the differences in budgetary costs. As shown in
Section XI, none of the alternatives approaches the trade-off
value of $1000 per man-rem for expenditures beyond the least expen-
sive alternative (continued tank farm operation). (The value of
$1000 per man-rem i. somewhat arbitrary, and is used in this docu-
ment as an example of how radiation risks might be evaluated and
compared with monetary costs.)

I-3



Cost considerations and how they are balanced in a judgmental i,

manner with the unquantifiable factors listed in Table I-2 are
elements in deciding whether to proceed with the proposed program.
Off-site radiation risks, occupational expos~res, nonnuclear ~i~ks,
and other environmental effects are small in absolute magnitude
for all options analyzed.

Orientation of the proposed Savannah River technology development
program toward conversion of the waste to a high-integrity form for
subsequent disposal has been influenced by public opinion and per-
ception of risks, as expressed through governmental bodies and
special interest groups. For example, comment letters on the draft
of this statement were received from the Governor of the State of
Georgia indicating opposition to bedrock disposal of waste under the
SRP site, and from the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency categorizing
any bedrock disposal option at SRP as Environmentally Unsatisfactory,

I-4
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11. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSEO ACTION

A. PURPOSE

This environmental impact statement (EIS) is issued to provide
environmental guidance for the research and development program that
is proposed to be carried out at tbe Savannah River Plant (SRP) and
its subcontractors related to long-term management of the high-level
radioactive waste generated at SRP as part of the Nation’s nuclear
defense program. Twenty-three alternatives for long-term management
of the SRP waste had earlier been analyzed as to applicable technol-

ogy, prObable cOsts, and risks in AZternatives for Long-Tern Manage-
ment of Defense High-Level Radioactive Waste (called the DWD).
This programmatic statement is based in part .on the technical
information in the DWD1 and in an earlier EIS on interim waste
management at SRP.2 It adds to this earlier material an assessment
of the full range of environmental impacts associated with
implementation of three of the alternative plans.

The research and development (R&D) is necessary for implemen-
tation of the alternatives outlined in Section I that involve
processing the waste to an immobile form for storage onsite or
offsite. One of the other alternative plans, continued tank farm
operation, does not require the research and development work being
a continuation into tbe future of present waste management practices
at SRP. This alternative is the “No Action” case,* but will here-
after be referred to as “Continued Present Action.” The remaining
alternative plan, disposal of liquid waste in a bedrock cavern at
SRP, would require extensive research and development, but this work
is not currently proposed for funding.

Tbe purpose of this environmental impact statement is to analyze
the environmental implications of tbe proposed continuation of a large
Federal R&D program to develop methods for immobilization of the SRP
wastes. The EIS analyzes the environmental effects that would occur
if tbe R6D program is followed by actual implementation of one of the
alternative plans based on such research and development.

* !,NoActiOn,,is terminology used in regulations issued by the Council

on Environmental Qua1ity.
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/
B. POLICY AND OBJECTIVES

It is the policy of the Department of Energy to conduct

res earth and development, testing, and design work with sufficient
breadth and lead time to ensure that whichever of the most promising
alternatives is selected for long-term management of defense waste,
it can be implemented on a timely basis. This work is carried
out with full public disclosure through public reports, information
meetings, and environmental impact statements. The DOE policy is
promulgated to achieve the following broad objectives:

● To supply the knowledge needed to isolate the waste from the
environment for long enough or in a secure enough manner that
it will pose negligible risk to human welfare.

● To encourage early public participation in the decision
process, which must necessarily involve social and political
considerateion in addition to technical factors.

c. SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM BENEFITS
EXPECTED FROM IMPLEMENTATION

—
The proposed research and development program wil1 have the

short-term”benefit of providing a more sound technical and
financial information base if the alternative of conversion of
the waste to an immobile form is implemented. These efforts
are focused on areas that require the greatest depth of new
knowledge or that require long lead times for resolution.
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D. RELATIONSHIP TO HANFORO AND IDAHO DEFENSE WASTE PROGRAMS,
AND TO POSSIBLE FUTURE COMMERCIALLY GENERATED WASTE

Besides the SRP wastes, DOE also has high-level waste (HLW)
management operations at both its Hanford site (near Richland,

Washington) and its Idaho site (near Idaho Falls, Idaho). In
addition, there is commercial high-level waste stored at the NFS
plant near West Valley, New York and a possibility of additional
commercial HLW generation if nuclear fuels reprocessing is ever
resumed in the U.S. DOE has issued,documents describing its
current HLW management operations at Hanford3 and Idaho,q the
alternatives for long-term management of the high-level defense
waste at the Hanford and Idaho sites,5>6 and the alternatives fo~
the long-term management of the high-level commercial wastes.7’a
Close cooperation and information exchange on plans for management
is maintained between SRP and the other HLW programs. Some of

the proposed research and development activities for SRP wastes
are applicable to the waste management alternatives at more than
one site. However, many such activities are site-specific because
of differences in chemical and physical forms of the existing
wastes.

The most fundamental technical reason for pursuing separate
progrms at each of the waste sites is the fact that is not
currently believed desirable to ship raw waste between sites for
processing at another site. The waste at the different sites also
has different properties. The Hanford, NFS, and SRP high-level
wastes are the most similar, all being alkaline wastes, but they
were generated from different fuels and by different separations
processes. The Idaho and commercial wastes are intrinsically
different acid wastes.

These differences in waste properties require development
of processes tailored to each type of waste. Furthermore, a.
major part of the proposed Savannah River progrxm is devoted to
~emoval of the waste from tanks and processing to the point where
a high-integrity form can be made. This part of the process is not

applicable tO commercial Or Idaho-waste, and it is only partially
aPPllsable tO the Hanford waste because some of the Hanford tanks
contain hardened sludge and/or may have potential leaks if slurrying
liquids were introduced to the tanks. Information exchange is

\
carried out among all the high-level waste programs, with the
Savannah River Operations Office acting as a coordinating lead
office. Duplication of research and development effort is avoided
except where DOE management judgment indicates that duplication
is desirable:

The Savannah River program is large enough on both economic
and time scales to be a stand-alone project, and justifies opti.
mization as such. The alternatives now in development would
require about 14 years after startup to work off existing waste
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and become current with the ongoing waste generation rate. It
will require a capital cost expenditure of about $3-4 billion
(1980 dollars).

Environmental impact statements wil1 also be issued for

?
long-term waste management at the Idaho and Hanford sites at an
early stage in their R&D and decision-making processes.

E. EXCLUSION OF SAVANNAH RIVER WASTES OTHER
THAN HIGH LEVEL FROM THIS DOCUMENT

The low-Ievel wastes (LLW) and transuranic wastes (TRU) at
Savannah River are in different initial forms than the high-level
waste, and are likely to be disposed of in different final forms.
Therefore, separate programs must be developed to handle each type
of waste. The possibility does exist, however, that incinerator
ash from the LLW or TRU progrsms could be incorporated into the
high-level waste forms. The volume and activity of any such
material would be a small fraction of the material in the high-
level program, and would therefore not infIuence the major decision
process. Alternatives for long-term management of the TRU wastes

4 at SRP are discussed in separate documents, currently under review
by DOE.

F. SEQUENTIAL LONG-TERN HLW MANAGEMENT
DECISIONS FOR SR, ID, AND RL

The research and development program proposed for continuation
is aimed at having SRP to be the first u.S. site implementing a
high-level nuclear waste immobilization program, with the other
waste.sites then following sequentially.
declslon are as follows.

The reasons for this

● On a technical basis, the Idaho program for immobiIization
into a calcine acceptable for storage onsite is already well
under way. There is no immediate technical or public accept-
ance reason for additional processing of this waste into glass
or other advanced waste form at this time.

● The waste in tank storage at Savannah River is in a form that
is easier to retrieve than the Hanford tank waste, and there
is no danger of leaks to the environment from the addition of
sIurrying liquid to the Savannah River tanks during the removal
process. Furthermore, the Savannah River R&D, design, and
testing programs for both removal of the waste and subsequent
processing are more advanced in time than those at Hanford.

. There wi11 be some advantages from implementation experience
that will accrue to the overall efficiency of the waste manage-
ment program if the defense sites proceed sequentially in their
immobilization programs.
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An economic consideration is that funding for the total
defense waste program will require several billion dollars.
Spreading this expenditure over a longer time span by sequential
implementation wil1 provide Congress with a budget request
having the least impact on other programs.

G. HISTORY OF REVIEWS OF THE LONG-RANGE
WASTE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM AT SRP

The long-range waste management program at the Savannah River
Plant (SRP) has had the benefit of reviews and recommendations by
consultants and independent organizations. A short history of
these reviews and the program decisions that were made based on
them is presented here.

1. NAS (Through 1965)

From 19s5 to 1965, the Committee on Geologic Aspects of
Radioactive Waste Disposal of the National Academy of Sciences -
National Research Counci1 (NAS-NRC) served as advisor to the
Division of Reactor Development and Technology of the U.S. Atomic
Energy Commission. The Committeets responsibility to that Division
was to observe and study critically the research and development
activities of the Division with respect to radioactive waste
disposals in the ground, and to provide counsel regarding the
safety of the Division’s current and proposed operations insofar
as they are affected by geologic considerations.

Although its specific delegated responsibilitieswere the
geologic aspects of the research and development program of the
AEC!s Division of Reactor Development and Technology, the Committee
concerned itself with all phases of ground disposal of radioactive
wastes and drew conclusions on overal1 waste management practices.

The Committee consisted of eight members who changed from
time to time as earlier members were replaced by new ones. For

the four meetings that concerned SRP, only one member was on the
Committee continuously, and five were appointed just prior to tbe
last meeting in 1965.

In September 1955, a conference was held at Princeton Univer-
sity at which 65 scientists representing many branches of earth
sciences, biology and medicine, chemistry, physics, engineering,
and other pertinent fields of knowledge considered various prob-
lems of radioactive waste disposal on land and offered suggestions
toward their solution. The primary proposed disposal methods which
developed from this meeting were disposal in salt, deep-well dis-
posal in permeable formations, and conversion of liquid wastes to
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solids. Although this conference did not directly involve SRP, it
set the stage for later conclusions by the Committee about proposed
SRP waste storage programs.

In March 1960, the Committee met to consider a proposal to
investigate the safety and feasibility of storing radioactive waste
in facilities excavated in bedrock beneath the plant site. The
Committee recommended that SRP proceed with test borings, and that
the project then be reconsidered after the results of the tests
were available. In addition, ASC asked the U.S. Geological Survey,
the U.S. Bureau of Mines and the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers to
assist in the design of the investigation in a consulting capacity.

In December 1961, after one test well was complete and three
others started, the NAS-NRC Committee met at the Savannah River
Plant to review the progress of the investigations and to make
specific suggestions on the direction of the exploratory boring
program.

The drilling and testing program for bedrock storage was finished
in December 1962, and the results \#ereincluded in an .4ECreport that
was published in 1964 (Reference9) The conclusion of this report
was that storage of liquid radioactive wastes in excavated chambers
was technically feasible. No further investigative program was
outlined.

In June 1963, the NAS-NRC Committee met in Washington, D.C.,
to review bedrock storage. They concluded that for long-term safety,
underground disposal at this locality is much better than storage
in surface tanks, and that work be started on the next phase of the
program. The Committee expressed concern that tbe hydrologic dis-
turbance caused by the exploration drilling may have invalidated
some of the hydrologic tests, and recommended that hydrologic ob-
servations should be continued until a state of equilibrium could be
conclusively established. The ConunitteeTs reviel~is given in
Reference 10.

From 1964 through 1966, the U.S. Geological Survey carried
on numerous hydrologic tests in the already existing bedrock
exploration holes.

On April 12-13, 196S, the Committee !i,itha different member-
ship visited the Savannah River Plant to review the status of the
bedrock waste storage project which had been carried on at a very
low level during the intervening two years This visit !#asone
of an itinerary in,which all of the major AEC production sites
were visited to review their research and development programs on
radioactive waste disposal to the ground.
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The reviews and recommendations resulting from these visits
are contained in a report to the Division of Reactor Development
and Technology dated May 1966.11 In regard to the bedrock waste
storage exploration at the Savannah River Plant, a maj ority of
the Committee recommended that the program be discontinued but a
minority recommended that the program centinue, outlining specific
lines of investigation that should be pursued. Most of the
Committee additionally recommended that high-level waste not be
stored above freshwater aquifers After much consideration of the
recommendations as well as alternative programs for long-term
containment of waste, the AEC decided to pursue the progrm out-
lined by the minority of the Committee. Comments on this report
are contained in a letter from the Director of the Division of
Reactor Development and Technology to the President of the National
Academy of Sciences.12 After the issuance of its rep6rt in May
1966, the Committee on Geologic Aspects of Radioactive Waste
Disposal, NAS-NRC went out of existence.

2. GAO

In May 1968, the General Accounting Office reported on a
review of high-level radioactive waste management. After reviewing
conditions and programs at each site where high-level waste storage
exists, GAO concluded that AEC needed to devote more vigorous
attention to advancing the technology required to permit long-
term storage at the Richland and Savannah River sites. This report
is Reference 13. As a result of this report, SRP began a study of
the Triassic bedrock nearer the Savannah River, and employed a
consulting firm to independently review bedrock storage, and to
develop concepts for the storage vault.

In January 1971, the General Accounting Office again reviewed
the high-level radioactive waste management programs of AEC and
concluded in its report:14 ,,Although AEC has assigned a high
priority to radioactive waste management problems, GAO believes
that the level of effort given to these programs should be increased
in view of their extraordinarily complex characteristics. The
problems and delays being experienced are attributable primarily
to a need for more definitive technology on such matters as the
relative merits of alternative practices and proposals for interim
and long-term storage.11

In a June 1979 report, the General Accounting Office out1ined
the recommendations of an Interagency Review Group (IRG) to the
President (March 1979) and concluded: ,,webelieve the recent IRG

effort is a good start toward establishing,? a viable Federal program
for long-term nuclear waste management.”

3. S. C. Legislature

In May 1971, the South Carolina State Legislature adopted a
resolution establishing a “committee to study the establishment
of plants or facilities for the recovery of nuclear fuel and the
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storage of waste nuclear materials.“ A report on its findings
was published in 1972.16 One of the recommendations of the com-
mittee was ,,thatsOuth Carolina authorities oppose ultimate Perma-

nent storage of high-level radioactive waste in South Carolina
because testimony given this committee up to this point in time
indicates there are other more suitable locations for such storage.”

4. Consultant Panel

In the fall of 1968, Du Pent convened a panel of six consult-
ants in the fields of geology, hydrology, geochemistry, and civil
engineering to review bedrock storage and all of the work to date,
then to advise on the direction of the program. If the Panel recom-
mended continuance, they were also expected to provide overall
directi~~s to the program. The Panel concluded in a May 1969
report: “AS a result of all these deliberations, the Panel is
of the judgment that the bedrock storage proposal has sufficient
promise of offering a permanent solution to a critical waste hand-
ling problem to warrant a major step forward in construction. At
the same time, the explorations which have taken place over the
past years make clear that a definitive assurance that bedrock
storage would provide complete and permanent safety to the public
can only be provided by the actual construction of the shaft and
several of the tunnels. Such a procedure is essential to disclose
the number and degree of fissures or fractures which wil1 be en-
countered, in fact, at the depth under consideration. The Panel
strongly recommends, therefore, the construction of the shaft and
appropriate tunnels.“

During the period 1969 to 1971, additional information be-
came available on the Triassic rock, a low porosity sandstone-
claystone, that was known to exist in the southeast one-third of
the plant site. This rock is extremely impermeable and did not
evidence any fractures, which were a source of concern in the
crystalline metamorphic rock due to the difficulty of mapping
them using test wells. The Du Pent consulting panel suggested
that more exploration be done on the Triassic rock and reviewed
the existing information in a progress report dated December 10,
1971.18 After this information had been developed, the most suit-
able host rock would be selected for further exploration with a
shaft and test tunnels.

5. NAS (Present Committee)

In March 1968, a Committee on Radioactive Waste Management
was created by NAS-NRC to advise the Atomic Energy Commission,
rather than only one divisiOn Of MC, on long-range radioactive
waste management plans and programs This committee sponsored
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a Panel on Bedrock Disposal to review that program specifically;
the abstract of that Panel’s report is as follows:

The highly radioactive wastes aged in tanks at the Savan-
nah River Plant (SRP) site must ultimately be transferred
to some facility that offers effective retention for cen-
turies. A solution under consideration is to store these
wastes in vaults in the rocks deep beneath the site.

For such long-term retention of radioactive wastes, an
unprecedented degree of precise information is needed on
the hydrologic systems in the bedrock, on the regional
stress fields, on the structural integrity of mined open-
ings, and on the chemical compatibility between the wastes
and potential host rocks. It is also apparent that this
needed degree of precision cannot be adequately obtained
by exploration from the surface supplemented by a limited
number of borings. This statement in no way diminishes
the usefulness of the exploration from the surface, the
chemical and physical tests, borings, and hydrologic cal-
culations so far made. It reflects, rather, the fact
that the metamorphic basement rocks, and the sedimentary
rocks of Triassic age underlying the site, are neither
uniform nor homogeneous and cannot be evaluated with pre-
cision from limited samples. The information acquired to
date indicates a potential for a safe storage facility,
but, in view of the intensity of the radioactivity of the
material to be stored and the length of time required,
the only prudent course is thorough exploration before
final decision. The recently acquired data on the sedi-
mentary rocks of Triassic age are encouraging and emphasize
the need for complete exploration.

Information from in situ exploration of the potential
host rocks will be essential for development of an en-
vironmental-impact statement. Such in situ exploration
is possible only by the construction of a shaft to the
proposed depth and the excavation of tunnels.

The proposed shaft and tunnels would serve several pur-
poses. First, and most critical, such exploratory exca-
vations would permit the examination and study of the host
rock throughout the extent of the proposed vaults. Ex-
trapolation of rock conditions from the walls of a small
tunnel to a full-sized vault is reasonably certain, in
contrast to the less certain extrapolation of rock con-
ditions from borings hundreds of feet apart. Also, it
will be possible to make chemical and physical analyses
of the rock throughout the entire dimension of the pro-
posed vaults. Further, before the final decision is made
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to develop a full-scale storage facility, exploratory ex-
cavations will make possible observation of water move-
ment in the host rock over a significant period. In
addition, digging an exploratory shaft would identify
the problems of engineering design and construction in
penetrating the highly permeable water-bearing Tuscaloosa
Formation that overlies the basement rocks Because this
is a primary regional aquifer, there must be assurance
that a watertight shaft can be constructed through it and
can be maintained.

The decision as to whether the exploratory shaft should
be located in the metamorphic rocks or in the Triassic
sedimentary rocks will depend on results of geological,
geophysical, and geochemical investigations yet to be
completed. Preliminary data suggest that the Triassic
rocks are not extensively fractured, but the presence and
spacing of joints and faults would be disclosed by the
lateral tunnels. The physical, chemical, and engineering
properties of the Triassic rocks are not adequately known,
and exploratory excavations would facilitate their thorough
study. If data from the exploratory shaft and tunnels do
not clearly confirm that use of excavated vaults is safe
for long-term isolation of SRP wastes from the biosphere,
the concept as herein defined would become invaIid.

The Committee on Radioactive IVastellanagementreviewed the
report of the Panel on Bedrock Dli9sposaland endorsed the following
conelusions and recommendations:

1. The Panel on Bedrock Disposal has reviewed the pertinent in-
formation on management of high-level radioactive wastes now
‘storedin tanks at the Savannah River Plant site. It concludes
that the current interim procedure of tank storage is acceptable
for short-term containment but is not acceptable over the hazard-
ous radioactive life of the wastes.

The PaneZ yecomends that efforts touard developrnentof pemanent
storage facilities be continued.

2. The Panel has reviewed alternative methods of radioactive
waste processing and storage.

Whatever method is adopted, the PaneZ recommends that it be
capable of protecting the biosphere f~om these wastes for not
Zess than 1,000 yeaps.
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3. The Panel concludes that there is a reasonable prospect of
achieving such protection by storing the wastes in vaults in
rocks underlying the Tuscaloosa Formation beneath the Savannah
River Plant site. This conclusion refers only to wastes that
have been aged a minimum of 10 years. The underlying rocks in-
clude two major kinds, Triassic sedimentary rocks and older
metamorphic rocks; safe storage may be possible in either one.

To guide underground exploration and permit a choice betueen
the Triaesie sedimentary rocks and the metamorphic rocks, the
Pane1 recomends additional fieLd and laboratory investigations.
These investigations must produce definitive information as to
the three-dimensional characteristics of the two rock units that
underlie the prolifit, uater-bearing Tuscaloosa formation. Par-
ticularly important is information on (a) the fluid transmissivity
of different parts of the two rock units, (b) the hydraulic
gradients within the rocks of Triassic age, (c) the ion-exchange
capacities of the two units, (d) the chemical reactions betoeen
the waste and the potential host rock, and (e) the regional stress
fields in the two units.

4. The Panel concludes that no reasonable amount of exploration
from the land surface can conclusively demonstrate the safety of
waste storage in deep vaults. Essential for such a demonstration
is in situ inspection and testing of the rocks in which vaults
might be constructed.

Accordingly, the Pane1 further reeonnnendsthat an expLoratory
shaft be sunk and explo~atory tunnels be driven in the rock selected.

5. Tbe recommended experimental progranlis intended to develop
the information that would permit an orderly analysis of all factors
relevant to safety and environmental considerations.

Tke PaneL recorivnendstbt a systematic frameuork for accmlatioti
of the required data be established in conjunction with the design
of an exploratory shaft and tunne1s.

6. Study of the recommended exploratory shaft and tunnels may
indicate that the proposed deep vault storage at SRP would not
be acceptable. Since some long-term alternative to tank storage
is needed, concurrent research and development of alternative
waste-managementprocedures are necessary.

The PaneZ recomends that the U.S. Atomic ‘%ergy Comission con-
tinue vigorously to investigate alternative methods of fixing and
storing wastes.
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7. Study of the recommended exploratory shaft and tunnels may
indicate that the proposed deep vault storage at the SRP is
acceptable.

In this ease, the panel reeomends that a competent and impartial
review be made of this additionaZ information before the decision
is made to charge the vault oith uaste.

6. Bedrock Explorations

Based on tbe recommendations of the Du Pent Consulting Panel,
which were later concurred in by the NAS-NRC Panel, that the next
step of exploration was the construction of an exploratory shaft
and tunnel, a consultant architect-engineering firm was retained.
Realizing that this storage facility, if constructed, would have
requirements beyond that of ordinary rock tunnels the consulting
architect-engineer was asked first to make a broad scope review
of all of the information so far developed for an additional ex-
pert opinion on the feasibility and safety of the project.

This preliminary study of available dataz0]21 concluded that
the probability of the feasibility of the concept of storing
radioactive wastes in bedrock tunnels is enough to warrant con-
tinuation of programmed and recommended studies of hydrology, rock
mechanics, chemistry, and thermal considerations. It also con-
cluded that “with data from ‘above ground! studies only, it will
not be possible to state conclusively that the overall project
objective is feasible. The host rock must be penetrated with man-
sized exploratory shafts in order to permit detailed inspection
and in situ testing. Only after conducting, anaIyzing, and
synthesizing the results of such in s2tu investigations will it
be possible to reach a definitive conclusion.!!

Two other r:~;:~s were produced by the consultant architect-
engineering firm on specific technical aspects of the program -
deep shaft studies and the results of Triassic Exploration Drilling,

A draft environmental statement was prepared in January, 1972,
to provide information on en:~ronmental impacts of a bedrock waste
storage exploration program. This statement covered impacts of
sinking the exploratory shaft and tunnels and carrying out a data
collection program. If the data were favorable for implementation of
an actual waste disposal program in the bedrock, other environmental
impact statements would have been w~itten to CoVer the fuI1.~cale
facility and the effects of disposal of radioactive wastes there.

In November 1972, active investigation of bedrock storage of
radioactive waste was indefinitely’postponed while major effort
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was turned toward alternative methods of waste storage such as
temporary, near-surface storage in a solidified form. The ASC made
this decision because of concerns about proving the integrity of
bedrock for the period required for waste disposal as well as the
advisability of disposing of high.level waste in an area with a
large aquifer expressed by the States of Georgia and South Carolina.
The press release on this decision is given in Reference 25, and a
Federal Register notice announcing cancellation of the environmental
statement is given in Reference 26.
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Ill.CHARACTERIZATION OF THE EXISTING ENVIRONMENT

A. SITE LOCATION

The Savannah River Plant (SRP) occupies an approximately
circular area of 300 square miles (192,000 acres) in South
Carolina, 25 miles southeast of Augusta, Georgia (Figure III-1).
The site borders the Savannah River for approximately 17 miles.
The plantsite is closed to the public except for guided tours,
controlled deer hunts, controlled through-traffic along South
Carolina Highway 125 (SRP Road A) and along the Seaboard Coast
Line Railroad, traffic on U.S. Highway 278 along the north edge
of the site (Figure III-2), and authorized environmental studies.

The Savannah River Plant was constructed during the 1950s
to produce the basic materials, primarily 23gPu and tritium,
used in the fabrication of nuclear weapons. The plant facilities
(Figure III-2) consist of three operating nuclear production
reactors (P, K, and C), two nuclear production reactors in standby
condition (R and L), a small test reactor in standby condition
(U), two separation. areas (F and H) for processing irradiated
materials, a heavy water extraction and recovery plant (D), a fuel
and target fabrication facility (M), containing two test reactors,
the Savannah River Laboratory (a process development laboratory
to support production operations and containing three test reactors),
and administrative facilities (A), and the many non-nuclear facili-
ties necessary for plant operations.

The storage areas for high-level liquid waste are adjacent
to the separations areas and consist of two tank farms linked to
the separations areas and to each other by pipelines with secon-
dary containment. In addition, a 195-acre burial ground area located
between the F and H separations areas is used for controlled storage
of solid radioactive wastes. The waste storage areas are at least
six miles from the nearest Plant boundary.

Three major alternatives for long-term waste management at
SRP are described in Section IV.B. Facilities needed for these
management alternatives would be located as follows:

● New tanks for the alternative described in Section IV.B.1
would be built adjacent to the existing tank farms in F and
H Areas (Figure III-2).

● The waste solidification facility and surface storage vault
for the alternatives described in Section IV.B.2 would be
built adjacent to and north of H Area (Figure III-2).
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● Additional research and exploration would be necessary before
a decision is made on the specific onsite location of the bed-
rock caverns for the alternatives described in Section IV.B.3.

B. SITE CHARACTERISTICS

1. Introduction

Characteristics of the SRP site that are pertinent to the
long-term management of defense high-level radioactive waste in-
clude the geology, hydrology, meteorology, seismicity, biota, and
background radiation. These characteristics are briefly reviewed
below; a more detailed discussion may be found in DP-13231 and
ERDA-1537.2

2. Geology

The plant is located in the Coastal Plain geologic province.
This province is characterized by flat, mostly unconsolidated
sediment of Cretaceus age or younger. About 20 miles northwest
of the plantsite is the lower edge of the Piedmont Plateau (the
other main geologic province in S.C.).

The soil layers of the plantsite affect the migration rates
and directions of ground water and of any radioisotope present in
the soils and ground water of the site. Geologic formations be-
neath the Savannah River Plant site are shown in Figure III-3, a
cross section that bisects the plantsite. The formations are the
Hawthorn, Barnwel1, P4cBean, Congaree, Ellenton, Tuscaloosa, and
bedrock (crystalline metamorphic rock and the Dunbarton Triassic
Basin).3 The sediments that constitute the formations above bed-
rOck are either unconsolidated or semiconsolidated. The crystal-
line metamorphic rocks outcrop at the Fall Line and dip approxi-
mately 36 ft/mi to the southeast underneath the Coastal Plain
sediments.

A large Triassic deposit in a basin of the crystalline rock
underlies one-third of the plant area and is located in the south-
eastern section of the site. This deposit consists of sedimentary
material formed into sandstones, siltstones, and mudstones.

The basement rock under the center of the plantsite is
about 1000 ft below the surface. The geologic formations
that immediately overlay the basement rock are called the
Tuscaloosa and Ellenton formations; they are 500 to 600 ft
thick below the plant. These formations consist of sand and
clay and contain several prolific water-bearing beds, which
supply over 1000 gal/reinof water from each of several indi-
vidual wells on the plantsite Overlying the Tuscaloosa and
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Ellenton formations are several formations of the Tertiary Period
that range in age from about 10 million to about 50 million years.
These formations have a combined thickness of about 350 ft in the
central part of the plant. They consist predominantly of compact
clayey sand and sandy clay with a few beds of sand and a few beds
of hard clay. At depths ranging from about 100 to 180 ft, there
is a zone in which the sandy deposits include calcareous cement,
small lenses of limestone, and some shells. At scattered dis-
continuous localities, slowly moving ground water has dissolved
this calcareous material and left these less consolidatedthan the
sediments surrounding them. Some of these areas were filled with
a concrete grout before major SRP facilities were constructed.
At some places on the Savannah River Plant, the rocks of the
Tertiary Period are overlain by more recent terrace deposits of
alluvium. These deposits are usually thin in the upland areas,
but are of significant thickness in the valleys of tbe Savannah
River and some of its larger tributaries.

3. Hydrology

Surface waters provide a mechanism for transporting unavoid-
able releases of radioactive elements, stable elements, and heat
offsite. These materials, if discharged to a plant stream, will
move toward the Savannah River because almost al1 of the plant.
site is drained by tributaries of the river (Figure III-2).
Only one small stream (not shown on Figure III-2) in the north.
eastern sector of the site drains to the Salkehatchie River to
the east, and this small stream bas no operating facilities on
it. Also, none of the facilities discussed in this statement
will drain to this stream. Each of the tributaries is fed by
smaller streams; therefore, no location on the site is very far

frOm a continuously flowing stream. Knowledge of the flow in
the streams is used to predict the offsite consequences of
various routine and accidental releases.

In addition to the flowing streams, surface water is held
in over 50 artificial impoundments covering a total of over 3000
acres. The largest of these, Par Pond, has an area of approximately
2700 acres. Water is held intermittently in marshes and over 200
natural basins, Called Carolina Bays. A large swamp bordering
the Savannah River receives the flow from several of the plant
streams.

The source of most of the surface water on the plantsit< is
either natural rainfal1 or water pumped from the Savannah River
to cool the nuclear reactors. Tbe cooling water is discharged
to the streams to flow back to the river or to Par Pond. Addi-
tional small amounts are discharged from other plant processes
to tbe streams.
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Two large reservoirs on the Savannah River upstream of the
Savannah River PIant provide power, flood control, and recreational
areas. Clark Hill Reservoir, completed in 1952, is 35 miles (70
river miles) upstream. Hartwell Reservoir, completed in 1961, is
90 miles (150 river miles) upstream. Operation of these reservoirs
stabilized the river flow in the vicinity of the plant to a yearly
average flow of 10,400 i2900 cfs during 1961 to 1970. The minimum
daily flow during this period was 6000 cfs. River water requires
a minimum of 3 days to reach the coast from SRP, and the average
flow times of 5 to 6 days probably better represents the travel
time.

The monthly average temperature of the river water measured
since July 1955, upstream from all SRP process water discharges,
ranged from 6.8 to 26.8”C. The daily river temperature has reached
25.5“C or higher only during the months of June through September.

The Savannah River is used for fishing, both commercial and
sport, and pleasure boating downstream of the plant, and also as
a drinking water supply at Port Wentworth, Ga., for an effeetive
consumer population of about 20,000, and at Hardeeville, S.C.
(Beaufort-JasperWater Treatment Plant), for a consumer population
of approximately 50,000.

The five main streams on the plantsite are Savannah River
tributaries. These are Upper Three Runs, Four Mile Creek, Pen Branch,
Steel Creek, and Lower Three Runs (Figure III-2) They arise on the
Aiken Plateau and descend 100 to 200 ft before discharging to the
river. On the plateau, the streams are clear except during periods
of high water. Rainfall soaks into the ground, and seepage from the
sandy soil furnishes the streams with a rather constant supply of
water throughout the year. In addition, four of the streams have
received reactor cooling water discharges. These discharges, many
times the natural stream flows, cause the streams to overflow their
original banks along much of their length. For additional details
on these streams see Reference 2.

The results of detailed studies3 on the site reveal how the
geology and hydrology of the plantsite affects ground water move-
ment. Differences in the piezometric head (water pressure) meas-
urements show the direction that ground water flow wil1 take.
Figure III-4 shows the vertical distribution of hydrostatic head
in ground water near H Area, measured with six piezometers near
the H-Area waste tank farm and four other piezometers outside
H Area”. Downward percolation of water from the water table is
indicated by decline to minimum head in the Congaree formation.
In the two piezometers (lE, lD, Figure III-4) above the tan clay,
the decline is probably fairly uniform with depth. Across the
tan clay (1D to lC), the decline is relatively abrupt (about 12 ft
of head decline in 18 ft of depth). The tan clay, maximum 12 ft
thick, is sufficiently impermeable to divert some of the water
laterally to creeks, the nearest being several thousand feet away.
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Within the fairly permeable sands of the McBean formation,
the head declines only 2 ft in N50 ft of geologic material (1C
to IB). The green clay shown in Figure III-4 is one of the more
significant hydrologic units in the region; it is only 6 to 10 ft
thick in H Area (although somewhat thicker elsewhere), and its
importance is easily missed if only drilling information is avail-
able. The 80-ft decline in piezometric head (1B to 3B, 1A) across
the green clay indicates that the clay is continuous over a large
area and has low permeability. ~us, the green clay also diverts
water laterally to creeks that have eroded down into the McBean.
These points of discharge are farther from H Area than the dis-
charges from the Barnwell formation.

Ground water in the Congaree zone below the green clay also
discharges into Upper Three Runs. This formation has the lowest
hydrostatic head. The Ellenton formation has a head m7 ft higher
than the Congaree, thus indicating the Ellenton is not receiving
water from the Congaree formation.

Head is uniform in the three Tuscaloosa piezometers (P3C,P3B,
P3A), lower than that in the Ellenton formation (DRB7WW), but
higher than those in the Congaree. Both the recharge and discharge
regions of the Tuscaloosa are principally off the plantsite, and
they control its water level within the plantsite.

Piezometric contours for the Tuscaloosa formation (Figure
III-5) indicate that the Tuscaloosa water flows from the Aiken
Plateau in a curved path to the Savannah River valley. This
lateral flow through the very permeable formation supports the
Tuscaloosa water level on the plantsite. Recharge by vertical
percolation from above probably does not occur at SRP. The
Tuscaloosa aquifer underneath a portion of southeastern Georgia
also flows toward and outcrops in the Savannah River valley as
shown in Figure III-5.

4. Local Climate and Meteorology

The climate in the SRP area is tempered with mild winters
and long summers. Augusta temperatures average 48°F in the
winter, B5°F in summer, and 65°F annually. The average relative
humidity is 70%. The average annual rainfall at SRP is 47 in.
A detailed discussion of the methods for estimating environmental
effects of radionuclides released from SRP to the atmosphere is
presented in Appendix F of Reference 2.

The probability and magnitude of severe storms have been
analyzed to determine their effects on SRP facilities. Two types
of major storm:, hurricanes and tornadoes, occur in South Carolina.
Both types of storms are discussed in detail in Reference 2,
including their frequency of occurrence.

The Savannah River Laboratory maintains its own meteorological
station with an online computer to provide input from local weather
conditions on the offsite dose effects of any SRP radionuclide
releases.k
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5. Seismicity

The Savannah River Plant is located in an area where moderate
ground shaking might occur from earthquakes, based on earthquake
risk predictions by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey.1‘“ 6 The
only significant shaking in the SRP area during the last 3 cen-
turies was from the 1886 Charleston, S. C. earthquake, centered
90 miles to the southeast. The maximum acceleration of that
earthquake in the SRP area has been estimated at O.05 g.2 From
geologic information as well as from seismic history of the east
coast region a major earthquake near SRP is improbable.2

The Belair fault has had local interest in recent years.
Based on a study of the Belair fault by the U.S. Geological
Survey,7 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission states:8

The Belair fault zone is located about 16 km west of
Augusta, Georgia. It is actually a number of faults,
each 1.1 to 4.7 kilometers in length, which when taken
together comprise a zone at least 21 kilometers long
trending approximately north-northeast.

The conclusion of the latest report by the U.S. Geologi-

cal survey indicates that the age of the oldest unfaulted

sti-atigraphic unit is thought to be between 2,000 and

approximately 23,000 years Old. The age of the youngest
faulted unit is approximately 65 million years old. To
date, no intermediate age strata have been found which
would provide a more definitive date of last movement
on the fault. Thus, although the study does not abso-
lutely demonstrate lack of movement in the last 35,000
years, it does provide a high level of confidence that
the last movement is not as recent as previously be-
lieved. With the absence of any correlation of macro-
seismicity with this fault zone, we have concluded that
this fault is not capable within the meaning of Appendix
A to 10 CFR Part 100, ,,sei~micand Geologic Siting

Criteria for Nuclear Power Plants.” We will continue
to monitor research activities which could lead us to
modify this finding.

The design basis earthquake for SRP incorporates an accelera-
tion of 0.26g, equivalent to an earthquake intensity of VII to
VIII on the kiodifiedMercalli scale.g

Seismic monitors, which were installed in SRP reactor build-
ings between 1952 and 1955, are set to alarm at 0.002 g (intensity
II) and have never indicated an earthquake shock of this intensity
since their installation. In addition to the seismic monitors
installed in the reactor buildings, a modern seismograph network,
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consisting of three shOrt period vertical seismometer stations
and a central recording station, was installed in 1976. ~is
system was designed tO provide a continuous record of any local
seismic activity. Data on individual events collected by this
network are provided to seismologists with the U.S. Geological
Survey, the University of South Carolina, and Georgia Institute
of Technology.

6. Biota

The Savannah River Plant site provides a wide variety of
protected habitats; hence, the speciesr di”er~itY and ~oeulation~
are both large. In general, the plantsite is a natural preserve
for biota typical of the Southeastern Coastai Plain. The major
effect of SRP on wildlife has resulted from changed habitat
conditions since the government acquired the site. The production
and support facilities occupy less than 5% of the plantsite.
Radioactive releases are limited to lCIWle”el~ in limited ~rea~
and are shown by monitoring programs to result in only minor

137c~ content of deer and fish taken On Orcontributions to the
adjacent to the plantsite. For detailed discussion of the biota,
see References 1 and 2.

7. Background Radiation

Natural background radiation includes both cosmic and ter-

restrial sources. These sources vary with location but are
assumed ~~nstant with time within the recorded span of human
history. The calculated annual background radiation dose re-
ceived by the average person living in the vicinity of the Savan-
nah River Plant is approximately 120 mrem from natural sources;
35 mrem from cosmic radiation, 55 mrem from external terrestrial
radiation and 27 mrem from internal radiation. For more details
on natural background radiation in the vicinity of Savannah River
Plant see Reference 2.

B. Environmental Park

The plant was designated as a National Environmental Research
Park in June 1972. The various portions of the plantsite offer
unusual opportunities for observing interactions between large
industrial complexes and the environment. There are extensive
areas of land protected from heavy traffic patterns, casual
visitors, real estate development, and other disruptive influences.
Because the land area is owned by the U.S. Government, long-term
ecological research can be based at the Park with confidence in the
continuation of the existing habitats. Several of the unusual
OPPOrtunities offered are for observing and comparing the ecosystem
changes brought about by heated water, flooding, atmospheric and
aqueous emissions from fossil fuel power plants, uptake and

/
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retention of low levels of radioactive materials, forest manage-
ment activities, and other stresses on the environment. Re-
searchers from universities and government agencies are currently
taking advantage of these opportunities for study.

9. Environmental Studies by Outside Contractors, Universities,
and Researchers

Before the start of plant construction in 1951, the Limnol-
OgY Department Of the Academy of Natural Sciences of Philadelphia
began a baseline study of the Savannah River in the vicinity of
the Savannah River Plant. This study considered al1 the major
groups of aquatic organisms (protozoa, lower invertebrates, in-
sects, fish, and algae) together with the general chemical and
physical characteristics of the river. The purpose Of this study
was to provide a comprehensive picture so that future changes that
might occur in the Savannah River could be measured. Such changes
might be due to the activities of the Savannah River Plant or to
changes in upstream river conditions.

Since the baseline study, the Limnology Department has carried
on a continuous program of detailed surveys of the river’s bio-
logical, chemical, and physical condition.

The Savannah River Ecology Laboratory (SREL) of the University
of Georgia was established in 1961 to study the ecology of the SRP
site. It has conducted diversified studies of site characteristics
to identify and follow natural changes since acquisition of the
property in 1950 as well as to investigate the effects of SRP
operations. Research is currently centered in three major programs:
thermal ecology, mineral cycling, and radioecology of transuranic
elements. Each of these programs is strengthened by the ongoing
accumulation of knowledge of the basic ecology of the site. For
further details of these studies see Reference 2.

10. Historic and National Landmarks
_~~ ;Ly,

There are no known historic or national landmarks on the

1

Jd:s$j
Savannah River plantsite. The site was set aside by the U.S.
Government in 19S0 as a controlled area for production of nuclea $:6 ,,,,,

Y
materials needed for national defense. It is not expected that
the location for any of the facilities to be built on the Savann n
River plantsite would have any historical or archeological inter-\ ~’”~ /.. /-
est; h~wever, before any
permit will be processed
Anthropology, University

disturbance of a site is made, a site us’
through the Institute of Archeology and

\

~.r,-

of South Carolina.
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c. SURROUNDING REGION

1. Demography

The location of the Savannah River Plant relative to popu-
lation centers and geographic features within a 150-mile radius
is shown in Figure III-I. The distribution of population within
150 km (about 95 miles) from the center of the plant is shown in
Figure III-6. The projected population, within 80 km of the
center of the plant, for the year 2000 is shown in Figure 111-7} 1
According to the 1970 census, major population centers within about
25 miles of the center of the plant are:

Distance, Direction 1970
City miles from Plant Population

Augusta, GA 25 Northwest 59,864
N. Augusta, SC 25 Northwest 12,883
Aiken, SC 20 North 13,436
Williston, SC 15 Northeast 2,594
Barnwel1, SC 15 East 4>439
Allendale, SC 26 Southeast 3,620
Waynesboro, GA 28 Southwest 5,530

2. Regional Land Use

In the counties surrounding the Savannah River Plant, approx-
imately 65% of the land is forestlz and approximately 30% is used
for farming. The primary farm products are soybeans, corn and
cotton.13

3. Nearby Nuclear Facilities

Three nuclear facilities are either planned, under construc-
tion, or in use adjacent to SP.P (Figure III-2) . Georgia Power
Company plans to construct two power reactors at the Alvin W.
Vogtle Nuclear Plant on tbe Savannah River at the southwest bound-
ary. The Barnwell Nuclear Fuel Plant of Allied-General Nuclear
Services is on the eastern boundary for chemical separations of
commercial reactor fuels. A commercial facility for burying
noxious chemicals and low-level radioactive wastes, Chem-Nuclear

Services, is located adjacent to the Allied-General facility.

I
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IV. BACKGROUND AND DESCRIPTION OF ALTERNATIVES

A. DESCRIPTION{ OF SRP HIGH-LEVEL LIQUID WASTE

1. Characteristics of Waste

Almost all (>99%) of the fission products generated in the
fuel during reactor operations go into acidic aqueous waste
streams during spent fuel processing. These wastes are made
alkaline to a pH of 10 to 13 and transferred to large underground
waste storage tanks. In the waste storage tanks, components
insoluble in the highly alkaline solution precipitate and settle
to form a layer of sludge on the tank bottom. The sludge contains
oxides and/or hydroxides of manganese, iron, silicon, and aluminum,
along with fission products, induced radioactive elements, uranium,
transuranium elements, mercury, silver, and other nonradioactive
elements. Most of the radionuclides are contained in the sludge;
only the cesium remains predominantly in the liquid. Settled
sludge volume is 6 to 10% of the total (unevaporated)waste volume,
but 70 to 90% of this volume is interstitial liquid with a compo-
sition similar to the supernatant liquid. After the sIudge settles
to the bottom of a tank, the supernatant liquid is transferred to
an evaporator for dewatering. The concentrate from the evaporator
is transferred to a cooled waste tank where the supersaturated
solution precipitates and forms salt crystals. The supernate is
returned to the evaporator for further concentrateion. This
process is repeated until essentially all of tbe supernate is
converted to damp salt cake.

The waste in a single tank is made up of many waste streams
from the spent fuel reprocessing plants, and its detailed compo.
sition varies from tank to tank. The chemical composition of
the major components of the composite fresh waste is given in
Table IV-1. Table IV-2 shows the concentrations of radionuclides
in the fresh waste, with the assumption that the fuel bas been
cooled six months before being reprocessed. The radionuclide
concentration in the salt is approximately three times the con-
centration in supernate with the same decay period.
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TABLE IV-1

Average Chemical Composition of Fresh
SRP High-Level Waste

Constituent

NaNO3

NaNo2

NaAl(OH) +

NaOH

NaZC03

NaZSO~

Fe(OH)3

MnOz

Hg(OH)z

Other Solids

Concentration
Molar g/L

3.3 281

<0.2 <14

0.5 59

1 40

0.1 11

0.3 43

0.07 7.5

0.02 1.7

0.002 0.5

o.13a 7.8

a. Assuming an average molecular weight

of 60.
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TABLE IV-2

Average Radionuclide Composition of Fresha SRP High-LevelWaste

Radionucli&

95M

144ce-144pr

95zr

9ly

89%

lb’Ce

‘q7Pm
103RU

LU6RU-106m

‘~sr

1 37c~

129Te

127Te

134c~

151~m

238PU

241PU

2‘ ‘Cm

Activity,Ci/ga1

105

68

60

47

36

12

12

10

4

3

3

2

2

1

8 X ICI-2

1 x 10-2

2 x 10-3

1 x 10-3

Radicmucli&

Z!iiAm

99TC

2 39PU

154EU

9 32=

240PU

135c~

126~n-126s~

?9se

233U

1291

2 38
u

107pd

2 37NP

152EU

242PU

158%

235U

Activity,

1 x lIJ-3

5 x 10-b

3 x 10-4

1 x 10-4

1 x 10-”

6 X 10-5

4 x 10-s

1 x 10-5

1 x 10-5

z X 10-S

1 x 10-6

6 x 10-7

s x 10-7

4 x 10-7

2 x 10-7

6 x 10-8

6 x 10-8

3 x 10-e

a. Afterreprocessingfuelthat has been cooledsixmonths
afterdischargefromreactor. See TableIV-6for the
averageradionuclideconcentrationof reconstitutedSRP

Ci/ga1

high-~evelwastein 198S.
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Both the chemical and radionuclide composition of the waste
changes as the waste ages. The major changes are:

Radiolytic decomposition of the waste. The major effect of

this radiolytic decomposition is the slow reduction in the
NaNOq concentration with an equivalent increase in NaNOz con-
centration. After 5 to 10 years, the NaNOz concentration

approaches the residual NaN03 concentration.

A slow reduction in the NaOH concentration due to reaction
with COZ absorbed from air, forming NazCOs

Decay of radionuclides. Figure IV-1 shows the decay of major
radionuclides in this waste.

Natural partitioning of the waste into sludge and supernate
fractions. The sludge scavenges most of the radionuclides
from the supernate as it settles to the bottom of the tank.

Characteristics of Reconstituted Waste for Long-Term
Pqanagement

If waste removal from tanks is initiated in 198P, 25 waste
tanks are expected to be in service. These tanks will contain
approximately 12.7 million gallons (47 million liters) of damp
crystallized salt, 3 million gallons (15 million liters) of sludge,
and 6.2 million gallons (22 million liters) of liquid waste.
Tables IV-3 and IV-4 show their radionuclide compositions with age.

Before solidification of the waste is started (or before
transfer to an SRP bedrock cavern or replacement of waste storage
tanks), the salt must be dissolved and the solution is used to
slurry the sludge from the waste tanks. Dissolution of the total
salt expected to be on hand in 1987 will require approximately
40 million gallons (150 million liters) of water. These operations
will produce about 60 million gallons (227 million liters) of
reconstituted waste which will be fed to the solidification
facility or SRP bedrock cavern or returned to new waste storage
tanks.

The reconstituted waste will be similar in chemical composition
to the original neutralized fresh waste generated by the spent fuel
reprocessing plants but t~illbe less ~adioactive. The chemical
composition of the reconstituted waste is shown in Table Iv-5.
Table IV-6 gives the activity of the significant radionuclides in
reconstituted waste. Figures IV-2 and Iv-3 sho}~the radionuclide
content of the waste from O to 1400 years and from O to 106 years
after irradiation, respectively. The units are expressed as
Ci/gal of reconstituted waste.
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TABLE IV-3

Avera9e Radio. uclide Composition of SRP High-Level Sludge

4.5 x 10’

9,6 x 101

7.6 x 10’

4.4 x 10’

6..0x 10°

3.0 x 10”

1.0 x 10’

5,2 x 10”

2,4 x 101

3,0 x 101

1.6 x 10°

9.4 x 10-’

6.4 x IoO

8.7 x 10’

7,5 x 10-1

1.1 x 10-’

2,4 x 10-’

1.3 x 10-’

1,3 x 101

1.8 x 10-s

2.s x 10-6

a

a
a

3.6 x 101

a
1.6 x 10°

2.8 x 101

1.5 x 100

a

5.9 x 10-~

2,3 x IoO

7.3 x 10-1

1.1 x 10-1

2.0 x 10-2

1,1 x 1O-*

1.5 x 10-’
.
.
a
.
a

9.7 r.IO”

.

s x 10-’

2.4 x 101

1.3 x 10”

‘1

.

4.2x 10-1

7.0 x 10-’

1.1 x 10-’

1.6 x 10-’

9.5 x 10-z

0. value .I . 10-7

TABLE IV-4

Avevage Radion.elide composition of SRP High-Level Supernate

,?adion~<cZid.,ICtiz>it~ ci/g. z
1 5 10

2.6 7.4 x 10-2 8.7 x 10-’

2.T 5.0 x 10-’ .

1.7 x 10-’ 5.7 x 10-9 a

1.0 x 10-’ a a

1.7 x 10-’ a a

1.7 x 10-1 a .

6.1 x 10-$ 2.1 x 10-1 5,7 x 10-2

.1.4x 10-’ a a

6.7 x 10-1 4.3 x 1(1-2 1.4 x 10-3

6.8 x 10-2 6.2 x 10-2 5.5 x 10-2

3.3 3.1 2.7

5.5 x 10-1 a a

3.8 x 10-2 3.4 x 10-6 a

5.1 x 10-2 1.3 x 10-Z 2.4 x 10-3

4,4 x 10-3 4.3. 10-3 4,1 x 10-3

3.8 x 10-5 3.7 x 10-S 3.5 x 10-’

8.1 x 10-6 6,7 x 10-6 5.4 x 10-s

4.5 x 10-6 s.8 x 10-G 3.2 x 10-6

RadionxctideActi.it#,Ci/qaZ
I 5 10

1.1 x 10-’ 1.1 x 10-2 1.1 x 10-2

4.3 x 10-3 4.3 x 10-3 4.3 x 10-~

3.5 . 10-’ 3.5 x 10-3 3.5 x 10-~

1.1 x 10-’ 8,3x 10-+ 5.s x 10-”

8,6 7. 10-’ 8.6 x 10-4 8.6 x 10-+

6,4 x 10-” 6.4 x 10-+ 6.4 x 10-3

2,2 x 10-s 2.2 x 10-5 2.2 x 10-5

1.1 x 10-’ 1.1 x 10-~ 1.1 x 10-4

1.0 x 10-” 1.0 x 1O-Q 1.0 x 10-q

2.1 x 10-’ 2.1 x 10-$ 2.1 x 10-$

9.4 x 10-6 9.4 x 10-6 9,4 x 10-6

6.4 x 10-6 6.4 x 10-6 6.4 x 10-6

4.4 x 10-’ 4.4 x 10-s 4.4 x 10-6

3,9 x 10-6 3.9 x 10-$ 3.9 x 10-6

1.7x 10-6 1.3x 10-6 1.0 x 10-6

6,2 x 10-’ 6.2 x 10-7 6.2 x 10-7

6.0 x 10-7 6.0 x 10-7 6,0 x 10-7

2.7 x 10-’ 2.7 x 10-7 2.7 x 10-7

BudionuclideActio<t&Ci/gaZ
1 5 10

3.6x 10-6 3.6x 10-6 3.6x 10-6

2.5x 10-5 2,5x 10-5 2.5x 10-5

1,1x 10-’ 1.1x 10-’ 1.1x 10-’

6.7 x 10-6 4.8x 10-6 3.2x 10-6

2.4x 10-’ 2.47.10-s 2.4x 10-5

2,1. In-’ 2.1, 10-7 2.I . 10-7

4.6 x 10-$ 4.6 x 10-5 4.6 x 10-5

6.1 x 10-7 6,1 x 10-7 6.1 x ,0-7

6.0 x 10-7 6.0 x 10-S 6.(1 x ,0->

7.1 , 10-9 7.1 , 10-9 7. I , 10-S

S.5 x ,0-, 5.5 x 10”’ 5.5 x 10-8

2.1 x 10-s 2.1 x 10-9 2.1 x 10-9

2.6 x 10-8 2.6 x 10-8 2.6 x 10-8

1.3 x 10-’ 1.3 x 10-9 1.3x 10-9

1,0 x 10-’ 7.8 x 10-9 6.0 x 10-9

a . a

a . a

a . .
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TABLE IV-5

Chemical Composition of Reconstituted SRP

High-Level Waste

NaAl(OH)q

NaOt{

NazC03

Na2S0,,

Fe (OH) ~

MnOs

Hg(oH)z

Other Solids

2.2

1.1

0.5

0.75

0,3

0,3

0.07

0,02

0.002

o.13a

187

76

S9

30

32

43

7,5

1.7

0.5

7.8

0. Assumingan ~ver~gemolecularweight
of 60.

TABLE IV-6

Radionucl ide Content of Reconstituted SRP
High-Level Waste (1985)

Radionuclide

90~r

1 37c~

147pm

14bce-144pT

lslsm

106 RU- 106*

2 38PU

Z&lh

‘“Cm

239PU

Activity,

2.1

2.2

0.77

0.19

0.07

0.03

0.01

0.001

0.001

0.0004

Ci/ga1 Total Activity,Ci

1.3x 108

1.3x 108

4.6 X 107

1.1x 107

4.2X 106

1.8x 106

6.0x 105

6.0X 104

6.0x 10’

2.4X 10’
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3. Differences Between Savannah River, Hanford, Idaho,
and Commercial Wastes

High- 1evel radioactive wastes generated at Hanford are

similar to those at the Savannah River Plant in chemical and

radionuclide composition. Hanford wastes are also processed to
excess alkalinity and transferred to large underground storage
tanks. However, the high-heat wastes at Hanford are not cooled
like those at SRP; therefore, sludge in the SRP tanks remains

more flocculent. Radiocesium and radiostrontium are being
removed from the Hanford waste and stored in double-wall canisters
as cesium chloride and strontium fluoride. Cesium and strontium
remova; operations are expected to be completed in the early
1980s, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory (INEL) high-level
waste composition varies greatly depending on the type of fuel
being processed, the irradiation history of the fuel

i
and the

length of time the fuel is stored before processing. Unlike
Savannah River and Hanford, INEL high-level liquid waste is
initially stored as an acid solution and contains high fluoride
concentrations. After a suitable decay period, the acidic waste
is converted to a granular solid in a fl.t]i.dized-bed calciner.
For further details on tbe composition of INEL waste, see the
Fins1 ~virornnental Statement, Waste Management Gperat<ons, Idaho
National tigineering Laboratory (Report ERDA-1536).3

The commercial high-level nuclear wastes at the Nuclear Fuel
Services Plant at West Valley, New York are quite similar to the
SRP alkaline wastes. However, the NFS wastes also include a smal1
quantity of acid Thorex waste.

If reprocessing of nuclear power reactor fuels is ever
resumed, the waste from the reprocessing plants will be similar
to INEL high-level waste before calcining, except that it will
contain less aluminum, zirconium, and fIuorides, and a higher
concentrateion of radionuclides, which in turn wil1 generate more
heat per unit volume. Wastes from nuclear reprocessing plants
for power reactor fuel are described in AZtematiues for Managi~
Waste from Reaetors and Post-Fissim Operations in the LWR Fuel
Cyc2e (Report ERDA-76-43).2
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B. TECH!IOLOGY OF THREE MAJOR ALTERNATIVES FOR
LONG-TERM WASTE MANAGEMENT*

1. Alternative 1 – Continue Storage in Tanks

Description

This alternative is a continuation of present high-level
waste management practices at SRp and is therefore the !!NcIActiOn!!
alternative under CEQ designations. However, since a considerable
smount of positive action is required over a long time period to
carry out this alternative, it is herein referred to as “Continued
Present Action.1!

For purposes of calculating waste volumes, the DWD and this
EIS have assumed SRP reactor operation ceases in 1987.** Under
this assumption, the backlog of high-level waste to be managed
will be stored in 25 tanks. Each tank would contain less than
1 million gallons, and would have a capacity of 1.3 million gallons.
They would be the double-wall Type III design now being built at
SRP. Use of heat-treated steels and stress relief after construc-
tion is expected to result in a service lifetime of at least 50
years for these tanks.

New tanks would be built as required by the observed condition
of the tanks in service. Salt or sludge would be reconstituted
to liquid by dissolving or slurrying with water. This solution
would be transferred to a new tank and evaporated to a dsmp salt
cake or sludge as it was before transfer. The old tank would be
cleaned and retired from service. The cycle of reconstitution
to liquid, transfer to new tanks and evaporation, and retirement
of old tsnks would continue about every 50 years into the future.
The process would cease when some future generation made a decision
that some other disposal method would be more desirable, or that
the radioactivity had decayed enough so that the tanks could be
covered and abandoned.

The operations outlined above are described in detai1 in
Reference 4.

* Other alternatives and reasons for their exclusion from
coverage in this document are discussed in Section IX.

** The normal design of a plant for the remote handling Of large
quantities of radioactive materials provides for safe opera-
tion over an extended period of years. A waste solidification
plant would thus be operable beyond the time necessary to work
off a backlog determined by a 1987 shutdown. If operations
were extended past 1987, increases in impacts such as consump-
tion of materials and pre-emption of repository space would
be expected to be roughly in proportion.
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Status of Technology

This alternative is a continuation of operations currently
performed at SRP on a routine basis, backed by about 25 years of
experience. The technology for all necessary phases is there-
fore defionstratedfull scale and in-hand. The lifetime of new,
Type III stress-relieved tanks has not been demonstrated, but is
projected from experience with other tanks and laboratory studies
to be least 50 years.

Research and Development Needed

No research and development effort is needed to implement
this alternative at the current state-of-the-art level. However,
improvements are being made in established methods of recon-
stituting waste, evaporation, level monitoring, tank surveillance,
corrosion control, etc., as a result of small-scale, continuing
research and development efforts. Current plans for these
activities between now and the time that this alternative could
be considered implemented (mid-1980) are discussed in detail in
Reference 5.

2. Alternative 2, Subcase 1 – Immobilize*
and Ship to a Federal Repository

The technology development program now under way and pro-
posed for funding is oriented toward timely implementation of
this alternative, which is illustrated in Figure IV-4.

Description

For all subcases of Alternative 2, salt solutions and slurried
sludge are removed from the waste tanks in the two separations
areas, F Area and H Area. These solutions are processed through
a waste solidification plant which begins operation in 1988.

* Glass is used as the reference form in the analysis of Alter-
native 2 (all subcases). As stated in the foreward, the
decision on waste form has not yet been made since another
waste form will not be chosen unless it had less impact than.
gl,ass, the analyses presented are bounding.
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In the solidification plant, the sludge is washed and cen-
trifuged free of residual salt. The salt solution is Iike\\rise
filtered free of residual sludge and then passed through ion
exchange columns to remove cesium and strontium, re-evaporated,
and handled as described in Section IV.C. The sludge and ion
exchange product are combined i~ithSiOz, Bz03, and other glass-
making materials to form a matrix containing about 35% l,,aste (25g[,
on a \;asteoxide basis). The glass product is sealed in steel
containers and shipped for offsite geologic disposal. For current
reference purposes, the geologic disposal formation is assumed to
be salt beds, but other geologic formations are also beirlgconsidered.

Sludq’e and

saltslurry I

‘i::*pjcans Salt ‘Tanks Water

❑ 00

FIGURE IV-4. Conceptual Waste Solidification Process
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A temporary storage facility is included to store up to two years
of production of glass; the option of extended onsite storage is
also open as discussed in Subcase 2.

Waste Removal ad Tank Deeonthnation

Salt removal is accomplished by redissolving the salt in
recirculated water and pumping the resultant solution from the
tanks. Sludge removal is accomplished by slurrying the sludge
with special pumps and pumping the slurry from the tanks.
Residual sludge is then removed by chemical cleaning with oxalic
acid solutions.

By 1988 when the waste solidification plant starts up, all
waste will be stored in modern, double-wall, 1.3 million gallon
tanks. H Area will have ten tanks containing salt and liquid,
one tank containing sludge, and five tanks containing liquid and
sludge. F Area will have five tanks containing salt and liquid,

three tanks containing liquid and sludge, and one tank containing
sludge. Twenty-five will be in service by 1985.

Waste tanks are each fitted with low-pressure pumps for
slurrying and decontamination. Additionally, one mix tank in
each area and the transfer tank in H Area are fitted with high-
-pressurepumps.

Waste transfer pumps (including installed spares) are
required to move waste slurries from tank-to-tank and area-to-
area. When possible, installed jets will be used to transfer
salt solutions between tanks in the same area.

Additional equipment required for waste removal and tank
decontamination includes:

● Slurrying and transfer pumps

● Water recycle tanks – F and H Areas

● Oxalic acid solution tanks and pumps – F and H Areas

● Interarea water recycle transfer line

● Equipment for relocating pumps including a shielded cask
on a flatbed vehicle

● Piping, valves, spray jets, spray rings, and other minor
auxiliaries.

Sludge removal and tank cleanout have been demonstrated,
but improved technology is currently being developed. Removal

of aged high-heat sludge from a waste tank retired in service,
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but still containing a sludge heel, was successfully demonstrated
during FY 1979. Recirculated waste supernate was used as the
slurrying medium.6

SaLt Deeontmination

The waste solidification plant for processing the dissolved-
salt slurried-sludge mixture is under conceptual design with a
new canyon-type building located just outside H Area. Present
design calls for separate streams of salt solution and thick
sludge to be transferred to the processing building. The salt
concentrate must be further clarified of sludge fines before ion
exchange processing. Sand filtration has been used in tests, and
it, along with agglomeration and etched disk filtration, is being
evaluated in further tests.

The principal radionuclide, 137CS, is removed from the
dissolved salt by sorption on a phenolsulfonic ion exchange resin
such as DuoZite* ARC-359. 10eR” would not be removed, but with

its l-year half-life, will decay to innocuous levels in about 10
9 Osr (and sOme Of the other 10weryears. The smal1 amount of

concentration lanthanides and actinides) in the dissolved salt
would be removed by an additional stage of ion exchange using a
chelating resin. rincipal residual activi-

‘ith ‘his ‘t:p addedi3?C5 so nci,gties in salt would be 1.5 x 10 nC1/g , ‘“Sr, and
<2 nCi/g Pu.

Equipment to perform these processes remotely at large scale
is being developed and demonstrated in a semiworks mockup with
nonradioactive synthetic wastes.

The heart of the waste solidification process is the incorpo-
ration of the radionuclides into a high-integrity, low-leachability
matrix. Glass is being developed as the matrix in the SRP studies,
but, as discussed in Section IV.D, a number of other matrices are
being developed in companion programs at other sites. The options
are still being preserved in the SRP design program to use any
of the possible immobilization matrices. Current development of
the glass process is based on the light water reactor (LWR) waste
vitrification process being developed by Battelle-Pacific Northwest
Laboratories (PNL). As the first step in incorporating the waste
into glass, the washed sludge and ion exchange eluate are combined
and converted to dry powder in a spray claciner. The powder flows
by gravity with glass frit into a continuous, Joule-heated electric
furnace. Molten glass is periodically poured into steel canisters.
After cooling, lids are welded on the canisters, which are then

* Registered trademark of Diamond Shamrock Chemical Company.
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tested, leak-checked and decontaminated. Each container holds
165 allons of glass product with about 59 kilocuries of ‘OSr
and ‘37CS. The heat output of each container is about 290 watts.
C:f-gases from ‘bothcalciner and glass furnace are quenched,
absorbed, and scr~:bhed.before being released; scrub solutions
are back-cycled to the waste feed.

The decontaminated salt solution is evaporated in two stages
of bent tube evaporators as it is returned to existing waste
tanks. The evaporator overheads are recycled for dissolution of
more salt.

Status of Technology

Research and development to date have included a waste tank
sampling program to provide the waste characteristics described
previously in this section. Sludge and supernate have been
separated on a small scale for both sim~lated waste al~dactual
waste by centrifugation and filtration. Testing of prototype
wiped-film evaporators with synthetic waste began in FY-1977.5
Several glass formulations have been prepared and evaluated in
shielded cells using actual waste and the preferred formulation
selected.7 Compatibility of different container materials has
been evaluated for the different waste forms.8 Actual supernate
has been used to demonstrate supernate decontamination at labora-
tory scale.g Engineeringl~nd cost studies have been performed
for the complete process. A research and development program
in cooperation with Pacific Northwest Laboratories in Richland,
Washington is continuing to evaluate the calcining and glass
melting steps on a larger scale.

Research and Oevelopment Needed

Further research and development activities are planned in
the areas of sludge removal, waste tank cleaning, calcining,
deionization, glass melting, and others.

Still other research ariddevelopment programs are devoted
to alternatives to the reference processes. Besides those studies
aimed at alternatives other than glass, alternative glass process
studies are investigating in-can melting of glass, direct liquid
fed melters, and a variety of other options.

The work on geologic repositories is being developed under
a separate DOE program administered under the Office of Nuclear
Waste Isolation (ONWI) and will be covered in a separate series
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of EISS. However, the SRP R&D program involves many interactions
with the ONWI program. These interactions include determinations
of waste form integrity under repository conditions, development
of canisters and engineered barriers for the waste forms, and
risk analyses of the different waste forms under repository
conditions.

3. Alternative 2, Subcase 2 – Immobilize
and Store in Surface Facility at SRP

Description

The processing steps of removal from tanks through vitrifi-
cation are the same as those described for Subcase 1. Canned
glass or other waste forms are stored in a reinforced concrete
structure designed to withstand earthquakes, tornadoes, and
missiles. This facility provides for natural-draft cooling of
the individual containers, and is connected to the waste solidi-
fication facility by a tunnel. Shielded equipment places the cans
in the storage position. Provision is made to recycle damaged or
suspect containers to the canning facility. A possible alternative
to the reinforced concrete structure is a water basin. Engineering
and cost studies for these facilities were based on Reference 10.

Status of Technology

The status of technology is the same as that for Subcase 1,
with the addition of the work that has been done on the air-cooled
surface storage vault. h!ostof this work involves the conceptual
design and is documented in Reference 10 for the SRP facility.

Research and Development Needed

Research and development needed by Alternative 2, Subcase 2
is the same as that for Subcase 1, except that the items related
to an offsite geologic repository would not be needed. The air-
cooled surface storage facility would be built using conventional
materials and construction techniques, and would require compara-
tively little new research and development beyond the site
selection activities.
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4. Alternative 2, Subcas@ 3 – Immobilize
and Dispose of in an SRP Bedrock Cavern

Description

The processing steps of waste removal from tanks through
vitrification are the same as those for Subcase 1. The glass
or other immobilized product is disposed of in a bedrock storage
cavern below the Savannah River Plant site instead of in an
offsite geologic storage facility. Previous studiesl1 concluded

that a cavern 1500 ft below the surface in the Triassic formation
would be best. The head house and main access shaft for such a
facility are tentatively located about eight miles from the
separations area (H Area) in the southeastern one-third of the
plantsite.

The waste forms are transferred in a cask to the head house
where they are removed from the cask and lowered through the
access shaft to tunnels in the Triassic rock. Specially designed
machines transport the can to the storage position in the tunnel.

During the period of emplacement in the bedrock, cavern
ventilation is provided and water inleakage is pumped out. After
the tunnels are filled, the access and ventilation shafts are
sealed and, in time, presumably would fill by seepage of water
from the metamorphic rocks. After this filling, retrievability
would depend on the integrity of the waste product and waste
canisters and the ability to pump out the water. Retrievability
could be extended beyond the cavern filling period if water
pumping and surveillance were continued.

Status of Technology

The status of technology for Alternative 2, Subcase 3 is
the same as that for Subcase 1 through the vitrification step.
Conceptual design studies have been made for a bedrock cavern
under the SRP site, and extensive drilling of test wells was done
to establish the overall characteristics of the underlying rock.
This preliminary work indicated a satisfactory site probably
exists in a Triassic basin about 8 miles from the present separa-
tions areas, and about 1500 ft below the surface. An extensive
description of the conceptual design and the geologic investiga-
tions carried out before work ceased on this concept in 1972 is
given in Reference 11.
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Research and Development Needed

The research and development needed for Alternative 2,
Subcase 3 is the same as that for Subcase 1, except that the items

related to an offsite geologic repository would not be needed.
Instead, an extensive research and development effort would be
required at SRP, with the objective of ensuring a high degree of
confidence in the physical integrity of the bedrock cavern. This
work would require more test drilling and construction of an
exploratory shaft and tunnels. The same types of parameters would
be measured as in Subcase 1. Particular emphasis would be placed
on studying possible pathways to the Tuscaloosa aquifer, which
lies above the potential bedrock cavern site. These requirements
are discussed more fully in Reference 11, and would probably result
in at least 10 years of increased time for implementation compared
to other alternatives.

No development work oriented toward a bedrock cavern at SRP
is under way, nor is any proposed for funding.

5. Alternative 3 – Dispose of Liquid Waste
in an SRP Bedrock Cavern

Description

Present waste would be reconstituted to liquid as described
for Alternative 2, Subcase 1, but with the salt and sludge streams
combined. The waste slurry would be pumped about 8 miles through
a heavily constructed double transfer line to a bedrock cavern.
The cavern would be similar to that described for Alternative 2,
Subcase 3, except that it would have a volume of about 17 million
cubic feet to provide extra space for radiolytic gas, water
inleakage, and rock creep (this is about 3 times the size of the
cavern required for Alternative 2, Subcase 3).

Status of Technology

Reconstitution of present waste to liquid and transfer to
the site of the bedrock cavern are similar to activities that
are performed routinelY in present ~~astemanagement operations
and would require no new technology development. iliningof the
bedrock cavern is also within the capabilities of present-day
routine mining.
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Research and Development Needed

The research and development efforts for this alternative
would be directed toward ensuring the integrity of the bedrock
cavern, as described for Alternative 2 - Subcase 3, and in
Reference 11.

This work is not now under way, and it is not currently pro-
posed for funding. Furthermore, the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency in their comment letter on the draft of this EIS, has ruled
this alternative to be Environmentally Unsatisfactory.
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c. ALTERNATIVES FOR DECONTA!41NATED SALT STORAGE

1. Description of Decontaminated Salt

The alternative that processes the high-level waste into an
immobilization matrix also produces decontaminated salt. The
dissolved salt removed from waste tanks is processed through a
two-step ion exchange process, one to remove cesium and the other
to remove strontium plus residual quantities of other lanthanides
and actinides. The radionuclides eluted from the ion exchange
columns are incorporated into the glass matrix.

Immediately after processing, the salt contains less than
1% of the radioactivity in the high-level waste. 106Ru will be
the predominant radionuclide in the salt. Its concentration
depends on the a e of the waste after the reactor irradiation

{producing the 10 Ru. After 10 years, this relatively short-lived
radionuclide is reduced by a factor of one thousand, and after
20 years, by a factor of one million. The radioactivity in the
salt after 10 years is shown in Table IV-7. In addition to the
reference decontamination factors given in Table IV-7, the R&D
program is also investigating the possibility of essentially
complete decontamination of the waste after 1‘6Ru decay (106R”

removal is also being investigated, but does not currently appear
economically attractive). This extra decontamination might be
performed in a second pass through the immobilization plant using
different ion exchange resins if necessary, but the same equipment.
It might also be accomplished with new, lightly shielded and
relatively inexpensive equipment at the salt storage tanks.

After the dissolved salt solution is substantially decon-
taminated by ion exchange, it is evaporated in bent-tube and/or
wiped-film evaporators and the concentrate is cooled to crystallized
salt. The principal chemical composition of the salt, excluding
any residual water, is shown in Table IV-8.12
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TABLE IV-7

Radionuclide Content of DecontaminatedSalt
(lO-year-oldwaste)

Concentration (nCi/g)
Radionuclide Chemically Measured Computer-Calculated

3H NAC

Go
co NA”

90
Sr-Ya 2

99
,~;c 125

Ru-Rhb 287,000
129

I NAC
137
~k$Cs-Ba’r 100

Ce-Prb lo9d
147

Pmb lood
151

Sm <10d
154

Eu ,Id
238

Pua 9
239

Pua 0.3
240

Pua 0.3
241

Pua 2
241

Ama 0.5

57

390

9

220

100,000

0.04

480

220d

5200d

116d

Sled

0.9

0.02

0.02

3.5

0.03

a. With decontamination factors asaumed Cs 104, Sr 103,
actinides 102 (165 for computer-calculated concentrations) .

b. Decay of short-lived radionuclide may contribute to
differences in computer-calculated and chemically
measured concentrations.

c. Not analyzed.

d. Concentratias of rare-earth fission products should be
reduced by a factor of 102 (165) during decontamination
operations.
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TABLE IV-8

Chemical Composition of Decontaminated,
Crystallized Salt

Component Weight Fraction

NaNOs 0.458

NaNOz 0.186

NaOH 0.073

NaAIOZ 0.100

NaCO3 0.078

Na*SOq 0.104

(Note that the nitrate fraction decreases
and the nitrite fraction increases during
the early years of storage.)

Research and development have not progressed to the extent

that the concentration of mercury in the decontaminated salt can
be determined precisely~ hOweVer, the concentration is expected

to be less than 4 x 10- grams of mercury per gram of salt. The
total amount of Hg in the 16.3 million gallons (w120,000 tons) of
salt would then be less than 60 tons.

2. Alternative Storage Modes

Store in Tanks at SRP

The decontaminated salt solution is transferred to tanks out-
side the canyon-type solidification facility and processed through
evaporators. The concentrate is transferred to decontaminated
double-wall carbon steel waste tanks encased in reinforced con-
crete (this is the current design, or Type III, tank). The steel
tanks have an expected life of 50 to 100 years,and the 2.5-ft-thick
concrete encasements have an expected life of several hundred years.
The concentrate is cooled to form crystallized salt. If all the
solution does not crystallize when cooled, the supernate is re-
cycled for further concentration until it does crystallize.

The tanks are monitored at the same level as the current
practice for SRP waste tanks. After one hundred years when the

3oc.r and 137cs i,n the salt have been reduced by a factOrresidual
of 10 due to radioactive decay, the access ports through the tank
covers will be plugged and sealed. Other protective provisions
include a confinement barrier over the tanks, such as reinforced
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concrete slab several feet thick with embedded durable warning
signs, to prevent accidental intrusion and to obstruct malicious
entry into the storage tanks. A 25-ft-thick earthen cover,
faced with rock, is placed over the concrete slab to provide
protection from surface conditions and to provide a landmark that
will not be lost by weathering over the centuries At the perim-
eter of the earthen mound, new monitoring wells are installed to
allow continued surveillance if required.

Can and Store in an Onsite Surface Vault

The decontaminated salt solution is evaporated to form
crystallized salt. Four cells in the canyon-type solidification
facility are allotted to evaporate the salt solution and can the
crystallized salt; two cells are allotted to evaporate the solu-
tion and can the salt; and two cells are allotted to decontaminate
and inspect the canisters. The metal canisters are sealed by
welding. After decontamination and inspection, the canisters
are transferr~d to a surface storage vault. Because of the lo~~
radionuclide content of the salt, the canisters do not require
forced cooling in the storage vault.

Can and Ship to an Offsite Federal Reposi tory

The decontaminated salt solution is evaporated and placed in
canisters identical to those proposed for use in a surface storage
vault at SRP. The canisters are shipped to an offsite Federal
repository for disposal.

Other Options After 1‘6Ru Oecay

After 1OGRU decay, and particularly if a secOnd stage ‘f

decontamination is used, the salt can be expected to be at a low
enough activity that it can be treated essentially as a chemical,
rather than a low-level radioactive waste. Possible options then
available include shallow land burial in a dry location, sea
disposal, and return of the material to commerce.
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D. ALTERNATIVE WASTE IMMOBILIZATION FORMS

Disposal Alternative 2 calls for immobilizing SRP high-level
waste in a high integrity form before placing it in a Federal
Geologic Repository (Subcase 1), in a Surface Facility at SRP
(Subcase 2), or in a Bedrock Cavern at SRP (Subcase 3). BorO-
silicate glass was selected in 1977 as the reference form for
immobilization of SRP high-level waste, and a major effort is
currently underway to develop the required technology. In addition
DOE is investigating a number of alternative waste forms. A
preliminary analysis of the waste forms will be completed in
FY 1980. Forms that have potential superior product performance
or process characteristics to those of glass will then be selected
for more detailed review. Conceptual processes will be carefully
defined for each selected waste form. These processes will be
evaluated to provide improved assessments of performance attributes
and will provide the basis for better quality cost estimates.
Sufficient data is expected to be available in the form of regulatory
criteria and from the waste form development and characterization
program to provide a basis for a detailed systems assessment in
FY 1983. The final waste form for immobilization of SRP high-level
waste will be selected by the end of FY 1983 based on the results
of the systems assessment. (See Figure IV-5 for overall evaluation
schedule.)

1. Waste form Requirements

The high-level waste immobilization form must meet a number
of different requirements at different stages of the waste
disposal process; it is essential that it be considered in such
a total system context rather than merely in terms of any single
factor such as long-term leachability. These requirements include,
by disposal stage:

a. hoeessing

o The waste form must be produced by a safe, practical
process at acceptable cost.

o The waste form must be flexible enough to accept reasonable
variations in waste composition and process conditions.
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● The waste form must be certifiable in terms of process
quality control and quality assurance testing.

● The waste form should desirably be amenable to second-
generation improvements.

b. Interim Stor@e

● The waste form must be resistant to handling and short-
term corrosion.

● The chance of radionuclide dispersal must be low on coolant
loss or sabotage.

c. Transportation

● The waste form must be resistant to transportation accidents,
including impact, short-term leaching, and hot fires.

● The waste form must be resistant to sabotage.

d. Repository ~ lacement

● The waste form must meet repository handling requirements
in regard to structural integrity, surface contamination,
fire resistance, dimensions, weight, etc.

● The waste form must meet repository retrievability require-
ments. The requirements are not yet fixed but can be
expected to be between 20 and 50 years.

e. Repository Storage

● The primary requirements are for low Ieachability under
repository conditions assuming both static water (normal
storage) and flowing water (accidents), and for good
compatibility between the waste form and the host geologic
medium.

● The secondary requirement is resistance to dispersal in
accidental or deliberate intrusion.

The final arbitrator of these requirements is the projected
health risk to man from exposure to radionuclides released by the
waste form. On this basis, the waste form represents merely the
final barrier in a m“ltibarrier system to reduce the health risk.
In no case is the waste form the primary barrier. Thus, for
processing, the primary barrier is the processing building and
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the engineered containment of the processing equipment; for
interim storage it is the storage basins and the waste canister;
for transportation it is the waste canister and the shipping
cask (already well developed for spent fuel handling); for
repository emplacement, it is the canister, the repository, and
the emplacement equipment; while for repository storage it is
the canister, the repository itself, plus any engineered fea-
tures such as overpacks. Despite the secondary nature of the
barrier afforded by the waste form, the multibarrier concept
still calls for the waste form to provide independent protec-
tion so as to maintain an acceptably small risk level even if
any of the primary barriers should fail.

2. Borosilicate Glass Waste Forms

Borosilicate glass has to date been the waste form of
most interest in the high-level waste disuosal uro~rams
both in the U.S. and abroad.‘J It is now in commercial use in
the European waste management programs. (See Table IV-9 for
list of foreign HLW form programs.) One of the advantages of
borosilicate glass is that it can accommodate a large variety of
glass formers and waste compositions. The waste glass can thus
be tailored to the particular waste composition and to the
particular processing equipment and conditions. Table IV-10
gives a sample composition for one SRP borosilicate glass form.

The advantages of borosilicate glass for high-level waste
immobilization include the following:

● Glass technology is well developed and uses simple, easily
available materials.

● Extensive technology has been developed at Pacific Northwest
Laboratories and elsewhere specifically for fabricating
high-level waste forms.

● Borosilicate glass will accommodate essentially all the
waste i-adionuclidesexcept the noble gases, although a few
of the more volatile like Cs, I, and Ru may have to be
partially recycled from an off-gas system during glass
formation. Borosilicate glass will also accommodate essen-
tially all the nonradioactive elements in the SRP high-level
waste sludge.

● The glass will accommodate relatively high waste loadings
(w28 wt % total waste oxides) to produce a relatively high
density product (m2.7 g/cm3).

● Glass properties are not critically dependent on waste
composition, glass former compositions, or processing
conditions
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TABLE IV-9

International HLW Immobilization Status

Nation

France

Germany

Eurochem

England

Russia

India

Japan

Sweden

Bocess

Borosilicatc Glass .

Borosilicate Glass

Borosilicatc Glass

bletal h!atrix

Phosphate Glass

Borosi1ic.te G1a.5

Glass or Ceramic

Ceramic

Status/Major Milestone

,,*”~j!! 0.S ton/dayhot pilot plant startup 1978-1979

Production plant startup 1982-1983

,,VEBA, I 0.5 to”[day cold pilot plant operation
consideringFrench ‘,AVM,, process for licensing

Fre”.h “AVL1l, selected for productionplant
VI TRAblET LOTES ) Pi lot Plant

VITRAhfET PAblELA) 1981-1982

,, FINGAL-EMRVEST,, production plant lggo

French ‘fAVblq, under co”sideratio”

Cold pilot-plant,<orkin progress

0.1 ton/day hot plant startup 1979-1980

[lotdemonstrationplant 1986

Laboratorystudies i“ progress
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TABLE IV-10

Composition of Typical

Calelne Composition

Fe203

A1203

MnO*

U308

NiO

SiOz

NaZO

Zeolite

NaN03

NaNOz

NaA102

NaOH

NaZSO~

42.0 wt %

8.5

11.8

3.9

5.2

3.8

4.7

8.8

2.6

0.2

0.2

3.9

1.3

a. Glass will contain

b. Average density of

SRP Borosil icate Glassa’b

Frit Composition

Si02 52.S wt %

B203 10.0

NaZO 18.5

Li*O 4.0

CaO 4.0

TiOz 10.0

28 wt % calcine.

glass will be 2.7 g/cm3.
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The glass may be cast in large monoliths with a relatively
small degree of cracking (based on present measurements,
cracking approximately doubles the monolith surface area).

me glass monoliths are compatible with relatively inex-
pensive and conventional stainless steel or carbon steel
canisters.

The canistered glass monoliths are structurally strong, have
good impact resistance, and a high heat capacity. They
require very large energy inputs to fracture them into air-
borne powder or to volatilize them.

The glass has good resistance to radiation damage and to
internal helium buildup (from radioactive alpha decay in
the contained waste). Equivalent exposures of up to 106
years in radioactively spiked samples have shown essentially
‘no radiation damage effects. Stored energy from the exposure
was less than 35 cal/g.

The glass is nonflammable and emits essentially no gases or
volatile radionuclides at temperatures under 700”C. The
canister may be kept contamination-free on the outside.

The glass has good resistance to water leaching. At their
expected surface temperature of NIOO”C (a maximum of 130”C
if five-year-old waste is ever processed for immediate
disposal), the SRP glass waste forms have measured leacha-
bilities of about 10-6 to 10-7 g/cm2/day,

The glass has not been observed to devitrify at temperatures
under 500-600”C, and even when it is devitrified, its leacha-
bility at expected repository conditions still remains in
the 10-6 range.

The possible objections which have been raised against glass
as a high-level waste immobilization form, have to do primarily
with its behavior during high temperature leaching tests. At
temperatures of 350”C and high pressures (well above the 100-130”C
surface temperature expected for glass monoliths made from the
SRP wastes), glass leaches relatively rapid (mlO-z g/cm2/day)
in distilled water and shows extensive substitution and devitri-
fication in brine. A possible interpretation of these tests is

that they represent a form of accelerated testing which demonstrates
inherent thermodynamic instability for glass as compared with some
of the trystalline waste forms, Interpretation of any of the
leaching experiments is complicated by the fact that glass leaching
is a complex multistep process involving gel formation by water
penetration, interstitial element diffusion, element replacement,
devitrification, and glass structure dissolution. This complicated
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series of mechanisms in turn complicates the extrapolation from
the relatively brief leaching tests to the long-term repository
behavior.

3. Other Waste Immobilization Forms

Table IV-11 compares a number of possible high-level waste
immobilization forms in terms of some processing and performance
parameters. In many cases the judgments listed in the table are
both qualitative and preliminary pending execution of the research
programs to be described in the next section, but they do indicate
the range of parameters to be expected.

The first three waste forms listed include calcine in which
the waste is fired to a mixture of oxides at 300-700”C, rich clay
in which the waste is solidified by mixing with clay to absorb
water, and normal concrete in which the waste is set to a solid
in cement. These forms are the primary choices for in-place
immobilization of the wastes. They use available technology, they
are marginal-to-good in leach resistance, but they offer little
intrinsic resistance to transport accidents, thus putting almost
all the reliance on the shipping cask.

The next forms listed include hot pressed concrete in which
interconnected voids and excess water have been eliminated from
the normal concrete, pelletized calcine in which the calcine has
been agglomerated and some of its water volubility has been removed
by firing the waste with various additives in the calcining process,
glass in which advanced high temperature glasses might be con-
sidered in addition to the current waste glasses, and clay ceramics
in which the waste-clay mixtures are fired to semiconventional
ceramics. These forms are viewed as the current choices for the
near-term waste immobilization plant at Savannah River. Current
available evidence indicates glass to be the best of these forms.

The next three forms listed include supercalcine in which
extensive additives are incorporated in the calcine mixture with
the intention of producing an assemblage of highly stable, highly
leach-resistant (mainly) silicate minerals after firing, SYNROC
in which firing or hot pressing is used to produce a similar series
of titanate minerals, glass ceramics in which a waste glass is
deliberately partially devitrified under controlled conditions
again with the intent of prodL]cinghighly stabIe forms. Finally,

the last three forms listed are representative of possible
composite waste forms. They include metal matrices in which
pellets of glass, supercalcine, or other waste forms are incorpo-
rated in a metal binder, multibarrier forms in which the individual
waste particles are coated with carbon, A120q, or other impervious
materials before metal encapsulations, and cermets in which very
small waste particles are fomed in situ in the metal matrix.
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TABLE IV-11

High-Level Nuclear Waste Immobilization Forms – Properties Comparison

Waste
Form

Calcine

Rich Clay

Normal Concrete

Hot, Pressed Concrete

Pelletized Calcine

~ Glass

~ Clay Ceramic

Supercalcine

Synroc

Glass Ceram, c

Pellet in Metal Matrix

Coated Supercalcine

in Metal Matrix

Cermet

Devel. Process

Status Complexity
Waste Dispersion

Loading Impact Resis

m-

--

-m

am

mm

-m

-m

mm

m
=
m
m

m
m

Leachabiliw

100”C 350”C

mm
-m
-m



These six forms (and other closely related forms) are the primary
candidates for advanced waste form development. None of them,
with the probable exception of glass marbles in a metal matrix,
is available for use now or is even well characterized. Thus, the
excellent properties listed for these forms in Table IV-11 are to
some extent tautological in that the development simply aims at
achieving these properties. However, the possibility of such an
achievement is in most cases supported by limited experimental
data.

4. Waste Fom Development Program

Essentially all the waste forms listed in Table IV-11 are
under active development. The development programs are widely
dispersed through the waste sites, the DOE national laboratories,
industrial laboratories, and universities in order to secure the
widest possible input They are summarized in Table IV-12 and
discussed briefly below for each of the major types of forms.
Figure IV-5 shows the schedule and key milestones.

Calcine – Calcine waste form development is largely centered
at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant (ICPP),1q where a long-term
program has been pursued to calcine all the plant high-level waste
for interim or permanent storage. Current ICPP studies on calcine
waste forms are primarily concentrated on pelletizing the existing
calcines either for direct disposal or for incorporation in a
matrix system. t$orkon calcines is also under way in the super-
calcine program and, as a calcine intermediate, on the borosilicate
glass programs at PNL and SRL.

Rich Clay – \Vorkon the rich clay and related clay solidifi-
cation forms is largely being conducted at Hanford as a means for
in-tank solidification of the Hanford wastes.

Polymers – Synthetic and natural (bitumin) polymers are in
wide use for immobilizing low-level and transuranic wastes,15
and Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) has done some work on
polymers for high-level waste forms. However, the radiation
and long-term stability of the HLIVpolymers is marginal. More
important they are flammable, and in the case of the defense
wastes which contain nitrate and permanganate as oxidizing agents,
potentially explosive. Hence, no work is under way on polymer
high-level waste forms.

Normal Concrete – A great deal of work has been performed
on normal concrete high-level waste forms.16’17’]e Major efforts
have been carried out at Brookhaven National Laboratory, Oak
Ridge National Laboratory, Penn State University, and Savannah
River Laboratory. However, most current work on concrete waste
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FIWAL YEAR

ACTIVITY I 80 182 184 I 86 I 88 I 90

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6,

1.1
1.2

I.3
1.4
1.5

1.6
1.7

2.1
2.2

:“ry’gencyprE====
Criteriaand Regulations
Development(Includes

Forms Development

Forms Characterization

~

Decisiono. PreferredAlts.

EPA DraftGen.Criteria
InitiateNRC StaffTech
PositionPapers
PreliminaryONW1 Criteria
EPA Draft Tech Criteria
NRC DraftRegulations
(IOCFR-60)
FinalONW1 Criteria
NRC Final Regulations

Glass Formulations Selected
Alternatives Selected

3.1
3.2
3.3

3.4
3.5

4.I
4.2
4.3
4.4

Established 5.1
FullyOperational 5.2
TestingMethodsforWaste
FormsDeveloped 6.1
Mat’lsHandbookInitiated 6.2
MethodsforBarrierMat’Is 6.3

Preliminary Glass
PreliminaT Aits.
Final GIJSS
Final Alternatives

FIGURE IV-5. National HLW Long-Term
Waste Form Selection

6.4

Glass Forms
Alternatives

DWPF Final Form
SecondGenerationForms
Alts.forlCPP,Hanford
Form forComm. Waste

Management Program
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TABLE IV-12

Alternate Waste Form Development

Current fiogroms

Supercalcine, Coatings and Matrices

Sintered and Coated Calcine

Glass Marble - Metal Matrices

Concrete (FUETAP)

Cermet

SYNROC

Sol-Gel

Loeation

PNL

ICPP

ANL

ORNL

ORNL

LLL

ORNL
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forms is concentrated on in-place applications such as the ORNL
shale hydrofracturing with grout, on the newer higher integrity
concretes assumed below, or on low-level waste applications.

Hot -Pressed Concrete – Development of hot-pressed concrete
waste forms is being pursued primarily at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory under their~;UETAP (Formed Under Elevated Temperature
and Pressure) program. Pennsylvania State University has also
developed hot-pressed concrete forms.20

Pelletized Calcine – Pelletized calcines are being developed
primarily in the ICPP calcine programs.21

Borosilicate Glass - Borosilicate glass is the most developed
form. The U.S. effort is primarily focused at Pacific Northwest
Laboratories (PNL) 22 and at Savannah River Laboratory (SRL),6, 23
Work on adapting the borosilicate glass to their particular waste

forms is also under way at each of the waste sites. In addition,
as listed in Table IV-9, most other nations have Liorosilicate
glass waste programs.

Phosphate Glass – Phosphate glass has received considerable
attention as a waste form. U.S. studies have been concentrated
at BNL and PNL; a number of studies have also been carried out
in Russia and Western Europe, particularly Germany. However,
these studies uncovered major problems in devitrification (low
temperatures of crystallization with a major increase in leach-
ability) and in incompatibility with container materials. Hence,
no U.S. study is currently under way on these glasses.

High-Silica Glasses – High-silica natural glasses (obsidians
and tektites) are known to have persisted for long periods in
both terrestrial and lunar environments. However, these glasses
work at about 1600°C, temperature high enough to drive off most
of the ruthenium and cesium radionuclides from the waste.
Investigation24 is being made of several proprietary processes
for low-temperature formation of high-silica glasses containing
high-level wastes.

Clay Ceramics – Adding aluminum silicat’eclays such as
keolin or bentonite to the waste typically produces an insoluble
cancrinite-type material. This material can be fired to a
nepheline-like ceramic. Some consideration is being given to
these materials in the Hanford program. However, most of the
attention is focused ‘onthe more-advanced ceramic analogues of
long-lasting natural minerals in the supercalcine and SYNROC
programs considered below.
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Supercalcine – Pennsylvania State University,2s’26‘27
working in cooperation with Pacific Northwest Laboratory, has
added various silicate materials in the waste calcining process
to produce synthetic analogues of natural silicate minerals
which can be hot pressed or sintered to ceramic waste forms.
Penn State is continuing this work in cooperation with PNL and
the Rockwel1 International Company in one of the larger scale
waste form development programs.

SYNROC – Prof. Ringwood at the Australian National University
has developed* several assemblages of synthetic titanate minerals,
which he calls SYNROC, as waste forms. As with the supercalcines,
the SYNROC synthetic minerals are based on natural analogues that
have persisted in nature for very long times and that can be
sintered or hot-pressed to ceramic forms. Lawrence Livennore
Laboratory is working with Prof. Ringwood on SYNROC development.
In addition, SYNROC-type compositions are being looked at in a
number of the other U.S. waste form programs on an exploratory
basis.

Titanates, Niobates, Zirconates – Sandia Laboratorieszg have
developed these materials as mineral ion exchangers and are pur-
suing a small program to determine the practicality of hot pressing
or sintering them to waste forms. These materials are also being
considered as engineered barriers around the waste forms.

Glass Ceramics – One form of glass ceramic can be made by
sintering or hot pressing the mixture of waste and glass frit
rather than melting it as in normal glass-making practice. The
resulting lower temperature processes have some attraction in
reducing radionuclide volatilization and chemical corrosion; they
have received limited attention for the fluoride-containingwastes
at ICPP.s0 The more common forms of glass ceramics are formed
by controlled devitrification. PNL is pursuing a smal1 program
in this area in cooperation with a larger program at the Federal
Republic of Germany.

Metal Matrices – Nest of the waste forms discussed above
such as calcines, concretes, glasses, ceramics, and artificial
minerals can be formed in small sizes and dispersed in a metal
matrix for better heat transfer, reduced frangibility, easier
sampling, and additional leaching barriers. Low melting alloys
such as Pb-Sb/Sn or A1-Si can be cast around the waste particles,
while higher melting metals can be sintered around the particles
at temperatures of about two-thirds their melting temperature.
Metal matrix waste form work in the U.S. is primarily concentrated
at Argonne National Laboratory 1 and Pacific Northwest Laboratory,32J33
with smaller programs at the Idaho Chemical Processing Plant and
elsewhere.
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Multibarrier Forms – More complex matrix waste forms can
be made by coating tbe waste particles with impervious materials
such as carbon, alumina, or silicon carbide before placing them
in tbe matrix. Such coatings provide additional barriers against
waste leaching and also allow the use of higher temperature
matrix-forming processes by reducing radionuclide volatilization.
Concretes, sintered ceramics, and other materials can be used
rather than metal as the matrix, if desired, when coated particles
are used. The primary U.S. effort on multibarrier forms has
been performed at Battelle Memorial Institute in their Pacific
Northwest and Columbus Laboratories.32’33 Consideration is also
being given to applying to the multibarrier forms the coated
particle technology developed by General Atomics for their high
temperature gas cooled reactors (HTGRs).

Cermets – Cermet high-level waste forms are a particular
matrix form in which very fine waste particles are dispersed in
a metal matrix, usually by in situ precipitation. Oak Ridge
National Laboratory34‘35 is developing a particular waste cermet
in which the wastes (and additional metal formers) are dissolved
in urea, and the metal formers are reduced from the solution to
form a Haste220y*-like alloy containing finely dispersed nonmetal
waste particles.

Fused Salt - This waste form is not currently under active
development. The distinctive characteristic of the fused salt
waste form is that no separation of salt and sludge is made, and
the waste is not processed through ion exchange to a high activity
fraction and a residual low activity fraction. Salt is dissolved
from the tanks and sludge is suspended in salt solution. The
solutions are blended and fed to a low temperature fusion plant.
Water is removed in successive stages of evaporation and dehy-
dration, using bent tube and wiped film evaporators and rotary
melters. The water removed from the salt is recycled to the
waste tanks for dissolution of additional salt,

Preliminary studies have shorn that 1000-gallon containers
can be used for fused salt without exceeding design centerline
temperatures and transportation weight limits, Each container
holds 1000 gallons of fused salt and contains 22.6 kilocuries of
90sr_137 cs with a heat output of 130 Watt S.

Because the low temperature fusion process is simpler than
partitioning waste and manufacturing glass or concrete, full-scale
testing and implementation lead times would fall well within the
schedules planned for previously described alternative plans.
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Fused salt is a less expensive product than glass or concrete.
Although the processing step of conversion to fused salt is about
as expensive as vitrification or cementation, the salt decontami-
nation step is eliminated completely. Somewhat higher container
costs are incurred because of the larger volume of product, but
the expense of returning decontaminated salt to tanks is eliminated.

Fused salt has risks similar to dry powder with regard to
water intrusion. The risks from airborne particles is intermediate
between dry powder and glass, Sabotage during processing carries
a lower risk than that for other waste forms because there is no
point in the processing operation where concentrated, fine
particles are available.

Fused salt is not proposed for specific research and develop-
ment activities because its costs and risks are intermediate
between glass aridthe other major alternatives of continued tank
firm operation or disposal of liquid waste in SRP bedrock. These
product forms may not satisfy the desire of the general public
regarding a high integrity waste product and the role the form
would play in the multiple barrier concept, Most of the processes
needed for a fused salt product would, however, be investigated
in the course of an advanced form product development, so they
are not precluded by the current program,

5. Canister and Engineered Barrier Programs

The waste forms are normally housed in a canister which
provides a contamination-freehandling surface, add mechanical
strength, provides extra containment during shipping, handling,
and interim storage, and also provides an additional barrier
against repository waste leaching. This canister may in turn
be surrounded by additional isolation materials, secondary
canisters, and other engineered barriers. In many cases these
engineered barriers are designed to provide radionuclide contain-
ment equivalent to that of the waste fOrm itself. In the
repositories they act to restrict and condition any flow of
repository water to the waste form and similarly to restrict and
condition any flow of leached radionuclides from the waste form
to the repository.

Since the canisters and other engineered barriers form the
interface between the waste form and the repository, they must
be considered jointly by the waste form, transportation, and
repository programs. In general, however, the waste forms program
has primary responsibility for the initial canister and for any
other engineered barriers added at the forms production plant;
the transportation program has primary responsibility for engi-
neered barriers in the shipping canisters; and the repository

* Trademark of Cabot Corporation.
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program has primary responsibility for any engineered barriers
added to the repository.

Each of the waste form programs includes a program for the
primary canister to contain that form. More general canisteri-
zation and engineered barrier programs are also being conducted
under the high-level waste management programs at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory, Pacific Northwest Laboratory, and Savannah
River Laboratory. Other types of engineered barrier studies
are under way at Hanford and the ICPP for the options of in-tank
immobilization of the wastes at these sites.

6. High-Level Waste Forms Characterization

High-level waste forms characterization serves two different
purposes. First, it provides a basis for waste forms selection by
comparison of the properties of the different waste forms with
each other and with the waste form criteria and regulations.
Second, once the waste form has been selected, it provides a means
of quality assurance that the waste forms have been properly pro-
duced and that they meet the required standards. The first purpose
is largely served by the properties tests of each form, and the
second purpcse is largely served by the quality assurance tests
in each production program. However, a limited external charac-
terization program is also necessary outside the direct development
and production programs to make sure that all the candidate forms
are evalllatedon a uniform basis and that the quality assurance
tests do indeed meet the regulatory requirements.

A waste characterization center is being established at
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory, (A DOE national labora-
tory is specified because of the need to handle large amounts of
radioactivity in some of the tests.) The characterization center
wil1 develop required testing procedures and issue them for
distribution, determine the relation between these procedures
and any applicable regulations, issue reference data on each of
the candidate waste forms, and verify data COIlected in the
development and production programs.

In order to provide quality assurance on the characterization
center data and to secure ~y~tem.~id~ concurrence, the character_

zation center results will be issued through a materials review
board composed of data users, independent exPerts, and a ~epre-
sentative of a separate certification laboratory. Tbe latter will
be established in the separate waste repositories reporting chain
and wi11 provide independent quality assurance testing of the
characterization center result..
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The final components in the characterization program are the
scientific laboratories. The purpose of these laboratories is to
relate the observed properties of the waste forms to the funda-
mental processes underlying these properties. In most cases the
properties measurements are made over a span of a few hours – at
most a few years — and then extrapolated to hundreds or thousands
of years for decision-making between waste forms. Since many of
the waste form properties are nonlinear with time, such extrapo-
lations can be made only in terms of the fundamental mechanisms
underlying the measured properties.
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V. POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

A. POTENTIAL EFFECTS OF CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITIES
FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

The potential effects of construction are covered in the
following sections for activities that relate to the Savannah
River site. The potential effects for geologic di~po~al are
covered in DOE/EIS-0046-D.1 Specific effects will be covered in
separate site-specific EISS when and if actual facilities are
proposed.

1. Land-Use Effects

The following components of the waste management alternatives
would require commitment of land: I) an immobilization facility
at SRP, 2) a surface storage facility at SRP, 3) a bedrock cavern
at SRP, 4) a continuing tank farm at SRP, and 5) an offsite geo-
logic repository.

Any of the land requirements at SRP would be at or near
existing chemical reprocessing areas, with the exception of a
bedrock cavern, which would be within the site but might be
several miles from the present processing areas. A processing
facility and a surface facility \iouldeach require less than
50 acres. After operations cease, most of this land could be
returned to unrestricted use. Any use of seepage basins would
occur in areas currently used for that purpose, and the ultimate
fate of such land would not depend on effects from long-term
waste management activities. A continuing tank farm operation
would require about 25 acres of additional land for building new
tanks at intervals as often as every 50 years. This requirement
would cease if a decision were later made to dismantle old tanks
and reuse those sites for new tanks, or if a decision were made
that containment of the material with high reliability was no
longer necessary because the radioactivity in the waste had de-
cayed to innocuous levels.

A bedrock cavern to dispose of liquid waste at SRP would
probably require transfer lines from the location of the present
tank farms to the location of the surface access to the cavern.
A corridor of land about 100 feet wide and up to 8 miles long would
be required. The transfer line \vouldbe a monitored, double line
encased in a concrete culvert and would release no radioactive
materials. The line could be dismantled, and the land could be
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returned to unrestricted use, if such a program were consistent
with overall decommissioning policy for the SRP site.

Both a bedrock cavern at SRP and an offsite geologic cavern
would require that the subsurface surroundings remain undisturbed
by drilling or mining. The size of such an isolation area has
not yet been determined and would depend on detailed physical
characteristics to be measured for a specific site and future NRC
regulations. Preliminary estimates indicate that exclusion of
underground activities in an area about 4 miles in diameter
centered over the repository would be adequate. Most of the
surface area above the underground exclusion area could be used
for normal activities. About 50 acres surrounding the access
shafts would probably be controlled.

There are no sites of historical or archeological interest
within the SRP boundaries that are being considered for location
of waste management facilities. Any such sites that might exist
where offsite repositories would be located would be identified
in the environmental assessments specific to those facilities.

2. Impact on Animal and Plant Communities

Changes in the local ecology are expected during the dis-
ruptions accompanying the construction activities, with reversal
of most changes and restoration to a new equilibrium after
completion of these activities. Such changes would affect about
100 acres out of about 190,000 acres of land that is primarily
pine forest for alternatives that involve new facilities at the
SRP site. Clearing of wooded land will result in a loss of
wildlife habitat. During such clearing and construction, animals
will seek shelter in adjacent wooded areas; however, there may be
increased mortality among displaced animals. Some foraging
species may be benefited by this activity as new shrubs and low
brush develop from natural regeneration.

The areas on the site that are not used for permanent facili-
ties will be reclaimed by landscaping and reseeding. Such measures
will minimize the long-term impact on terrestrial biota in the
area.

The major potential for adverse impacts on aquatic ecosystems
is associated with an increase of suspended solidsand siltation
in local surface waters resulting from runoff of eroded soil.
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Turbid water, besides being aesthetically displeasing, will often
be avoided by fish, although fingerlings and adults often are
quite resistant to high concentrations of suspended solids for
short periods. These effects would be mitigated by use of settling
ponds and other measures described in Section V.A.3.

The Savannah River Plant (SRP) site has been designated as
an Environmental Research Park. Local animal and plant communities
are continuously studied by the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory
(SREL) of the University of Georgia. Since the lsnd disturbed by
the waste management facilities would be less than one-tenth of one
percent of the total SRP site acreage, the quality and cent inuit y

of the SREL program would be unaffected.

3. Impact on Air and Water Quality

The air pollution potential during construction would be
significant only in the immediate vicinity of the construction
activity, where disturbed surface soil would be sprayed to reduce
dust to an acceptable level. Construction debris and other solid
waste would be burned under carefulIy chosen weather conditions
and would comply with the applicable State of South Carolina regu-
lations. Because the distance to the nearest community is about
12 miles, the air quality at that point would remain almost
unaffected.

Sanitary sewage would be treated according to applicable
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permits.
For facilities at the SRP site, a new sewage treatment plant
would be built and spray irrigation would be used for the discharges,
so that there would be no effluent water entering the streams.

Water use during construction would be from wells in the
Tuscaloosa aquifer at a rate of a few hundred thousand galions
per day. Total withdrawal of water from the Tuscaloosa formation
at SRP at an average rate of over six million gallons per day has
had no discernible effect on water levels in the past 22 years.
Use of well water or surface water for construction of offsite
facilities, if an alternative plan incorporating offsite construc-
tion is chosen, would be covered in an environmental assessment
for that site. Excavations for foundations of major structures
often require extensive dewatering, in which ground water entering
the excavation is pumped out to the surface water. Depending on
the local gromd water recharge, this dewatering may temporarily
lower the water table in the vicinity, or it may affect flow
gradients in the ground water in other ways and thus affect the
quality of ground water. For facilities to be constructed on
the SRP site, such effects would occur only in the immediate area
and would not influence the offsite ground water because SRP
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wells would be in the large Tuscaloosa aquifer. Careful attention
will be given to the condition of the water to be disposed of
during the dewatering process. For example, settling ponds are
frequently used for this purpose.

For all the land used in any of the waste management alter-
natives, erosion of exposed areas with the potential for siltation
of adjacent aquatic systems will be minimized by adherence to
Federal guides given in Reference 3 which suggest: 1) limit-
ing vegetation removal to a minimum, especially along strem banks;
2) selecting proper sites for excavation-soil stockpiles; 3) limit-
ing the steepness of inclines; 4) minimizing traffic on the con-
struction site, particularly during wet periods; 5) early stabilizing
and replanting of exposed soils; and 6) providing runoff channels
and settling areas to collect and settle surface water runoff before
releases to bodies of natural surface water.

Special precautions, such as building settling basins, would
be taken for SRP construction areas that drain to Upper Three Runs
Creek so that the quality and continuity of research conducted at
the Savannah River Thermal Effects Laboratory, located downstream,
would not be affected significantly.

4. Other Potential Impacts

The major construction projects under any of the alternatives
would be processing and surface storage facilities at the SRP site,
if an alternative including those operations is chosen. A much
larger construction effort involving about 50,000 workers was
involved in the early 1950s when the existing SRP facilities were
built. Also a construction work force of 1000-3000 has been main-
tained at SRP almost continuousIy since plant startup. (It is
currently about 1500.) A temporary peak construction force of
about 5000 people for the waste facilities (less than 10% of the
1950s force) would need to be accommodated by local services
representing a population base of about 300,000 (over three times
as large as the early 1950s). Because of the small relative size
of the construction force, it is anticipated that this acco!mnodation
could be made without disruptive social influences on the
surrounding communities,

Construction of the major facilities will cause a significant
increase in truck traffic around the plant site. Traffic control
measures would be implemented, as required, to control truck
traffic and ensure safe operations in the vicinity of communities,
intersections in rural areas, and schOol bus pickup points . Con-
struction workers will also increase the traffic in the area.
Special efforts would be made to prevent an increased number of
accidents during the period of peak construction.
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Noise levels during construction of a surface facility will
be of the same magnitude as those for any similar construction
project, but the large distance from the construction area to
the site boundary would reduce the offsite noise to an unnoticeable
level. Construction areas would be monitored for compliance with
all applicable regulations regarding occupational noise levels,
and protective equipment would be used by workers as required.

The alternatives that involve major construction at SRP
would require sewage treatment to serve as many as S000 temporary
construction workers. This function would be carried out using
new and existing septic tanks and drain fields, sewage lagoons,
and existing sewage treatment plants onsite. A new sewage treat-
ment plant would also be built to serve the operating needs of a
processing facility.

A positive benefit to the surrounding communities would result
from extra revenues that would accompany the construction projects.
Such revenues would be in the form of increased sales taxes and
income taxes, if applicable, and purchase of materials and services
from local vendors.

_-—.
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B. POTENTIAL EFFECTS FROM NORMAL OPERATIONS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

1. Occupational Radiation Exposures

The operations necessary to implement any of the alternative
waste management plans will result in small amounts of radiation
exposure to the operating personnel. The maximum exposures allowed
by DOE radiation protection standards are 5 re~s to the whole body
each year and/or 3 reinseach calendar quarter. Extensive efforts
are made to reduce worker exposure to amounts that are as low as
reasonably achievable (ALARA) under these limits. These efforts
include detailed planning of all work which involves radiation
exposure potential to reduce exposure time, to provide adequate
shielding, and to preclude radionuclide uptake. Such work is
carried out under written procedures that are approved by health
physics specialists. These procedures specify the time limits
for the work and the protective clothing and equipment required.
Depending on the radiation and contaminantion potential, the work
may be continuously monitored by health physicists.

Experience with operation of the Savannah River Plant indi-
cates that actual personnel exposures can be expected to be
considerably less than the DOE standards as a result of the ALARA
policy. A sununaryof SRP occupational doses for the period 1965
through 1975 is shown in Table V-1. The annual average dose per
monitored employee ranged from O.22 to O.59 rem for the period.
The maximum individual dose ranged from 2.7 to 3.7 rem, with the
exception of a single apparent dose of 24.8 rem to an employee in
1971. This dose was not substantiated in followup investigations.

Iforkdone in the irradiated fuel reprocessing areas at SRP
is similar in many important aspects to work that would be done
in conjunction with alternatives involving }\Tastesolidification.
Table V-1A gives exposure experience for workers involved in the
SRP reprocessing activities, excluding those whose jobs involve
no potential occupational exposure. There is little difference
in the exposure received by the average plant employee monitored
and those involved specifically with processing operations The
radiation exposures of workers in new waste management facilities
would be expected to be even lower than workers in present SRP
processing buildings because of greater shielding and improved
equipment for handling radioactive material which could be
installed in new facilities.

Tables v-2 and v-3 give results of estimating the occupational
exposures for each alternative by t!~odifferent techniques: for
Table V-2, individual doses were assumed to be the same as that
for the average SRP experience for 1965-1975; and for Table V-3,
individual doses were ass~ed tO be equal tO the DOE standards
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TABLE V-1

SRP Whole Body Occupational Exposure Experience

Number of Total Average Exposure
Employees Exposure,

Year
per Monitored

Monitored Yem Employee, rem

1965 4977 234o 0.47
1966 5032 2074 0.41
1967 5041 2604> 0.52
1968 4875 2412 0.49
1969 4705 2758 0.59
1970 4626 2353 0.51
1971 4836 2401 0.50
1972 5210 1711 0.33
1973 5005 1488 0.30
1974 5138 1367 0.27
1975 5263 1161 0.22

Average over Period 0.42

Maimum
IndividuaZ
Exposu?e, rem

2.9
3.4
3.0
3.3
3.2
3.7
3.3 (24.8)a
3.4
2.7
3.1
2.7

a. Higher value indicated by initial monitoring but not
substantiated by subsequent investigation.

TABLE V-1A

SRP Reprocessing Area Whole Body Occupational Exposure Experience

Number of 2’ota1 Average Exposure Maim
~ZOyees EzPosure, per Monitored Individual

Year Monitoyed rem ~p loyee, rem Exposure, rem

1965 1501 916 0.61 2.8
1966 1497 928 0.62 3.1
1967 1489 980 0.66 3.0
1968 1454 829 0.57 2.9
1969 1441 994 0.69 2.9
L970 1378 868 0.63 2.6
1971 1567 815 0.52 2.8

1972 1756 685 0.39 2.9
1973 1613 742 0.46 2.7
1974 1674 720 0.43 2.9

1975 1781 570 0.32 2.7

Average over period 0.54
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TABLE V-2

Occupational Radiation ExposuresBased on SRP Experience

AZtemtiue

Alternative 1 -

Continue storage in tanks

Alternative2, Subcase1 -

Process to glass; shipto
oFfsite geologicdisposalc

Alternative2, Subcase2 -
~
m Processto glass;surface

storageat SRPe

Alternative2, Subcase3 -

Processto glass;disposal
in SRP bedrockcavernc

Alternative3 -

Slurryliquidwaste
SRP bedrock cavern

into

OperationalModules,rem/ye~ in maxh ye=

Removal
f?om
Tanks Processing Transportatim Storage

5.o~ Not applicable Not applicable 7.6

4.2 2.31x 102 1.40x 102 0

4.2 2.31 X 102 Not applicable 6.7

4.2 2.31 X 102 Not applicable O

4.2 Not applicable Not applicable O

a. See TavleV-4 and text for campaigntimes.

b. ~is exposureoccursonlywhen wasteis reconstitutedand
duringtank decontamination.

c. Thesenumberswere developedspecificallyfor glasswaste
the otherimmobilizationformsbeinginvestigated.

Toti1 per
Maxti Year,
rem

1.26x 101

3.75 x 102

2.42 X 102

2.35 X 102
.

4.2

Totalfor
Campaign,
Pema

3.56X 102

3.75x 103

2.64X 103

2.35X 103

4.2 X 101

transferredfrom an old tank to a new tankand

forms,but shouldbe quitesimilarfor most of



TABLE V-3

OccupationalRadi?tion ExposuresBased on DOE Standards

Operation 1 Modules, rem/yem

Removal

AZtemative from Tanks

Alternative 1 -

Continuestoragein tanks 5.95x Io’b

Alternative2, Subcase1 -

Processto glass;shipto
offsitegeologicdisposalc 5.00 x 101

Alternative2, Subcase2 -

< Processto glass;surface
& storageat SRPe 5.00x 101

Alternative 2, Subcase 3 -

Processto glass;disposal
in SRP bedrockcavernc 5.00~ 101

Alternative3 -

Slurryliquidwasteinto
SRP bedrockcavern 5.00x 10’

fiocessing

Not applicable

2.75 x 103

2.75x 103

2.75x 103

Not applicable

a. See TableV-4 and text ~or cmpaign times.

b. This exposureoccursonlywhen wasteis reconstitutedand
duringtankdecontamination.

c. Thesenumbersweredevelopedspecificallyfor glasswaste
the otherinunobilizationformsbeinginvestigated.

“transportation Storage

Jot applicable 9.04 ~ Iol

[.40x 102 0

Jotapplicable 7.97x 101

iotapplicable O

dotapplicable O

Tots 1

per Year,

rem

1.50 x 102

2.94x 103

2.88 x 103

Total for

Cqaiq,

T&

4.24 x 103

2.94x 10”

3.14x 104

2.80 X 103 2.80 x 104

5.00 x 101 5.00 x 10*

transferredfroman old tankto a new tankand

forms,but shouldbe quitesimilarfor most of



discussed above. The latter is a very conservative assumption
because, even if the potential for such exposures existed, it
would be impractical and undesirable to rotate and schedule
al1 employees so that everyone received exposure up to the DOE
limit. Other assumptions used to prepare Tables V-2 and V-3
are:

●

●

●

●

●

The manpower requirements and time involved for each opera-
tion were estimated as shown in Table V-4. Most of the man-
power estimates are based on experience with similar operations
at SRP. It was assumed that surveillance and monitoring of a
continued tank farm or an air-cooled surface vault would be
done 24 hours per day. In contrast, a cavern disposal site
would have less intense surveillance and would be monitored
24 hours per day by only one full-time person.

Exposures to drivers and service personnel during offsite
transportation are the same as those used in Reference 4
for 3000-mile truck shipments. Exposures reflect the limits
specified in Nuclear Regulatory Commission regulations
No. 10 CFR 71 (Reference 5) and No. 49 CFR 170-9 (Reference 6).

For the alternative of continued tank farm operation, it was
assumed that each tank would be replaced every 50 years.
Radiation exposure would not be received from construction of
a new tank, but would be received from the transfer operation
between the old and the new tank and from decontamination of the
old tank. Each of these operations is estimated to require
six employees (including supervision) for six months. Assumed
individual exposures were reduced each year to reflect the
30-year half-life of ‘OSr and 137CS, as discussed below.

A time period.of 300 years was used to estimate total exposures
received from surveiIlance and monitoring. Assumed individua1
exposures were reduced each year to reflect the 30-year half-
life of gOSr and 137CS, the primary contributors to penetrating
radiation that would result in exposure from surveillance and
monitoring. After a period of 300 years, individual exposures
from these operations would be negligible fractions of natural
background and are thus unimportant in the consideration of
environmental impact.

Surveillance and monitoring of a sealed geologic repository,
either offsite or in SRp bedrOck, would probably be done with
a small observation force plus one person collecting and
analyzing samples of water from several monitoring wells.
These operations were all assumed to result in no exposure
above background to the persons involved.
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TABLE V-4

Manpower and Time Requirements for Operational Modules

Operation

Tank fam surveillance
and monitoring

Reconstitute, transfer from
old to new tank

Decontaminate old tank

Remove 60 million gallons
from present tanks, transfer
to new processing building

Process 60 million gallons
to glass, 10-year timee

Transport glass offsitee

Air-cooled vault surveil-
lance and monitoring

Offsite salt cavern or SRP
bedrock surveillance and
monitoring

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

No. of ~ loyeesa

21

20

31

10

550

hood

21

5

Ttie Required

300 yearsb

6 monthsc.

6 monthse

10 years

10 years

10 years

300 yearsb

300 years

Include direct supervision but not indirect overhead.

Occupational exposures would be negligible after this time.
See text.

These operations were assmed to be required once every
SO years for each tank for 300 years. See text.

This case represents truck shipment of the glass form over
a distance of 3000 miles from SRP. Other cases are detailed
in Reference 4.

These numbers were developed specifically for glass mlaste
forms, but should be quite similar for most of the other
immobilization forms being investigated.
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● The manpo~rerrequirements and exposures for reconstituting
the waste to a slurry and transferring it to a bedrock cavern
at SRP would be the same as those for reconstituting the waste
and transferring it to a glass processing building.

2. Non-Nuclear Occupational Risks

Each of the alternative plans carries some non-nuclear risk

of minor injuries, major injuries, and death during construction

of new facilities and during the operating cmpaign. (For minor
injuries, only first aid is required and no days are lost from
work; major injuries involve ~ne or more lost workdays.) Exper-
ience with many construction activities at SRP and from 26 years
of operations has shown that these risks can be low in magnitude
and below those experienced in many other industrial activities.
There is no reason to expect such risks associated with any
alternative plan to be significantly different. Tables V-5 and
V-6 give tbe results of estimating the number of occupational
injuries during construction of new facilities and for the
operating phases, respectively. The follo~~ingassuj[lpEiolls\iere
used to generate data for the tables:

● Construction of a new set of 24 tanks is required every 50
years during the 300-year campaign.

● Manpower and time requirements for construction of net~facil-
ities are estimated in Table V-7. For most facilities, the
requirements t+,eretaken from venture gtlidanceestimates for
the actual facilities.7 For construction of a bedrock cavern
at SRP and for an offsite cavern inabedded salt, capital costs
from the SRP Defense Waste Document were L]sed\ui,th estimates

of the split bettoeen labor and materials to calculate labor
requirements,

● Rates of occurrence of minor injuries, major injuries, and
deaths are given in Tables V-7 and V-; ~r construction and
for routine operations, respectively. >

3. Offsite Radiation Exposures

/

All facilities in any of the !uast,emanagement ~ltern=tive~
will be designed and operated sljch~hst radioactive releases
from normal operations will be within nationally accept.edstandards
for such reIeases. The current DOE standards for offsite radiat-
ion exposures are shown in Table V-9.4
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. TABLE V-5

Non-Nuclear Occupational Injuries During Cons

Altemt’ive

Alternative 1 -

Continue storage
in tanks

Alternative 2, Subcase 1 -

Process to glass; ship to
offsite geologic disposalc

< Alternative 2, Subcase 2 -
.
w Process to glass; surface

storage at SRPe

Alternative 2, Subcase 3 -

Process to glass; disposal
in SRP bedrock caverne

Alternative 3 -

Slurry liquid waste into
SRP bedrock cavern

Constmctiun of

Processing

Facilities

Not applicable

46D
5

460
5

460
5

Not applicable

ruction of New Facilitiesa

Fabrication of
Transportation Casks
and Vehicles

Not applicable

39
0.5

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

Construction of

Storage

Facilities

160&

17

28

0.4

130
1.4

88
1.1

180
2.2

a. Two annual numbers are given in each column for each alternative: top numbers are major
injuries; bottom numbers are deaths.

I
TotsL for
Compaign

1600
17

530
5.9

590
6.4

550
6.1

180
2.2

b. These include construction of new tanks every 50 years during the 300-year period.

c. These numbers we~e developed specifically for glass waste forms, hut should be quite
similar for most of the other immobilization forms being investigated.



TABLEv-6

Non-Nuclear Occupational Injuries Ouring the Operating Campaigna

Altemtive

Alternative 1 -

Continue storage in tanks

Alternative2, S“bcase1 -

Processto glass;
ship to offsite
geologicdisposale

Alternative 2, S“bcase 2 -

Processto glass;
surfacestorageat SRPe

Alternative 2, S.bcase 3 -

Process to glass; disposal
i“ SRP bedrockcaverne

Alternative3 -

Slurryliquidwaste into
SRP bedrock Ca”e,n

fm
Tanks

5.5=
0.0047
0.00059

1.5
0.0013
0.00016

1.5
0.0013
0.00016

1.5
0.0013
0.00016

1.5
0.0013
0.00016

Frooesei~

Not

applicable

80.5
0.078
0.0089

80.5
0.078
0.0089

SO.5
0,078
0.0089

Not

applicable

Not

applicable

d
1.6
0.052

Not

applicable

Ko t

applicable

Not

applicable

3.0
0.0027
0.00034

0.58
0.00051
0.00006

2.3
0.0021
0.00026

0.58
0.000s1
0.00006

0.58
0.00051
0.00006

Tot.z
per YeaY

8.6
0.0074
0.00093

83
1.7
0.061

84
0.O81
0.0093

83
0.080
0.0091

2.1
0.0018
0.00022

Total for
cwai9nb

1160
1.03
0.13

990
16
0.63

1500
1.3
0.17

990
0.87
0.11

190
0.16
0.021

a. Threeannualnumbersare give”in eachcolumnfor each .Iternati”e:topnumbersare minor
injuries;.iddlenumbersare majorinjuries;bottom“.mbersare deaths.

b. See Tablev-4 and text for campaigntimes.

c. Theseincludereco”stituti”g.astes“d transferringr. new tanksevery50 yearsand
decontaminatic,”of old tanks.

d. TransportationaccidentdataWere takenfromReference8.

e. ThesenumbersWere developedspecificallyfor glasswasteforms,but shouldbe quite
similarformost of the otherimmobilizationformsbeinginvestigated.
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TABLE V-7

Injury Rates During Construction of New Facilitiesg

Oeeurrences per Million
Man-flours
Mw’or
In~uries Deathe

Mining Caverns ‘ 25 0.31

Casks and Vehicles 26 0.32

All Other Construction 16 0.17

Construction Time and Manpower Estimates

Construction Qeration

Processing Facilities

Transportation Casks and Vehicles

Set of 24 New Tanks

Air-Cooled Surface Storage Vault

Mining Bedrock Cavern (Liquid)

lliningBedrock Cavern (Glass)

Mining Offsite Salt Cavern

Man-Hours Requ{red
(millions)

29

1.5

17 One set every 50 years
for 300 years

8.1

7.2

3.5

1.1
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TABLE V-8

Injury Rates During Routine Operationsa

Oeeurrences per Mi1lion Man-Hours
Minor M~’or
r~”w..ries Injuries Deaths

50 0.044 0.0055

a. Based on SRP operating
experience over the ten-year
pe~iod 1967-1976.g

TABLE V-9

DOE.Radiation Exposure Limits to Off site Individuals, mrem

Maximwri Exposure to
Individual Averaae

Type Of ExpOSUPe Exposurea Individual

}Vhole Body 500 170

Gonads 500 170

Bone Marrow 500 170

G. 1. Tract 1500 500

Bone 1500 500

Thyroid 1500 500

Other Organs 1500 500

a. These individuals are assumed to be
at the site boundary under conditions
of maximum probable exposure.
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The facilities must be operated to fall within the linlits
discussed above; they will also be operated so that exposures
are kept as low as reasonably achievable. In all likelihood,
this will result in extremely low, if not zero, exposures from
the long-term storage or disposal facilities, with offsite
exposures from the handling and processing operations that are
comparable to those currently experienced from similar activities
at SRP. In 1976, these exposures to a hypothetical individual
receiving the maximum dose* were below 1 mrem from all SRP
activities. These SRP exposures included contributions from the
reactors and from isotopes such as 3H, *5Kr,41Ar, and ’33’135Xe
that would not be released in significant quantities in the waste
handling and processing operations Routine exposures from SRP
are discussed more fully in Reference 11.

Routine releases of radioactivity for an offsite geologic
repository in salt have been analyzed by the Battelle Pacific
Northwest Laboratories as part of their studies of geologic
caverns for commercially generated waste.1 They consist of only
a few hundredths of a curie per year of 220Rn and 222Rn, \rhich
would be released as decay products from naturally occurring
radium in the salt that must be mined during the years of emplace-
ment. The radiation exposure that could result from this radon
release is negligible to offsite individuals.

mission Control Features of an Offsite
GeoZogie Repository in Salt

All structures are maintained at a negative pressure relative
to the atmosphere, and all entries into and from confinement
areas are made through air locks. Contamination is controlled
by directing air flow from areas of least contamination potential
to areas of increasing contamination potential. Air discharged
from confinement areas is exhausted through a prefilter and tl~o
high-efficiency particulate air (HEPA) filters. Ventilation
systems are backed up by standby facilities to maintain confinement
in the event of fan breakdown, filter failure, or normal po~$er
outage. Automatic monitoring of all potential sources of contami-
nated effluents is provided with remote readout and alarm at both
the central control room in the mine operations building and the
guardhouse.

All wastes arriving at the repository are fully contained
in stainless steel canisters or steel drums. As a result, the
only sources for airborne emissions from these waste containers
are”handling accidents that could damage and
Potential accidents are described in Section

* These individuals are assumed to be at the
conditions of maximum probable exposure.

breach the canisters.
V.c.
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Liquid wastes generated as a result of decontamination
operations are processed onsite. Liquid radioactive waste
systems include surge tanks, a waste evaporator, and a liquid
waste solidification system. After evaporation and solidifica-
tion, the wastes are transferred to below ground areas for
disposal. f.

Solid wastes are processed through one of two onsite waste
balers where they are sealed into drums. These wastes are then
transferred to the mine for disposal.

Sanitary waste (nonradioactive)is collected in a sewer
system which is connected to the local sewer trunk, if available,
or given secondary treatment onsite and then disposed of in
accordance with local and Federal regulations.

4. Nonradioactive Pollutants

No mechanisms have been identified for chemical releases
under normal conditions for the storage or disposal modes;
therefore, the following discussion is concentrated on processing
operations.

If the waste is fixed in glass or other immobilization forms
requiring high temperature processing, there will be releases from
the processing operations to the atmosphere and to the onsite
streams of chemicals such as Hg, NOX, NH3, C02, NaoH, NaN(J~, and
heated water. These releases, when combined with those from other
activities at SRP, must be within emission standards set by the
states of South Carolina and Georgia and the Federal Government.12>13
Some of the more important of these standards are shown in Table V-10,
In addition to the limits imposed by the above standards, SRP
operates under National Po]lutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) permits that limit the discharge of pollutants to tributaries
of the Savannah River.14

Waste management policy at SRP is to limit releases of
potentially polluting chemicals to levels that are lower than
those required by the standards and permits, to the extent that
is reasonably achievable. This policy is implemented by operating
controls and by engineering systems such as liquid-gas absorbers,

‘catalytic converters, !Icold-caps,’!wet scrubbers, absorbers, quench
towers, sintered metal filters, iron-oxide mesh filters, venturi
scrubbers, cyclone separators, condenser-absorber combinations,
and HEPA filters. The extent to which these systems are needed
and the releases to the environment that are to be expected

,



TABLE V-1O

Typical State and Federal

Pollutant

S02

so 2

so*

so 2

S02

Particulate (Fly Ash)

NOX

H*S

Non-Methane Hydrocarbons

Sulfate

Chloride

Nitrate .

Barium

Iron

Boron

Zinc

Chromium

Manganese

Arsenic

Mercury

Copper

Phenol

Air and Water Quality Standardsa’ 12’13

Limiting
Concentration

80 pg/m3

43 ug/m~

1300 Bg/m3

715 Ug/m3

3.5 lb/106 Btu

0.6 lb/106 Btu

100 wg/m3

10 ppm, 8 hr

130 Ug/m3

250 ppm

250 ppm

10 ppm

1 ppm

0.3 ppm

1 ppm

5 ppm

0.05 ppm

0.05 ppm

O.OS ppm

0.002 ppm

1 ppm

0.001 ppm

Cotrunent

Ambient air, South Carolina

Ambient air, Georgia

One-hour, air, South Carolina

One-hour, air, Georgia

Air emission, South Carolina

Air emission, South Carolina

Ambient air, South Carolina and Georgia

Air, detectable effects

Three-hour, air, South Carolina

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

Drinking

a. The above listing is not meant to imply that all
released from the waste management facilities.

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

water standard, Federal

the chemicals would be
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will be determined as the research and development program proceeds
and detailed design studies are made. Operation of similar prOc-

esses and pollution-abatement devices at SRP is described in detail
in Reference 11, where it is shown that SRP emissions to the atmos-
phere have been far below the standards shown in Table V-10, with
the exception of particulate from some of the coal-burning power
plants. Electrostatic precipitators have been installed on the
largest power plants, and prototype improvements are being tested
on other plants to ensure conformance with South Carolina emission
standards for particulate.

Water that discharges from the SRP creeks to the Savannah
River now meets Federal and State of South Carolina regulations.
Currently the water discharged to the onsite creeks does not always
meet these regulations. However, a project is under way with an
expected April 1981 completion that would bring most discharges
from individual operating sites into compliance with NPD~~ Permit
No. SC 000017S before those discharges enter the creeks. Most of
the water covered in the project is runoff from coal piles and ash
basins, and is of low pH with high suspended solids.

In addition to the emissions to water and air described
above, there will be low levels of occupational exposure to
nonradioactive pollutants of some workers. Such exposures would
occur during processing operations, but not during transportation,
storage, or disposal Reference 14 specifies limits and controls
required for exposure to chemicals as legislated by the Occupational
Health and Safety Act. Concentrations in air of chemicals to which
the ~~orkeris exposed will normally be maintained by engineering
controls such as ventilation at Iess than the action leveI values
specified in Subpart Z of Reference 1S. Potential exposure of the
worker is limited because the chemicals are normally introduced
into the process within ventilated enclosures designed to contain
radioactivity. Exposures may occur in storage a~eas, during trans-
port of chemicals from the storage areas, and during preparation
of the chemicals for the processes. When concentrations are above
an action level, routine monitoring is required rather than at]dit
monitoring. When threshold limit values are exceeded, workers
will wear personal protective equipment including respiratory
protection as prescribed in Subpart I of Reference 15. Engineer-
ing controls would be added or modified to reduce transient high
concentrations to less than threshold limit values. Records are
required for each worker exposed to chemicals at concentrations
greater than threshold limit values

‘ Project 7S-SR-023 ($9.2 m;l.lion)
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5. Thermal Discharges

The amount of heat generated in any of the waste management
operations is probably less than 10% of that from current SRP
heat sources, such as nuclear reactors and coal-burning power
plants. The total impact of SRP heat sources is within NPDES
and State of South Carolina standards for the Savannah River
(Table V-n) . The following are sources of thermal discharges
that would occur in the three alternative plans:

● Reconstituting the toasteto liquid and evaporating it back to
damp salt cake and sludge, as in transferring the waste from
old tanks to ne!vtanks if tank farm operation is continued.

● Processing reconstituted waste to an immobilization form.

● Storage of canned waste in an air-cooled surface vault.

o Additional power generation.

● Decay heat from disposal of waste in a geologic reposito~y.

I!ithregard to heated water discharges, most states are
promulgating thermal standards under the state participatory
provisions of the EPA’s National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES). These standards, which are subject to approval
by the EPA, are used in writing NPDES discharge permits. A plant
operator must obtain the required NPDES discharge permit from a
state agency, or from the EPA if the operation is to be conducted
by a Federal agency. The South Carolina standards that pertain
to SRP operations and are part of the NPDES are as follows:

● The !#atertemperature shall not exceed 90”F (32.2“C) as a
result of heated liquids at any time after adequate mixing
of heated and normal ~~aters.

● After the water passes through an adequate zone for mixing,
the temperature shall not be more than 5°F (2.8°C) greater
than that of }~aterunaffected by the heated discharge.

● The mixing zone shall be limited to not more than 25% of the
cross-sectional area and/or volume of the flo~v’of the stream
and shal1 not include more than one-third of the surface area
measured shore to shore.

As shown in Table V-n and discussed more fully in Reference
10, current SRP operations satisfy all three of the water quality
standards on temperature in the Savannah River. Present temper-
ature increases in tbe river are almost completely due to opera-
tion of the production reactors, and any future waste management
operations would cause an insignificant perturbation compared to
this source. The largest potential ~~armwater releases would be
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from the evaporators used in a continued tank farm operation or
in processing the waste, but the condensate from these evaporators
will be reused for slurrying other tanks, etc., rather than being
released to the river.

As a further consideration regarding warm water releases to
the river, the Limnology Department of the Academy of Natural
Sciences of Philadelphia has carried on a continuing progrm of
scientific investigation in the Savannah River, beginning with
a baseline study in 1951. The baseline study considered all the
major groups of aquatic organisms — the protozoa, lower inverte-
brates, insects, fish, and algae – together tviththe general and
physical characteristics of the river. Since the baseline study,
the program has consisted of spot checks four times yearly, de-
tailed studies at 3- to 5-year intervals, and continuous diatometer
studies. The 1951 to 1970 sununaryreport of these studiesl6 con-
cludes that “there was no evidence in any of the areas studied of
the effects of increases in temperature in the river caused by
activities of the Savannah River Plant.”

Iv’ithregard to heated air discharges, the canned I,aste
stored in an air-cooled vault t~ouldbe cooled by natural con-
vection and would generate about 2 megawatts of heat. This is
a very small amount of beat dissipation compared to that of
other facilities, such as the coal-burning power plants, which
have been observed to cause no detectable environmental or noxious
effects from heat.

TABLE V-n

Compliance by SRP with S. C. Standards for Temperature
in the Savannah River

Matium
Criterion Standard SRP Value

!Iaximumtemperature below
SRP after mixing 32.2°C (90”F) 29.40(?

hlaximumtemperature increase 2.8°C (5”F) 3.7”c~

Nlaximum mixing zone
(% of cross-sectional area) 25% <20%

% of surface area 33-1/3% <25%

a. Maximum recorded below SRP.

b. Measured during May 1977 (one-time occurrence).
Otherwise, the maximum increase bas been 1.4°C,
calculated using classified information for two
reactors discharging to the river at minimum river
flow.
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c. POTENTIAL EFFECTS FROM ABNORMAL EVENTS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

Details of consequences and probabilities for a wide range
of abnormal events will be published in Safety Analysis RepOrts
dealing with all aspects of the waste management system that is
finally selected. Such analyses must await detailed system
designs based on results of tbe research and development program
and the final alternative chosen for implementalion. Dne of the
primary purposes of the research and development program is to
develop the design of the various parts of each alternative to
ensure a high degree of confidence in acceptable safety regarding
abnormal events, no matter which alternative is chosen.

Preliminary anal yses have been reported in Reference 8 for
risks from unusual events that might occur in all operations
involved in any of the alternative plans. Events considered were
major process incidents, natural events such as tornadoes and
earthquakes, sabotage, airplane crash, and abandonment. When lack
of detailed system design precluded the usual fault tree/event tree
type of analysis, magnitudes of possible events were chosen using
the judgment of technical persons familiar with 25 years of opera-
tions of similar facilities. The magnitudes were chosen to be
upper bounds of credible occurrences. This approach provides a
sound physical basis to obtain release fractions, to follow
environmentalpathways, and to calculate radiation exposures.
Many of the probabilities used have a sound basis from either
similar operating experience, analysis, or observation of natural
events. However, some of the probabilities are only rough
estimates, particular y those for sabotage or abandonment. The
section on sensitivity analysis discusses the effects on overall
risk that would result by varying the uncertain probabilities over
wide ranges. Magnitudes of consequences for each event are also
available in Reference 8 and can be used in combination with indi-
vidual decision-maker!s probabilities to calculate the resulting
risks from these events, if desired. Detailed results from
Reference 4 are reviewed in the discussion below. In general,
they show that consequences alone, without regard for probabilities,
do not pose any disaster potential for the offsite population
because individual doses that could occur are comparable to back-
ground doses in most cases. When formal analyses are made of
systems in a specific alternative, the results will probably show
much lower risks than the generic studies.

Pathways from the !#asteto man that were considered are
ingestion of airborne particles, land contaminantion from fallout
of airborne particles, drinking water from the Savannah River,
fish consumption from the Savannah River, and possible future use
of local sections of the Tuscaloosa aquifer for drinking water.
These pathways are discussed in detail in the DWD (Reference 8)
and its references at the point that each event involving a specific
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pathway is covered. The pathways all represent pessimistic
assumptions about meteorological conditions and water use, with
no warnings or corrective actions. This method of considering
pathways, along with the upper limit bounding of possible radio-
active releases discussed above, should ensure that upper bounds
of consequences from the important events have been covered.

Some of the important physical reasons why the hazards
associated with the waste are limited include:

●

●

●

●

●

●

Very large amounts of energy are required to create waste
particles small enough to be’widely distributed through the
airborne pathway. This is true on a per curie basis for the
salt cake and sludge currently stored in tanks as well as
for the high-integrity forms like glass.

There are no internal sources of high energy as part of
normal operations in the waste management systems. Energy
required to release radioactive particles would have to be
introduced externally or in some abnormal manner.

There are no radioactive noble gases or significant amounts
of easily volatilized radioactive elements in the waste that
could contribute to potential doses from the airborne path~ray.

High-integrity waste forms and the engineered surface or
geologic storage facilities proposed for long-term waste
storage can impose major barriers against waste migration.

Liquid releases from SRP !vouldbe absorbed in the soil or
diluted many orders of magnitude by the onsite creeks and
swamps and by the Sa\~annallRiver before reaching drinking
water users. Even if diversion systems fail and no correcti~,e
actions are taken, no large individual doses can occur. None
of the alternatives propose handling liquid wastes at any site
other than the SRP site.

The SRP waste facilities are within a large exclusion area.

An added level of accident protection to both workers and
offsite population is provided by the design of waste management
facilities. The construction methods and materials that meet
routine radiation shielding requirements and that ensure adequate
resistance to earthquakes and tornadoes also provide resistance
and containment for other unlikely incidents.
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1. Occupational Radiation Exposures

All the very low probability events that have some potential
for releasing radioactive materials offsite also have the poten-
tial for exposing working personnel to high radiation levels.
These events include major process incidents, tornadoes and earth-
quakes of incredible magnitude, sabotage, and airplane cTasheS.
The distribution of radiation effects among the personnel at the
site is impossible to predict because it would depend on precise
details of location of the personnel and corrective actions rela-
tive to the chain of events underway. This is in contrast to the
predictability of offsite effects (discussed in Sections V.C,3.
and v.c.4. below), where the major determinants are amount of
activity released and meteorology or water flow patterns. However,
the radiation would probably be a small contributor to the worker
injuries in these unlikely events; most of the injuries would be
from explosive forces, falling buildings, tornado-driven missiles,
fire, saboteur gunfire, etc.

Even though consequences mentioned above are possible, their
occurrence is extremely unlikely. This fact is generally illus-
trated by fomal safety analyses of existing and designed nuclear
systems, and by the experience of the commercial and defense
nuclear enterprises over the past thirty years. Men this low
probability of occurrence is considered, the resulting occupational
risk (the product of consequence times probability) from radiation
exposure is negligible for any alternative plan.

2. Non-Nuclear Occupational Risks

The non-nuclear risks to onsite workers from abnormal events
are in the same category as the risks discussed above for radiation
exposures, in the sense that injuries are possible but the likeli-
hood of occurrence is so small that the risks are negligible.
The number of injuries possible for each abnormal event is difficult
or impossible to estimate because of the mitigating effects of
forewarning, corrective action, etc. However, there has been no
mechanism identified with the radioactive nature of the waste
management alternatives that would increase the non-nuclear risks
above those normally experienced in any large industrial operation.
In practive, the unusually heavy construction of the waste manage-
ment facilities would probably provide greater worker protection
against abnormal events than that afforded by most other industrial
facilities.
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3. Off site Radiation Exposures

Analvses have previously been reDorted8 which estimate. using
pessimistic values ~here ass~mptions ire necessary, the off~ite -
radiation exposures that might occur for a variety of abnormal
events. The events considered were major process incidents; natural
occurrence such as tornadoes, earthquakes, floods, and meteorite
impact; sabotage; airplane crash; and abandonment. The analyses
were performed for each of the three major alternatives, and within
each alternative the analyses considered the four major modules:
removal from tanks, processing, transportation, and storage. me
results are given as consequences (measured by radiation dose com-
mitment) to offsite individuals receiving the maximum dose and to
the offsite population within 150 km. The consequences were then
multiplied by an estimate of annual probability of occurrence to
obtain annual risk. Finally, the annual risk was integrated over
time, accounting for radioactive decay and population growth, to
obtain total risk for the period. The detailed integrations are
given in the Tables for a eriod of 300 years, the period of
maximum risk before the ?13 Cs and 9gSr have decayed. (After 300
years of decay, individual doses that could occur from any of the
events analyzed are negligible.) Population exposures integration

to 10,000 years are also included and show the small additional
impact of the long-lived isotopes. These data are given in
Tables V-12 through V-16 for Alternatives 1-3. They show that
there is no disaster potential to the offsite population from
abnormal events for any of the alternatives. Although some of
the maximum individual doses are of concern, they could occur to
only a limited number of people and are calculated assming no
corrective actions are taken. Doses to average individuals in the
nearby population would be thousands to tens of thousands of
times lower, depending upon pathways, and therefore would be
inconsequential compared to even the variation in natural back-
ground in the local area.

Regarding the vulnerability to sabotage or terrorism, there
is no firm basis for estimating the probability of sabotage of
waste processing or disposal facilities, and the probabilities
used to complete the risk analysis are somewhat arbitrary. However,
the consequences of credible sabotage events do have a sound
physical basis. These consequences were found to be very small
compared to levels that would possibly be attractive to terrorists,
and indicate that the probability of sabotage being attempted is
very low.

The exception to this situation is for liquid waste stored
in a bedrock cavern. However, for this case, it is extremely
unlikely that people would continue to drink well water from a
location directly over a leak into the aquifer. Engineering design
and safeguards aimed specifically at the problem of sabotage of
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the shaft or earthquake while filling would greatly reduce the
risks below those pessimistically assumed for the analysis in
this EIS. Examples of precautions that have been suggested in
comment letters and elsewhere are: reinforced bulkheads sealed
against backflow; small-diameter, double-walled piping; shock-
proof mounting; and quick-acting shut-off valves at top and bottom.
Furthermore, there are corrective actions that would be carried
out if the shaft did fail because at the time the shaft would
be open there would also be men, equipment, and technology
readily available to either clear the shaft or re-seal it 8

(see Section xI) .

Risks from storage or disposal in en offsite geologic
repository are based on analyses prepared for the EIS for Mwage-
ment of CormnerciaLlyGenerated Rad{oact<ve Waete,1 but modified
to account for the differences in volume and radioactivity con-
tent between SRP waste end commercially generated waste. The
base case of disposal in a geologic repository was chosen because
more extensive research has been done on this disposal alternative
than on others. The analyses in Reference 1 are based on the
very conservative assumption of no radionuclide holdup by the
geologic medium in the event of unforeseen release of radioactivity
to the repository, and therefore the results are independent of
whether the repository is located in salt, basalt, granite, or
some other medium. Table v-17 gives the events that have been
identified for abnormal releases, the estimated release of the
major radioisotopes if SRP defense waste were in the repository,
and the estimated frequency of occurrence of each event. When
probability of occurrence is taken into account, the risk from
all these events is negligible compared to the natural background
exposure to the same individual. This is shown in Table V-17A,
which is compiled from Reference 1 for commercial waste; the
impacts from a repository containing defense waste would be even
smaller. Other studies on the general subject of radiation risks

from a geologic repository may be found in References 17 and 18,
Environmental impact statements and safety analysis reports wil1
be published for specific offsite repositories when decisions are
made on their locations,
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TABLE Y-12

Sumary of Exposure Risks for Alternative 1 Storage of Waste as Sludge and Dump Salt Cake
in Onsite Waste Tanks (Present SRP Waste Management Technique)

Event

Removal from Tanks

Processing

Tra”sporxat ion

storage

Routine Releases

spil1 during Transfer

Explosion

Ssbotage by Dispersal

Airplane Crash

Abandonment

Maxim

Individual
Doe., rem

Not applicable

Notapplicable

Notapplicable

Negligible

2.2 . 10”’

7.8

3.3

4,1

4.1

3,9 x 10-’

ri.e-~ntegrated Risk, 300 Year%, 1.4 x
ma” rem~

Time- l”tegrated Risk, 2.3 .
10,000 years, man--em

Risk with Abandomc”r after 2,4 X
100 vear, b

Populatim Do..
for.Mu<m Ye.,.,

man-,..

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

1.4

5.3 x 10’

3.0 . 10’

2.3 x 10+

9.8 x 10’

1,1 . 10’

2.7 x 104

10’

1u3

10’

P~obabiIity,
Event./lJew

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

l.o

5.0 . 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

l.o x 10-’

I.O x 10-5

1.0 . 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

Maim Risk,
m.n-rem/yeo

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not applicable

1.4

2.6

3.0

2,3 x 10-’

9,8 x 10-2

1.1 . 10-’

2.7 x 10-’

a. Integrated annual population risk, accounting for radioactive decay and population growth by
a factor of 5.

b. P.pulati.” risk integr~ted for 300 Years, if tanks are assumed t. be lba”do.ed after 100 Years,
in accordance with proIJoscd EPA criterion on duration of administrative control.
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TABLE v-13

Sumary of Exposuve Risks for Alternative 2, Subca5e 1 - Glass Stored in OffSite Geologic Storage

E“ent

Removal from Tanks

Routin, Rel.ss.s

Sludge Spill

Spill at Inlet

Tornado

Spill

Explosion

sabotage

Beloti-Ground Leaks

Processing

Routine Releases

Process Incidents

Sabotage

Airplane Crash

Transportation

Routine Exposures

Accidents

storage

Ex,ected Release,

NeC1iCible

5.0 x 10-’

1.2 x 10-3

2.0 x 10-3

2.9 . 10-’

7.8

1.2 . 102

1.s x 10-1

2.2 . 10-5

.1.0 x 10-s

4.2 X 101

1.s . 10-’

5.0 X 10-3

6.9 X 10-1

Negligible

1.4

1.5 X 10’

3.7 . 10’

5.4 x 10’

1.1 . 10’

3.0 x 104

3.5 . 10’

1.7 X 10s

1,0

5.0 . 10-2

5,0 . 10-2

6.0 X 10-’

5.0 X 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

1.0 x 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

3,0 1.0

4,2 x 10-1 1.0

8.9 . 10” 1.0 . 10-’

3,1 x 10’ 7.0 X 10-8

6.3 x 10’ 1.0

1,2 x 10’ 1.3 X 10-U

Time-ln~grated Risk, 30o years 6.5 X 102
man-rem

1.3 x 10’ 1.0

Time-Integrated Risk, 6.5 X
10,000 year. , man-rem

. . Eq....l..t .h.le body dose, ,,.

10’

}~mi~ ,Ri.k,
nlm.,em/lJear

1.4

7.5 x 10-1

1.9

3.2 x 10-2

5.4

3.0

3.5

1.7

3,0

4.2 x 10-3

8.9 x 10-1

2.2 x 10-’

6.3 x 10’

1.6 X 10-’

1.3 x 102

b. Integr?.ted .....1 population risk, accounting for radi.active decay and population

growth by a factor of S.
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TABLE V-14

Sumnary of Exposure Risks for Alternative 2, Subcase 2 - Glass Stored in OnSite Surface Storage Facility

Event

Removal from Tanks

Routine Releases

Sludge Spill

Spill at Inlet

Tornado

Spill

Explosion

Sabotage

Below-Ground Leaks

Pr0ces5inE

Routine Releases

Process Incidents

Sabotage

Airplane Crash

Transportation

storage

Sabotage

Airplane Crash

Abandonment

M.h
I%iividua1
Dose, rem

Negligible

5.0 X 10-’

1.2 x 10-’

2,0 . 10-’

2.9 x 10-’

7.8

1.2 x 10’

1.s x 10-’

2.2 x 10-’

:1.0 . 10-’

4.2 x 10’

1.s x 10-’

Not appl ic.able

1.9

1.5 x 10-’

Negligible

Time-Integrated Risk, 300 years 2.2 x
...-,em@

Time- 1ntezr8ted Risk, 3.4 x
10,000 year. , man-rem

1.4

1.5 X 10’

3.7 x 10’

5.4 x 10’

1.1 x 10’

3.0 X 10’

3,5 x 10’

1,7 x 105

3.0

4.2 x 10-1

8.9 X 10’

3.1 . 10’

Not applicable

3.8 X 10’

3.1 X 10’

0

10>

102

Prob.bdlity,
Event8/year

1.0

5.0 X 10-2

5.0 . 10-’

6,0 X 10-’

5.0 . 10-3

1.0 . 10-’

1.0 x 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

1.0

1.0

1.0 . 10-’

7.0 X 10-8

Not applicable

1.0 x 10-’

7.0 X 10-’

1.4

7.5 x 10-’

1.9

3.2 x 10-’

5.4

3.0

3.5

1.7

3.0

4.2 . 10-’

8.9 X 10-’

2.2 . 10-’

Not applicable

3,8 x 10-’

2.2 x 10-’

0

.. Integrated annual population risk, accounting for radioactive decay and population growth
by a factor of 5.
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.TABLE v-15

Sumnary of Exposure Risks for Alternative 2, Subcase 3 – Glass Stored in SRP Bedrock

E“ent

Removal from Tanks

Routine Releases

Sludge Spill

spill at Inlet

Tornado

Spill

Explosion

Below-Ground Leaks

Processing,

Routine Releases

Process Incidents

Sabotage

Airplane Crash

Transp.rtat i..

storage

Expected Releases

NeE1igible

5.0 X 10-$

1.2 x 1O-*

2.0 x 10-3

2.9 x 10-2

7.8

1.2 . 10-2

1.5 x 10-1

2.2 x 10$

<1.0 x 10-s

4.2 x 101

1.5 . 10-1

Not applicable

Negligible

Time- Integrated Risk, 300 years 3.4 .
man remu

Tine- Integrated Risk, 3.4 x
10,000 years, man-rem

Poplatim Doe.
f.?Muxb rear,
In’m-rm

1.4

1.5 X 10’

3.7 x 101

5.4 x 10’

1.1x 103

3.0 x 10’

3.5 x 10’

1.7 x 105

3.0

4.2 x 10-1

8.9 X 10’

3.1 X 10’

Not applicable

1.3 x 102

102

10’

hobabi lity,
/year

1.0

5.0 X 10-2

5.0 % 10-2

6.0 x 10-’

5.0 x 10-3

1,0 . 10-’

1.0 x 10-’

1.0 x 10-s

1.0

1.0

1.0 . 10-’

7.0 X 10-0

Not applicable

1.0

1.4

7.5 x 10-’

1.9

3.2 x 10-2

5.4

3.0

3.5

1.7

3.0

4.2 X 10-’

8.9 X 10-’

2.2 x 10-5

Not applicable

1.3 X 10’

a. lnteErated . . ...1 p.pulat ion risk, accounting for radioactive decay and populat i.” growth

by a factor of 5.
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TABLE V-16

Sumnary of Exposure Risks for Alternative 3 – Unprocessed Waste Slurry Stored in SRP Bedrock

man t

Removal from Tanks

Rout in. Releases

Sludge Spill

Spill at Inlet

Tornado

Spill

Explosion

Sabotage

Below-G,ound Leak,

Processing

Transportation

storage

ExPected Releases

Earthquake with
Shaft Open

Earthquake after
Sealimg

M.+
I&ividua1
Dose, rem

Negligible

5.0 X 10-+

1.2 x 10-3

2.0 x 10-3

2.9 . 10-2

7.8

1.2. 10’

1.5 . 10-1

Not applicable

Not applicable

Negligible

7.6 X 103

<1.7 X 102

Popht ion Dose
for MaximumYeaP,
man-rem

1.4

1.5 x 101

3,7 x 10’

5.4 x 10’

1.1 . 10’

3,0 X 10’

3.5 x 10’

1.7 x 10’

Not applicable

Not applicable

1.3 X 102

3,8 x 108

8.3 X 106

Sabotage before Sealing 3.0 x 10’ 1.5 . 10’

Sabotage after Seal ing 2,8 X 102 1.4 x 107

Time- l”tegrated Risk, 300 years, 6,2 x 10’
man-remc

Time-Integrated Risk, 1.4 x 10’
10>000 year,, man-rem

W.babi lity,
me*ts/yea.

1.0

5,0 x 10-’

5.0 x 10-’

6.0 x 10-’

S.o . 10-’

1.0 x 10-’

1.0 x 10-’

1.0 x 10-5

Not applicable

Not applicable

1.0

3.3 x 10-5

3.3 x 10-’

1.0 . 10-’

3,3 x 10-1”

Mah Ri.k,
ma.-,em/~em

1.4

7.5 x 10-1

1.9

3,2 x 10-2

5.4

3,0

3.5

1.7

Not applicable

Not applicable

1.3 X 10Z

1.3 x 10$

2,8 X 10’

1,5 X 10’

4.6 x 10-3

a. Integrated annual population risk, accountiny,for radioact iv. decay and population growth

by . factor of 5.
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TABLE V-17

Moderate and No,de, ign Basis Accidents Postulated for Repository in Salt

s.f.txs~.tem

Positive latching

grapple ,yste. a.d
CO”sem.tl. elv

R.lease,Ci F7.obabilitv

2 x io-’lyrCanister drop in
surface facility

canister handling crane
fails

canisterbreacheson
iqact

3X10-’, ‘O S,;

3.10-’, 137CS;

1 .5x10-6, ‘~apu;

6.0x10 -6, 239P.; t.
building atmosphere

sized crane

8.ilding filter
,ystem

Canister drop down
.,”. shaft

Ca.istered waste shaft
hoist fails

Canister breaches .“
impact

Failsafe wedge type
braki.g system

l.!incexhaust filter
system

1.5X1O’, 90s,;
1.5x1O’, ‘3’CS;
7.5.101, 239P.;
2.9, “’P.; of
5..11 particles t.
nine atmosphere

50..,8.,.. “UCI,,,
weaPan burst, o“ surface
above repository

Crater formed to 340 m
with fracture zone to
500 m

Repository depth
of 600 m

None

Repository breach

by meteor

1,3x1O:, 90S,;
1!7C,;

:;~io l,apu.

2.4X16’, ‘39;”;
half to stratosphere,
half a, local f,llout

&lctearwith sufficient
..ss a“d velocity to f.nm
2-km-dia crater impact.
repository area

2-kn!-dia crater extends
to waste horizon, dis-

persing 1$ of waste to
atmosphere

Repository depth
of 600 m

2 . 1O-’’IY,

Repos ito,y breach
by drilling

societal changeslead
to 1.$. of repository
records and locacio”
markers

Rep..it.ry depth
of 600 m

liepasitory marked by
monument, and records
kept securely

7X10-7, 90S,;
7X1O-’, ‘“c,;
7X10-3 2$ePu;
1,5 ,i,pu.

,,
distributed in
drilling mud over
1.2 acres in the
top 2 in, of soil

Not detenmi.ed

Drilling occurs 1000 yr
after .10,”,,

Site criteria . nor
desirable resource,

Volcanism \Jolca”icactivity at
reposit.ry carries
wastes t. surface

Site critcri. . no
history or potential
for volcanic activity

Less than accident
below

Not determined

2 x 1~”’’lY,Repository breach
by faulting and
.ro”.dwater

Fault intersects
repository

Access is created by

pr.,,.re between .quifer.
waste, and surface

Site criteria 10.
seismic risk z.”.

Site criteria
minimal gro..dwater

Repository depth of
600 m

6X10-’, 90S,;
6X10-’, 137CS;

238P”;6,
1.2X1O’, ‘39P.;
released to the

gro..d..,.,1000Y,
aftermine closureAq.if.r c~rries haste

to surface

Repository overh!!rde.
subjecttohigh erosio,)

Site criteria low
erosion rite.
Repository depth of
600 m

Le., than breach
b, 3 meteor

Not determined

Criticality not feasible
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TABLE V-17A

Possible ExDosures and

Accident Description

Canister drop down
mine shaft

Repository breach
by meteor

Repository breach by
faulting and flooding

Repository breach
by drilling

Risks from Geologic Repository

Moxh Individual Maxim Indiv<&a2
Exposure, rem Risk, Wobability
(70-yr uhole-body Times Consequence,
comitment ) rem/yem

1.4 x 10-5 1.8 X lo-]3

5.5 x 10 6 I. I X 10-6

7.4 x ]03 3.()x IO-11

1.1 x 104 Probabi1ity
Intermediate
(<s x 10-3)

4. Offsite Land Contamination

Levels of radionuclide deposition that would require evacuation
of people and restrictions on farming and milk production are
discussed in more detail in Reference 8 and are given below in
Table V-18. The deposition limits were derived from the dose
criteria given in Table V-19, which are also discussed in
Reference 8.

TABLE V-18

Radionuclide Deposition Limits for Evacuation and Restrictions
on Farming, Ci/m2

~acuation Restrictions on Fining
Direct First

Isotope Radiation Inkahtion Year Long Tem

90~r
2 x 10-4 4 x 10-5 2 x 10-4

137CS 3 x 10-5 1 x 10-3 2 X 10-6 8 X 10-5

238,239PU - 1 x 10-7 -
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TABLE V-19

Radiation Dose Criteria

Evacuation Ltiits

External Irradiation 10 rem to whole body in 30 years

Inhalation 75 rem to critical organ in 50 years

Farm{ng Restrict{ws (Short !i’eYWf)

90~T 5 rem to bone marrow in first yeara

137~~ 5 rem to whole body in first yeara

Farmi~ Restrictions (<l yeur)

9oc.r (5 rem to bone marrow in 50 years)/year

137CS ‘(lrem to whole body in 50 years)/year

a. The 50-year dose commitments due to these exposures in
the first year are about 25 rem to the bone marrow from
‘OSr and 5 rem to the whole body from 137CS. (Almost all
the dose from 137CS is received in the year in which it

is ingested. )
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Only two’operatiorlalmodules have potential for causing
off-site land contamination for any of the abnormal events con-
sidered. These two are sabotage during removal of waste from

tanks (common to all three alternative plans) , and sabotage

during processing tvaste to glass (unique to Altel-native2).
Tbe consequences, if each of these events did occur, are given
in Tables V-20 and V-21, respectively, in terms of land contami-
nated and people evacuated.

TABLE V-20

Contamination Effects from Sabotage During Removal of
Waste from Tanks

Distance from
Release, km

15-20

20-25

25-30

30-35

35-40

40-45

45-50

50.55

55-60

Total Offsite

Acres Requiting
Decontamination

8.5 X 103

1.1 x 104

1.3 x lo~

1.6 X 104

1.8 X I(J4

2.1 x lo”

2.3 x Ioq

2,5 X 104

0

1.3 x 105

People Moved

2.2 x 103

3.2 X 102

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2..5X 103

TABLE V-21

Contamination Effects from Sabotage During Waste Processing

Distance f?om Acres Requiring
Release, km Decontamination PeepZe Moved

15-20 8.5 X 103 0

20-25 0 0

Total Offsite 8.5 x 103 0
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5. Nonradioactive Pollutants

There will be no unusually large stores of chemicals
required for implementing any of the alternative plans. There-
fore, there is little potential for pollutant release to the
environment for the abnormal events considered. Furthermore,
mitigating features such as sand filters and 1iquid diversion
systems would be expected to retain most accidental releases.
Operations have been conducted over the past 27 years at SRP
using large quantities of such chemicals as nitric acid and
hydrogen sulfide with no adverse effect on the environment, as
discussed in Reference 11. Similar experience for releases
attributable to abnormal events is expected to apply to any
future waste management operations.

If a high-activity fraction is separated from the waste and
subsequently processed to a high integrity form such as Alternative
Plan 2, there will remain about 16 million gallons of decontami-
nated salt cake. This salt could be stored in decontaminated
waste tanks existing after processing, and would be subject to
occurrence of the abnomal events discussed previously. The
worst of these would be abandonment, with subsequent filling of
the tanks with rain-water and runoff to the Savannah River. This
scenario was analyzed in Reference 8, and the consequences are
given in Section IV.C.3. of Reference 8. Not only is this event
considered very unlikely, but also the river would not be polluted
above drinking water standards even if no corrective actions were

taken.
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D. PDTENTIAL EFFECTS FROM DECOMMISSIONING
OPERATIONS FOR EACH ALTERNATIVE

1. Description of Decommissioning Technology

This section refers to the status of waste management
facilities after decommissioning and the environmental impacts
of decommissioning actions. Some decommissioning options would
leave a residue of low-level radioactive waste, and this waste
would be managed like the large volumes of low-level waste
already in existence. Documents covering alternatives for long-
term management of defense low-level waste are now in preparation
by DOE.

SRP Ilaste Tanks

A program is now underway at SRP to retire waste tanks of
the first three designs used at the plant. These tanks are being
replaced with tanks incorporating design features (such as stress
relief after construction) that are expected to i]lcl-easeuseful
lifetime and red;ce maintenance costs. The technology developed

for removing the waste from the retired tanks is applicable to

decommissioning* all the tanks. A program of tank decommissioning

would be implemented no matter ]+hich alternative plan is selected,

because even cent inued tank farm operation wil1 require tank
replacement at intervals of about every 50 years. Decommissioning
involves four major operations:

1. Removal of cake precipitated from solution during aqueous
waste volume reduction is accomplished by dissolution with
water heated to 90”c. The dissolution is enhanced by the
use of movable agitation steam jets. The solvent water for
these operations is recycled from evaporator overheads and
other waste water, thereby minimizing the use of fresh water
and discharges to the environment. To prevent airborne
contaminantion from escaping through tank top apertures, a
negative pressure in the tank is maintained.

* Decommissioning is defined in ANSI Standard N300-1975 as the
planned and orderly execution of a program devised for a nuclear
facility to achieve a substantial and permanent improvement in
the status of the shutdown facility. The program includes
1) decontamination of the structures, 2) removal of sources of
radioactivity, 3) return of the site to a condition wherein it
may safely be returned to unrestricted use, and 4) surveillance

required for the protection of the public health and safety for
& specified time if it is shown to be technically or economically
infeasible to decontaminate the site to levels acceptable for
unrestricted use.
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2. Some of the tanks contain a sludge of waste particles that are
insoluble in water. Removal of the sludge is accomplished by
suspending it in a supernate solution from another tank and
pumping to a settling tank or hold tank. Supernate is used
as the sludge slurrying medium to avoid adding large volumes
of new water into the waste tank system. This technique
minimizes the amount of later evaporation required, and the
number of hold tanks needed. The slurrying pumps are movable,
and operation with a 1:1 ratio of supernate to sludge at a
moderate pressure of about 100 psig gives an effective clearing
radius of greater than 20 ft around each pump position.

3. After hydraulic sludge suspension of slurry removal, a sludge
residue remains on the interior surface of a tank. Typically
4 wt % oxalic acid solution heated to 85°C is used through spray
nozzles to dissolve this residue. The resulting solution is
pumped to a hold tank, neutralized, and evaporated. The tank
interior is finally washed with fresh water.

4. Salt deposits may have formed around any leak sites into the
annulus between the primary container and the outer wall of
the double-wall tanks. If so, hot water circulated by steam
jets is used to dissolve these deposits in conjunction with
the final sludge slurry transfer and with the water wash step
of chemical cleaning in the tank interior. The annulus is then
washed with fresh water.

Transfer of salt, supernate, and small amounts of sludge from
retired tanks to new tanks has been demonstrated. Tests are now
under way at SRP to transfer sludge and chemical1y clean retired
Tank 16H. This will be a test of the process and equipment, rather
than of the ultimate cleanliness attainable. Specific goals for
the level of decontamination required for decommissioning of the
SRP waste tanks are now being formulated through NRC-DOE-SRP dis-
cussions.

Processing Building

The technology and safety of decommissioning large processing
facilities for radioactive materials have been studied recently and
are detailed in Reference 18. The technology for decommissioning
radioactive cells of the processing building is the same as that
used presently for decontaminating hot cells. Caustic and/or acid
washes are combined with the use of strippable paint to remove most
contamination. Sandblasting or chipping of concrete can be used
for especially resistant localized areas. Large pieces of equipment
can be removed and cleaned by the above techniques and by electro-
lytic polishing. Present conceptual design for a processing building
that would be used at SRP includes stainless steel liners on the
cell floors and lower walls. The ability to remove these liners
is expected to significantly decrease required decontamination efforts.
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2. Decommissioning Options

Decommissioning alternatives range from 1caving the tanks
and processing building in place, with minimum removal of residual
radioactivityy and centinuing surveillance and control, to dis.
mantling and releasing the areas for unrestricted use. Each
decommissioning mode requires a different degree of cleanliness.
Although the alternatives can be identified, the criteria for
cleanliness can only be provided on a tentative basis because of
the lack of comprehensive regulatory guidance. Specific criteria
for decommissioning within the framework of DOE and NRC guidelines
is being developed as part of a research and development program
that began in FY- 1979.

The NRC guidelines on reactor decommissioning, particularly
Regulatory Guide 1.86, and the extensive PNL documentlg on the
decommissioning of a reprocessing plant give sufficient information
to identify with considerable certainty the current decommissioning
alternatives for SRP waste facilities. The objective of all of
the alternatives is to ensure the continuing protection of the
public. The resulting risk to the public must be acceptable,
whichever of the following options is selected:

● Protective Storage (Mothballing). Llostof the radioactivity
would be removed from the facilities, but substantial quantities
could remain. Openings in the facilities would be sealed, and
other actions would be taken to place the tanks and buildings
in a condition that requires a low-level effort of continuing
surveillance, maintenance and security. Compared to other
alternatives, this option requires a minimum of near-term
effort and the lowest initial expenditure. The protective
storage mode could be employed as a temporary action, a prelude
for later extensive decommissioning.

● Entombment. In-place entombment consists of sealing all the
residual radioactivity within a high-integrity durable structure.
The structure should provide containment over the period of
time that the residual radioactivity remains hazardous. This
decommissioning effort would be much more extensive than for
the protective storage mode. ,,Hardened,,sealing would be used

to isolate the remaining radioactivity from man. For example,
the tanks and processing cells may be required to be filled
with concrete or another suitable material. 1g Entombment may be
found to be most suitable for a facility containing relatively
short-lived radionuclides that decay to innocuous levels within
a few centuries. At the end of that period, all restrictions on
the use of the facility could be eliminated. A surveillance
effort would continue during entombment, but to a lesser extent
than for the protective storage mode.
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● Unrestricted Release. For this alternative, all potentially
hazardous mounts of radioactive materials would be removed
from the tank farm areas and processing building. This could
be done by extensive decontamination of the facilities that
would result in a very low level of residual contamination OT

by dismantling and removing from the site al1 material that
exceeds an acceptable contamination level. In either case,
the remaining radioactivity would be innocuous and the site,
either with or without the tanks and buildings, could be
released for unrestricted use.

The unrestricted release mode may be deferred by first
proceeding through the protective storage or entombment modes.
However, unrestricted release after entombment would be far more
difficult and costly than release after the protective storage
mode. The entombment option was rejected for this reason in the
PNL study.

Beyond the identification of decommissioning alternatives,
regulatory guidelines are limited on other aspects of decommis-
sioning, such as acceptable contamination levels. In recognition
of the need for additional NRC regulatiqn~, the Advisory Conunittee
on Reactor Safety has recentlY begun hefrlngs with the aim Of
preparing recommendations to the Commission on the development
of ne!vrules for deactivation of nuclear facilities. Furthermore,
NRC is funding a PNL study on the technology, safety, and costs
of decommissioning a reprocessing plant. This study, which is
based on the hypothetical retirement of the Barnwell Nuclear Fuel
Plant, could establish a technical basis for specific decommission-
ing regulations and guidelines for reprocessing plants, including
waste tanks. In addition, DOE is planning a comprehensive program
to develop technology needed for decommissioning. The results of
the NRC and DOE efforts will serve as the basis for the future
decommissioning program for SRP waste management programs.

3. Occupational Radiation Exposure and Non-Nuclear
Occupational Effects

All the basic operations involved in the decommissioning
options have been carried out in the past. These include transfer
of waste from tank to tank, decontamination of hot cells at SRP,
and dismantlement or decontamination of other DOE facilities.
There is nothing inherent about these decommissioning operations
that would preclude their meeting the standards of occupational
radiation exposure and safety discussed previously in Sections V.A.,
V.B., and V.C.
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4. Offsite Effects

Offsite releases of radioactivity from decommissioning
activities would be required to meet the same government regula-
tory standards discussed in Section V.A. (DOE Manual Chapter 0s24)
for releases from the waste management operations. However, the
releases from decommissioning would have an inherent likelihood
of being much lower because the total curies of activity processed
would be many thousands of times lower. The operations involved
in most decontaminateion steps, such as handling and evaporation
of wash water and chemical cleaning solutions, are the same as
those used in the primary waste management phase and introduce no
new potential for radioactive release. It is concluded, therefore,
that there will be no significant offsite radiation effects from
any of the decommissioning options that might be implemented.

5. Impacts to Future Generations from Decommissioned
Faci1ities and Land

All of the decommissioning options discussed in Section
V.D.2. leave the facilities in such a condition that no radiation
exposures could be incurred by any sizable portion of even the
nearby population. The difference lies in the fact that a few
individuals would be more protected from harm from their own
actions than for others. For example, if waste tanks and repro-
cessing cells were dismantled and disposed of in a geologic
repository along with the high-level waste, there would be no
potential for anyone receiving radiation exposure at the site.
In contrast, if those facilities were cleaned to a moderate degree
and mothballed, and if survei1lance and control were later lost,

then some individuals could enter the tanks or cells (which would
require considerable deliberate action) and receive undesirable
radiation exposures.

Other differences in the way decommissioning options impact
future generations are in the requirement for surveillance and
cOntrol and in dedication of land. None of these differences is
large, because in no case are more than a minimal surveillance
effort and a few acres of land involved. The question of whether
the reduced risk to some h~othetical future individuals committing
unwise acts (such as deliberate intrusion or inadvertent use of
contaminated land) and the availability of a few acres of land
for unrestricted use are worth the extra monetary cost is a socio-
political question that will best be answered at some time in the
future by regulatory agencies. However, pertinent to the present
decision-making process, there are no features of the research
and development activities or of the three major waste management
alternative plans that foreclose the availability of several
reasonable decommissioning options for the future.
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E. POTENTIAL EFFECTS FROM DECONTAMINATED SALT STORAGE

1. Storage in Waste Tanks at SRP

Various potential release mechanisms were evaluated for
terminal storage of salt cake in tanks, and it was found that
intense earthquakes pose the greatest risk. If an intense earth-
quake occurred immediately after the salt is stored, the tanks
could be damaged and fill with rainwater. If they were then
abandoned, they could overflow to the Savannah River during an
extended period. If no corrective actions were taken and if people
continued to drink the downstream river water and eat downstream
fish, the consequences given in Table V-22 could be realized.
Table v-22 also gives the annual risk from this event by multi-
plying the consequences by the probability of occurrence of the
earthquake. The risk and cost of this storage mode are compared
with those of the other storage alternatives in Table V-23.

2. Can and Store in an Onsite Surface Vault

Canisters containing the decontaminated salt are stored
in a surf~~e storage vault similar to the vault described in
DPE-341O. An evaluation of the various potential release
mechanisms from the storage vault indicates that intense earth-
quakes present the greatest risk. The vault will be designed
and constructed to withstand completely earthquakes of the
intensity which might reasonably be expected to occur in the
vicinity of SRP (see discussion of seismicity in Section III.)
An earthquake of intensity W IX would be expected to cause some
cracking of the surface storage vault. An earthquake of greater
intensity could cause extensive cracking of the concrete structure
and could rupture some of the canisters stored in the vault. The
probability of an earthquake of an intensity of ml X occurring
at SRP is 2 x 10-5/yr.

me canisters of salt are stored individually in storage
wells located in the reinforced concrete slab floor of the vault.
Each storage well will have a concrete closure plug. The closure
plugs are assumed to remain in place with little lateral dis-
placement after an earthquake. Therefore, rainwater dissolution
of salt from dsmaged canisters with runoff to the river would
occur much slower from this type facility than from waste storage
tanks because the salt is not as accessible to rainwater.

If no corrective actions were taken following an earthquake
of M X and if people continued to drink the downstream river
water and eat downstream fish, the consequences wouId be less
than the exposures shown in Table V-22. When the exposures in
Table v-22 are multiplied by the decreased probability of an
earthquake of ~ X (2 x 10-5/yr versus 10-3/yr for an ~i IX earth-
quake), the risks become insignificant.
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TABLE V-22

Dose to Individual Drinking River iiater and/or Eating Fish after
Runoff from Decontaminated Salt Tanks Damaged by an Earthquakea

Nitrate-Nitrite Concentrations O. 027% EPA drinking water limit

MeTcury Concentrations O. 13% EPA drinking water 1 imit

Individual Whole Body Dose,
Drinking Water O.17 mrem/yr

Individual Bone Dose, Drinking
Water 0.08 mrem/yr

Individual Whole Body Dose,
Eating Fishb 11 mrem/ yr

-----------

Population Dose Risk over
105-Year Periode

a. Assumes the amount of
after decontamination

residual

is equal

7.2 man-rem

radioactivity in the tanks
to or less than the radio-

nuclide content of the salt and that 10% or less of ,the

residual activity is transferred to the salt. Also assumes
25% of the tanks containing salt are damaged and 10% of the
salt and radionuclides released from the tanks reach the
river.

b. Assumes this individual eats 25 pounds of fish per year.
The present commercial fishing industry could supply about
200 such people.

c. Based on a probability of 10-3/yr for an earthquake of
intensity of W IX which is required to damage the tanks
containing salt. Assumes 25% of the tanks are damaged.
Estimates sho~~that 100 years are required for rainwater entering
the tanks to dissolve the salt and empty the tanks. Also assumes
the population drinking water and eating fish caught commercially
increases by a factor of 5 during the period.
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TABLE V-23

Salt Storage Risk and Cost

Onsite offsite
Tank Storage Surface Vault GeoLoqieal Storaqe

Risk, man-rema 7.2 0.14 1405b

Cost, millions 1978
dollars 57 1127 481

a. Exposure to offsite population, excludes occupational exposure.

b. Exposure for shipment by rail, including train crew. Exposure

for shipment by truck would be 6770 man-rem which includes
exposure to drivers.

3. Can and Store in an Offsite Federal Repository

The environmental effects of storage in an offsite Federal
repository wil1 be assessed in an environmental impact statement
for the repository. However, since it has been shown that the
environmental effects of the high activity fraction are negligible,
the radiation effects of the decontaminated salt would also be
negligible.

k evaluation of the radiological impact of transporting
the salt indicates that exposure to radiation during transport
presents the greatest risk. For the purpose of calculating the
exposure, it was pessimistically assumed the radiation level
6 feet from the surface of the truck or train car is 10 mrem/hr,
the upper limit permitted by Federal Regulations 10 CFR 71
and 49 CFR 170-9. Other assumptions are:

● A truck carries two drivers and averages 40 mph.

● A train car averages IO mph.

e The population density beginning 100 ft on either side of the
road or railway is 250 people per square mile.

For truck transport, estimated doses were based on
assumptions that:

● Two drivers occupy the cab.

● The dose rate in the cab is 2 mrem/hr (as limited by
10 CFR 71).
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●

●

●

Two garagemen work on the truck each 1000 miles for 10 minutes
in a 2 mrem/hr radiation field.

165 vehicles pass the truck each hour at a relative speed of
10 mph; each vehicle contains two people, and they are
exposed at a distance of 6 ft from the side of the truck.

Ten onlookers spend three minutes each,3 ft from the side of
vehicle,each 1000 miles of truck travel.

For train transport, extimated doses are based on assumptions
that:

●

●

●

●

Three crewmen spend half their time 300 ft from the cask.

Ten brakemen spend 5 minutes each 6 ft from the side of the
car carrying the cask each 1000 miles of travel

One passenger train carrying 300 passengers per day passes
the cask at a relative speed of 30 mph; the passengers are at
an average distance of 10 ft from the cask.

Ten onlookers spend 3 minutes each 3 ft from the side of the
train car each 1000 miles of car travel.

The radiation dose to transport workers and the public,
under normal shipping conditions, calculated for shipping the
Salt a distance of 2000 miles, is shown in Table V_24+ Shipment
by rail would result in about 140 man-rem/year, while shipment
by truck would result in about 675 man-rem/year (over the 10-year
shipping period). Most of the difference
the truck drivers.

TABLE V-24

Radiation Doses for Salt Shipments Under
(For shipment 2000 miles from SRP)

Total NO. of
Shipments in
10-Year

. .
is due to the doses to

hiormal Conditions

Shipping Total Dose for A11 Shipments, man-rem

Period TO TpanspOyt WOpkers To M lie Total

Truck 23>625 4,265 2,505 6,770

Rai 1 23,625 445 960 1,405
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The greatest risk associated with shipping the decontaminated
salt to an offsite Federal repository is from the physical injuries
and deaths from transportation accidents. For transportation by
truck, the probability 1 per vehicle mile for in”uries is 9 x 10-7
and for fatalities is 5 x 10-8. The probabilit~’ per car mile
by rail for injuries is 4 x 10-7 and for fatalities is 3 x 10-8.
Assuming 23,625 canisters of salt are shipped 2000 miles to a
Federal repository with one canister per rail car or truck, there
would be approximately 38 injuries and 3 fatalities for rail ship-
ments, and 85 injuries and 5 fatalities for truck shipments.

The canisters would be shipped in a cask that would provide
thermal and shock protection for the canister of salt in the
event of an accident. During transport, the probability/vehicle
mile for releasing a small,Fuantity of salt in an accident en-
vironment is about 1 x 10- for truck or 2 x 10’10 for rail car.17

Assuming an accident occurs in which a damaged salt canister
enters a stream with 100 cfs flow rate and all the salt is dis-
solved and released from the canister in 24 hours, an individual
drinking water from the stream would receive a whole body dose of
0.08 mrem/yr and a bone dose of 0.04 mrem/yr. The consequences
are nil even before multiplying by the extremely low probability.
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F. SECONDARY (INDIRECT) ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF ALTERNATIVES

There have been no secondary environmental effects identified
for any of the waste management alternatives that are not inside the
usual range of environmental effects from operation of the Savannah
River Plant. The possible exception is the increase in the con-
struction force from 1000-3000 to about 5000. The following is a

brief discussion of some of the items that have the potential for
important secondary effects. In this context, secondary effects
refer to changes in environmental, social and economic activities
likely to be induced by implementation of an alternative waste
management plan.

The materials used in large quantity in any of the alternative
plans are water, concrete, steel, glass formers, stainless
steel, caustic, nitric acid, and oxalic acid. These are all
common industrial products, and the SRP demand would be
spread over several years with lead times such that external
supplies and markets would not be affected. During certain
phases of construction of any processing facilities and during
the containerization steps if the glass waste form is chosen
for surface storage, a relatively high number of stainless
steel welders will be used. However, there wil1 be enough
lead time to train these personnel so that their skills are
not considered to be a limiting item in implementation, and
the use of skilled manpower will be mitigated somewhat by use
of machine welding for containerization.

If one of the geologic disposal alternatives is implemented,
the materials disposed of will be irretrievable by future
societies. Present day perceptions of utility are that such
materials would be of no use in the future. If future per-
ceptions of utility are different, then geologic disposal
would have foreclosed an option for the future.

Making a choice now for irretrievable disposal rather than
for retrievable storage deprives future societies of the use
Of the technology and judgment that would accumulate Over the
storage period and it maximizes future regrets if it is later
found that geologic disposal is not the most desired alterna-
tive. The extent that this might cause extra efforts by future
societies is a secondary environmental effect of the present
decision.

It is concluded that the most important secondary effects are
reflected in the large cost differences among the alternative
plants. The difference of several billion dollars between
the most expensive and least expensive alternatives represents,
on the average, money diverted from the broad range of productive
activities, goods, and services (incltldingenvironmental im-
provements) included in the Gross National Product. As a
limiting case for environmental effects, it might be considered
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that the full cost difference could be available to spend
completely on other environmental improvement areas, and
that implementation of the more expensive alternatives
forecloses those improvements.

● Successful demonstration of long-term management of defense
waste could have an important sociopolitical bearing on the
acceptability of nuclear power generation by a significant
portion of the public. If this increase in public accepta-
bility resulted in greater utilization of nuclear power, there
would be a net gain in the national economy and in resource
conservation that would exceed the cost of the most expensive

alternative for long-term management of SRP defense waste.
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V1. UNAVOIDABLE ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

Measures to mitigate potential environmental impacts include

administrative controls as well as engineered systems. These
measures will alleviate some of the adverse environmental effects
caused by construction and operation of any facilities that may
be built after research and development programs and design
programs are complete. However, there are certain probable
adverse effects on the environment that cannot be avoided regard-
less of which alternative is chosen (including continued present
action). These unavoidable effects are discussed below. In
evaluating possible adverse effects, it should be noted that
construction and normal operations will be in compliance with
applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations.

A. RADIATION EXPOSURES

Unavoidable radiation exposures are assumed to be 1) occupa-
tional exposures based on SRP experience for removal of waste
from tanks and processing and on federal standards for trans-
portation, and 2) exposures to the general population on the
same bases. Unavoidable exposures for all the geologic storage
modes are assumed to be from ve,rylong-term transport of 1291
to a water supply after the waste is emplaced (130 man-rem).
The occupational and public exposures are given in Table VI-1
and are discussed more fully in Section V. All the offsite
exposures are very small compared to those from natural radiation,
as discussed in Section XII.

B. NON-NUCLEAR EVENTS

Unavoidable non-nuclear events include occupational lost-
workday injuries and fatalities during construction and operation
of new facilities. These are summarized in Table VI-2 and are
discussed in more detail in Section V. On a statistical basis,
these events can be expected to occur; however, the trend of
industrial accident rates has been downward, which indicates that
safety programs will have the effect of causing some avoidance
of expected casualties.
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c. OTHER

Other unavoidable adverse environmental effects are the
effects of construction, land-use requirements, water and power
requirements, and chemical discharges. These are not expected
to he large in terms of available resources or environmental
impact, as shown in Sections V and VII.

TABLE VI-1

Unavoidable Radiation Exposures

Case Altemtive Plan

1 Continue Storage in Tanks

2.1 Process to Glass; Offsite
Geologic Disposale

2.2 Process to Glass; Surface
Storage at SRPC

2.3 Process to Glass; Disposal
in SRP Bedrock Cavern

3 Slurry Liquid Waste into
SRP Bedrock Cavern

Oeeupationa1
Population
Exposure,
man-rema

356

3750b

2640

2350

42

Offsite
Population
E~osure,
man-rema

49

750

67

200

180

a. These are integrated over the time required for processing,
transportation; and 300 years of storage, as dis~ussed in-
Section V.

b. Includes occupational exposures during transportation to
offsite repository.

c. Evaluated specifically for glass but expected to be similar
for most high integrity waste forms.
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TABLE VI-2

ExpectedLost-WorkdayInjuriesand Fatalities

Cons tmeti. ona Opera tionsb
Lost Wortiy

Case
Lost Workday

A lternntiue Plan Injuries Fatalities Injuries Fatalities

1 Continue Storage 1600 17 1.03 0.13
in Tanksc

2.1 Process to Glass; 530 5.9 16 0.63
Store in Offsite
to Geolo ic
Disposal5

2,2 Process to Glass; 590
Surface Storage
at SRP

2.3 Process to Glass; 550
Disposal in SRP
Bedrock Cavern

d

3 Slurry Liquid Waste 180
into SRP Bedrock
Cavern

6.4 1.3

6.1 0.87

2.2 0.16

0.17

0.11

0.021

0. From U.S. average construction, industry, and mining experience.

b. Based on SRP operating experience.

c. Over a 300-year period.

d. Evaluated specifically for glass but expected to be the same for

most high integrity waste forms.
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V1l. IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE

COMMITMENTS OF RESOURCES

Numerous resources are used in constructing and operating
major plant facilities. Some of the resource commitments are
irreversible and irretrievable. Irreversible commitments are
changes set in motion which, at some later time, could not be
altered to restore the present order of environmental resources.
Irretrievable commitments are the use or consumption of resources
that are neither renewable or recoverable for subsequent utiliza-
tion. Generally, resources which may be irreversibly or irre-
trievably committed by construction and operation of facilities
for any of the alternative plans are: 1) biota destroyed in the
vicinity, 2) construction materials that cannot be recovered and
recycled, 3) materials that become contaminated with radionuclides
and cannot be decontaminated for recycle, 4) materials consumed
or reduced to unrecoverable forms of waste, and 5) land areas
rendered unfit for their preconstruction uses and/or potential
postconstruction uses.

Implementation of any of the alternative plans would involve
construction activities on less than 0.5% of the land on the plant
site. Although there would be an irretrievable loss of some in-
dividuals of the site biota during construction of facilities for
any alternative, minimal adverse effects would be expected on the
structure or stability of the plant and animal populations in-
habiting the plant site. The primary resource commitments are
shown in Table VII-1.

If one of the high integrity waste form alternatives is
chosen, a waste solidification facility would be required. The
facility would be constructed similarly to the two chemical
separation facilities presently in use at SRP. At the end of
the useful life of the waste solidification facility, it would
have to be decommissioned. It is expected that decommissioning
the waste solidification facility would require about the same
degree of effort as decommissioning one of the chemical separation
facilities. Surveillance of the facility would be required until
it was dismantled and the area returned to unrestricted use.

If the alternative of placing the liquid waste directly in
a bedrock cavern is chosen, some, if not all, of tbe waste would
be irretrievably committed. It would not be possible, with
current technology, to retrieve all of the liquid waste from a
cavern. Therefore, the underground area of the caverns would be
irreversibly committed. The surface area over the caverns could
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be used for any purpOse with a restriction which would prohibit
drilling, mining, Or any Other actiOn that wOuld breach the
caverns.

If the alternative to continue storing high-level waste in
tanks is chosen, approximately 50 acres of land will have to be
committed every 50 to 100 years to build new tanks to replace
the existing tanks. Presumably, however, when the tanks are
emptied every 50 to 100 years, they could be decontaminated and
dismantled so the site could be used for the next generation of
tanks; if this can be accomplished, additional land will not have
to be committed for waste tanks.

TABLE VII-1

Irreversibleand IrretrievableCommitmentof Resourcesa

Continue Glass Fom to a Federal Repository
Tank Fam Offsite Onsite Onsite Liquid to

Storage Geological surface Geological Bedrock

Land, acres 80b 100C 12s lood lod

Concrete,
cubic yards x 103 375e 100 125 125 25

Carbon steel,
t0n5 x 103 70 20 25 25 5

Stainless steel,
tons x 103 5 10 10 10 1

Electricity,

MW-hr x 103 350e 900 900 900 40

Coal, tons x 103 lsog 600 600 600 10

Cost, billions of
1980 dollars 0.510 3.60 3.75 3.61 0.755

a. Estimates based on experience with similar facilities; assumes 10 years
of glass-forming operations.

b. Assumes old tanks are dismantled after they are emptied and new tanks

are built in same area.

e. Glass-forming plant only; excludes land for offsite Federal repository

d. Excludes surface restriction prohibiting drilling or mining

e. Assumes replacing tanks five times in the first 300 years and maintaining
surveillance for 300 years.
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Vlll. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN ALTERNATIVES AND LAND-USE
PLANS, POLICIES, AND CONTROLS

The purpose of this section is to evaluate how the implemen-
tation of any of the alternative plans for long-term management
of SRP high-level waste conforms to or conflicts with Federal,
state, and local land-use plans, policies, and controls.

The Savannah River Plant site was acquired and set aside by
the U. S. Government in 1950 as a controlled area for the production
of nuclear materials needed for national defense. The approximately
200,000-acre plant site is closed to the public except for guided
tours, controlled deer hunts, controlled through-traffic along
S. C. Highway 125 (SRP Road A), the Seaboard Coastline Railroad,
and U. S. Highway 278 along the north edge of the site (see
Figure III-2), and authorized environmental studies. The U. S.
Forest Service has provided a program of forest management since
1951 and has reforested much of the site with productive stands of
slash, loblolly, and longleaf pine.

In 1951, the University of South Carolina and the University
of Georgia began studying changes in the site characteristics,
and in 1961 the Savannah River Ecology Laboratory of the University
of Georgia initiated studies of the effects of thermal and radio-
active effluents on the site!s ecology. In 1972, the SRP site
was declared the Nation’s first National Environmental Research
Park; the site provides a large controlled area for environmental
research by scientists from universities and other organizations.

The plant map (Figure III-2) shows the relatively small
areas that would be required to construct facilities to implement
alternative plans involving waste solidification or bedrock
storage. This small increase in land use for waste management
will have a commensurate minor effect, if any, on the use of the
plant site for environmental research.

A South Carolina statute, that established a Nuclear Advisory
Council to report to the Governor and General Assembly, states
that the Council shall participate to the extent possible in the
considerateion of any decision concerning any proposed permanent
storage of high-level waste in the State. The Department of Energy
has stated its belief that it should, as a matter of policy, act
in a manner consistent with the desires of the state in which waste

facilities will be located. The Department also recognizes that
the question of state participation in the waste facility siting
process is a subject of pending Congressional approvals.
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In summary, implementation of any alternatives is nOt
expected to cause conflicts with land-use plans, policies, and
controls pertaining to the Savannah River Plant site. The ,
impact of an offsite Federal repository on national, state, and
local land-use plans and programs would be addressed in the site-
specific environmental statement for the repository.
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IX. SHORT-TERM USES AND LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY

This section compares the short-term and long-term environ-
mental gains and losses of implementing any of the alternative
plans. For purposes of this discussion, short-term effects are
those that occur during the period of construction and operation
of the facilities. Long-term effects are those that extend past
facility operations and into the indefinite future. Short-term
effects are generally considered in terms of trade-offs in impact
on the environment, land use, and cost. Long-term effects have
to do with conservation of energy reserves, environmental effects,
and land use.

The fundamental purpose of implementation of any of the
alternative plans is to remove the SRP defense high-level waste
from interim storage and place it in environmentally acceptable
long-term storage or disposal.

A. SHORT-TER!4 EFFECTS

1. Gains

If one of the high integrity waste form alternatives is
selected, the high-level waste will be placed in a solid, leach-
resistant form which will enhance its isolation from man’s en-

vironment> Particularly during transportation and storage.

If the alternative to place liquid waste in bedrock under-
neath SRP is selected, the liquid waste would be isolated in a
geological formation with a low probability of any of the radio-
nuclides migrating into man’s environment.
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2. Losses

Implementation of any of the alternative plans will consume
some depletable resources, such as water, cement, gravel, steel,
and lumber; however, these are al1 common industrial products,

and SRP consumption would not significantly affect their supply.
Also, implementation of any of the alternative plans will require
short-term dedication of land for construction of the facilities.
Ho!#ever,each of the alternative plans will require less than O.5%
of the land on the Savannah River Plant site.

B. LO!iG-TERM EFFECTS

1. Gains

Even though the defense high-level waste is stored safely in
waste tanks, if one of the other alternative plans is selected,
the \,,astewill be placed in a form and/or storage mode that would
give greater assurance that it will remain isolated from man!s
environment.

2. Losses

If the SRP surface vault storage mode is selected for the
high integrity ~~asteform, approximately 20 acres of the lg2; oo0.
acre SRP site will be committed to a storage vault for many

thousands of years or until a decision is made to store the waste

form in another location.

If one of the bedrock cavern storage modes or the offsite
geological storage mode is selected, the subsurface facility
would be committed indefinitely; ho!~ever,the surface area abO”e
the repository could be released with a restriction which prohibited
drilling or mining in the area.

Placing the waste forms in a geological formation or a
Surface storage vault would reduce the s~r~eillance that ~Ould be
required for continued storage in tanks. However, all storage

modes will require long-term continuing surveillance.

A smmary of long-term and short-term costs and nuclear risks
is given in Table IX-1. short-term risks are the sum of occupa-
tional and offsite risks until the waste is pIaced in storage or

disposal (about 10 years after start of removal from tanks) Long.
term risks are the sum of occupational and offsite risks for 300
Years after the waste is placed in storage or disposal.
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X. MONETARY COSTS OF EACH ALTERNATIVE

A. GENERAL CONS IDERATIONS1> 2$3

Costs for the three alternative plans in undiscounted 1976
dollars were developed previously1 for the Defense Waste Document
(DWD). The costs given here are updated from those in the DW02
and reflect the increasingly stringent criteria being applied to
both the processing and storage of nuclear wastes. Costs include
research and development, capital, and operations costs. For
this document, the costs for certain alternatives are estimated
from a designed and costed facility for the production of a glass
product. Other alternatives have been estimated from public
documents and cost studies.

The costs for Alternative 1, continued tank farm operation,
include an amount equal to the cost in 1980 dollars of one set of
new tanks. This should be more than enough money to provide a
trust fund to build new tanks every fifty years, if required, and
ensures that the costs for continued tank farm operation reflect
the same degree of perpetuity as costs for the other storage or
disposal modes. Creation of such a trust fund would require new
legislation.

The accuracy of the cost numbers varies with the knowledge
of the process evaluated. The cost of continued tank storage is
very well established, and values shown in this report should be
quite accurate. Solidification of waste of the SRP type is an
undemonstrated process. Therefore, the cost of such a process
is uncertain. The costs used for the solidification processes
were based on venture guidance estimates; the processing rates
attainable in the solidification steps are particularly uncertain
because they depend on the successful operation of many undemon-
strated processes.

The costs for bedrock and geologic disposal are based on
an escalation of previous studies.1 None of these disposal
concepts has been demonstrated, and costs are subject to large
changes depending on the criteria developed for the disposal
concepts.
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B. COST CENTERS

The purpose of this study is to allow a comparison of the
alternative plans. Therefore, the accuracy of the cost estimates
is not as important as having consistent, comparable estimates.
To achieve this consistency, a series of cost centers were
developed. Then the cost of each alternative plan could be
determined by summing the cost of the applicable cost centers,
which are defined as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Removal of Waste from Tanks. The equipment and manpower
requirements necessary to provide a uniform feed supply to
the processing plant were estimated. In those plans where
no processing occurs, this cost center value is reduced to
reflect less piping and no mixing requirement.

Nm and RepLaeement Tanks. New and replacement tank needs
were determined and these tanks were costed at $12 million
each.

Slu~e Sep~ation and Salt Deeontmination. A waste
processing facility was designed, and a detailed cost
estimate was made. That fraction of the total facility
that applied to sludge separation and salt decontamination
was determined, and appropriate capital costs were estab-
lished. Similarly, that fraction of the estimated total
facility operating costs that applied to this cost center
was determined. Costs applicable to both salt and glass
product, such as sludge separation, were distributed to
these cost centers.

Return of Decontaminated SaLt to Old Tanks. Capital costs
for transfer lines and new evaporators were estimated, No
capital cost for tanks was included.

Vitrification. As in Cost Center 3, that fraction of the
total facility applicable to producing glass product was
estimated, and that fraction of the total facility capital
cost and of the total operating costs were determined.

%ansportat~on. The capital and operating costs for trans-
portation to a geologic site were estimated. Rail transport
to a site about 1500 miles away was assumed. Capital costs
consist of casks; operating costs represent the charge by
the railroad.

Temporary Storage. In those plans requiring transportation,
a facility is provided onsite to allow for storage of 2 year’s
production of glass product.
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8. Onsite Surface Storage Facilitg for SoZ.idified Waste
Product. Onsite surface storage of all of the glass

products is an expansion of the 2-year storage facility.

9. Be&oek Cavern Storage at SRP. The storage of SRP wastes
in the bedrock under the Savannah River Plant site has been
studied for over 20 years. The costs for bedrock storage
of unseparated wastes were estimated in 1969. In this
present analysis, the 1969 costs were adjusted upward to
allow for additional transfer lines, larger tunnels, more
monitoring, and escalation. The tunnel size requirements
were estimated from a thermal analysis that established an
acceptable storage matrix of contained waste. Tunnel size
for liquid waste was determined by the quantity of liquid
being stored.

10. Offsite Geologic Storage. Space requirements for storage
of packaged waste in geologic formations were determined
by a thermal analysis. Costs for providing the required
storage space were obtained by extrapolation and escalation
of previous studies] of geologic storage, and may be
clifferent than actually required when cavern performance
criteria are established.

11. Research and DeveZopment. A considerable research and
development effort would be required to implement any change

in the present method of waste management of SRP. The
various plans would generally require greater research and
development efforts consistent with the degree of complexity
of the plan. Estimates of the research and development costs
for each plan are included in the cost tables.
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c. RESULTS

Cost Table for Alternative Plan 1

(Storage of Waste as Sludge and Damp Salt Cake in
Underground Waste Tanks – Present SRP Maste
Management Technique)

Tanks available end .CY-1984

Tanks required for normal operation

New tanks required

Replacement tanks required (every 50 years)=

Capital Cost

New tanks

Replacement tanks

Waste remova1 equipment

Total Capital

Operating Costs

Tank replacement

Surveillance

Total Operating

Total Plan Costs

Number

of
Tanks

27

30

3

20

tillion
1980
Dollars

35

240

115—

390

95

25

120

510—

a. One tank replacement wil1 provide for 100 years total
storage; about the same storage time as provided by a
surface storage facility. Replacement of either tanks
or the surface storage facility after 100 years would
require only a very small annuity that would not signifi-
cantly affect the cost of these plans. Discounting would
further reduce costs of this plan compared to the

alternatives since replacement tank costs are delayed
50 years.
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Cost Table for Alternative Plan 2 – Subcase 1

(Glass Product Disposed of in Offsite Geologic
Storage and Decontaminated Salt Cake Stored in
Onsite Underground Waste Tanks, million 1980 dollars)

Removal of waste from tanks

Salt decontamination

Vitrification

Return salt to tank

Waste tanks

Temporary storage - glass

Geologic storage

Transportation - glass

Research and development

Total

Ca~ tal
cost

145

1065

820

45

75

80

150

20

20

2420

Campaign
Operating
cost

95

315

325

25

30

50

50

150

1040

Total
Conta;ner Campaign

cost cost

240

1380

1145

70

75

110

140 340

70

170

140 3600
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Cost Table for Alternative Plan 2 – Subcase 2

(Glass Product Stored in Onsite Surface Storage
Faci1ity and Decontaminated Salt Cake Returned to
Onsite Underground Waste Tanks, million 1980 dollars)

Removal of waste from tanks

Salt decontamination

Vitrification

Return salt to tanks

IVastetanks

Storage for glass

Research and development

Total

CapitaZ
cost

145

1065

820

45

75

450

20

2620

Campaign
Operating
cost

95

315

325

25

80

150

990

Tots1
Container Cmpaign
cost cost

240

1380

1145

70

75

140 670

170

140 3750
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Cost Table for Alternative Plan 2 – Subcase 3

(Glass Product Disposed of in SRP Bedrock and
Decontaminated Salt Cake Stored in Onsite
Underground Waste Tanks, mill ion 1980 dollars)

Removal of waste from tanks

Salt decontamination

Vitrification

Return salt to tanks

Waste tanks

Bedrock cavern - glass

Research and development

Total

Capita2
cost

145

1065

820

45

75

290

20

2460

Campaign
Gpemting
cost

95

315

325

25

100

150

1010

Total
Container Cwnpaign
cost cost

240

1380

1145

70

75

140 530

120

140 3610
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Cost Table for Alternative Plan 3

(Unprocessed Waste Slurry Disposed of in
SRP Bedrock, million 1980 dollars)

Cmpaign Tots1
Capita1 Operating Container Cmpaign
cost cost ‘cost cost

Removal of waste from tanks 145 95 240

Bedrock cavern 380 60 440

Research and development 10 65 75—

Total 535 220 755
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Xl. COST-RISK-BENEFIT CONSIDERATIONS

A. ~lETHODOLOGY

1. ~lonetary Valuation of Risks

Radiation Exposures

The Office of Management and Budget and the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission (NRC) have requested that a value of
$1000/man-rembe used to convert changes in radiation risks to
dollars for use in cost-benefit analyses of reactor safety systems.
The same value is suggested in NRC Regulatory Guide 1.110 for
cost-benefit analyses for reactor radwaste systems (March 1976).1
Even though the NRC value is recommended for changes in radiation
risk, it is applied in this document to total radiation risk to
illustrate a method of comparing budgetary cost of an alternative
with one credible method of dollar-valued total risk of that
alternative. An analysis has also been made of the incremental
cost of risk reduction, using the least expensive alternative as
a base. In each case, the analysis applies to implementation of
a complete alternative, because implementation of only part of an
alternative to achieve a partial risk reduction is not feasible.

The suggested value of $1000/man-rem is used in this assess-
ment for analyzing the alternative plans on a total dollar cost
basis. However, there are other methods of evaluating radiation
risk that some decision makers may wish to use; for example, the
risks to individuals are important to consider along with the
overall population risks. Thus, it may be desired to use a lower
value than $1000/man-rem for individual exposures about equal to
or below those received from natural background and a higher value
for exposures posing an inunediatethreat to the individual.

The validity of interpreting man-rem exposure to a population
as actual risk is in doubt and may result in gross overestimates
when exposure to the involved individuals is very low. The fol-
lowing excerpts on this subject are taken from Report No. 43 of
the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP), January 15,
1975:

,,The indicatiOn~ Of a significant dose rate influence on

radiation effects would make completely inappropriate tbe
summing of doses at all levels of dose and dose rate in
the form of total person-rem for purposes of calculating
risks to the population on the basis of extrapolation of
risk estimates derived from data at high doses and dose
rates.”
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,,The I.ICRPwishes t,o caution governmental policy-making

agencies of the unreasonableness of interpreting OT as.
suming ‘upper limit t estimates of carcinogenic risks at

low radiation levels as actual risks, and of basing unduly

restrictive policies on such an interpretation or assump-
tion.”

Land Contamination

Levels of radionuclide deposition that would require evacu-
ation of people and restrictions on farming and milk production
are given in Table XI-1. The deposition limits were determined
by using methods described in Reference 2 and pathways parameters
from References 3 and 4. The dose criteria in Table xI-2 were de-
rived from those used in Reference 2 and from Protective Action
Guides issued by the Federal Radiation Council, which sets guide-
lines for actions to be taken in the event of widespread contami-
nation resulting from an unplanned occurrence.

The dollar valuation placed on deposition of radioactivity
offsite depends on whether or not crop restrictions apply, on
the fraction of land used for crops, and on whether people must
be evacuated. These considerations are discussed in detail in
Reference 2. Offsite land contamination occurs only to a limited
extent and only for a few events considered in this docment.
Therefore, average values for the decontamination costs of the
different types of land use (farm land and developed land) from
Reference 2 were used, rather than specific values constructed for
each event. These values and those from Reference 2 used for re-
location and loss of income for affected people are the following:

1. Al1 land within a radial sector above the milk and crop re-
striction limit was assumed to carry a cost of $230 per acre.
This cost is a weighted average cost of deep plowing or scrap-
ing with replanting, a procedure that gives an overal 1 decon-
tamination factor of about 20.

2. A cost of $1700 per acre was used for the weighted average
cost of decontaminating commercial and residential areas.

3. A cost of $2,900 per capita was used for moving expenses and
10ss of income. I

Tables XI-3 and XI-4 give the number of people affected, the
acreage, and the dollar valuation for the alternative plans and
events for which a deposition limit is exceeded. The same atmos-
pheric conditions were assumed for the radionuclide deposition
calculations as for the dose estimates, i.e., 9Sth percentile
pessimistic dispersion conditions with l-cm/sec particle settling
velocity and wind in the Jackson-Augusta direction, The site
boundary is 15 km from the waste management area.
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TABLE XI-1

Radionuclide Deposition Limits for Evacuation
and Restrictionson Farming, Ci/m2

Evacuation Restrictionson FamiW
Ieotope DirectRadiation Inhalation FirstYem Lower

90~= 2 x lIJ-’ 4 x 10-5 2 x 10-4

137c~ 3 x 10-5 1 x 10-3 2 X IO-G 8 X 10-5

238,239pu 1 x 10-7

TABLE XI-2

Radiation Dose Criteria

EvacuationLimits

External Irradiation 10 rem to wholebody in 30 years

Inhalation 75 rem to criticalorganin 50 years

FarmingRestrictions
(ShortTe?vn)

so~r 5 rem to bone marrowin firstyeara
137~S 5 rem to wholebody in firstyea~

Fting Re8trictiotis
(>1ye~)

90~=
(5 rem to bonemarrowin 50 years)/year

137c~ (1rem to wholebody in 50 years)/year

a. The 50-yeardose commitmentsdue to theseexposuresin the
firstyear are about25 rem to the bonemarrowfrom 90Sr and
5 rem to the wholebodyfrom 13’CS. (Almostall the dose from
1s7CS iS ~eceived in the year in whichit is ingested.)
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TABLE XI-3

ContaminationEffects from Sabotage During
Removal of Maste from Tanks

Distance from Acres

Release, kni Decont&mted Peep le Moved

1s-20

20-25

2S-30

30-35

3.5-40

40-45

45-50

50-55

55-60

8.5 X 103

1.1 x lo”

1.3 x 104

1.6 X 104

1.8 x 104

2.1 x 104

2.3 X 104

2.5 X 104

0

2.2 x 103

3.2 x 102

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Total Offsite 1.3 ~ 105 2.s x 103

cost $3.0 x 10’ $1.2x 107

TABLE XI-4

ContaminationEffects from Sabotage During
WasteProcessing

Distance from Acres
Release,ti Decontaminated Peep le ,Voued

15-20 8.5 X 103 0

20-25 0 0

Total Offsite 8.5 x 103 0

cost $2.0 x 10’
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2. Ranking According to Total Effective Cost

Tables XI-5 through XI-9 give the sum Of caPital and
operating costs in 1980 dollars for each of the 3 alternative
plans. They also show consequences of each important event for
each of the four functional operations of removal from tanks,
processing, transportation, and storage. me consequences are
given as radiation dose commitment to the offsite population in
the year of maximum consequence. A conversion factor of 1/6 was
used to convert bone doses to equivalent whole body doses. The
factor of 1/6 is the ratio of occupational limits for whole body
and bone dose. Use of this factor is an attempt to account for
the fact that health effects in bones would occur only at doses
considerably higher than health effects induced by whole body
doses.

The annual probability assumed for each event is shown, and
the maximum annual risk in man-rem/year is given as probability
times consequence. The time-integrated risks are shown for a 300-
year period and a 10,000-year period, and are based On an assumed
population growth in the local area of a factor of five between
now and year 2140, then a level population. The integrated risks
are evaluated at $1000 per man-rem and are added to the budgetary
cost to obtain total dollar cost of the alternative.

The disposal risks from several candidate Federal geologic
repository sites are now being studied by other groups as part
of the waste management program for wastes from commercial
reactors. As the studies are completed, their results will be
factored into the analysis given in this document. It is
presently assumed that an offsite Federal repository would be in
bedded salt or other formations with no likely pathway to a water
supply. The disposal risks are assumed to be the same as those
for SRP bedrock with canned, high-integrity waste.
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3. Incremental Cost-Risk

Another method of evaluating the trade-off between cost and
risk was used to generate the incremental cost-risk results in
Tables XI-5 through XI-9. Those results show the cost per
man-rem for reducing risk by spending money beyond that required
to implement the least expensive alternative (Alternative 1,
centinued tank farm operation). The integrated risk for
Alternative 1 reflects the assumption that the tanks would be
abandoned after 100 years with a probability of 1.0. This assump-
tion is in compliance with a request by the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency during the comment period that their proposed
criterion of reliance on administrative control for no longer than
100 years be recognized.

The calculations for each of the more-expensive alternatives
were made by dividing the difference in budgetary costs between
that alternative and Alternative 1 by the difference in risk
between the two alternatives. The result, expressed as dollars
per man-rem, is the cost for reducing risk below the risk attain-
able with the least expensive alternative. The negative result
for Alternative 3 indicates that it has higher cost and higher
risk than Alternative 1.
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B. RESULTS

1. Total Effective Cost and Incremental Cost Risk

Results of the evaluation discussed in Section A are given
in Tables XI-5 through XI-9 , along with maximum year consequences
and probabilities that form part of the total risk. More detail
on the basis of both the risks and costs is given in Reference 6.

2. Comparison of Risks with Natural Background and Standards

Radiation from naturally occurring radioisotopes and extra
terrestrial sources (e.g., cosmic rays) is estimated to result
in an average exposure of about 120 mrem/year to each individual
living in the vicinity of the SRP site. Within 150 km (93 miles)
of SRP, the background radiation level ranges from 60 to 4S0
mrem/year. In addition, about 100 mrem/year is received by the
average individual in the general population from medical x-rays.
For comparison, the present Federal standard that limits exposure
to the average member of the population to acceptable levels is
an additional 170 mrem/year from nuclear plant operations.

The population within 150 km of the center of the .plantsite
is about 1.7 million. In one year, the total exposure of this
population to natural radiation is about 200,000 man-rem, and the
total exposure from medical x-rays is about 180,000 man-rem. The
total yearly exposure of this population, from natural radiation
and medical x-rays, is thus about 380,000 man-rem/yr. Exposure
risks to the surrounding population have been integrated over a
300-year period and a 10,000-year period, and in the latter case
are compared with the average natural exposure to the same popu-
lation. me risks over 10,000 years are not markedly different
from those over 300 years, because most of the risk arises from
short-lived isotopes. It has been hypothesized that health effects
such as cancer might be caused in individuals exposed to low levels
of radiation, and an average value of about 200 health effects
per million man-rem has been calculated by extrapolating observa-
tions at high dose rates to low dose rates. This value has been
used to calcu~ate the possible health effects from waste management
activities over 10,000 years, as well as those to be expected from

natural background.

As detailed in other sections of this report, estimated
exposures to the general population for the various alternative
plans for long-term waste management are far below exposures
from naturally occurring radioisotopes and from medical x-rays.
The estimated exposures are very small in comparison with standards
set by the Federal Government.
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During the period in which the waste would be processed
(if the waste is converted to a solid form), the radiation dose
commitment’ risk from processing operations is estimated to be
about 3 man-rem/yr to the population within 150 km of the center
of the plantsite, or 0.001 percent of the dose received from
naturally occurring radioisotopes and medical x-rays. If solidi-
fied waste is shipped offsite, the dose commitment risk during
this period due to transportation of the waste would be 60 to
160 man-rem/yr to the (much larger) general population along the
transportation routes. Again, this is a very small fraction of
the exposure to naturally occurring radioisotopes and medical
x-rays.

“*Radiation dose commitment is the amount of radiation dose
received from major pathways of exposure, internal and external,
throughout the 70-year lifetime of an individual from direct
first-pass exposure, assuming the exposure is received at age
20. Population dose commitment is the sum of radiation dose
commitment of all individuals (total population in a given area)
and is expressed in units of man-rem.
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TABLE XI-5

Summary of Costs and Exposure Risks for Alternative 1:

Storage of Waste as Sludge and Damp Salt Cake in Onsite Waste Tanks

(Present SRP Waste Management Technique)

Removal From Tanks

PrOces. inE

Transl,ort.t ion

storage

I<outine Releases

SI,ill During Transfer

Explasi. o”

Sabot:ige by Uispers:,l

Sabotageby Explosion

,$irplancCrash

,Ibando”me”t

Popu lotion Dose

for )’iaim Year,
nu.rl-P@m

Not applicable

Not ap],licable

Not apl,li.able

1,4

5,3 x 1D2

3,0 x 10*

2.3 x 10”

9.8 X 103

1.1 x 10’

2.7 X 104

Tin>c-lnteg~atcd Risk, ma,l-rcn, (300 year. )

(\uith abandonment)

Risk Lraluc at $1000 jma71-rem, millions

Btldgct:cryCost, millions

Total Cost, millions

Incremental Cost-Risk, dollars lma”-rem

Time -lntcgratcd IIi.k, ma”-rcm (10,000 years) 2.3 X 103

Natural Background Exposure, man-rem (10, LIO[1 years) 1.(1 x 10”

Possible lVastc hP.nageme,lt IIcaltb Effects 0,5

Ilcalth Effects from Natural Ba. kgrou”d 2,000,000

.Probability,
events/LJear

Not applicable

Not applicable

Not apl,licable

1.0

5.0 x lD-3

1,0 x 10-”

1,0 x 10-5

lo x 10-5

1.0 x 1[)-5

1.0 x 10-5

2.4 x 10’

$24

$s10

$534

(Base Case)

l~mtiw) Ri6k>
mnn-l”er?7/yenr

Not applic:,blc

Not applicable

Not .I,plicablc

1.4

2.6

3,0

2.3 x 10-’

~.8 x 10-’

I. IX1O-’

2.7 X 1[1-1
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TABLE XI-6

Summaryof Costs and ExposureRisksfor Alternative2-Subcase1:
Glass Storedin Offsite GeologicStorageand
DecontaminatedSalt Cake Stored in OnsiteUndergroundIiasteTanks

Population D08e

forMax<mum Year.
Event man-rem

Removal From Tanks

Routine Releases 1.4

Sludge Spill 1,s x 101

Spill at Inlet 3,7 x 101

Tornado 5.4 x lo!

Spill 1.1 x 103

Explosion 3.0 x 10’

Sabotage 3.5 x 10s

Below-Ground Leaks 1.7 x 105

Processing

Routine Releases 3.0

Process Incidents 4.2 X 10-1

Sabotage B.9 X 10’

Airplane Crash 3.1 x 102

Transportation

Routine Exposures 6,3 x 101

Accidents 1.2 x lo~

Storage

I!,xpectedReleases I,3X 102

‘Vin)c.integrated Risk, man-rem (300 yr)

Ilisk.L,alucat $1000/man-rem, millions

B{,dgetaryCost, millions

‘TotalCost, miIlions

IncrcmcntalCost-Risk, dollarsfman-rem

‘liMC-Integrated Risk, man-rem (10,000 yr)

%ttural Backgrot,ndKxposurc, man-rem (10,000

l>Oss iI>le\VastcNa”agcmcnt )IcalthEffects

I{e:,lth [;ffeet+ frOm Natural BaCkgro,,”d

yrj

Probability,
even t8/year

1,0

S.o x 10-2

5.0 x 10-2

6.o X 10-’

5.0 x 10-3

1.0 x 10-4

1,0 x 10-s

1.0 x 10-5

1,0

1.0

1.0 x 10-5

7.0 x 10-8

1,3 x 10-’

2.1 x 10-s

1.0

6,s x 102

0.65

$3600

$3600.7

$132,000

6,5 X 102

1.0 x 10”

0.1

2,000,000

Maxim Risk,
man-rem/year

1,4

7.5 x 10-1

1.9

3.2 X 10-2

5.4

3.0

3.s

1.7

3.0

4.2 X 10-1

8.9 x 10-1

2.2 x 10-s

6,3 X 101

1.6 x 10-2

1,3X 102
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TABLE XI-7

Summaryof Costs and Exposure Risks for Alternative 2- Subcase 2:

Glass Stored in Onsite Surface Storage Facility and

Decontaminated Salt Cake Returned to Onsite Naste Tanks

Event

Remova 1 From Tanks

Routine Releases

Sludge Spill

Spill at Inlet

Tornado

Spill

Explosion

Sabotage

Below-Ground Leaks

Population Dose
for Maximum Year,
man-rem

1.4

1.5 x 101

3.7 x 101

5.4 x 101

1.1 x lo~

3.0 x lo”

3.5 x 105

1.7 x 105

~obability,
euents/year

1.0

5.0 x 10-z

5.0 x 10-2

6.o x 10-’

5.0 x 10-3

1.0 x 1O-*

1.0 x 10-5

1.0 x 10-5

Processing

Routine Releazes 3.0 1.0

Process Incidents 4.2 X 10-1 1.0

Sabotage 8.9 X 10’ 1.0 x 10-5

Airplane Crash 3.1 x 102 7.0 x 10”8

Transportation Not Applicable

Storage

Sabotage 3.8 X 103 I.OX1O-5

Airplane Crash 3.1 x 102 7.0 x 10-8

Abandonment o

Time-Integrated Risk, man-rem (300 yr) 2.2 x 10’

IRiskValue at $1000/man-rem, miIlions $0.22

Budgetary Cost, millions $3750

‘TotalCost, millions $3750.2

Incrcmcntal Cost-Ilisk,dollars/ma”.rem $135,000

Time-Integrated I{isk,marl-rem(10,000 yr) 3.4 x lo~

Natural Background Exposure, ma”-rem (10,000 yr) 1.0 x 10’0

Possihle }VastcNa”agemc”t IlcalthEffects 0.07

IIcalthEffects from Natt,ral Background 2,000,000

Minim Risk,

man-rem/year

1.4

7.5 x 10-1

1.9

3.2 x 10-2

S.4

3.0

3.5

1.7

3.0

4.2 X 10-’

8.9 X 10-1

2.2 x 10”5

3.8 X 10-2

2.2 x 10-s

o
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TABI.E XI-8

Summary of Costs and Exposure Risks for Alternative 2-Subcase 3:

Glass Disposed of in SRP Bedrock and Decontaminated SaltCake Stored

in Onsite Underground Waste Tanks

Population Dose
for M&m Year, Probability,

3?oent man-rem euents/year

Removal From Tanks

Routine Releases 1.4 1.0

Sludge Spill 1.5 X1O’ 5.0 x 10-2

Spill at Inlet 3.7 x 10’ 5.0 x 10-2

Tornado 5.4 x 101 6.0 X 10-4

Spill 1.1 x 103 5.0 x 10-3

Explosion 3.0 x 104 1.0 x 10-’

Sabotage 3.5 x 105 1.0 x 10-5

Below-Ground Leaks 1.7 x lo~ 1,0 x 10-5

Processing

Routine Releases 3.0 1.0

Process Incidents 4.2 x 10-] 1.0

Sabotage 8.9 X 104 1.0 x 10-5

Ai=plane Crash 3.1 x 102 7.0 x 10-8

TTan5p0rtati0n Not Applicable

StOrage

Expected Releases 1.3 x 102 1.0

Time-l“teErated ltisk,man-rem (3U0 yr) 3.4 x 102

I{iskVal~,eof $1000/man-rem, millions $0.34

Budgetary Cost, milliozls $361U

‘TotalCost, millions $3610.3

lncrcmcntal Cost-Risk, dollars/ma”-rcm $~~g,o(]o

‘Iinle-IrltcgratellRisk, man-rcm (10,0(10yr) 3.4 x 102

NattlralBackgrot,”dl:xposurc,man.rcm (10,000 yr) 1.0 x 1010
!>Oss ihlc \Vastcbla”agcmcntIIc;iIt),I:ffects 0.07

Ilc>lltbl:ffects from Nat,,ralIklckground 2,000,000

MmiM Risk,
mm-rem/year

1.4

7.5 x 10-1

1.9

3.2 X 10-2

5.4

3.0

3.5

1,7

3.0

4.2 X 10-1

8.9 X 10”]

2.2 x 10-5

1,3 x 102
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TABLE XI-9

Summaryof Costs and ExposureRisksfor Alternative
UnprocessedWaste SlurryDisposedof in SRP Bedrock

PopuLatim Dose
for Maximwn Year.

Event man-rem

Removal From Tanks

Routine Releases 1.4

Sludge Spill 1.5 x 101

Spill at Inlet 3.7 x 101

Tornado 5.4 x 10’

Spill 1.1 x 103

Explosion 3.0 x 10+

Sabotage 3.5 x 105

Below-Ground Leaks 1,7 x 105

Pr0ce5sing

Transportation

Storage

Expected Releases 1.3 x 102

Earthquake With Shaft Open 3.8 x 108

Earthquake After Sealing 8.3 x 106

Sabotage Before Sealing 1.5 x 109

Sabotage After Sealing L.4 x 107

Time-integrated Risk, man-rem (300 yr)

l!iskLjalucat $1000/man-rem, million.

Budgetary Cost, millions

rOtal Cost, million.

I“crcn)cntalCost-lti.k

Time-Ir>tcgratcdIlisk,ma”-rcm (10,000 yr)

3:

Bobabi lity,
events/year

1.0

S.o x 10-2

5.0 x 10-2

6.0 X 10-’

5.0 x 10”3

1.0 x 1O-*

1.0 x 10-5

1.0 x 10-$

Not Applicable

Not Applicable

1.0

3.3 x 10-5

3.3 x 10-6

1.0 x 10-$

3.3 x 10-’”

6,2 x 10’

$62

$755

$817

1,4 x 10’

,Vat,lralHackgrot,ndExI>05urc,nlan-rcm(10,000 yr) 1.0 x 1010

[>assiblcWaste hl;,nagcmcnt)IcalthEffects 28

IIealthl:ffccts from Natural Background 2,000,000

u. ‘The negative value indicates this :iltcrnativc i. more

cx],c. sivc a“d h:ls higher risk th:ln !Ilternativc 1.

Maxim Risk,

M-rem/year

1.4

7.5 x 10-’

1.9

3.2 X 10-2

5.4

3,0

3,5

1.7

1.3 x 102

1.3 x 104

2.8 X 101

1.s x 10+

4.6 X 10-3

.
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The estimated radiation dose commitment risk to the general
public during storage of the waste is less than 10 man-rem/yr
for most of the cases. This dose commitment is also very small
compared to those from naturally occurring radioisotopes and
x-rays.

If liquid is stored in a cavern, a severe earthquake or
major sabotage during the one-year filling period could contaminate
the Tuscaloosa aquifer. Large (probably lethal) individual
radiation doses would result if people drank this contaminated
water. Because of the possibility of these occurrences, the
average radiation dose risk over a 300-year period for liquid
waste storage in a bedrock cavern is about 180 man.rem/yr. These
comparisons are summarized in Table XI-10.

c. SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS

This section is limited to highlighting the important elements
of risk for the alternative plans. The cost estimates particularly
those for geologic storage could change in magnitude for many
different reasons, but the relative cost differences among the
alternatives are expected to remain as given in this docment .

TABLE XI-10

Comparison of RadiationRisks from Waste
Management Operations with Other Sources

Estimated Average
Radiation Dose

Source of Radiation Risk, man-rem/ye&”z

NaturalSources 200,000

Medic;,lx-rays 180,000

Liquid Waste in 8edrockCavern 180

CannedWaste in BedrockCavern 30

~nitored Storage in Vaults <10

Waste Processing Operations 22

OffsiteShipmentof CannedWaste 60 to 160

Time
Factor, years i

300

300

300

5

5

a. Whole body equivalent.
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me time-integrated risks arise almost completely from the
storage operation. This is primarily because a time period of
300 or 10,000 years is considered for storage, but removal from
tanks, processing, and transportation are all accomplished within
about five years. Events with some of the largest consequences
are also involved with storage.

Another aspect of the importance of the storage options is
that removal from tanks is conunonto al1 the alternative plans
except one, and processing is common to many. These two operations
therefore cancel out of the comparison of many of the alternatives.

The events that have large consequences that strongly influence
the relative risks of the alternatives are the following:

1. Sabotage for all the operations in each alternative has been
assessed to be among the events with the largest consequences.
Even so, the magnitudes of the consequences, particularly as
measured by offsite individual doses and land contamination,
are not very significant and are unlikely to be the kinds of
results a terrorist group would find worthwhile. An exception
is sabotage of liquid waste in a bedrock cavern at SRP. Al1
the sabotage events were given a probability of success of
10-5 per year, If this were increased by two or more orders
of magnitude, sabotage could have a dominating influence on
the relative risks of the alternative plans.

2.

3.

Possible contamination of the Tuscaloosa aquifer if liquid
waste is disposed of in an SRP bedrock cavern has the largest
risk considered. This risk arises from possible earthquakes
before or after shaft sealing and from sabotage before sealing.
The consequences of these events are quite high, and although
their probabilities are estimated to be low, the current
state of knowledge does not allow them to be reduced enough
further to result in a low risk. This alternative does,
however, have promising possibilities for corrective action
to almost eliminate the consequences if the events did occur .

Consideration of using corrective action and of obtaining

confidence in lower probabilities of contaminating the aquifer
is important, because this alternative is relatively inex-
pensive.

Abandonment of a continued tank farm operation during the
next century has a relatively large consequence that is re-
duced to a relatively small risk by using a probability of
10-5 per year. Raising this probability by an order of
magnitude would make risk from abandonment comparable to the
other tank farm risks. Even i.fthe probability were assumed
to be 100% that abandonment would occur early in the next
century, the integrated population dose of 6.1 x 105 man-rem
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valued at $6.1 x 108 would leave this alternative with the
second lowest total cost (with liquid in SRP bedrock being
slightly cheaper). Another consideration regarding abandon-
ment is that the resulting individual doses would be low,
and the event is amenable to corrective action.

An exception to the rule of low individual doses could occur
from concentration of 137Cs in fish in the Savannah River.

If a societal situation could exist that could support a
commercial fishing operation on the present scale and at the ‘
same time tolerate abandonment of the tanks, then about 200
people could get individual doses as great as 11 rem/yr if
they continued to eat downstream fish.

In addition to the difficulty in estimating a probability for
abandonment, there is also an uncertainty about the proper
valuation of the consequences. In a society that had degen-
erated to the point that the tanks were abandoned, any adverse
effects from the small amount of radiation exposure would be
inconsequential compared with other hazards to life. The
figure of $1000 per man-rem would probably overestimate the
value the populace would place on possible radiation insults.

4. Consideration was given to the possible radiation doses that
could occur over time periods of thousands of years. Time
integrated doses given in previous sections of this document
were evaluated for 300 years, and risks from 9OSr and L37CS
have ended by that time and risks from 23‘Pu have almOst
ended. After about 1000 years, 239pu and ‘3‘3Tcare the main

radioactive constituents of the waste. Because whole body
and bone dose conversion factors for ‘9Tc are factors of
500 and 6000, respectively, below those for 239Pu, any
radiological hazard would arise primarily from 23gPu.

Perspective on what such hazards might be can be obtained by
considering the contribution to individual dose commitments
from 239PU for the previously discussed abandonment of tanks.

For that event, it was postulated that all waste would escape
in about 135 years and that 10% would reach the Savannah
River and infIuence the drinking water downstream. Such a
rate of human consumption of 239PU would be much faster than

the remaining 90% could leave the immediate tank area, move
through the groundwater and surface streams, and ultimately
undergo human consumption. Present indications from ion
exchange mechanisms are that such movement, if it occurred
at all, would take tens of thousands of years. However, for
the tank abandonment case, individual bone dose commitments
for the year of maximum u take of 23YPu were sho!+nin the
D}vDsto be only 4.4 x 10-! rem/persOn. Even if an.individual
added to that commitment by drinking such water for his life-
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time, the result would still only be com arable to the life-
time dose commitment from “0K (about 10_! rem) that has always
been a natural part of the bones of humans.

Thus, as shown in Tables V-12 through V-16 and Tables xI-5
through XI-9, individual doses that could be incurred from
the risk scenarios covered in this document by extending the
time scale beyond 300 years are so low that such a time ex-
tension is irrelevant to the process of choosing among waste
management alternatives. Individual doses over time periods
of a thousand years and longer would arise almost exclusively
from 23gPu, and, with the exception of a few maximum indi-
viduals near the scene of a hypothetical sabotage, would be
tens to thousands of times lower thm doses occurring naturally
(which themselves vary by factors of three or four). This
conclusion is supported by:

1. the low individual doses that would result from even a rela-
239~u to the drinking watertively rapid introduction of

pathway (tank abandonment, over 135 years); and,

2. the much longer time span and greater dilution that would
prevail for other pathways because of ion exchange holdup,
S1O!J movement of groundwater, dilution and holdup in the
oceans, and radioactive decay.

D. CORRECTIVE ACTIONS

Radiation doses have been reported in this document with an
emphasis on establishing a sound physical basis for upper limits
on the amount of activity that could be released and on the most
pessimistic pathways to man. Humans were assumed to receive the
resulting radiation doses in a passive manner with no attempt at
corrective action. However, corrective action could be taken if
some responsible, organized society exists in the future. Because
these corrective actions are relatively inexpensive and techni-
cally straightforward, the possibility of their implementation
should be considered in weighing the pros and cons of each
alternative. Likewise, the existence of these possibilities
should further decrease the attractiveness of the waste storage
facilities to saboteurs.
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Table XI-11 gives examples Of the corrective actiOns that
could be applied to typical events, with an estimate Of the cOst.
The corrective actions are described below.

1. Corrective Action A – Reduction of Atmospheric Exposure

Assume a rapid warning system has been set up for the area
in which significant individual doses could be obtained from an
airborne waste release. Analyses show that the required coverage

would not have to be as great as even the SRP-to-Augusta distance.
Given a wind velocity of 6 to 8 mph under the assumed 95th per-
centile bad weather conditions, at least an hour would be avail-
able to spread the alarm after an SRP release. The warning
network might be any combination of in-place sirens, roving
automobiles with loudspeakers, commercial radio and television
announcements, C.B. radio, operators ringing telephones, and the
civil defense warning system. The Savannah River Plant already
has in operation a meteorological instrumentation and computer
system to predict and monitor the path of any airborne release,
so only people within the affected direction and distance would
need to be contacted.

The appropriate action would require no special equipment or
prior training. It would merely be for people to stay inside
buildings or cars with the windows closed and any forced ventila-
tion systems turned off. In addition, they might take simple
air filtering action. The reason these actions are effective is
that the hazard is from inhalation of the smal1 radioactive
particles, not from the negligible external dose from the radio-
active plume passing over.

If the assumption is made that only 95% of the people in
the affected area get the alarm and follow the procedure, then
the population dose would be reduced by a factor of 14.

L
The risk of these airborne events is probably too low to

justify any prior action, but for purposes of this study the
cost is assumed to be $1 million for 100 sirens at $10,000
each, plus @ million for an educational campaign, plus $1 million
for o erational expenses during an lnci.u~,,i.
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TABLE XI-11

CorrectiveActions for Typical Events

Type of c08tof
Corrective Corrective
Action Action, $

Air-Cooled Vault tith Glass

Sabotagewith conventionalexplosives

Airplanecrash

Tank Farm

Abandonment

Sabotageby spraying

Sabotagewith conventionalexplosives

Airplanecrash

TtiassicCavern

Expectedreleases

Explosionin cavern

Earthquakewith open shaft

Earthquakeaftersealing

Sabotagewith conventionalexplosives

Sabotageby drilling

A 3 x 106

A 3 x 106

B 2 x 106

A&B 5 x 106

A&, B 5 x 106

A&B 5 x 106

None required ---

None required ---

D 2.0 x 10’

c 2.5 x 107

D 2.OX 107

Noneapplicable ---
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2. Corrective Action B – Reduction of River Plater Exposure

A few days would pass before a liquid waste spill on the
surface of the SRP site could flow through the creeks and swamp
and to the river and then down the river to the drinking water
users in the Savannah area. During this time a monitoring system

would be set up downriver, and water system intake pumps would

be shut down as the pulse of activity passed. This action should

not cause an intolerable inconvenience because the pulses from

the events studied would last at most a day or two. The available
lead time could also be used to fill reservoir capacity before the
arrival of activity. Another factor that mitigates the inconve-
nience is that industrial and household use of contaminated water
could continue if adequate reservoir capacity were not available
for storage during the entire length of the pulse. Drinking water
accounts for less than O.1% of a typical city’s consumption, and
adequate supplies could be stored in each household, etc,, before
arrival of the contaminanted water.

Pliththe above considerations, it is reasonable to expect
the population dose would be reduced by a factor of at least 100.
The maximum individual dose will be assumed to remain unchanged.

The cost is assumed to be $1 million for the monitoring
system and flushout and $1 million for the spread of information
and operations during an incident. Because SRP already has the
required monitoring instrumentation and personnel, none of this
money has to be spent in advance.

3. Corrective Action C – Reduction of Tuscaloosa Aquifer Exposure

The population doses given from use of contaminated Tuscaloosa
aquifer ~raterare based upon the assumption that the 50,000 users
taking a certain fraction of the flolralso take that same fraction
of the activity released to the aquifer. This means the activity
is assumed to be mixed uniformly, but in reality it will enter in
a small area and then will diffuse outward It will also be
tra]lsportedas a diffused plume in the direction of flow.

The corrective action would be to drill test wells to determine
the boundaries of acceptable dilution created by the combination of
diffusion and plme formation. The assumed 10% of the aquifer flow
to be used by the 50,000 people is then taken from regions with
negligible activity. Since the Sr and Cs is expected to remain
within the aquifer under the plantsite for thousands of years, it

will decay before reaching the river. The population doses are
therefore assumed to be zero, except for the dose that might arise
:~~;sve~:dl:~g periods from the long-lived isotopes such as 12YI,

Pu (if Pu migrates). The latter doses have been
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included in the consequence calculations, even though the result.
ing individual doses would be spread over thousands of years and
would be a very smal1 fraction of natural background.

All the water needed for ordinary use by people and probably
all the industrial uses could be obtained from the P!cBean-Congaree
aquifer, which lies above the Tuscaloosa aquifer and is unconnected
to it. The projected use of the water under the plantsite by 50,000
people was based on 200 gal/day per person and use of 10% of the
Tuscaloosa flow,6 to give 10 million gal/day withdrawal. This is
equivalent to 6900 gal/rein. Wells in the hlcBean:Congaree aquifer
now routinely supply 300 gal/rein,so 23 such wells over the area
of the plantsite could meet the requirement Jackson and New
Ellenton now each have a well capable of over 1 million gal/day
withdrawal from that source.

Another approach is to consider that, of the 200 gal/day
per capita consumption, only perhaps 50 gal/day need be distributed
through an ordinary city system. This water and that used by small
rural wells could be taken from the licBean-Congaree,as it is now.
The remaining 150 gal/day allocation to industrial users could be
taken from the Tuscaloosa. Any smal1 amount of activity in the
reject water flowing to the river would be sufficiently diluted
in the river that negligible downstream dose would result

The cost of this action is assumed to be $20 million for the
mapping wells and monitoring plus $5 million for user wells not
required otherwise, An initial system of monitoring wells ~~ould
be part of any bedrock storage project, so that again none of
this expense would have to be incurred in advance of an actual
contamination incident

4. Corrective Action D – Repair of Shaft Breakage to Re-isol ate
SRP Bedrock Storage from the Tuscaloosa Aquifer

One of the largest consequence accidents considered in the
risk section is from a breaching in the open shaft of an SRP
bedrock cavern; this breach could admit the waste from the cavern
to the overlaying Tuscaloosa aquifer. However, such an accident
can occur only when the shaft is actively manned because, once ‘
the waste is emplaced, the shaft will be sealed. During this
active period, it is highly probable any shaft breach could be
cleared out and resealed before significant’activity were trans-
ferred to the Tuscaloosa aquifer.

The assumption is made that the shaft could be cleared and
resealed for double the $10 million cost of construction the shaft
initially. It is further assumed that this action prevents any
activity from reaching the aquifer.
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X11. ENVIRONMENTAL TRADE-OFFS AMONG ALTERNATIVES

A summary of the quantifiable environmental impacts of each
alternative is given in Table XII-1. The risk items shown in
Table XII-1 are discussed more fully in Section V, and the costs
are covered in Section X. Table XII-1 also shows the lifetime
radiation dose commitment that the affected offsite population
will receive from natural background.

Table XII-I shows that there are no substantial environ-
mental impacts arising from nuclear radia~ion for any of the
three alternatives. The offsite population exposure risk from
the alternative with highest risk (liquid waste stored in an SRP
bedrock cavern) is about one-thousandfold lower than natural
radiation exposure to the same population. It should be noted
that there are large populated areas in this region that receive
at least twice the average natural exposure and the public makes
no attempt whatsoever to avoid these areas, indicating that there
is no extensive public concern with exposures of this magnitude.
The factor of 200 cancer deaths per million man-rem recommended
by the EPA can be used to convert the exposures from Table XII-1
to possible health effects. ~is may overestimate the radiation
effect, as explained in Reference 1. Based on the EPA factor,
the difference between the alternatives with highest and lowest
offsite risk amounts to 12 fatalities over a 300-year period,
whereas under the same assumptions, the same population would
experience about 46,000 fatalities over the 300-year period from
natural radiation effects.

Non-nuclear fatalities to be expected from construction and
operating activities related to each alternative are greater than
those that would be expected from radiation effects, but are no
larger than the risks voluntarily accepted by industrial workers.

The significant quantifiable differences between the
alternatives are the differences in budgetary costs. The cost
differences of as much as $3,2 billion among the alternatives
are related to environmental trade-offs to the extent that
environmental improvements are foregone in other areas by the
expenditure of monies on radioactive waste management. costs
also influence the benefits left to future generations. Money
spent now on radioactive waste management does not create produc-
tive assets that accrue to the benefit of the future, since such
money must be taken from the mainstream of activities represented
by the gross national product (GNP). The GNP includes many items
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that represent present day consumption of goods and services,
but it also includes capital investment aimed at future
productivity. Past experience has shown that the GNP includes
enough investment in future productivity to grow at a rate of
about 4% per year (corrected for inflation). This growth in
productivity would be denied future generations for the money
spent now on extra levels of risk reduction in the waste manage-
ment area.

The difficult-to-quantify factors related to each alternative
are shown with qualitative rankings in Table XII-2, and are a
sumary of discussions given in Sections V, VI, VII, VIII, and IX.

Cost considerations and how they are balanced in a judgmental
manner with the unquantifiable factors listed in Table XII-2
are key elements in a decision process regarding”which alternative
should be implemented. Offsite radiation risks, occupational
exposures, non-nuclear risks, and other environmental effects are
relatively insignificant factors, because they are small in both
absolute magnitude and when their monetary evaluation is compared
with budgetary costs (see Section XI on cost-risk-benefit
analysis).

A summary of long-texm and short-term costs and nuclear
risks is given in Table XII-3 Short-term risks are the sum
of occupational and offsite risks until the waste is placed in
storage or disposal (about 10 years after start of removal from
tanks). Long-tern risks are the sum of occupational and offsite
risks for 300 years after the waste is placed in storage or
disposal.
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TABLE XII-1

QuantifiableEnvironmentalImpacts

Occ,lpational Radiation Exposures Based

on SRP Experj. e”ce, man-rema

Occupational Radiation Ex ostires Based
Eon DOE Standards , man-rem

Off site Population Dose Risk,

man-remb (300 yr)

Off site Population Oose Risk,

man-remb (10,000 yr)

Of fsite Population Dose, man-rem

(300 vears)

Aztematiue 2

Altematiue 1 Subcase 1 Subease 2 Subease 3 Alternative 3
Continued Gzass shipped Glass in Glass in Liquid in
Tank Fa>m to O.ffsitl? SRP sur,~ace SRP SRP

@erati on Repository StoraQe Bedrock Bedrock

360 3,800 2,700 2,400 42

4,300 30,000 32,000 28,000 500

1,400 650 220 340 62,000

2,300 6S0 340 340 140,000

230>000,000 230,000,000d 230,000,000 230,000>000 230,000,000
.,.

FrcI” Natural Radiation, man-rem

(10,000 years)e
7>700,000,000 7,700,000,000?,700,000,000 7,700,000,000 7,700,000,000

PotentialforAccidentalOf fsitc Land

Contamination (from Sabotage) , acres 130,000 139,000 139,000 139,000 130,000

Non-Nuclear Accidental Fatalities

from Construction and 0pe=ation5 17.1 6,5 6.6 6.2 2.2

Budgetary Cost, millions of 1980 dollars 510 3,600 3,750 3,610 7s5

a.

b.

c.

d.

Campai@ totals for .11 workers.

Conscque”ces times probabi Iities, summed over .11 events and integrated for 300 years and 10,000 years

For the same time period and population as above.

The natural radiation calculations assume tbe population distribution around the of fsite repository

would be the same as around the SRP site. mi. is conservative, because the off site repository
would probably be located in a sparsely populated region.
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TABLE XII-2

Sumnaryof UnquantifiableFactors

Relative Degree of Action Re-
quiredby FutureGenerations

RelativeCompliancewithFublic
Expectationsa

Conformance with Po1icies of
SC and GA State Governments

Conformance with NRC Regulations
for Comercially-Generated
Waste

Potent ial for Regrets if Future
Economics or Technology ~
Indicates a Better Method

Likelihood of Successful Attain-
ment of Required Implementalion
Technology

Effect on Implementation Date
Relative to Alternative 2 –
Subcase 1

Requires Additional Management
of Decontaminated Salt

Alternative 1
~t~e~
Tank Faz?n
@erntiOn

High

Low

Low

Low

Low

Highest

Shortens

Wo

Altemtive 2
gticase 1 Subca8e 2 Subcase 3
Glass SFaipped -Eti~ Chx
to Offsite SRF Surface
Repository Storqe

High

High

High

High

High

Yes

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderate

Moderately
High

Higher

None

Yes

SRF

Bedrock

kw

High

Low

High

High

kderat e

Lengthens

Yes

a. Based on pre-draft cements and proceedings of ~E and EPA meetings on public policy issues.
documented in Reference 2.

s+

Bedrock

Law

Moderate

Low

Law

High

Moderate

Lengthens

No

Also

b. ~is factor involves both the ease of retrievability from the storage or disposal site and the ease
of separating the radioactive constituents from the waste form.



TARI.F xII-3

Summary of Long-Term and Short-TermCosts and Nuclear Risks

Short-Term Risks, man-rem

Long-Term Risks ,b man-rem

Short-Texm Costs ,C
millions of 1980 dollars

beLong-Ter?aCosts, J
millions of 1980 dollars

Alternative 2

Subcase 1 S&casa 2 Subcase 3
Alternative 1 Glass Shipped Glass in ~
Continued Tank to Offsite SRP SuTface SRP
Fam Gperation Reposi torq Storage Bedrock

@ 4.60 X 103 2.S7 X 103 2,57 x 103

1.76 X 103 1.30 x 102 2.91 1.30 x 102
2.66 X 103 1.30 x 102 1.20 x 102 1.30 x 102

Oa 3600 3750 3610

51 ode 175 175 175
3060
102.000

Alternative 3
Liquid in SRP
Be&ock

2.19 X 102

6.2 X 10*

1.4 x 105

755

175

c. Short-term risks are defined to be those that are incurred from activities additional to preparing
the waste as salt cake and sludge in modem tanks, because such activities are COIMIIO”to all
alternatives. Short-term costs are treated similarly.

b. Long-term risks and costs are integrated for 300 years and for 10,000 years.

c. All costs are in undiscounted 1980 dollars. Discounting of long-term costs would reduce their
magnitudes to negligible fractions of short-term costs for any alternative.

d. This is enough for one cycle of tank replacement, and is more than enough to establish a trust
fund for perpetual tank replacement.

e. This is enough to replace tanks every 50 years during the 300-year period or the 10,000-year period,
undiscounted.
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APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF SUBSTANTIVE ISSUES COVERED IN COMMENT LETTERS

Gn May 27, 1977, ERDA issued a Federal Register notice
(42 FR 27281) announcing the publication of Alternatives for
Long-Tern Management of Defense High-Leve1 Radioactive Waste –
S@annah River PZant (ERDA 77-42, also known as the Defense
Waste Document, or DWD). Announcement was also made at that time
of the intent to issue a programmatic EIS, and the public was
invited to use the DWD as reference material to comment upon areas
that should be covered in the programmatic EIS. In addition, a
draft version of this programmatic EIS was given wide distribution

and comments were solicited. Thirty comment 1etters were received
on the DWD, and seventeen were received on the draft of this EIS.
The substantive issues that were covered in these letters are
summarized below, and are discussed at appropriate points in the
main text. Major cements and specific DOE responses are given
in Appendix B.

Several respondents indicated they felt that disposal of the
waste in a bedrock cavern under the SRP site is an unacceptable
alternative because the overlying Tuscaloosa aquifer might become
contaminated. Others indicated a preference for the SRP bedrock
disposal concept because of the large cost savings and lack of
need for transporting the waste long distances inherent in that
alternative. Bedrock disposal is retained among the alternatives
discussed in this programmatic EIS so that the full range of cost
and risk differences among the feasible alternatives may be
presented. To eliminate the bedrock disposal concept from full
public review at an early stage of decision-making would be to
prematurely foreclose an option with important economic and socio-
logical characteristics. It is noted, however, that no research
and development work is under way or proposed related to an SRP
bedrock cavern.

Suggestions have been made that the alternatives chosen for
treatment and disposal of the defense wastes at the Savannah
River, Hanford, and Idaho sites be similar, with as little dupli-
cation of research and development effort as possible, and with
as much application toward commercially generated waste as possible.
There is close interaction among the DOE sites, with research and

development efforts differing as required by the different forms
of waste at each site. If a decision is later made to reprocess
commercially generated fuel, some of the work done for defense
waste may be applicable to treating commercial waste. There are,
however, major differences between the waste types because
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commercial waste bears a greater radionuclide and heat load.
The difference stems from higher burnup of the commercial fuels
and a more concentrated waste stream in the commercial plant
designs. Also, waste at SRP is generated in an alkaline form
by the addition of caustic while commercial reprocessing plants
would produce acid waste.

Interest was shown in the analysis of vulnerability to
sabotage or terrorism, and in the estimates of probability of
successful sabotage. There is no firm basis for estimating the
probability of sabotage of waste processing or disposal facili-
ties, and the probabilities used to complete the risk analysis
are somewhat arbitrary. However, the consequences of credible
sabotage events do have a sound physical basis. These conse-
quences were found to be very small compared to levels that
would possibly be attractive to terrorists, and indicate that
the probability of sabotage being attempted is very low. POs -

sible sabotage should not weigh heavily in the decision process
of choosing an alternative.

Several respondents indicated they felt that cost and cost
differences should not be important considerations in choosing
among the alternatives, while others thought cost is an important
decision factor. Cost estimates are given in this EIS for
perspective, but without judgment as to how they should be
weighed by decisiomakers.

A period of 300 years was used to calculate time-integrated
population exposure risks, and some comments reflected a concern
that the time used should be from tens to hundreds of thousands
of years. The basis for using 300 years is that enough radioac-
tive decay has occurred by then that exposure to individuals if
any of the unlikely events did occur would, in most cases, be
small fractions of the natural background radiation individuals
always receive. Longer time integration therefore has little
meaning for decisionmaking among alternatives or for assessment
of environmental impacts that may result from implementation of
the alternative presently in the research and development stage.
Integrated exposure risks for a period of 10,000 years have been
added, however, to illustrate the fact that most of the risk
occurs during the early years.

Opinions were given that the risk analyses should use fault-
tree methods or some similar system of very detailed and systematic
investigation. Such an approach is desirable once an alternative
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is chosen and engineering designs have been made. Until then, all
the important components of the system and their failure probabi1-
ities and interactions cannot be defined. Instead, overall events
that might have significant offsite exposure consequences were
identified using 25 years of operating experience from similar
facilities and technical judgment. A sound physical basis was
established for upper bounds of the consequences from these events.
Many of the overall probabilities of occurrence also have a sound
basis from experience, but some are rough estimates (particularly
the probability of successful sabotage). This method gives confi-
dence that upper bounds of risks from the important consequences
have been discovered, and should be adequate for decision-making
among the alternatives. The fact that the resulting maximum risks
for any of the alternatives are small also indicates that risk
differences among alternatives wi11 not be major decision factors.

A variety of comments and suggestions were received regarding
“placinga dollar value on population exposure risks as an aid to
the decision-making process. The information in both the DLVDand
in this programmatic EIS is presented in such a way that each
decision-maker or other individual can apply his own monetary
valuation, or none at all, to the risks.

A-3



APPENDIX B

NAJOR CO~ENTS AND DOE RESPONSES

Seventeen letters were received commenting on the draft
version of the EIS. These comment letters and DOE responses to
the comments are given in this appendix. In many cases, revi-
sions were also made in the text of the EIS.

The follnwing letters were received.

Letter
Designation Individual or Organization Date Rec‘d

A

B

c

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

o

P

Q

Department of Health, Education,

and Welfare

Abel Wolman (Johns Hopkins University)

Rustum Roy (Pennsylvania State

University)

National Science Foundation

Duke Power Company

W. P. Bebhington

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

Environmentalists, Inc., Columbia, SC

Ruth S. Thomas

Ohio Environmental Protection Agency

Georgia Conservancy

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

W. A. Lochstet (Pennsylvania State

University)

Congressman Leo J. Ryan

U.S. Department of the Interior

Office of the Governor of Georgia

Bennie Ricardo Brown, III

(Simon’s Rock Early College)

9/12/78

10/2/78

1016/78

10/23/78

10/18/78

10/2fi178

11/1/78

10/30/78

10/30/78

11/1/78

11/1/78

11/16178

11/13/78

10/12/78

10/20/78

1/8/79

6/3/79
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ABELWOW
THEJOHNS RoPKINS UNIVERSITY
B&TmORE, MARYLAND 21218

2 OCTOBER 1978

Mr. W. H. PeDnim8tom, Director
Di.isionof Program Review and Coordination
Officeof NEPA A2faire, Ev
Deprtme”t of Energy “
Washington,D. c. 20545

Hy dear Mr. Bennington,

B-1 Your letter and ,“c1o,u,, of &gust 3, 1978, have been

received. l’beReport covers an Envfromental impact star~’
me”t o“ high level radioactive wastes at the Savam”ah River

Plant, at A2ke”, south carolima.

kfere”ce to previous wrk .“ I.”g-term waste ma.ageme”t has
been added i“ 3ectiom 11-C, History of Review of the Long-
Range Waste management Pr.~ramar SRP.

‘Ched.cment impressed me a% a. excellent review of the long
term history of examination of this Provocative problem.
Some reference should be rode, as well, to the fact that MC
laboratories began work .“ cc.ntaimentof thesewastesm.re
than20 yearsago. ~is would round out [he complete record
of attention 0,,, at least a quarter of a century.

@
L

B-2 The alternatives c.”sidered and quantified appear reasonable, NO resPor,se required.
eve. though many of the attributes are essentially q.alita-
ti”ely assessed.

B-3 0,. must inevitably be concerned about the fact that “early me Co”cludir,g Pragraph of Section 11 has ken modified to
ten years have passed since rec.ama”dat ions for critical resPond to this comer.t.
exP1oratioII of bed-rock possibilities had bee” ~e”erally
a~reed UP.” by competent students of the problem. The
abrupt closure by A3C in 1972 of these ProPosals should be
clarified to the extent chat the decision was “on-technical
and more a reflection of political threats by South Carolina
represe”tati”es.

1“ a.y event, the present document, it is hoped, will move
the exP1oratiom off of dead center.

very truly yours ,

Abel Wolma”
AW:eb



c-1

c-2

THE PENNSYLVANIA SThTE UNIVERS1m
UN1~R51m PA~, pENNS7LVWlA 16802
Telephone (814) 865-3421
October 6, 1978

W. H. Pe.ningto.
Mail Station E-201
GTN
Department of Ene,ey
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Penni”~ ton:

Enclosed herewith some comments .. the SRP EIS as requested
i. your letter.

Sincerely,

Ruetm Roy
Director, mterials Research Laboratory
a“d
Chairman, Sciemce, Techn.1.8y end Society Program

COMMENTS ON DRAFT EIS
Savannah River Plant

General comment.

The document is a well–reasoned presentation. of the probable This COme.t requires “o response.

environmental impact of the three waste dispossl scenarios.
1 believe that a convincing ~has bee. made that
solidification itself would not be a highly impacting step.

A very fine part of the $catemer,t is the well-written smmary
which allows a reader to get a good perspective of the whole
operation.

General Critique

1.

2.

a)

b)

Although it is alleged that these main scenarios have
bee. treated as alternecivea, in fact the entire d.cwent
is focused on the glass alternative, and the three su6-
cases thereof. l’hisis not so serious a defect for ehe

P.rpose of the EIS, however, It clearly leaTes completely
pen the most imp.rtamt choice which DOE will tive to
make : which system?

The document does not specify the choice sufficiently t.
be meaningft,l. i.e. Unless the total system is described,
how can the risks and costs be quantified. e.g. :

OffSite shipment t. where? Transportation accidents are
function of distance. .

What geological host rock? This will determine design of
temperature of container, which in turn will determine
c.ncentratiom of waste i. ~lass. At 35% (p.Iv-12) .haC
would be the temperature at the surface of the container?
P.lV-12 states that once emplaced the integrity .f ~lass
and container no 10n~er matter, i... the release of the
radiomucl ides is expected. (probably C.,,ecL .,=l.=.
tion.) THIS MEANS THAT UNLESS THE ROCK FORMATION ox

The PurPos, .f the document is to ,xP1o,. the e“vironraental
i,nplicazions of proceeding with en R&D program and the
environmental impacts of alternatives the~et.. Any latsr

Pr.P.s.ls t. take action of potentially si~nifica. t impact,
such as the construction of a major waste treatment facility
on the construction of a permanent waste cep. sit. ry, will be
covered in subsequent project-speeifi. environmental reviews,

A detailed explanation of the assumptions used in the risk
assessment are included in ERDA 77-42. For conservatism,
shipment was assumed over 3000 miles (probably the maxim..
distence a repository would be from SRP)



HYDRO+EOLOcY CAN BE CUAUNTEED SO~hIIERE OFFSITE, T~
OPTION 1S NOT VIABLE. Until this part of the system is
_, can one proceed with this option.

c-3 3. ‘l’hedocument is most baffling in what it omits. Surely
both Alternative ~ and ~ were straw-men and should have
had subcases which are the REAL COWETITORS FOR Tm GLASS
OFFSITE SCENm10. For examP1e> why were these no, con-
sidered.

m.. Alternative lb: Dewater and add carefully tailored
additions and concrete to s.lidifyin tanks. Entomb with
reinforcedCO.crete,andgr.utundertankswith tailored
SUpergro.t .

Alternative 3b: Instead of the ludicrous strew man of pump-
ing raw liquid .1 slurry inc. bedrock, employ well establish-
ed (ad improved by ,,$.per-8routing,,) Oak Ridge technology to
solidify wastes i. absorptive concrete. 1. my view the most
pr.bablY real choices will be between .41t.lb and 3b memtion-
ed above. The technology of 3b i. FAR ADVANCED OVER ~
GL4SS TEcHNOLOGY, with over 10 years experience in the u.s.
uhy was it ignored?

The specific disposal method .. host media has not been
,elecced The proposed R&D Program is flexible enough that
it does not foreclose any of the geologic disposal options
... under consideration. The smary has been modified to
reflect this. IL is emphasized that the Savan.ah River

wastes produce very little heat. Eve” if canisters of glass
containing five-year-old waste were emplaced i. a salt
cs.ern and the ...... were immediately backfilled and sealed,
and the waste canisters were assumed LO immediately dis-

*pp... , the interface temperature between 81..s and s.lt
would be about 150°C. 1. actual practice, f.”r canisters of
five-year-old waste would be produced compared with the
number of canisters co.tai”in~ the very much older waste.now
.“ hand, me five-year-old canisters would be widely spaced
amens the ...1 canisters, even if they were actually placed
in the rep..it.ry immediately afcer production. The repo?.i-
tory would remain open, dry, and cooled many years after
waste prod.. Lion at Sava””ah River closed, The .uter cani-
ster eontai”ing the glass would be specially chose” to give
a 1..s lifetime in whatever host medium the waste were
emplaced, and the vicinity “ear each container w.”ld be back-
filled with msterial having desirable chemical properties
relative co the container and desirable retention properties
relative t. any waste that could escape. Taking all these
factors i“t. account means that the glass would “ever experi-
.“., an interface temperature ~reacer than 80-100-C, and it
would be surrounded by a compatible host medium, l’hereis
ab.mda”t experimental evidence that 81.ss is a high integrity
waste from under these conditions.

With regard t. Alternative lb, scoping estimate. ha.. been
made i“ the past for various means of in-tank solidification.
~en safety, occupational exposure requirements, and ass.r-
.... of product quality and uniformity are provided f..,
these options cost about the same as removal from tanks and
conversion LO a high integrity form, and they provide an
inferior disposal system,

Alternative 3b could be employed if a decision were made t.
dispose of the waste i“ a bedrock cavern at Savannah River.
‘l’heOak Rids. technology is “ot applicable at Savannah tiver,
since Oak Rids. .s.s fractured shale in thin sheets for dis-

POS.1, and .. such geology is svailable at Savannah River.
‘III,reference document , E~A-77 -42 , discussed several 10w-
intesrity waste fores emplaced i“ bedrock under Sava””ah
River. As discussed in Sectiom IV-D, hot-pressed concrete
as a“ alternative was t. form is being investigated at DOE
laboratories a“d will be considered as a possibility for the
SW waste. .



C-4 4. Budgetary costs. These are so dependent on specific
technical choices (such a, density of loading in can-
isters, and canister transportation and emplacement )
that it borders o“ the meanir.sless unless the TOTAL
SYSTEM COST 1S SPECIFIED.

c-5 Specific critiques

p.11-1 (Par?..2, end) It is implied that gr..ti.g lot.
bedrock would require ,,exce”siveR&D.,, TIIis~ that
such R&D would be more extensive than for the slass OPtion.
l’heexact OPPOSite is true by one to two orders of ma~ni tude.
SO far the U.S. ~lass R6D has mot resulted i“ finning UP (a)
Composition and (b) Melter desi.3n,leave .1o., amy actual
technical problems such as electrode compositions, lifetime
tests of refractories, etc. COmPare this with Oak llid~e

K.o.ti.g techn.1.gY - 10 years in situ experience. which
needs more R&D??

C-6 P.11-9. The candid if i“comP1ete rePorts of the NAS
Committee a“d GAO reports leave me withchep“z,le- WY

Y DIDN,T SRP d. R&D on the alternatives?m

C-7 P.11-9. Contd 4.3). ‘l’hissingle .tatemenc is cited . . . . ar,d
over again, as though it were the last word from the State
s.vernme”t. It is a mild statement. since then .ptistic
estimates of other sites have chamged. MOREOVER 1 BELIEVE
THP.T THE E.I.S. TOTALLY UNREALISTIC IN lTS”SOCIO-POLIT1 CAL
E.I.S.,, SURELY THE STATE Of S. CAROLINA SHOULD BE PAID S~S
IN THE ORDER OF HUNDREDS OF M1LL1ONS OF ~LLARS AS PAID FOR
FEDERALLY-IMPACTED ~EA WHILE EMPLACEMENT PROCEEDS. 1
believe the S. C. Le~i$lature would have a very differer,c
attitude with a reasonable offer like chat.

Total system costs are discussed and estimated L. Sections X
and X1. A lar~e Portion of the cost of the waste v,ana~ement

Prosram for the Savannah River defense vast. will k for con-
struction of the 1..8. shielded building for carrying out
Operations .“ the waste, amd for removal of the waste from
exieting tanks and processing the waste e. that it is ready
for i..orporatlon into some high integrity form. Total sys-
tem cost. are therefore “ot very sensitive to credible varia-
tions i“ Present estimates of loading density, transporta-

tion, .. emplacement. EmA 77-42, Section 1x, co”tai.s the
detailed assumptions for cost estimating purposes.

The sentemce referred to in the couEue”taddresses liquid
waste (Alternative 3), mot concrete grout. Most of the MD
required would k for the bedrock cavern itself and determi-
“ati.” of its likely i“te~rity , not for the waste form. As
stated in ResPor,seC-3, the Oak Ridge tech”ol.gy is not

applicable t. the r..ks underlying the Savannah ruver site,
and also the Oak Ridge system is used fot i“temed iate level
wastes rather than high-level waste.

k stated in the Atomic Energy Commission press release
November 17, 1972, o“ p..tp.ains devel.pertt of che bedrock

Project at the Savannah Mver Plant, the Commissi.a” will
P1ace Priority o“ research and de”elop.ne”t on other dispo,al
methods. Co”sfstent with the rec.mendati.ans of the llIter-
ageucy Review Group on Nuclear Waste Mana~eae”t (T1M29442),

the DeParcmenL of Energy i. proPosins co continue national
research and development program on im.bilization of the
radioactive high-level waste for subsequent disposal. ~is

Program is described i. section IV-D.

Selection of radioactive waste repository sites will & i“
comP1iance with the applicable resulatio”s/~ui delimes .

Socioeconomic issues wi31 be addressed in project-specific
em.ironmental reviews.



c-8 P.11-11 (Par.. 1). Very muddled .. deliberately misleading.
my did AEC really stop work o“ bedrock storage i“ 1972?
What was the total $ investment in this study? What was the
,,tech”olo~yalready in hand?,, Glass? If it is mot in hand
now. how come it was i. hand then?

c-9 p.lv-18 (Par.. ). l’he entire tone of the document s.sgests
SO.. urgency t. get on with it. Why? ,.10year development,.
of bedrock SCO..S. technology (already a high estimate) is
u“accePcable, as though it was expected that WIPP, and a
final storage facility .111 be in operation in 10 years.
Does some one believe that? If ... why the hurry? Will the
public be very impressed by some tanks of hot glass? fiey
have had themm at Harwell for 15 years and it hasn,t COII-
vinced the public.

C-10 Final Cement

The urgent, polemic tone adv.catins e partic.lar slut i.. is
discree$i”~. ‘l’hereis so little “nderstandi”a of the total
national picture, the total RUM system, the explosion of new
science and technologies. THERE ARE VASTLY BETTER PRODUCTS
THAN THE PKOPOSED cuss. VIZ mTIFlcAL MINEtiL5. THERE ARE
VASTLY BETTER PROCESSES - OAK RIDGE GROUTING. UNLESS THESE
ARE COWARED AND A REASON GIVEN FOR CHOOSING GLASS, T~ EIS
Is lNCOWLETE.

me concluding paragraph of Seccion 11 has bee. modified to

,e.p.nd co ~his c.~eot. APP~Oxl.a,elY $3-5M Was .Pem, .II
bedrock disposal studies. The tech”ol.gy i“ hand was that
of retrievable surface stora~e as opposed to ~e.1.~ic
storage.

me decisior.,addressed by this EIS is whether or “ot DOE
should continue am R&D program. Any decision on iLlplemen-
tati.m of .. alternative will be addressed i“ project-
specific environmental reviews.

Section IV-D has been included t. discuss alternative waste
forms, the national a“d forei~” programs for their develop-
ment, aud the reasons for ch.osi~ glass as the ref....=.
waste form for the research and de.elopme”t, design, a“d
testi”~ Pro~ram covered i“ this Pro~camatic EIS for the
Savannah River Waste. ‘llIeselection of a waste fom for
implementation in a project will be addressed in a project-
specific enviro”me”tal review.

It is not the i.tent of the document to imply a sense of
urgency. Rather, this document analyzes the impacts of am
orderly prosram for R&D to permit immobilization .f the
defense waste o“ a timely schedule, as reconunemdedby the
President ‘s lntera~e”cy Review G,OUP for ““,1.,, waste
management. It should b. “.ated that if the program discussed
in this EIS is followed by authorization in 1981, startup
would not begin until 1988, and waste pr.cessimg would work
down the old imvemtory and become curremt with waste PrO-
d.cti.n in about the year 2000. 1? is .1s0 pointed out
that the impact of further delay in the Program would be
continued storage of wastes in tanks, requirements to build
more new tanks, and increased costs



NATIoNAL SCIENCE FOUNDATION
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20550

October 23, 1978

OFFICE OF THE AssrsTANT DLRECTOR
FOR ASTRONOMICAL, ATMOSPHERIC,
EARTH, AND OCEAN SCIENCES

Y.. W. H. Bennington, Direccor
Division of Program Review
and Coordinstlon

Office of NEPA Affairs, EV
Department of Energy
Washington, DC 20545

I)earMr. Pennin~ ton:

Your letter of 31 July 1978 transmitted t. the National SCi-
.... Foundation (NSF) f.. review the Department of xner~yss
draft Emvironmer,tal ImPa,t Sta?emen, , DOE)EIS.0023-D, Lo”8
Term ~nageme.t of Defense High-Level Radioactive Wastes,
Savannah Rivet Plant (SRP) , Aiken, South @ro1ina.

The dr.ft Stacemenc ha. been reviewed by appropriate NSF
7 staff. TfIefollowing comments are offered:.

D-1 To date, the SRP has an excellent safety record. l“nelocal

PoP.la.. i. accustomed co thecloseProximityof that facil–
ity. A significant portion of 10C.1 euploymeat is SRP de-
rived or related. Give. the c..ti..ation of current tre.ds
these fact... are unlikely t. change significantly.

This DEIS appears to be well prepared and quite complete,
with .ne exception noted. l’heenerF,y requirement, which will
be e high cost factor for each alternative, should be eval-
uated and considered i. the decision P.OC.6S.

D-2 Considering the local ~e.logy and hydrology, the size of the
reserve wastes, and shortcomings inherent i. long distance
transportation, alternative (2), sub.... (c), seems prefer-
able (process to glass, disposal in bedrock cavern at SRP).

Requireme. rs for th. principal sources of energy f.. each

alternative .re estimated in Table VII-1, Costs for this
energy are included in cost estimates discussed in Section
x1-c

lb. p,oPo,ed waste form technology development pco~ram does
not foreclose any of the repository options being considered.
However, selection of the CyPe of ~eologic formation and the
specific cites for repositories will be addressed in
seParate EIS,S.



W3 The draft statement indicates that certain research and
development efforts ?...yet t. be undertake.. When the
results of these efforts are known, decisions on the
alternatives WY be made more adequately. Since the DEIS

p.e...t. pl...g.g data 1. te..s of . 300 year pe~iod,
alternative (1) could be favored over the ocher two (con-
tinued storage in tanks). This would S11OW time for more

advanced methods of treatment and st.ra~e to be developed
that may be superior to those of alternatives (2) a“d (3).
Alternative (3) appears to be the least desirable in view of

p.s.ible p~oblem. i. the f.t..e inv.1.ims inac..$sibi1ity of
the waste..

Sincerely yours,

me Report to the President by the lntera~ency Review Gro.P
0“ Nu.l... waste M.n.g.m.nt, march 1979 (TID-29h42) re..m-
mends that imnobilization of the ..ste should kgin a. soon
as practicable. A stated i“ the Foreword and discussed
further in Section IV-D, a large R&D pTogram is being con-

ducted on alter.ati.e waste fem.. This is i. parallel t.
the development of the reference waste f.m, bor.silicate
~lass monoliths. ‘l’heproposed R&D program i. aimed sc per-
mitting a decision .. a“ SRP innn.biliz.tion plant in 1982,
and on a wsste fonr i“ 1984.

Daniel Hunt
Deputy .4.sSista”t Director



DUKE PWER CO~ANK

EL2CTR1C CENTER, BOX 33189, CH.4RLOT’CE, N. C. 28242

(704) 973-4226

E. B. HAGER
CUIEF ENGINEER
ZmlR0M8NTAL DIVISION

October 18, 1978

~F.tment of Energy
Wa,hi”~ to”, D. C. 20545

Attention:Mr. W. R. Pe”nington, Director
Division of ?ro~ram Review
and Coordination

Office of NEPA Affairs, EV

Re : Lo”z-Tem Management of Defense..—.–—–..– .– ––––..––
H2~i-Level Radioactive Wastes,
Savannah River Plant, Aiken, s. c.
mEiEI S-0023-D
File Nos. GS-N-9, GS-N-9. 9, CS-S-64

We appreciate the opportunity to comeot o“ the subject envi-
ronmental imPact statem,”t. Radioactive waste disposal ,
*ether it be from the national defense Pro~ram or from the
““clear electric energy program, is a most important “ans-
wered question. ~ile we recognize that the wastes from
nuclear electric 8eneratimg facilities and those from petem-
tial reprocessim~ facilities are different from the wastes

generated at the Savannah River Plant, we belie.. that mch
important technology c.” be gained from tbe permanent disPos-
al of the %va””ah Nver f’lantwastes.

The results of the study presented in the subject report

j.,tffy a P.m...nt disposaloption.me ..et.... ~re,ented
for conti”uati.a” of stora~e a“d deferment of pema”enr dis-

P..a1 .~e .MccePtably high from an envirome. tal .Landp.imt.
We U.E, tba Department of E“er8y to take e lead i“ deu,on-
strati”g and Iice”si”g penna”e”t radioactive waste disposal.
We believe that dealing with waste disposal “OW will save
many dollars , resources, and pop.lati.” exp.s.re. , .xP.c1.llY
s1.., ultimte disposal must be dealt with.

211eFederal gover”memt reco8mizes its resp.a”sibility i“ the

p..per management and disposal of nuclear waste. on March
13, 1978, President tirter established the lntera~e”cy Re”tew
Group on N.cl-r Waste b~gement (lP.G)to foru,ulate
recommendations for establishment of am administration
policy with respect .0 lon~tem Ulanageme”t of ““clear
wastes a“d supporting programs to implement this policy.
The draf, lRG rePort “a, published in October 1978 and
received extensive public inputs. z’he fimal lRG report
(T1b29442) w.. published in ~rch 1979 and f.- the basis
for ~la..%”z by Federal .&e.ctes . The Department of E“er~y

ProPoses t. continue its research and development program
to immobilize and dispose .f the radioactive waste.

Your. ,ery truly,

s. B. nag,,
SBfllDBB:sd



W. P. BEBBINGTON

905 WHITNEY DRIVE
A1=N, SOUTH CAROLINA 29801

October 24, 1978

W. H. Penningto., Director
Division of Program Review and Coordination
Office of NEPA Affair., EV
&Partm.nt of Energy
Washin~ ton, DC 205k5

De,, Dr. Pennin~ton,

Thank you for the opportunity t. c.ment . . DOEIEIS-0023 -D,
,,Draft Environmental Statement - Long-Term Mnage.ent of
Defe.se High-Level Wastes - Savannah River Plant.- The
St.tement presents the dilemma of having to choose ao”~
alternatives that entail extremely high costs to achieve
extremely low calculated risks and those that entail moderate
costs with very low associated risks, o.. of the latter beimg
the do nothing, option of continuing forever the preser.t
waste-management practices.

f-l Although .. concl.sfons are presented in the statement, it is

evident from the summaries of ,,Research and Development
Needed,,in Section IV that only Alternative 2, Subcase1,
,“Processt. G1aSSandShipto a FederalK.PositorY,,,is under

? active consideration. This alternative is estimated to cost
L $1.7 billion, six times as much .s comti”uing operation of

tank storage (Alternative 1), and would achieve only a 36 per
cent reduction i. risk. Both of these alternatives have, 1
believe, important ,,diffic.lt-to-quamtif y,, factors that are
“ot evaluated in Table 1-2.

F-2 Alter”.tive 2, Suhcase 1 i. so very high in cost that there
is . high risk that the funding of it .111 be indefinitely
delayed, thus co”tin.ing Alternative 1 by default. Alterna-
tive 2-1 would also certal”ly rate very low i“ ,“Comfoma”ce
with Policies of Governments of States other than S. C. a“d
G..,, Since the citizens of the states where the Federal

—.

repository would be located and across which the wastes would
be shipped would have derived “o economic benefits from the
oeprations at Savannah River that created the wastes, their

80..r~e.t. ...ld be ..de..t..dab1y .el..ta.t t. accept
responsibility for disposal.

lt is correct that A2ter,,ative 2-1, “lnnnobilizeand
ship to Federal Repository,” is receivi% the major atten-
tion i. the R6D design a“d testing program. However,
decisions regardi~ the specific waste fom or the “lti-
mate disposition of the waste form have yet to be made.
The pl....d R&D programs will p..vide the technical bases
for these decisions. me needed R&D programs are dis-
cussed in Section IV-B a.d Section IV-D, which was added
to describe pla”n.d work on alternative waste forms. The
choice between Alternative 1 and the various options of
Alter.acive 2 must be made co”siderin~ hth cost and the

Pe...ived ..1... .f the added safety ..d ...ida..e .f the
need for f“t.re action.

I“cl”ded i. Alternative 2 are three options for the ulti-
mate disposal of the waste.: (1) Disposal in a Federal
Repository, (2) storage i. surface Facility at SRP, and
(3) Disposal in a wdrock Ca”ern at SRP. Each of these
has its ... merits and faults which change depending on
the viewPoi”t of the ,V,lU.tiO”. Eventually, a cO”Se”S”S
decision must be reached that balances both local a“d
national considerations of risk and &“efits, both past
amd present. This statement considers the en.ironme”tal
risks and henefics a“d demonstrates that the impact is
sm.11 from any of the alcer”atives. Other factors,
including cost , are evaluated to the extent possible



F-3 Another ,difficult-t.-quantify., factor for Alternative 1 is ~e requirements for indefinite tank storage are given in

the risk that neither .dequace funds nor adequately conpece.t Sections IV-BandX1. DOErec.gr.izestheuncertaintiesin
staffwillbe providedforcenturies.Althoughtheestimated P~Ojec~imgthebehaviorof cognizantofficialsi. thedi.-
c.st.f thisalter”ati.ei“eludesthe endowmer.t of f.”ds for taut future.
the future, the actual expenditures will presmably ha.. to
be authorized in .....1 Federal budgets. Attracting high-

s..d. technical staff t. the dead storage of old waste. will
certai”l, be difficult.

F-4 Alternative 3, ,,Liquid i“ SRP Bed rock,, deserves further .On-
sider.ti.” since it holds the promise of being achievable at
re.so”able cost a“d i“ reasonable times. AS presented 1. the
Statement, its only ,“q.antifiable, shortcoming is its rela-
tively high calculated ,,Offsite Pop.latio” Dose Risk.,, l’his
risk, according to Table X11-10, would be less than 0.1 P.,
cent of either the oatural dose or the average medical dose
to the Perti”e”t poPulatio”, but is high relative to those
calculated for the other alternatives. Virtually all of the
risk calculated for Alternative 3 is associated with the
period .f about a year d.rimg which the waste would be tra”.-
ferred to the bedrock ca”ern; the risk .“,, the w.,,, was in
the cavern would be very low.

F-5 l’hevulnerability d..in~ the period of tramsfer was envi-
sioned a. being co $.b.tage .. earthquake damage. me
as.umptio”s up.” which these risks were calculated are “ot

.sive. i. the statement.

F-6 The secondfull IJeraSCaPh.“ ~a~e X11-12s,atesq“alitacively
SO.. exeremerisk. of failure during transfer in a manner
that Is quite different from the q.ant%cati.e assessments
made elsewhere in the statement. Most certainly PeoP1e would
not be permitted to drink water from the Tuscaloosa aquifer
if it had bee” so contaminated that it would give them lethal
radiation doses!

Connnemt noted; no resPo”se required,

me a,,umPtioDs UP.. which the earthquake risks are based
are in ERDA 77-42, p. v-42. The see”.rio assumes that 25%
of the wastes are in the cavern at the time of earthquake,
the earthquake frequency which would result in a pathway
from the aver” to the aquifer would be 3.3x10-5[yr. , 5000
~allo”s of was L, would be transferred to the aquifer every

year for three years, 50,000peoplemoveontotheplantsite
and“s, thewater““de.thesit,100y,..,.ftert~e,ar~k-
quake. EXDA 77-42 also explains that the detailed scenarios
considered for sabota~e are “OE ~iven for ,..s.”s of ,...,i,y
but are give” i“ a classified appendix to the document.

The referenced parasraph is a s-ry of the quantitative
results presented in section V. It is customary to .tac.
co”seque”ces of possible accidents without corrective
actions i“ Environmental Impact statements, It is probably
true that few PeoP1e would actually receive large exposures
before cons.mptio” of the water would cease, eve” by an

.mi.f.med 8ro.P of users. Corrective actions are dis-
cussed for this scenario in Section X11-D.



F-7 1. view of the potentially great advantages of Alternative 3 ‘l’hetradeoff between cost and risk is treated in Section X1.
over the others, the Final Statement should present much more Optimization of the desism to reduce radiation risks i.
detailed explanations and analyses of the risks of sabotage treated by applying the NRC and OMB ..st-benefit relation-
and earthquake., including the measures assumed to forestall ship $10001w>rem. ‘rheanalysis in Section XI is intended
their effects. ‘l’hecosts of additional mea..res to reduce to .11ow risk-benefit consideration. to be treated on a con-
the current estimates of risk by factors of 10 and 100 should sistent basis for .11 of the alternatives by presenting the
be estimated. ~rin~ the period of .aste transfer, sab.ta~e incremental co.t-risk relationship for each alternative.
could be deterred by redundant technical surveillance and
sec.ricy techniques supplemented by onsite military forces.
The vulnerability of the fill line between ground surface amd
the tunnel bulkhead could be greatly reduced by application
of tilenorts of safeguards that are applied to nuclear
reactors - basically these v..ld be automatic closures, top
and bottom, actuated by seismic sensors. Again, redundancy
of systems should greatly decrease risk.

F-8 Table V-4, Paz, V-11 , “Manp.wer a“d Time Requirements for

Ope..ti...1 M.d.l..,” should include data for transfer of

liquid waste to a bedrock cavern.

me manpower a“d time required for removal of wastes from
old tanks a“d transfer t. either new tanks .. to bedrock
cavern were assumed to be the same.

0“ Page IV-19 it is stated ‘“..research and d.V.10P...C
efforts for.alternative (3) would be directed toward ens.r-
ing the integrity of the bedrock..This work is not underway
and is not currently proposed far fu.ding.,, 1. view of the
potencial .f Alternative 3 and of the finding. of the review

pa.els (page. 11-6 thro.gh 11-10), thi. posit%.. .h..1d b.
reconsidered.

Y
L

Sincerely,

W. B. Bebbi”gt.n

cc, N. Stetson, SRo



uNITED STATES
wCLE.4R KEGULAT0R7 c~IssION
WASHINGTON, D.C 20555
N.” 1, 1978

Mr. W. H. Pe.nington, Director
Office of NEPA Coordination
U. S. Department of Energy
Wsshingto., D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Pe.nimgt.n:

S.bject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement, Loms-Term
Management of Defens. High-Level Radio.. tive
WasCe5, Savamnah River Plant, Aiken, South
Carolina, DOEIEIS-0023-D

This office ha. reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the Lon8-Tem Management of Defense Hi8h-Level
Radioactive Wastes, Savannah River Plant, Aiken, south
Carolina (DOB/E1s-0023-D) as requested i. your letter of
July 31, 1978. 1. co.~ideration of this draft e.viromemcal
imPact statement, our cements on DOE/EIS-0023-D are enclosed
for your .s..

sincerely ,

Voss A. Moore, .4.sistant Director
f.. Environmental Pzoje.ts
Division of Site Safety and
Environmental Analysis

Enclosure :
Come”ts on DOEIEIS-0023-D

cc: Mr. Thomas Sheckells (5)
Environmental Protection Agency
Room 537, West TOW,,
401 M Street, S. W.
Washington, D. c. 20460



NRC COMMENTS ON DWFT EIS ,
LONG-TEM I“,ANACEMENTOF DEFENSE HIGH-LEVEL MD1OACT1m WASTES,
SAVANNAH R1vER PUNT, AIuN, sOuTN CAROLTNA

General C.ments

C-1 1. ‘RI,document .ss.ss,. the environmental imPaccs asso-
ciated with the three identified .lter.atives; how-
ever the comPariso” between the alternatives does not
include . recommemdatiom .. the preferred optic...

2. Since no detailed technical descriptions have been

p...ided i. the s.bject docwn=.t fo~ ..y of the prop.sed
hi~h level waste rna.a8eme”t alternatives, the NRC is
.“able to provide cements related to maintaining
releases to the environment to “as 10.,Ias is reasonably
achievable,, (ALA31A)levels.

G-2 3. The SRP ..site and .ff.ite radiological environmental
monitoring program and the operational tnonitorimg results
should he referenced. The exi,tin~ SRP radiological
monitoring program should be ~e.erally described and .I,y
changes to the existi.~ monitoring program needed for
each of the different waste alternatives should be dis–
cussed.

Y
z

G-3 specific Cements

~~

11-9 The design of the Activity Collection (confinement)
System does not incorporate a means to control the
humidity of the exhaust air in the event of ..
accident before the air is passed through the HEPA
filter-charcoal adsorber system. k ensi”eered
safety feature (ESF) filter system should consisc of

heat... , demi.t.r., P.efilt.~.. ~pA filter., .har-
,..1 adsorbers , a“d afL.. fLiters.

11-11 consideration should be given to replacing the port-
able demineralize.. in the Fuel and Tar$et Storage
Basin clea””P sysce,nwith a PerrMne”t system. AI..,
the handling of demi”eralizer re~enerant solutioos is
not described. Systems should be provided t. m.i.-
tai” discbar~es of regenerant wastes to AL.4RA levels.

l’hepreferred alternative for this p..gramatic EIS is the
continuation of an R&D program aimed at imohilizati.n of
the SP.Pliquid high-level waste for disposal and is iden-
tified i“ the Foreword a“d S.mary. Detailed technical
descriptions will be included in s.bseque. t project-
specifi. e“vironmemtal documents.

The Savannah River Plant has had .. extensive .nsite and
offsice e“vironmemtal monitoring program since 1951
(before plant startup). The mo.itorin~ program measure.
direct radiation, breathing air, deposited radioactivity
and radioactivity in consumed materials including wet.=,
milk, fruit, vegetab le., graim, fish, fowl, etc. A
description of the monitoring pro~ram and results are

give. i. the ~j.r ..f.r.... d..~e. t, E~A-1537, Appendix E.
and the results are .1s. published amr,ually for public
distrib.tio. (Environmental M.mitorin8 in the Vicinity of
the Savannah ~ver Plant - &n”al RePort) Due to the

pr.g~.mati. ..t.re of this E1s, . de.c~ipti.m Of the
environmental monicori”~ program has been omitted. The
rn..it.ring pr.gram, together with any changes necessitated
by the implementation of the waste memagement slter”ative,
will be presented in project-specific e“viro.mental doc.-
Inentation

Z’hesecomments were submitted .. the draft of E8DA-1537
a“d were resPomded to on Pases K-25 chrou~h K-29 of the
final document.



G-3 specific comments
contd

~

11-16

11-18

11-28

11-120

111-82

comment

me report states that leakage in the process heat

exchan~ers represents aPProximetely one-fourth OF the
total ,.l,.s,. from the reactor area. Howe”,,, ..
mentiom is made of measures take. to isolate the leak-
i“p,heat exchanger or to otherwise cootrol releases.
2’becapability of the systems to maintain releases
km in the e“e”t of Process heat exchanger leaka~e
should be described i. the DES.

1. order to achieve optimum control of releases and
t. maimt.in releases of radioactive material. L.
liquid effluents AL4RA, releases should be collected
i“ monitor tank, and each batch sampled before di?.-

charge. Releases should be monitored cor,tinuouslyand
if activity 1...1. exceed predetermined limits, the
capability should exist ,. further Process these
effluents.

1. order to maintain releases of radioactive iodine
as low as is reasonably achievable, cor,sideratio.
should be ~iven to adding i.dine absorber, after the
sand filter. used t. process effluents from the
csnyo. processing ....s amd process vessel vents.

~ere appears CO be a. inconsistency in the methods
for handling of drummed solid waste (20 year retriev-
able sEorase) ,,.,.s bulky solid waste and co.cami-
oated equipment (buried directly in earthen trenches)
‘l’helatter method could lead to migration of activity
into the ~roundwater with eventual release to the
environment. me environmental statement does not

P...ide the details .ecessarY t. show that radioactive
materials contained in these wastes will mot migrate.

1. order to prevent eve.flow from tank risers and
vents, level controllers and alarms that will auto-
matically terminate transfer of waste into the tank
should be installed i. all tanks.



.



G-9 ~

V-2 8

G-10 ~

V-30

G-12 ~

v1-2

G-14 ~

X1 1-6

X11-7
rhr.
x11-1 1

comment

Ssbotage events should .1s. be considered for
transportation and storage in the exposure risk
analysis of Alternative 2, S.bcaae 1.

comment

Sabotage events should .1s. be considered for stor-
age in the exposure risk analysis of Alternative 2,
S“bcase 3.

-

Offsite lamd contamination may also result from
sabotage durim~ transportation for Alternative 2,
sub.... 1, and during storage for all the alteraa-

ti”.,.

comment

lt should be noted Chat Table VI-1 references Table
VIII-1 which does not exist.

Cement

lt is not clear why the l..g-ter. ma.-re~ doses for
Alternative 1 and 3 are greater than thoee for
Alternative 2 in Table IX-1. The differences in
tabulated z.”-,,, between alternatives for both
shore-term and lon~-term operations should be dis-
cussed.

comment

‘l’hebasis for using s lower population dose due ~.
routine waste processir.~ release, i. Tables x11-6,
7 end 8 rather than the dose ~iV,II on Pa~e X11-6
(22 m..-relnlyr) for proce,si”g operations is not
clear.

-

~. reSOIUtiO” of the come”ts 0“ Tables V-12 Chru
16 should be i“corp.arated into tbe summaries of
costs exposure risks presented in Tables x11-5

Sebotase has been considered for this alternative. 2’he
analyses show sabota~e to result in na$li~ible imPacts
Discussion of sabotage for this alternative c.” be found 011

Page VI-15 of ERDA 77-42.

See the resDor,se to G-9

U“d contamimatiom beyo.d the immediate vicinity is esti-
mated to be me~ligible for tbe transportation activity, .s
discussed i,,the reference ERDA-77-42. Ssbotage during
storage is +,1s.explicitlycovered i. that reference.
Assumes hig]lintegrity shipping cask and waste form which
would not r<?s.ltin si~mificant land co”taminatio” due to
sabotase.

n. table has been corrected.

The detailed cOmPO”e”tS of risk that make UP the sumary of
Table 1X-I a,, ~i”elli“ Table. V-12 through v-16 and Table
V-2, .. that each reader c.” examine the different sources
.f .isk. l’he.ecomponents were used to construct Table 1X-1

as exB1ai”ed in Secci.a”11-B.2.

n. dose give” on page x11-6 is incorrect, and has been
cban~ed to be co”sisce”t with the tables.

2’betables are consistent with each other, a“d bve bee”
cb.”ged to include risk i“te~rac i.” to 10,000 years and
undated costs.

thru 9.



G-16 ~ ~

XIII-1 Tn. offsite p.pnlati.. dose risks pr.se.eea i.
Table X111-1 do not correlate with the information

give. i. T.bl. XI1-10 page XII-13, particularly f..
Alternative 2, Subcase 3. Please clarify.

G-17 The radiation exposures listed in Table VI-1, page
VI-2, should be included as additional qua.tifiable
emvironme”tal impacts.

G-18 ~e derivation of the off.ite population dose from
natural radiation is not presented in the text of
the document, and it i. mot clear how the value of
2.3xI08 man-rem i. obtained.

G-1 9 ‘Z’he amount of accidental off site land contamination
should be revised, as appropriate, afEer co.sidera-
tio. of the various comments .. the topic of sabo-
tage.

Table X11–10 gives a“era~e dose risk on an annual hsis

(man-rem/year), whereas Table X111-1 gives time-integrated
risk (man-rem). The two differ by am i.tegratiom over
time, taking into account radi...clide decay and population

gr..th.

me radiation exposures given in Table X111-1, Q.antifiable
Environmental Impacts, .lready imcl.de the exposures given
in Table VI-1.

The off.ite population dose from .at.ral radiation is csl-
.ulated by integratir,g the individual dose over oh. popula-
tion within 150 km of che SRP site, with a. allowance for

P.P.lati.. growth as e.Plai.ed in the text, and over the
time period of interest.

See wsPomses G-9 and G-11.



ENVIRONMENTALISTS , lNC
Founded 1972

October 30, 1979

Mr. W. H. Pe”nin8t0”
Mail Station E-201, GTN
Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Penni.’gt.n:

SUMECT: Draft Environmental lnPact Statement Lo”~-Tem
W.ageme.t of Defense Hizh-Level Radioactive
wastes

Savannah River P1ant , Aike., south &roli.a

July 1978 DOEIEIS-0025D”

H-1 General comments:

‘l’heEIS purportedly provides environmental input for deci-
sions o. whether Savannah River hi~h-le.el radioactive wastes
should be processed and solidified,,in .Ccorda.ce with o..
national goals, o, whether the wastes should be kept in
storage tanks .n?il such time as o.. priorities, technology,
and re~ulations permit disposal i. bedrock beneeth the SRF

Y site. ,,(S)... future generation may make a decision that
: some other disposal method would be more desirable.,,

The EIS supports those who allege that there is no federal
comittme. t to solving our high-level radio.cci.e waste
Mameg.ment problems.

Three critical issues are ianored i. the EIS: the problem of
accumulated hi~h-level radioactive ..s,,s (HLRw); the fact
that this country i. seriously contemplate.~ the generation
of similar comerc ial nuclear e.er~y wastes; the fact that
this country is seriously c.n$ideri.~ accepting foreign waste
fuel on a large ,..1..

Although the EIS gives lip service to the ~oal of solidifica-
tion of west. and .ubseque. t stor.8e at a federal repository,
the goal is not supported in the rep.rr. clearly and con-
sistently, remarks and j.d~ents are introduced which are
biased in favor of tank scorase for a. indefinite period of

Ci.e, P..haPS .ulmina?i.~ in bedrock ,t.r.~..

The purpose of this EIS is r. analyze the e.viromental impli
cations of e larse Federal research and development program
t. develop methods for 1on8-tem management of the high-
level wastes a. tbe Savannah w.er Plant. me EIS .,.15’...
the envir..m.n.al impacts which would result from adoption
and implement. ci.. of the developed technology. ‘ZhePre-
ferred alternative is to conduct an R6D program aimed at
immobilization f.. subsequent disposal. l’hepurpose and
preferred alternative have been clarified i. the Foreword.



H-1 This narrow-minded attitude in favor of .. action is ..forL.-
contd mate because the SRP waste ma.ageme. t program could provide

import.mt leadership to assist this country coward a sol.tie.
of its commercial nuclear waste problem.

This lack of dedication is outrageous &cause - for ...s..s
of health and safety and .cceptable economic. - c.m.rci ally-

g...c.d.d HLRw .... be treated i. a f.. more responsible
w.”... 1 .“c1os, the Code of Federal Re8u1.tion to remind
.s all that CoMerc ial HLRW c..mot be stored for more than
five yea,,. After that period of time they must k .o”verted
to dry solids and placed i“ sealed co.tai”ers for shipment co
a federal repository. Military HLRW have characteristics
which require chat they be isolated for similar periods of
time a“d in a similar .......

H-2 Specific comments:

P.s. 1–2 mention. storage ,“for se.ezal decades.,. ‘l’hisperiod
of time is not justified i“ relationship to the consideration
of surface tank storage f.. 100 years (PS X1–4 a.d else-
where) . ~ver” storage protection is noted for 300 Y,.,,
(pages X11-12 and else-here). Each of these time frames IS
u.j.stified when compared to the NAS/NRC recomme.datio” of
isolation for 1000 years (page 11-9).

l’hisc..f.sio” regarding the appropriate period of isolation
of wastes is particularly important because of the EIS
L.terest in .ontin.i”~ the present i“actio. by storing the

T wastes i“ s.rface La”ks for 100 more years. This allegedly
E cheap option would clearly not be cheap if the wastes must be

maintained for 1000 years. Furthermore, this option is mot
cheap if ,,SOM.future gene.atio”.,is forced to take action
because our generation lacked the leadership to t,akedecisive
action.

H-3 P~ x11-20 clearly states that the Tuscaloosa a“d McBean aq”i-

fers are ~ interco””ected. To my knowledge, this issue is
still debatsble. 1. the event of earthquake, accident. ,
technical complications, or some other factual mis. ”dersLa”d-
i“~, this “..ercai.ty could clearly expand the area of catas-
trophe associated with bedrock or cavern stora~e.

the IRG ~ecomendations after appropriate NEPA review.

2’hepurpose of this EIS is to assess the e“vlro.me.tal impli-
cations of co”ti.ui.g a. R6D program which could lead to removal
of SP.Phigh-level waste from tanks, co”ce”trati.g them into a

high-activity fraction, and imobilizi”g the radioactive
.“clides i. a high-integrity fom for s.bseque”t disposal.
This is the Preferred action. However, other alter”.tl,es
were considered to provide a range for comparism of poEe.-
tial en.ironme”tal impacts.

The EIS hs been modified to add integration of risks to
10,000 years. These chamses are included in Sections v-c.3,
Tables X11-5 through X11-9, and i“ the S“mm.ry. l’hecosts

for alternative 1 are indepe.dent of the length of time the
tank farm remai.s in operation since, as described on
p. X-1, a trust f.”d would be established which is sdeq”ate
to replace tanks every 50 year.

As show” i“ Figure 111-4, the McBea”-Congaree .q.if.. is
separated f,W the base of the Tuscaloosa aquif,, by ah.”,
600 feet. Within this section are several beds of clay that
would impede any upward movement of co.tami”at i.. that had
found its way into the t.aseof the Tuscaloosa. 1“ addition,
there appear to h no vertical ~..dients within the T.sca-
1..s. formation that would ca”.e upward water movement from
its base to its “PP., bo”ndsry . The diff,,,”., i“ hydraulic
heads show. .. Fi~”re 111-4 f“dicates that there is not .
direct con.ectio” between the E1le”to” ad Co”8aree forma-
tions. These two for.atio”s are separated by a clay that

apP.... t. ~ ...ti....s over a large part of the so.th-
easter” u.s.



H-4 Pg 111-9 The alternative of tank surface storage ignore. the
close proximity of the water table.

H-5 P~ 111-11 .4major earthquake 1s regar$ed as improbable, de-

.Pit. (1) the area is a Class 111 earthq..ke ..... (2) m,j.,
cavern exca.. tion and refilliw is proposed; (3) past experi-
ence with the refilling of caverns has resulted i. earth-

quakes.

Pg IV-11 h 12,Tank.t.rageof HLRWat SKP:
H..manyHLRWtanksarenowbeingusedWhichareleakin8?
HOWmanyHLRWtanksare“..beinsusedwhich are “.[ leaki”.q?
How many ~RW tanks are “0. under co”structio.?
How .a”y HLRW tank. will he constructed within the next five

ye.K.?
tiich if any, of the above HLKW tanks are stai.less steel?
If the above tanks are used fo, 10n~-term .,.,,s., how many
will be required a“d how long will it be .“til the tanks c.”
b, covered and abando.ed?

of the three pote”tfal release paths for radioactive liquid
wastes at SRP (into the ground, o,,. the surface of the

g~...d, ..d it. the atmosphere), the m..t .i8.ifi...t p.th.
from the point of view of safety are surface spills and
atmospheric releases . For radi.n.clid.s released i“t. the
clayey SOil ar.uti the vast, tanks, the time to .i~rate to

~r...terter ..d th...e t. ..~f..e .t..an. iS so 1..8 that the
radi.nuclides will almost comP1etely decay before .eacbi.~
the streams. The relative imohility of radio”.elides re-
leased to the ~routi at 5RP is discussed i“ Section V a“d

Appendices A a.d B of Lh. ~ck.p d...mt.t, ERDA-77-42, ad t.
Section 111 of E~A-1537.

(1) SRP is in Zone 11 b“t “ear the bou”dag of Zones 11 a“d
111 as shown o“ the risk maP of the U.S. (A2~emissio. 1969);
however, this page-sized map of the e“tire U.S. is O“lY a

g....alized K.fde C. ...thq.ake risk. Fa.ility d.sig. i.
based o. sesmic risk factors developed frm more specific
informatio. than location o. a ~e”eralized map.

(2)K (3)Earthquakeshavebee.inducedby fillingeurfacereser-
voirs where a new hydraulic Press... is imposed i“ the area.
Earthquakes have also ken i“d.ced by high pressure injection
of fluid into well, . However, m. data is known to DOE that
indicate that earthquakes have bee. induced where the new
hydraulic pressure is less than the original hydrostatic

p~e...r..

,4nswers to the first two parts of this cement require clari-
fication of the tem ,“leaki”~,,as applied to waste tanks.
The SRP high-level waste tanks provide three distinct bar-
riers &twee. the stored waste and the s.rrou”di”g gro.”d:
(a) tbe steel ,,Prinary tank, (b) the steel ,,secondary” tank
under and around the primary, and (c) the water-tisht rein-
forced concrete vault completely s.rroumdi% the two steel
vessels. Nine ],rimary tanks have developed cracks which
allowed small q..mtities to seep into the se.o.dav tanks,
where it &s ken completely contained i“ all cases b“t one.
There is .. evidence that g of the secondary ta.ks have
leaked (i... Cllroushfissures or flows in the walls or
bottom); however, the steel secondary vessels of the 16
oldest tanks are O.lY five feet high, a.d there h. teen one
incident, i. 1960, in which s.fficie.t waste leaked frcmIthe
primary to ex.<?ed the height of the short secondary pa”.
A2most .11 of tti excess was contained by the concrete outer
tank, hut a few tens of gallons of waste escaped (presumably
thro.~h am imperfectly-sealed co”str.ctio” joint) into the
s.rro”.ding ground, where its radioactive comp.”ents tive
bee” absorbed :,”dhave remained close to the tank for the
past 19 years. Fr.m an e“vironme”t.1 impact .tandpoi”t , only



H-6
contd

this one SRP waste tank has leaked. This tank b. tee. per-
m.ne. tly retired from service; as of October 1979, .11 of the
liquid waste a.d over 98% of the sludge have been removed
ftom the tank, and fu=ther cleaning of the tad are in pro-
gress. Seven of the other eight tanks in which some waste
has leaked into the secondary vessel. are currently in
dormant service holding aged waste, although most of the
liquid ha. b... .em.ved fr.. two of these waste. one of the
eight is in active service, with the liquid level restricted
to below cbe elevation of the eingle known crack. ‘RI.eight
will be emptied, cleaned, and retired within the next few

Y.*r. .. -. ...ks ... ...P1.t.d.

1. addition to the above eight tanks, 16 .Lher tanks with
double steel vessels, are currently in ser.ice (including
three .ssG.tiaLly empty tanks designated as emergency
spares). Seven of these are .f older (Type 1) design and ...
scheduled for removal of their waste by 1984. Also, eight
..cooled .aste tanks having a single steel vessel inside a
concrete 6he11 are in low-heat waste se.vice; all but one of
tbes. will b emptied (including sludge and salt cake) by the
middle of 1983. 0.. ..co.led (Type IV) ta.k will remain in
service as a cesia ......1 ..1..” feed tank, receiving off-
epecificati.m overheads f.om the 242-H evaporator and low
radioactivity ..s,. frm the ResiIIRegenerat ia Facility
(Bldg.. 244-H and 245-H). The remaining nine existi.g tanks
are of the current (Type 111) design with stress-relieved
Primary vessels a.d eecomdary steel vessel, the full height of
the primaries. Four Type 111 tanks have been completed
recently .md will k placed in service late in 1979 or early
i. 1980, and 14 others ... i. various stages of construction,
with scheduled completion dates of April 1980 (4), August
1980 (6), and March 1981 (4). A21 of the above t- are of
carbon steel

quantitativeanswersto thelastPrt of the ~ue.ti.n depend
.. S,”,..1 f.CtOrS yet to & resolved, C.rre”t forecasts
predict high-level waste production at SRP avecaging
1.600.000 gallons P,. yea. .“<. the next 6...6.. kft,,

a$i.g. this =. & ~.d..ed t. salt cake and sludge ~c”pyi.g
30 to 35% of tbe original volume, i.e., about 500,000
gal.lye,,. Thus , an average of four “ew tanks Per decade
would ti needed to maintain tk present mode of operation
indefinitely, “.t co.nting replacements for tanks reaching
the e“d of their useful Iifeci.e, .

under current criteria, tank. c.nt.ining aged high-level
waste will “ever k ,,c.ve.edand abandoned,,. If te~ storage
were continued i“defir.itely;the L.”k. would be replaced

pe.i.di..11Y .. theY d.te.i..at.d .ith ti.., ...i.g the ...te
to newly constructed ta.ks , and thoroughly deco.tamimating
the old tanks before abandonment. Tk expected high-
i.tegrity lifetime of stress-relieved tanks of current design
15 c..ject”ral, but should average at least 50 years; this
would req.ire a. addicio”=l six ta.ks per deced. kgim.i.g
about 2020 and gradually i.creasi.g thereafter.



H-9

H-10

R-7

H-8

PK IV-17 ..f..s t. a “’previous’”cavern study which ,,co.eluded
that a ..”,,” 1500 feet below the surface in Triassic foma-
tion would be best,,for cavern storage. This was .. Idaho
study. The studies of bedrock storage at SRP have been i.-
CO”.lUSLV.. The EIS c.anslusio. aPPears to he unsound.

Leaching problems and potentials are not addressed i. the
EIS.

Pg V-5 r.fere”ce to the sales tax and I“cov.etax qe”e.ues as-
sociated with HLEW con.tr.ction ignores the attendant social
costs of schools, roads, police, etc.

Over . year ago the grouP 1 rePresent commented on the SRP
DUD ,

,,The goal of the waste m.naF,ement Plan t. be .d.pted ., SD
should be to comply with tbe five-year solidification reg.la-
tio. ... imposed UP.. proposed similar comercial facilities.
The Number 0., priority of tl,eSRP waste management plan
should be the .o.str.c. iom of a solidification facility for

defense wastes , so that high-level wastes can be removed from
the SRP site. Further consideration of already-discarded
waste .nan.ge,n,”c technique. should be regarded es not only a.
wn.ecessary duplication of effort, but also as a lack of ..=
.ittme.t to the finding of solutions to the difficult prob-
lem, at hand.

,“Yearsaso s.ara”tees were given that South Carolina would
mot be used for pema.ent storage of high-level radioactive

‘.st... P.rti..l..1Y because of the unsuitable seismology and
hyd.ology of the area. Federally-.omissio.ed studies indi-
cate that safety questions exist in the use of SRP bedrock
for the storage of high-level wastes, a NASINOR 8t.dy2
c.ncl”dedthatit i. d..btfulthat safety could h estab-
lished for the proposed bedrock storage system for high-level
liquid or soluble wastes; it was suggested that the plan be
.b.mdomed. .....

“o. the .Eh.r h..d. . P..,.ty . fo. reducing the wastes to a
41.ss form has bee. operated.t We belie.. that with the
?Omittment on the part of the SRP staff , the Cech”i.ue c.”ld

The refer,”,. given in the draft EIS is incorrect. The
intended reference is Tech.ical Wsessment of Bedrock Wash
~, ERDA Report DF’-1438,
(1976) as shown on Page IV-18 of this document.

Leaching from glass monolith, in .baodoned surface vaults and
bedrock ca?erm is discussed in Section V of the backup
docume.t (ERDA 77-42) and is show t. res.lt in ..
sig”ifica”t PoP”latio” exPOsure . For co”sematism, leach
rates from ...11 samples w,, used in the analy.is c. acc..nt
for possible cracking of the monolith and .. credit was taken
for ,rotection by the canister.

‘l’heexistence and importance of socioeco.mic aspects of con-
structing and operati.g the waste management facilities are
recognized and will be addressed i. detail 1. the project-
specifi. environmental impact statement.

The I“ceragency Review Group on Nuclear Waste management
(lRG) has recommended that DOE accelerate its R&D activities
ori.” ted toward improving imobilizati.n and waste form.
and review its current immobilization programs in the light
of the latest views of the scientific and tech.ic.l .omu.
nity. Since final processing of defense waste has bee.

deferred for three decades, the lRG also r.c.mme.ds that
remedial ..tion, including iunnobilization of the waste,
sho.ld begin as soon .s practicable. l’hepreferred alter-
native is c..sis.e.t with the lRG recommendations.

be made operational within the least time and with the least
.nvi.onm..cal effect.,,



For more than t.. years, while assigned with a responsibility
for assessing the problems and seeking solutions, the resp..-
sible decision makers have fooled around with paper shuf-
fling. Responsible regulations have bee. ignored. Health
and safety is bei.g compromised i. the interest of expediency
a.d buck-passing. The public is the victim of a monstrous
shell game.

Sin.e=.ly,

S“.,””, Rhodes
President of Environmentalists, Inc.

E“c1osu..: 0~



COWNTS ON
DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL lwACT STATE~NT
LONG-TEN WAGE~~ OF DEFENSE HIGH-LEVEL MlOACTlw WA5=S
SAVANNAH R1mR PL~, AIKEN, S. C. (mE/EIs-0023 -D)
July 1978 U. S. Department of Energy

Submitted by Ruth S. Z’homas
1339 Sinkler Road
Columbia , S. C. 29026
tel. 803-782-3000

General comets:

The = (“Draft E.vir..me.cal Impact Stateme.t, L.ng–Tem
~nagememt of Defense High-1evel 3.adi.activeWastes- ~Ya.nah
Rive. Plant, Aik.n, South Groli.a -), contains nm.ro.s
examples of overlooking evidence a“d factual data related to
potential a“d existing health hazards and em.ironmsntal
degradation. z’his,together with the ~ fail.re to
give proper emphasis to previous studies, contrib.ces to cbe
false conclusion that:

“There are no substantial environmental impacts arising fra
nuclear radiation for any of the three alternatives-proposed
for Savannah Wver P2aat (SW) wastes. (page 1-3 of the

=)

Specific C-e”ts:

? The = has too many failures, omissions a“d misstat.me”ts
x t. c-t .. .11 of them:

~. 1-1 1. Failure to include accurate i“formation, i.cl.ding such
subjects *S mo.itori”g. ~es. omissions lead to tbe mis-
take” impression that the da.~ers associated with radioactive
wastes are quite easily ..”trolled.

According to the Depa.tuent of I.terlor, ‘it m..t k re.nee
be.ed that the data obtained frm the mo”it. ring will not
necessarily prove chat radi...clides are not raiarating frm
the site.1

‘2heriskaaal”sesdo not take credit for the .otantial
reduction of ;onsequ.nces tii.h may be afford’edby .orre.-
tive actions.

1. a review of Che Br.uell Nuclear Fuel Pla.t site, geolo-
gistsand hydrologists with the Department of the Interior
warn that the consequences of ..decected radi.a..clide.moving
into the enviroae.t ... ~ so eeriou. that taking effective
corrective actio. may be impossible or impracticable. 1



1-2

1-3

1-4

1-5

1-6

1-7

?
5

1-8

2. Failure to give proper emphasis to the data contained i. This ques.i.m is .nswered by virt.re of the response to the
previous studies, including .11 of the fo.rt.em references 1 other related questions spe.ifi. to the fo.rteen references.
have listed, a majority of the ~ references and numer-
ous other documents and studies .

3. Failure to give proper emphsis to the rec.mendat ions of
advisory groups such as the Comit tee o. Geologic Aspects of
Wdioacti.e waste Disposal of the National Academy of sciences
(NAS) .f 1966.3

4. Failure to provide data obtained from the tests and
st.dies which the N.4S-1966 Comit tee requested if the advice
t. halt inve.cigatio. of bedrock cavern etorage of SRP .astes
was not follo.ed.3

5. kiss ionof evidenceaboutthe losses and damages which
have occurred as a result of radioactive wastes at the SW
and a, other sites .8,9,1z

6. Misleading ,tateme”,s made about radioactive wastes and
effects of the SRP. The = indicates that the withdrawal
of over six millio. gall... of water per day from the Tusca-
loosa formation .,hashad “o discernible effect o“ the water
1.”.1s i“ the Pa,c 22 ye.,..,. (Page V-3 of the --DOE/
EIS-0023-D)

7. Failure to include i“fomat ion about problems which ha,,
been experienced in the operatiow to rem.”. radioactive
wastes from t..ks, alth..gb the records o. such operations
must have be,” kept by the SRP and the Mnf ord Plant .

8. Failure to use the data, evidence and f i.dings CC,.t.i.,d
in the ~ references, or explain the contradictions be-
tween the ~ views on SRP waste plans and the informa-
tion in e..h refer.n....

Forexample,.. page Iv-1of ,“AIternativesf0. Lo.8-Te~
Ua.a~e,ne”tOf Defensemi~h-l,evelRadi.acciveWaSteS-SRF,,this
statementappears:

,,If liquid is stored in a cavern, a sever. earthq..ke .=
major sabotage during the one-yea. filling period could con-
t.nli.at,the Tuscaloosa aquifer. Iarge individual radiation
does would result if people drank this contaminated water ...13

Further o“ i. this report (page X-39) the subject of conLami-
“atio” is discue$ed. The document states that the ‘d.crimen-
tal outcomes of the Tuscaloosa acquifer becoming contaminated
are significant, including reside.ts and industries king re-
~uired ~. .s, mother water .UPPIY .,,13

In PreParir.g this EIS , DOE has considered the 1966 NAS
report as well as more recent studies

The current report is based privarily upon
more ...... than $ive. in the 1966 study .

studies and data

me radioactive waste storage experience at SW is referred
to in the sunnnaryand described 1. detail in ERDA-1537, a
reference to this EIS .

The statement is correct and not misleading. It has nothing
to do with radioactive wastes.

See ,,s...s. to cement K-18.

Large individual radiation doses could result if people
drank the contam2.a ted water. 130w.v.., the low p,.b.bility
of am earthquake or sabotage event occurring which could
contaminate the aquifer result in low population exposures
when integrated over time.



1-9 9. Failure to give proper emphasis t. earthquake data, as
well as a failure to recognize the significance of the SRP
being in a high earthquake zone.

I-10 10. Failure t. connect the text of the = to the listed
refere.ces. @otat ions from references are not used and the
material to support the text are not documented by particular
reference and page number.

1-11 11. The failure to properly identify s.pport information .nd
che use of .... references which are difficult to obtain make
the task of discovering the reasons for the choice of SRP
waste plans in Report DOE/EIS-0023-D ard.o...

1-1’2 12. Failure to stress that:

,ResBonsible authorities in the United States and abroad

8e.er.llY .g..e that the best managementapproach(forhigh-
levelradioactivewastes) i“v.lvesCO.verci.gthewastest.
inert,zefract.rys.lidsbefore storage .,,

,,Waste Solidific.tiom Program Suu,ma.yReP.art, Vol. 11 Evalu-
ation of WSEP High Level Waste S.lidificacio. Process ,,,
B.ttelle Pacific Northwest laboratories July 1972, (page 1.1)

~e DOE e lacks information about solidification, it.

Pre..nt stag. of development, the work . . . being done o“
solidification, the size of the experiment.s being co”d.cted

Y and the amount of effort needed to apply the pre.e”c ,Olidi.
x fic.tie” te.hmology to the SRP wastes.

1-13 13. tack of i“formatiom regarding the plans for a federal
repository.

1-14 14. Failure to .s. Nuclear Fuel Service., reports to the
Nuclear Regulatory Commission o. operating experience, ahnor-
..1 occurra”ces a“d ..”s.,1 events (Docket No. 50-201 ad
Docket No. 70-952) a. . basis for making p.edittions about
the likelihood of human errors, eq.ipme”ts failure. , desi~

miscalculations , etc. t. cause accid.”ts, health bzard, ,
exP.sure, of workers and the public and environmental degra-
dation.

Sea r,,po”,e to comment H-5

Where appropriate, sucznariesof the reference. have been
incorporated in the text a.d i“ the,. comment,.

1. addition t<,the extensive inf.rmati.. in the report,
adequate s.pp,>rtinformation i. listed i“ the references
which are all publicly available.

Developi”s technology for removing the wastes from the tanks
and immobilizing the radio”.elides in a solid form is the

p..fe.red alternative in the E1s. DOE ha, . Iarge .e.earcb
and development program for imohilizi”g radioactive W.SE..
A description of this program has bee” added .s section IV-D,

As stated in the foreword and Summary, the purpose of this
document is to explore the e“viro”me.tal implications of a
large research and development Program aimed at Providi.8 the
infomatio” required to replace interim tank storage of the
wastes with immobilization for long-term m“ageme”t. The
methcd for disposal subsequent to immobilization h.. not yet
bee. chosen. SPe.ific Plans for a Federal repository for the
wastes are beyond the scoPe of this document and will be
addressed in sub.eq.e”t enviro”me”tal review. .

The twenty-five years of safe operating experience at the
Sa.a.”ah tiver P1a”t is more appropriate amd therefore is
used .s a basis for predicting factors identified in
the questio. .“d 1“ preparing safety analyses of similar
current operations.
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1-23 23. Failure to use the scieotific method in addressing the

p..ble. of h.i.g radioactive waste materials in an area
where comt.mination of ground water and drinking water suP-
P1ie, is possible and where conditions related to the

P~ese.ce of radioactive wastes are ..favorable. 1,2,3,4,5,6,8

1-24 24. Failure to comply with the DOE,s stated Policy- ,,t.
fsolace the w.sce from the e.vironme”, for Io”g ,“ough or in
. secure enough manner that it will pose “egliglble risk to

h~.. w.lfare.” (Page 11-2of the_ - DOE/E1s-0023-D.

Ground water movement depends upon local conditions. z’he
Savan.ah fiver Plant has .. extensive program to detemi”e

g....d w.te~ movement p.tte~.s and t. formulate Predictive
models Other ongoing studies are examining the potential
for contamination of ground water by buried waste. Although
these methods involve a certain amount of “ncert. i.ty, we
are utilizing the best technology available.

Preparation of this EIS is not inconsistent with DOE,s
Policy.

1–25 25. Failure to comP1y with other stated goals for radio-
active wasees .8,13

See resPonse to 1-24

-26 26. Failure to give proper emphasis to previous studies which The Atomic Energy Comiesio” postponed indefinitely the SRP
support the conclusion that SRP wastes .eed to be removed
from south ~rolina.l ,3,6.7

bedrock exploration program at the Sa.a””ah tiver P1a”t in
1972. The tedrock alternative was considered i“ this EIS
to Provide a ra,,geof alternatives for capariw Potential

emviro.mental impacts. ~he preferred alternatl.e f.. the
management of SRP high-level liquid radioactive waste is
to COmtin”e R&D directed toward imbilizatio. for disPosal
The method for disposal has “ot been chose. but optioms
would include d LsP.sal outside of South Ca,oli”a.



C.nclu,io” ,

The = points out chat -“S.ccessf.l demo.st ration of
long-term .an.~emen. of defans. ..I.sc.co.Ld have an imPoratnt
sociopolitical bearing on the acceptsbilicy of ...1... power

g..e.ati.. by . .ignifi...t Portion of the public.’” (page
V-47 of the =) 1 agree, as 1,. sure, do many men and
women throughout the nation a.d the world,

Of .11 the “..1... energy problems , the o.. of ~reatest co.-
cer” is the question of what co do with radioactive wastes.
For this reason, it is Imperative that decisions o. SRP
wastes and o“ other radioactive waste materials b based on
as complete and accurate a collection of factual data and.
evidence .s possible. Instead, Report- DoEIEIS-0023-D .s.s
incomplete, misleading and faulty i“formation.

Promoti.g and developin~ cadi.a.ti.. waste plans which ignore
facts, which ignore the advice of earth scientists e.d tihich

i8..re ..c.tnme.d.tion. of ..th.rities and officalsof south
Carolina and Georgia would further add t. the existi”g dis-
trust which many people h.ve of .uclea. proposals, including
the b.ildi”~ #“d operation of ...1... power plants.

Submitted by P..thJ. Thomas o. October 30, 1978
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state of Ohio Environmental Protection ken.,
Box 1049,361 E. Broad St.,
Columbus, Ohio 43216 (614) 466-8565
Jemes A. Rhodes, Governor
Ned E. Williams, P.E. Director

R.: Long-Term Management of Defense High-Level
Radioactive Wastes, Savannah River Plant ,
Aiken, South Carolina

W. H. Bennington November 1, 1978
Office of NEPA Coordination
U.S. DePt. of Ener8y
Washington, D.C. 20545

D... Mr. Penningto.:

The Ohio Environmental Protection tie..y, acting as lead
agency and review coordinator for Federal Environ.e.t.l lm-

P..C s....n..t. h.. received . COPY of the above .ef.r....d
document. The Director of OEPA has transmitted the document
c. me for .omme.c., which follow.

J-1 _

Inasmuch as the operations described in the subject document
T ate o.t of the jurisdiction of the State of Ohio, we have no
: immediate ....... with the subject EIS. lfowever,since Ohio

has . well-established ongoing interest in fuel cycle and
radioactive wate disposal matters, we have examined the doeu-
me.t with considerable interest and would like to make the
following COnunents

At present Ohio has an active conunercialreactor b.ildi.g

P..g..m; ..e ..it i. .Pe..ti.n.1, ch~.e ... under constr”c-
tio., one has been decommissioned, end four more are in the
planning stage. If the spent fuel f... these reactors must
ultimately be stored at a Federal Repository, such a program
would be .... easily established if the management of defense
wastes were fully i. harmony with and supplement.1 to the
commercial waste program.

1, i. .1s. becomin~ increasingly apparent that the radioac-
tive waste disposal is beset with a number of (.on-tech.ic.1)
institutional, political a“d social barriers which are ....
evident in the c... of commercial reactor spent fuel elements
then for defense related waste. . The subject EIS does “ot

.pp.re.tlY t.k. the.. into account.

The existence of inscit.tional, political, and social
factors are recognized i. this EIS and su-rized in
Section X11.



J-2 Concerning the specific alternatives which are presented The alternative, considered i“ this EIS were selected co

there are several cements which we trust you will find
pertinent .

P.ovide . range for compa.i.m of potential envir.ame.t.l
i~P.cCs . The Preferred alternatl”e f. t. CO.d.. t . ~Searc~
..d development program aimed at immobilizatim for .ub,e_

1) Alternative 1 - Conti..e storge in Tanks. While this ‘N.
Action,,alternative might be cheapest, e.viro.me.tally benign

q.e.t disposal. These cements aPDear to suPP.rt the

P~.fer.ed alternative.
and backed by the greatest experience, it .1s. h.s the dis-
advantages of contrib.ti.g nothing “,. or progressive to tbe
state of the art of radioactive waste management . lt also
might add to a public perception of DOES i.ability or i.de-
cisio” to dispose ,uccessf”lly of defense wastes.

2) Alternative 2 - Process to Glass and ShiP to a Federal
Repository. We realize that this alternative may be tti most
difficult to implement i.a.much as it requires the timely
e.iste”ce of botb a Federal Repository and a radioactive
waste shipping network. Nevertheless both tbe shippi.g and
repository facilities will ultimately be necessary for both
the civiliar,and military ““clear Program.

A2ternati”e 2 - Subcase 2 - Process to Glass and Store in
surfaceFacilityat SEP. me CO.,tructi.. of a surface
facility for storage of high-level, .on-reprocessable waste

.ppe.r. t. represent an unnece..ary expense. It has the
added disadvantage of providing am alternative to a Federal
Repository. Such a .,Temporary- facility might well deflect
the Program for a Federal Repository and thus r.. the da.g,,
of becoming d. facto pem.e.t .

? Alternative 2 - Sub,,., 3 - Process to Glass a“d DisP.se of

% in a. SW kdrock Cavern. This wo.ld demonstrate . waste
disposal procedure which Possibly could k applicable to the
handling of commercial waste and thus add fmporca”tly to our
knowledge in this area.

3) A2ternati”e 3 - DisPo.e of Liquid Waste in a“ SRP kdrock
&ver”. The co.str.ctLon of a. eight mile double walled
PiPelime raises serious questions of risk and expense.
F.rtbennore storage of liquid wastes is at odd, with the
multiple harrier concept embedfed i. corrosior,.esista”t con-
tainers a.d glasaificatio. of the waste a“d thus would appear
to be a steP backward i“ tbe state of the art. A2S0 this
method of disposal is inappll.able to comerc ial waste.

J-3 ‘l’he rePort is ge”,rally well organized and written and com– The appropriate label for 95zr was added.

Pa~ati.elY free of technical errors. In Fig. IV-1, p. Iv-5
the decay 11.. f.. 95 Z. is mot id..t{fi.d. It ,Ppear. to ~
the line im,diately to the right of the 91 Y decay lie.

We appreciate the opportunity to c.ame”t o“ this Draft EIS
a“d hope that these remarks will be helpful.

sincerely,

Harold W. Kohn
Power Siting Coordinator
Ohio Environmental Proreccio. Agency

HWK/caj



‘Z’heGeorgia Conservancy
3110 ~P1e Dr., Suite &07
Atlanta, @orsia 38305
TelePhone: 404/262-1957

Novemti. 1. 1978

Mr. W. H. Pe”mington
Uail S.ati.” E-201
GIN
Department of E“,rgy
Washington, D.C. 20545

E,: Draft EIS
Long-Te m tinakeme”t of
kfe.se High-1evel Radioactive Wastes
Savannah River Pla.t
DOEIEIS-0023-D

Dear Mr. Penni.gton:

We b.. reviewed the referenced report, aod we have specifi.
co.cern8 and questions for which we request re,Pomse in the
fiwl Environmental lmPact Statement. b expressed in Pre-
vious letters , we consider this matter to be of great imPor–
tan.. to the health and safety of Georgians and Protectlo. of
0.. state ,s resources.

We would like to express ... appreciation to the Department
of E.ezgy for the early an.ou.ceme.t of this document, making

? it more Co.,enie”t for review.
&

K-1’

The report coocludes that there are ,,...ubstamtial emvirom-
me.tal risks- associated with any of the alter.ati.es listed.
such a co.cl.sio. is extremely premature in view of the
serious e.vironme.tal .......s which remain unanswered, some
of which are addree,.d i“ our following comments :

1) we CO”tf”.e to oppose management alterll,ti.es for l.”g-
term storage or disposal of ...1.., wast, at the Savannah
R2.er Plant (SW) site, either .. the surface or subsurface.

Surface stora~e Pose, too gzeac a threat co G.orgi.na fra
accidental releases i. various possible incidents, including
earthquakes, tornadoes, sabotage, aircraft czash.s, spills,
and errors in emissions control. Subsurface storage poses
similar chre.ts as well as a. increased possibility for

g....dwater ...t..i..t..., Parcfcu1..1Y i. the T..c.1...a
aquifer which lies beneath the site a.d exteods i.to Georgia.

z’heSumry bas been mdiEied to reflect the umcertaimcy i.
the environmental ..alyses.

The alternatives considered i. this EIS were selected to

p...ide a rage f., comparison of potential environmental
impacts. The preferred alternative is to conduct a research
and d...pmentnt prog.am aimed at imobilizacion for disposal.
Mcisio.e to imobilize i. a sPecific waste fom and the
method for disposal ..bseque. t to immobilization will be the
s.bject of future environmental review. .

Item 2 on page X11-14 describes the con.eqnences .C aquifer
contamination as quite high,,,but then attempts to exP1ai.

them ...y d.e co ““p...isg.g p.,sibiliti..” a.d k..... the
alternative is ,,theleast expensive,,. We are not reassured

by such c.me. t..



K-2 2) Only one elter”.tiv. we, listed for storage off che SRP
site; an off-site federal repository. Howe..., since this
alternative was not addressed on a site specific basis, we
must conclude that an acceptable waste management plan has
not yet bee” presented. We, therefore, await further inf..-

mati.n on off-site alternatives available. 1“ this re~.rd,
we q.escio. sny off-site use of bedrock or geologic storage
which has potential for contact with gro.ndwater or aquifers.
Furthermore , any off-site subsurface storage studies should
include test drillimg and construction of exploratory shafts
and tu”.els to determine the characteristics of possible
scor.ge caverns and their s.rzo..di.gs.

K-3 3) We question whether the alternative of disposal off the
SRf’site is being give” full .Onsideraci o.. It is our u“der-
sca”di”g that studies on . federal waste repository Wve been
I.rgely li.iced to applications to .Omercial nuclear waste.

Please advise .s further as to specific work underway toward
development of a defense waste repository other than the SW
site. We feel this must receive priority i. view of the

. .naccepcability of the SRP site.

K-4 4) The question remains O. the tlltimate relationship between
disposal of defense wastes and commercial wastes. This
question w.. P2.rti.113’addressed i. Appendix A, but joiot
disPosal was .ot ruled out. Cur specific ....... i. that if
comerc ial waste is being considered for disposal at the SRP
site, it must be addressed as a“ added environmental impact
in this En.ironme”tal lDP.CC Statement.

7
%

K-5 5) We agree that exploratory t.n”els would be an essential
step i“ decermini.g the chacacteriscics of possible storage
cavern. beLo. the SKP site. However , we do not adv.cat, the
developae”c of a t.nnelling project because che SRP site is
already considered unacceptable o“ the basis of cl,.problems
listed in cormnent2 above.

K-6 6) We do not support the a$s.mptio. that the radioactivity
from the w..te will be negligible after 300 years. There is
much evidence that eve. very 10. levels of r?.diatio”...
...s. ..”c.? and genetic defects. Furthermore, pi,,t.nium has
a half-life of 24,000 years and ..” cause lung cancer from
minute doses.

Wtails of the e.viro”memtal impacts of .“ offsite geologic
rep.sitov would b covered in a site-specific EIS for that
facility. However, bo..di”g estimates cam te made at the

P.....t tt.. co d.t.~f.e wh.the. shipment to such a repo.f–
tory is a feasible alternative for the SRP wastes , a“d such
estimates are included in this Prog.annnati. EIS.

l’hesit,,explorat ion,.technology development, and repository
e.gi”eerimg studies underway i. the National Waste Terminal
Storage (NWTS) Program e“comP.ss the alternatives of spent
reactor f..1 and solidified waste fr.m reprocessing. Solidi-
fied defense HLW will differ from possible comerc ial solidi-
fied flLWonly in the lower heat de.sity for defense waste
resulting from different operating condition. for defense
material production .eaccors) The lower heat density mea”.
that disposal of all defense HLW will zeqtiire less than four

Pe~.e. t of the .epositorY space needed for either HLW or
SPent fuel from connnerci.1“.,1,,, energy through the year
2000, ~er.f. ~., the geologic repositories under the NWTS

Pr.8r.m are bei.8 de.ig.=d t. a...Pt high-level waste. both
from the conunercial sector and from defense programs.

see response to comet K-3 above, “NO work ...”

No Work is P,oP.sed for tunneling related to a“ SRP bedrock
repository,

me health effects of exposure to low levels of radiation
..”tin.e to be e-mined and are cause for some u.certai”cy.
Also see resPonse to .ome.t M-3. Time <integration of the
risks over 10,000 years has bee. added to the dsC. i. this
EIS to indicate the longer tem risks

.



K-7 7) The consequences of future unintentional human dis-
turbance of the stored waste should be addressed in detail.
Since che waste will reInainharmful for thousands of year.,
it is very possible that it will out-live human institutio-
existing today, and the records on its location may not be
available t. future generations doing exploratory drilling or
subsurface excavation.

K-8 8) Please indicate the pages of the report which address the

p...ib1e .at...1 f..ces ..ti.8 O. the ...te .... f.t.~e Yea.,
a“d their possible consequences in releasing the waste mate-
rial, t. the biosphere. Section V.C. o“ abnoImal events

begins to address this, as does page x11-14, but both refer-
.“..s are far from complete.

K-9 9) Clarification is needed .“ the physical condition of the
waste at the time it would be encased i“ molto. glass. What

p....., ..te. ...ld r.m.i. i. the .l.ds. a.d i.. .xChange
product? Has the powder form bee” decided UPO” as that
described on P.8. IV-15? What will the waste particle size
be? Will encasement preclude the dissolving of the waste
particles in water i“ the evene that cracks developed in the
glass?

~ K-10 10) We question the statement of Page v-24 that ,“..large
individual doses ~ .....” from liquid ......... It aPP..r.

: that with a sufficiently large release, large i“divid.al
doses would indeed occur. To deny that this is even _
requires further explanation.

K-11 11) Each alternative considered should acco.”t for the added
danger that come with transport of the wastes from,site t.
site. Adequate containment must be provided to avoid .cci-
de”tal releases during transport. h a minimum, the co”tain-
me”t of this material should meet the s... requirements as
those set forth for the t.a”sport of spent fuel from .om-
merci.1 ““clear reactors.

The c.”seq.e.ces of human disturb.... of the stored waste are
bounded by the pessimistic assumptions used in section V re-
garding sabotage, aba.d.nment, airplane crash, et.. Any
smaller scale disturbance would have smaller ..n.equences,
and they would be limited to fewer individuals.

Details of the consequences of “atur.1 events, beyond those
included in Sections V and XI, are i“cl.ded i“ the reference
documents ERDA-1537 and E~A 77-42. 1. E~A-1537 , .ee P.8es
111-100 to 111-120. 1“ E~A 77-42, see Pages v-8 to v-10,
v-25 , amd V-42 to V-4h

Deter.ni.acio” of the detailed waste composition is part of the

pr.p..ed ..g.i.8 ~e...h.h ..d de..l.pme. t and t.sti.g P~os~~.
~ese characteristics are used in an upper bounding manner
for p..poses of this EIS, and are give. i“ the reference
document EROA-77-k2 . E“c.sement of the waste glass will
undoubtedly provide extra time before the glass could be
contacted by water and leaching could begin. The a“alYS.S

give. here, h......, t.ke .. .redic f.r pr.t.. ti.. by th.
canister. The leaching estimate. assume the glass is in
small piece. , a“d take .0 credit f.. the glass as . large
monolith.

studies at the SRP have identified n. mechanism for a large,
short d.r.tion release directly to drinking w.ter .s.=s. Liquid

releases would be absorbed i“ the soil or diluted many orders
of mag”it.de by the onsite creek. and swamps and the S.van”ah
River before reaching drinking water users. This is .xplai.ed
further in Sec.io” V and i“ E~.4 77-42, p. VIII-7 through VIII-15.

Tra”sportatio” risks are included in the offsit. radiation
risks develo.ed i“ Section V.

Transport routes should avoid pop.lati.a”center. as much .s
possible a“d provide .aximm security against unauthorized
access to the waste.



K-12

K-13

K-14

K-15

K-16

K-17

We agree with the decision that any selected management

alternative will allow for future retrieval and mo.itori.g of
the waste rather than merely dispo,.1 and ab.”do.v,ent. To.
many q.estions remain unanswered o. the future state of the
waste, a.d the only way to know that it is adequately managed
is to be able to verify its containment .. a periodic basis.

13) l’keoption of reducing the amount of defense radioactive
wast. bei”~ gemerated should be addressed. ‘l’hisshould i.-
clude the recycling of Plutonium frm obsolete or phased out
weapons to reduce the amount of new inventories produced with
the resulting red.ct1.. of waste materials. If a cercai.
amount of ~ Pluto”im is needed due to decay of existing
inventories, this should be explained.

14) Other me.”, of reducing total waste volume should be
addressed, such as processing methods that use 1.ss water and

8e.er.llY method. t. reduce the total a.n..ntof wasted
material.

The pop.latiom doses for various scenarios in the report do
not include certain radio.uclide vectors which are present in
the freeh waste. .4momg those excluded are 89s, and 134CS ,
which h... a high level of activity i. the first 20 ye.rs O.
more after production. All radioactive substances present
should be imcluded in the dose analysis regardless of ther
dose contribution.

16) 1. consideration of storage tanks used prior c. long-
ter. storage, acid storage in tanks of stainless steel O.
with stainless steel lining should be further addressed.
Stainless steel would appear to provide a 1..s tank life with
1.SS .h..ce of leakage. In addition, there are i.dicaeion.
that the acid waste would he easier to convert to glass after
cooling and im.elves less waste volume than alkaline waste.

17) The integrity of existing tanks should also be addressed
further i. comsideri.g storage of the fzesh waste prior to
Long–term disposal. Existing waste should be tr.nsferr.ed co
idequate containment as soon as possible i. chose ..s.s where
leakage 1s occurring of where stress corrosion crackir,g is
?vident.

The innnobilizedwaste form will b of a high-integrity nature
and its disposal will ~ i. compliance with .11 applicable
regulatory requirements including retrievability.

Alternatives for reducing the amount of defense wa.te

ge....ted are beyond the scope of this EIS. However, ~rO-
cess development to reduce the volume of the waste is a
co”ti”.o.s activity to supp.artthe SW operations. utilizing
such process .nodificatio”s es additional evaporation, .o.-

dm~ate recycle, cheni.try ..fi.em.nt,, et.. , th, ..Iume .f
waste generated has bee” continually reduced at SW.

See res. o”se o“ K-13.

l’he risk estimates for this EIS were developed usi.g only the
radioisotopes that make a major co.t.ib.tie” to the risk.
Inclusion of all radioactive s.bcances present regardless of
their dose c.a.tributio” is judged to add nothing to the
process of disclosing environmental impacts.

Storage of high-level liquid waste as acid solutions i.
stainless steel Camks was considered in the ,,Final B“viron-
me”,al RePorL - Waste Management OPera,i.ms , Savannah Rive,
Plan, ,,,(ERDA-1537), September 1977. This option w= reject.
ed hec..f.e studies made o. the conversion of SRP wastes to
acid form showed that operation of a dual acid and alkali”.
storage system w,,.ldbe required and could “ot & economi-
cally justified (page v–10 a“d 11 of ERDA-1537).

Relocation of existing wastes frm cracked tanks to tanks of
.nquestio”able integrity is already in progress and will &
co”tin.ed over tl,enext several years as “,. stress-relieved
(TyPe 111) tanks are completed. All liquid waste and over
98% of the sludge has already beem removed f.0. Tank 16 (the
O“lY SRP tank f,,,.which stored waste b, leaked pat ‘all
barriers and int<,the ground), and work t. remo,e the .emain.
i“g sludge and surface contamination is eo”ti”.i”g .urre”tly
(October 1979). Similar waste removal and dec.ntaminati,on
are i“ progress o. schedule for ~ of the older (.on-stress-
relieved) high-level waste tank. at SRP, with priority going
to those tank. which have developed stress corrosiom cracks.
Currently , most <,fthe liquid waste has been removed fco.



K-17
co”td

K-18 18) We are concerned whether the waste ... be effectively
removed from the existing tanks witho.c serious environmental
risks. The EIS assumes that the waste will be i. new tanks
whe. solidification processes begi., b.t does not address the
essential step in the long range planning of getting it
there.

IL appears that reliquifying the salt cake in order to remove
it would result in significant leaks; .. the other hand,
physical miming of the waste from the tanks poses proble- of
worker exposure or remote control work. It appears that .
containment structure over the tanks would be necessary for
the latter method.

two cracked tanks (i. addition t. Tank 16), ..d salt ......1
is i. progress in t.. tanks. Salt .ndl.r liquid ar.
scheduled for removal from all non-stress-relieved C.”k.

(except evapor. to. feed T..k 13) bY the end Of 1982. b.t
sludge removal will not te completed .“til 198L because more
elaborate eq.ipment is required.

Transfe. of liquid ..s t. fr.. ... tati t. another end to the
t.”k farm evaporators ks tie. routinely practiced at SRP for
mearly 20 years, a“d safe and effective tech”iq.es are well
established. Most of the sl.d~e (80-95%) was removed f.om
seven tanks i. 1966-69 by hydraulic ,,mini”g,,(i.e., sl.rry-
ing) using once-through high pressure water as the slurrying
medium. More thorough sludge removal .?.s“ot attained be-
cause of limited capacity to store the added water. S.bs.-

q...t1y, . t..h.iq.. h.. ~.. dev.1.Ped .si.g ...i.culated
waste s.pernate pressurized by long-shaft pumps submerged i“
the t.”ks , which eliminates the restriction on .perati”g time
impo.ed by the fresh-water method. The recirculated s.per-
mte technique has already removed 98% of the sludge from
Tank 16, and a scheduled repeat of the operation is expected
to remove almost .11 of the remai”de.. Although Tank 16 ha.
more cracks th.” .11 other SRP tanks combined, self-sealing
of the cracks with salt ad/or sludge is so effective that
little or .. liquid seeped through the cracks during sludge
.c.ov.1. If leakage through the cracks i. the P.imarY t..k
had occurred, the liquid would have bee. .etai”ed by the
se.o”dary pa. a“d tra”sf.==ed by a. installed steam j.t ~ck
into the primary tank; the same precautions will k applied
i“ .11 f.,”.. sludge a“dlor salt removal operations i“ other
ca”ks.

Removal of v.ostof the salt cake from a con.e”trate tank by
dissolving i“ water or unsaturated waste s.per”ate has been
demo.strated in o“e tank i“ 1971-72, and further de...s.r.-
tio”s are c.rre.cly in progress i. two other tanks. The
recirc.latio” of liquid .ecessary to co”ti..o.sly bring
unsaturated liquid Into co”ta.t with the salt surface ..” be
accomplished by demsity-dri.e” convection and/or .echa”ical
asitat i.”; both Cech”iques are under development.

No need is envisioned or work is planned at SRP to remove
salt .r sludge fcm waste tanks by physical or lnech.”iC.l
(i.e. .on-hydraulic) mining .eth.d..



K-19 3abotage of the waste facilities is still aseig.ed a. ex-
tremely low probability. ‘l’hisc.. be compared to the surge
in .omercial .ir. raft hijacking i. recent years. A few

Ye... .S., the c.1c.1.t.d risk of such acts would ha.. been
very small, since few had occurred, whereas the risk today i.
quite significant.

It would seem more realistic to admit the uncertainty of this
occurrence and consequently assume a high likelihood to
assure adequate protection. Safeguard. and security measures
should be increased accordingly. How,”,,, W, ere concerned
that civil liberties of citizens be protected at the same
time.

K-20 20) C.rreccive action for River Water Exposure (p. X11-19)

asswes that a liquid waste spill would be discovered with
adequate time to shut do.. the S.v.mnah area drinking water
intake. We are not confident that human error ... be avoided
completely in such a case. There is also the question of who
decides o. behalf of the Savannah area people if a certain
le;tkis serious enough to shut down their water supply.
Similar concerns are raised under Corrective Action for
Atmospheric Exposure (p. x11-17) where 95% of the populace
are .Hpected to respond to a. slam sounded after discovery of
a ..1.... all within as little as one hour.

K-21 21) The cost calculation for Alternative Plan 1 include.
.osts for tank reP1acem.nt only .... during the 300 year Px.-

7 jetted management period. 1. actuality, a total of 5 sets of
s replacement tanks would need ,. be built at 50 years intervals

in the 300 year period.

The proposed trust fund to finance these fu.ds .ss...s un-
supportable trends i. inflation and materials production

costs. It would, therefore, b. appropriate to include the
total cost of all tanks in the original cost estimate.

More realistic surveillance costs should also be used for
this .Icer.ative.

With the above modifications i. the cost estimate, we se.
.l.ernative Plant 1 being much more expensive than presented,
and possibly higher than some other alter.at i.e. analyzed.

K-22 Short-term cost should not be the decidi.g factor in compar-
ing alternatives. The unavoidable high cost of managing this
waste should be borne mow to .ss.., adequate safe~uards
rather than deferring the cost of future generations with
unacceptable risks of e..ironmental contamination in the

meant i.e.

This comment expresses an opinion and requires .. response.
However, the structure of the data used in the sabotage
analysis is available in the EIS and its refer...... so that
the reader ... apply his own estimate of probabilities if he
so desires Also, sensitivity of the results is discussed i.
Section X11-C,

Corrective actions are presented to demonst.a te rh.c were
they cake., a reduction of the estimated impacts could result
by the indicated amount. F.. the purpose of c.lculacing
impacts which wo.l,d result from implementing an alternative,
the effect of possible corrective actions was not included,
Co.seq.eatly, even if the assumptions ... e.n.idered OP ti-
Inistic, it would not affect the results i. the document.

Table X111-3 has I=.. modified to include .ndisc..mted costs
in 1980 doll.., f{,,tank replacement over periods of both 300

Y..~s ..d IO,OoQ years.

This.oment expresses an opinion and requires no response.



K-23 23) We met object to the oinmission of certain important
issue. from @pe.dix A, ~~Sum.,y of S.bsLantive 1ss..s
Covered in Comment letters.~~ 1. our ..nunent letter of
August 1, 1977 we addressed the following issues, which we
believe are very ..bsta.ti.e and should ha.. been included
i. the summary:

a) The need to address impacts of transportation from site
co site in each of .1,.al..r...ive. considered. (cur

A.8.st 1, comment No. 3).

K-26 b) The option of reducing the amount of defense radioactive
waste being generated. (h. August 1, cormnentN.. 6).

K-25 c) concern about the integrity of existing waste tank. and
the method. to be used for storage prior to long-cem
storase. (Our prior August 1, comment. Nos. 9 a“d 10.

K-26 1“ co.cl.sio., we believe that many te.h.ological questions
i.v61ved in management of this waste ha.. yet to be answered.
1. addition, the social issues and public 4CC.PE.. C. ques-
.ions must h resolved befor. an acceptable ..ste m.nage.e”c
alternative c.. be selected. As a part of this process, we
reconunendthat the public hearing by the National Academy of
Scie”.e. (NAS) be utilized in preparing the Final EIS. The
,,s.l,s of the present NAS study should .1s0 be accounted
for. 1. addition, public conunentto the Interagency Review
Group on Nuclear Waste management should re.ieve full .on-
sider.cion.

Tra”sportatio. risks are included for all alternatives chat
involve offsite transportacio. i. section V, and che basis
of the.. estimates is discussed in the major s.ppozti”g
reference, ERDA-77-42.

Response to this comment .88 ,3iveoearlier (K-13 and K-14).

Integrity of the u.dergr.u.d double-shell high-level liquid
..s t. storage tanks at the Savannah River Plane w..
discussed in the following documents :

1. ,“FinalEnvironmental Impact Statement - waste Ma.ageaent
Operations, Savannah Rtve. pla.t,, (ERDA-1537, September
1977).

2. .E..i.o”menta1 Stateme.t - Additional High-Level Waste
Facilities, Sava.n.h River Plant ,,,WASH-1530, August
1974.

3. ,“Environ.ental Statement - Future High-Level waste
Facilities, Savannah tiver Plane ,,, WASH-1528, April
1973.

C.rrenrly, ME i. preps.inS a supplement to ERDA-1537 to
address certain specific design and safety features of these
tanks. Preparation of this supplemental 81S is directed by
the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia court (NRDC vs. tiministr. tor, ERDAIDOE).

The nati...1 nuclear waste managementstrategy is being
developed based on the recommendations of the Interagency
Review Gro.P on Nuclear Was t, Management (TID-29442) . The
lRG report, as ..11 .. the public comm.nts included with it,
has received full ..”sider. tion in the preparation of this
doc.me.t. Socioeconomic a. well as i“.tit.tio.al issues

will be addressed i. greater detail i. project-specific
environmental reviews. Although unavailable for this docu-
ment, the results of r.vi&s by the National kcad.my of
sciences will be addressed i“ Savannah River was E. manage-
rne”tprograms and will be considered in preparing future
e.viromental doc.mentatiom.
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tJNITEDSTATE5 ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, DC 20A60

OFFICE OF THE
ADMINISTRATOR

16 NOV 1978

Mr. W. H. Pen.ingcon, Director
Division of Review ..d Coordi..tiom
Office of NEPA Affairs
Department of Energy
Wa,hin8 ton, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Penning:..:

The Environmental Protection Men.y (EPA) has reviewed the
Deparcmcnt of Energy,s dr.fc Environmental Impact Statement
(EIS) for ,,Lo.g-Tem Management of Defense High-Level Radio-
active wastes,,for the Savannah River Plant, Aiken, South
tir.lina (D08/EIS-0023-D). ti. d.tailed .o~..t. are .n-
clo.ed.

L-1 EPA is concerned over the absence of ..y clear statement by
DOE identifying the action o. which the dr.fe EIS has bee.
prepared. In on. instance, ME states that the EIS is to

p...ide “e.vi...mtalal input for decisions o. whether Savan-
nah River high-level was!es should be processed and solidi-
fied” (See Foreword) However, DOE .1.. states on Page 1-1

Y (Summary that the EIS is imtended to provide for appropriate

: consideration of environmental ..1..s i. pla.niw for either

p..~.e.t disp...1 .. f.. .t...ge ..er . p.ri.d th.t ...ld
extend to several decades.,, EPA believe. the purpose of this
EIS should be clearly identified early in the docment.

L-2 k a Presidential Interagency Review Group (lKG) is currently
recomendi.g radioactive waste m...genent policy, we question
why the Depart...t of Energy (DOE) i. proceeding with the
unilateral policy planning e.idenced i“ this draft EIS.
Additionally, EPA is in the process of developing eGvlro”-
me.tal criteria for radioactive waste management. These
criteria will address the objectives of waste management a“d
the procedure. ne.easary to provide public health and e.vi-
ronme”tal protection. EPA is also developing e“.iro.me.tal
standards f.. high–level radioactive waste management which
will be applicable to any disposal option used for the Savan-
mah River Plant,. (SRP) high-level wastes. Until such time
as EPA,. criteria a“d standards and the lRG policies are
issued i“ final form, it is Premature i“ our oPi”ion for DOE
to make firm decisions regarding the final disposition of a“y
high-level waste.

The purpose of the EIS is to analyze the e“virommental impli-
cations of a large research and develoPme. t Program to develop
methods for long-term management of the high-level waeces
at the S.van”ab River P1a”t. The EIS analyzes the e.viron-
me”tal impacts which would result from adoption and imple-
mentation of the developed technology. The Foreword and
S.nnnsryhave bee” modified to re.poredto this comet.

The DOE defense waste management program is co”.istent with
the recommendations of the Interagency Review Group on
Nu.lear waste ma.ageme”t (TID-29b42):

2’he lRG recommends the DOE accelerate its R&D
activities oriented toward improving imobili-
zati.n and waste forms and review its current
im.biliza.i.n programs i. the light of the
latest views of the scientific and technical
community. Since final processing of defense
waste has been deferred for three decades the

lRG also recotmnemds that remedial action, in-
cludi.g immobilization of the waste, should
begin as so.” as practicable.,

Decisions on whether to inunobilizeand on ultimate disposal
of the waste will be made based .“ s.bseque”t environmental
reviews. =e proposed R&D program is s.fficie.tly flexible
so as not to foreclose any of the reasonable .Iter”ative
waste forms under consideration prior to . project-specific
e“vironme”tal review. ~e proposed R6D effort will factor
.ppl@ble Environmental Protection Agency criteria into
consideration as they become available.



L-3 EPA also has significant concern over specific storage options In accord.... with the Council on En.iroMIe.tal Quality

being considered for SRP waste. We are concerned that alter- g.idelines, this EIS analyzes the range of re.so.able

natives, such as storage or disposal of waste (i. bedrock) alternatives co the proposed continuation of .. RSD program
be.e.th the Savamnah River Pla.c, are still considered pos- directed at imobilizatior,. Our analysf. does not show a

sible options by DOE. We believe that such alternatives are high potential of damaging the aquifer from any of the
environmentally unacceptable and have so stated i. o.. past alternatives; however, EPA,s opinion is noted in the body of
reviews of waste management options (both EIS and tecbn.1.gy the EIS
as,es,me. t) for the Savannah River P1a.t . As noted i. this
EIS , as well as in Past Energy Research .ud D,v,1oP.”c AdmiII-

istratio.’s reports, bedrock storage or disposal presents a
high potential for contaminating the T.scaloos. aquifer. EPA
strongly reconune”ds that other more environmentally ,stisf..-
torT alternatives be ~ursued, umless detailed studies (water

m~.ememt. ge.1.8 ical movement) can be provided with inform=.
t,.” to the contrary.

L-4

?
:

L-5

In revising the draft BIS, the Department of Eoergy staff
should focus on the different methods of processing high-
1...1 waste into other waste forms. Sin.. the final ..c.w
me”dati.ans of the lnteragetIcy Review Group will concern

ultimate disposal, infom.tio. o. the types of waste forms
~Y be more beneficial than the c.rremt limited analysis c. .
final decision .. the S.va...h River plant. Most i.P.r-
ta”tly, until the P“.?.,, of the EIS is clarified and coordi-
nated with tbe recommendations of the lRG, the e.vir.nmental
imp.ct of each SRP slter”ative c.n”.c be fully di..ussed.

On the basis of the above ........ .e have .ated the ~raft
EIS 3 (Inadequate). Further, o“ the basis of information
already available t. EPA as well as that provided i. the draft
EIS, we have categorized any bedrock disposal .pzion at the
Savannah River Plant a. ELI(Enviro.,r,entally unsatisfactory).
We urge DOE to modify the EIS for the Savannah River Plant to

reflect these ,0”,,,”s.

Should you or your staff have any questions, or wish to dis-

.“SS our comments, Pleas. contact Florence Munter of my staff
(755-0770).

Sincerely yours ,

William D. Dickerson
for
Peter L. Cook
Acting Director
Office of Federal Activities (A-104)

E“clo,ure

me purpose of the EIS has bee. clarified i. the Foreword
and S.mary. A section on alternative waste f.ms has
been added as Section IV-D.

A meeting was held with EPA on January 15, 1979 co discuss
the basis for rating the EIS inadequate. It was determined
that EPA had considered the document as a Projec.-Specif i.
EIS instead of . Program. tic EIS and that the analysis was
adequate for a Programmaci. BIS. The EIS has been re”ised
t. clarify that it is a Progr.nun.tic EIS. I* addition, other

EPA comments have been reviewed in detail and the EIS has bee.
modified accordingly.
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General comments

L-6 It i. .ot clear for what aczion the draft EIS has been pre-
pared. In the Foreword, DOE state. chat the EIS provides
e..ir.nmental input for decisions on whett,erSavannah ~ver
Plant (sRF) high-level wastes should be processed and solid-

ified. However, in the summary (p. 1-1), DOE indicate. chat
“the .tareme.t i. intended to provide far appropriate consid-
eration of environmental values in planning for either the

p..m...nt disposal of the waste o., if ..ed.d, for storage
over a period that could extend to several decades.,,There is
a clear difference i“ these statements regarding the purpose
of the draft EIS. ~. draft EIS ..?.obviously written for
the latter purpose. Rowev. c, 8i..n che c.~r..t sc.t.s of the
radioactive waste program for selecting repository sites and
EPA,. many previously recorded objections to the .s. of
bedrock disposal at SRP, ., believe che draft EIS should be
s.bstanti.lly revised to address in a .... effective ma.ner
the processing and solidification options for storage and
eventual disposal of SRP high-level radioactive waste.

L-7 The .Iter”ati.es or option. for high-level waste processing
into suitable for.. for long term .rorage or disposal re-
ceived i“sdequate consideration in the draft EIS. Only c..

waste form. were considered, glass amd the existing sIurry/
sludge combination. fiis limitation falls far short of
achieving the purpose of the draft EIS as expressed in the
Foreword. The discussion of solidification options in
Chapter x provide. very limited information for options thet
are only .odificatio”s of the vitrification option. N. dis-
cussion is included for any of the e.lidificatio” options
that pote.rially offer a more effective barrier co “igration
of the waste. ~ese options include such methods as metallic
matrices, ceramic. a“d others.

L-8 More consideration should be give. to ..nbi.atio”s of alter-
natives, such as surface storage followed by di.p.sal i. ?,

deep geologic repository. According to the lRG,S report,
mined repositories might not be available u.til the Y...
2000. (Site availability is dependent upon a nuber of tech-
nical criteria and research, m.ch of which is not available
at this time.) 1. this ,.,,, storage of waste at facilities
such .s Savannah i, an integral part of the overall national
waste management strategy.

This comment has bee” addressed ebove. The Foreword a“d
Summary have been clarified accordingly.

Section IV-D has bee. added t. discuss alternative ..s,.
innnobilization forms.

Alternative 2, Subcase 2 (convert the waste to glase and
sC... on the surface at SRP) is intended co give the e..ire”-
ment.1 impact of le..i.g the waste at SRP for a long period
in lie. of innnedieteshipment to an offsite repository.
Costs and risks are siven in modular form to emable the
reader to construct reasonably accurate cases for variations
that may be of interest.



L-9 We have identified several problems concerning the length of

time duri.g which instit.tio.al control can be relied up..
and the length of time for assessing the environmental impact
of waste scor.ge. EPA currently believes that reliance on
instit.ti.amal control. should be limited to shout 100 years.
‘L’hi.institutional control limit would drastically alter the
two alternatives which involve surface storage of the high-
level waste (Alternative 1 and Alternative 2 - s.hcase 2).
The revised draft should consider EPA,. forthcoming proposed
institutional control limit of 100 years. (Federal Radiatio.
Guidance o. Waste Management). ‘l’he100 year i..tit.ti..al
control limit also raises serious questions co.cer.i.g the
adeq.acy of the risk analysis in Chapter V. For example, i.

Alternative 2 - subcase 1, Glass Stored i. Offsite Geological
Storage, the exposure risk from the storage event is listed
as negligible. We believe a. abamdo.ment sceoario should be
included for this event or activity. Preliminary, findings i.
EPA-S waste disposal risk a..essment indicate that the 1.ss
of institutional control (ab..don.e. t) at a repository leads
t. potentially significant risks. 1. fact, the expected risk
(Cime-i.tegrated risk) for the abandonment scenario at a
repository 1. greater tbs. chat presented in Table V-13 for
the total risk.

L-10 Another major problem with the risk analysis in Chapter V is
the arbitrary c.toff of the impact assessment at 300 year..
The potential hazards of the waste beyond 300 years are much

Y t.. ~r.at f., such an arbitrary decision. Risk assessment
: for waste management and disposal should be carried out for .

much longer period. 1. addition, the co.sequences of risk
assessments should be presented i. health effects, as is
common practice with risk assessments, rather than population
doses a. presented i. the dcaft EIS. EPA belie... the risk
amalysis presented in the draft EIS is in.deq.ace and should
be significantly modified before issuance of a final EIS.

me risk analysis has bee. modified at the request of EPA co
reflect abandonment of the tanks after 100 years for .42terna-
tive 1 - Conti..ed Tank Farm Operation. AS stated in the
text and the backup reference ERDA-77-42, conseque,,ces of
.bandonme.t of the air-cooled vault in Alternative 2 - S.*

..se 2 ... .e81igib1.. ~Y ge.1.gic disposal syst.m ImPli.s
eventual abandonment , but population exPosures received from
long-tern migration of such isotopes .s 1-129 and T.-99 to
the biosphere are negligible compared to exposures from
natural radiation. Table. v-17 and V-17A are included as
estimates of the risks that might be incurred by individuals
intruding into an abandoned generic repository.

me integ.atiom of risks for 300 year. is not arbitrary, but
is based on the fact that after that time exposures that
could be received by average individuals i. the nearby popu-
Iacio. from any of the .“.s..1 .....s could be only small
fraction. of the exPosures normally received by those indi-
viduals from natural background radiation. This topic is
discussed in sections V-C.3 a.d x1-B.2.

The EIS has been modified to add inte8ratio. of risks through
10,000 yea.,, and a di,cus,io” of possible health effects has
been added. l’hesechanges are i.cl.ded i. section. v-C.3,
X1-B.2, Table. XI-5 through xl-9 in Section X111, and i.
the Summary.



Give. the limitations .. imform. tion presented i. this EIS,
EPA questions the usefulness of the cost comparisons pro-
vided. lnclusion of all ..s,s and sensitivity analysis of
assumptions could significantly change relative costs of the
alternatives. ‘1’h.s, to avoid misinterpretations of the cal-
culated cost estimates, an explanation of the limitations of
the EIS should be Presented. There are three cyPes of limi-
tations on the cost information presented:

1. Only certain types of costs are considered: b.dg-
etary costs for the storage systems, radiation risk to
the public, and land contamination. Enviro..ent.l costs,
social costs and monetary costs other than engineering
costs, are not considered.

2. The costs that are presented ,,. calculated only

for certain assumptions, e.g. budgetary costs and radia-
tion risk are calculated for a limited area, a.d for a
limited time.

3. Methodology and as...ptic,nsused in calculating b.dg-
etary costs .,. not fully explained.

EPA submitted similar cost comments regarding ERDA 77-42, but
there has bee. no improvement in the cost comparison method-
ology in this draft EIS.

L-12 G.o1o8<c.1 Comments

L-13

EPA strongly objects t. the storage or disposal of radio-

active waste i“ the bedrock beneath the Savannah M... P1ant.
In EP.4Usopi.io., the alternatives involvi.g storage or
dlspo..l beneath the SRP are .OC viable and we have opposed
alternatives that involve bedrock disposal beneath SRP since
1972. (Se. EPAV. enclosed comments o. ,Fi.al En.ir.nme.t.l
I.par,c Statement, Waste Management Oper.tions, Savannah River
Plant ,,,(ERDA–I537) and ,,A2te.neCiveS for L..g-Te~ M...g.-
m..t of Defense High-Level Radioactive Waste - Savannah River
Plant,,, (ERDA-77-42).

The basemenr rock beneath the Savannah Rive. Plant is
described in the draft EIS as crystalline metamorphic rock

grading into D..b.rt.. Triassic Basin rock t. the southeast.
A vertical geologic cross secci.n to a 2,000 foot depth is
depicted in Figure 1 a.d shows approximately 1000 feet of
..consolidated sedimentary rocks overlying older c.ystalli.e
metamorphic and Triassic sedimentary basememt rock. ‘l’heco.-
tact between the older crystalline metamorphic rock amd

Y...8er sedimentary Triassic basement rock is a normal fault
and predates the Triassic dePositio” The Presence of

Corn.mt No. 1 is i.correcc regarding budgetary costs. The

El?,includes monetary costs not only for the storage systems
but also for all other parts of the long-term was,. ❑an.ge-
.ent activities, starting with removal of waste from tank.
through processing the waste, tra.sportatic,n, and finally
through ultimate disposal, where applicable to the particular
alt.r”.tive. DOE is unaware of any methodology f.. placing a
.onetary ..... 0. what the comment refers to as ,,environ-
mental costs” and ,,socialcosts.,, There is, i“ fact, consid-
erable controversy over whether it is useful to attempt to
place a monetary val.atio” on radiation populati.” risk, as
.“, of the examP1es in this EIS d.,..

me assumptions regarding cosc calculations are the best that
C.. be made at this time; however, they do include a broad
enough area a“d time spa” that any additional coverage would
be insignificant.

~e comparison. t“ the document ... given primarily .s ex-
amples of how a decision process might take the different
aspects of the alternatives into account. The basic data for
each alternative are available i. the docume.t, so that any
reader who so desire. ... make his own e.aluati.n. sensi-
tivity analysis of the important factors is covered in
section XI-C. The accuracy of different components of
.o.etary cost is discussed in Section X-A.

The rationale for including disposal of waste in the bedrock
beneath SRP in the alternatives covered is discussed i. Sec-
tions 1, 11-A, and Appendix A. It is noted in $e.tie” I,
SmY, that EPA has disapproved of this alternative dis-
posal mode. No work is under way, and none is proposed, 0.
the bedrock disposal co.cepc at SRP.

& stated, mylonites and cataclastic textures are comon in
the metamorphic rocks of the Piedmont province and are .1s.
indicated in the metamorphic rock beneath SRP. The origin
of these features, however, is quite ancient and i. prob-
ably related to the oroge.ies of the Paleozoic. There is
no reason to believe these ancient features are related to
the current fractures i. the basement rock or to mode.”
seismir,ity in the regio..



L-13 mylo.lte zones in the crystalline metamorphic rock has been
co.td reported by Christl (1964) and Dirnent~. (1965) I.

addition, this rock type is indicative of major fault zones
which parallel the Appalachia. system .s described in graphic
detail by Higgins (1971) and Hatcher (1972).

Di.,.t, ~. (1965), reporting on the basement rock beneath

the Savannah River Plant , states : ,“Mylo”iEe occurs in local-
ized, intensely sheared zones of the basement rock, and else-
where flaser textures are widespread as a result of mechanical

g....1.ti...” ‘l’hemajor fault zone. which parallel the ,..th-

ern Appalachian Mountain. .1s. contain mylonite and cataclas-
tic rocks and are a result of intense faulting. Myloni Le
zo.es along these faults are commo.ly one half mile wide and
the.. grade into cataclastic rock zones up to 3 mile. wide
(Higgins, 1971); these rock a.semblaaes characterize the fault
zone. The widespread occurrence of mylonite and cataclastic
rock (fla.er texture) i“ the basement rock beneath the
Sa.a..ah Rive. Plant, in addition to the multiple complex
fracture systems w.rr.ncs careful DOE consideration. l’bese
occurrences will affect the integrity of the crystalline rocks
as a repository for high-level waste. While preliminary data
suggest ch.e the Triassic sedimentary rocks are not as expen-
sively fractured, the proximity of the basement rock and
local inter–mixing of water from the basement rock with the
overlying aquifer are factors of important significance i.
any bedrock disposal plan.

L-14 The 500 foot thick Tuscaloosa aquifer overlying the ba.ement
rock is one of the most important aquifer. i. the so.theaster.
United States (See Figure 1). A s.prolite clay of an average
of 70 feet i“ thickness seParates the basement rock from the
aquifer, but locally this clay is absent. l’h.investigative
report of the Nationel Academy of Sciences (1972) assmes
that water from the basement rock is being transmitted upward
into the Tuscaloosa aquifer at a race of 0.002 gpd/ft2 where
clay is present, but at 0.0035gpd/ft2 wherever the clay may
b. absent. To date, no absolute hydraulic separaciom of the
basement rock fro. the Tuscaloosa aquifer has been proven by
the chemical evidence available and it may be preswed that
movement of waters between the basement rock a.d the aquifer
occur. i. accord with existing per.eabilities and hydraulic
gradients. The possibility of aquifer and basement water
mixing, involving potential high–level nuclear ..s,., pre-
sets a potential risk of contamination in the Tuscaloosa
aquifer and the biosphere.

The gross separation of the waters of the coastal plain
aquifers and those of the bedrock are shown by,. (1) the
abrupt disc,,nti..ity in their chemistries TDS = 30 mg/1
at the base of the coastal Plain aquifer and 6000 mg/1
i. the crystalline metamorphic rock; (2) pumping about
1500 gp. in each of t.. plant areas .o.tlnu.usly for 27

y..., h.. .,~t..Used . decline i. hyd~..1ic p.ess..e 1.
the crystalline rock; (3) a year-long pumping test in
the crystalline rock showed .. indication of leakage
through the safrolite; (4) a lsrge amount of heliu has
accumulated in the waters of the crystalline rock which
could not h,,..accumulated if there were eve” minor
leakage from the metamorphic rock. Therefore, although it
ha. not bee,,co.cl”sively demonstrated, the water mixi.~
potential i. considered to be extremely low. Migration of
radion.clid.s from the cave.” was considered i“ the prepa-
ration of the EIS a“d the potential en.iro”mental impact
was determi,,ed to be insig”ificant.
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Figure 1: EPA has revised Figure 111-3 (page 111-5) from the
source document to show the local mylo.ite .0.,s a“d the fault
between the Triassic sedimentary rock and the Metamorphic base-
men, rock. The Tuscaloosa Aquifer is in the formation l.beled
as ,,Nonmari.e Sediments of Late Cret.ceou. tie .,,

A map of earthquake hazard developed by Algermissen and
Perkios, 1977, is depicted in Figure 2. Alth..gh the haz.rd
in the East is lowered by the relative infrequency of large
earthquakes, the total time in the last 250 years i. actually
greater than that in the West. AS shown in Figure 2, the
highest number in the 2ast ce.ters are.nd Charleston, S.C.,
which in 1886 was the site of an earthquake of Intensity X ..
the Modified Mercalli Scale. While the cause of this severe

earthquake is speculative as to origin, the earthquake .Pi.
center lies but a few miles from the Sava.nah River Plant
site.

The fact that the metamorphic bedrock is locally faulted and
fractured makes bedrock disposal, eve. in the Triassic .ed-
i.entary rock, a.d unviable option at SRP. At . minimum,
these geological problems should be discussed ..,. adequately
in the final EIS.

As stated on page 111-11 of DOE-EIS-0023, the epicenter of
the Charleston Earthquake of 1886 ..s about 90 mile. from
SRP. All investigation. of known faults i. the metaumrphic
bedrock have show that they are noncaPable faults. ~e
options for storage of waste i. bedrock assume that the
cavern would be constructed in .O.fa.l ted bedrock. Extensive
field study would be required to determine whether disposal
in I nonfaulted area is in fact feasible but studies to
date d. not .reclude this possibility.

I
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Specific comments :

L-16 1) Page IV-5 , Figure Iv-1:

TV. curves are labeled E.–154. one of these 1a6e1s is i.
error and should be corrected i. the final EIS.

L-17 2) P.~e V-3, subsection 3, “Impact on A2r a.d Water Q.al-

ity,,, i“ the third paragraph: me use of settling ponds

s~gests that there will be some cent..i..t i.. pre.e.t. what
mo.icori.g procedures will be provided and what radioisotopes
amd cor.ce”crations are expected? Also, what would Preve”c
CC.nt.minz.tiorlof offsite gro.nd”ate.?

L-IS 3) Pagev-16,Table V-9: The Radiation Exposure Limits 10

the dri.ki.g water regulations take precedence over DOE
exposure limits. (See “National interim E’rtmry Dritiiag
wt.. Reg.lat i.”.,- EPA-57019-76-003). AISO utit is.t.Pes
are included for this table s.d how are they released? A
table such as this may .1s. be needed i. reference t. the
clean Air Act.

me figure has bee. corrected.

If settling ponds are used in any .Iter”ative actually imPle-
me. ted, monitoring procedure. a“d barriers against contamima–
tion of offsite gro..dwater would k similar to those used
for present operations at SRP and would CO.PIY .ith .11 Fed-
eral and State regulations i. effect at the time. Details of
such facilities woald be cove.ed in later, project specifi.
docments, when detailed system design is available.

Section V-B.4 and Reference V-13 have been modified to assure
that any such releases will comPly with all aPP1icable Fed-
eral amd State standards.

~e limits apply to the radiation that could be received from
. weighted sum of .11 isotopes released, as stated iII the
referenced text of the regulat ions.



L-19 4) If c!,.rec.nstit.:ed v..te is demineralized and Pr.c-
es.ed to glass, this would result in 5100 ..nnisters of glass
(ERDA 77-42). There is no reference to this “umber of .an-
nisters i. this document, only a statement that the glass
matrix would be 35 percent waste. Further details sho!,ldbe

provided i. the fi.al EIS. There i. a .o”flict between Table
V-4, .~, of this document and Table iii-8 i“ ERDA 77-42
as to the time requirements for this optio.. 1. one case, it
is 10 years ; the other computes to 5 years. This discrepancy
should be clarified and a. explanati. n should be provided as
to h.. the 5 years or 10 Jeers ..s calculated. for eXa.P1.,
if 23,625 salt cake .a.”isters were filled over a 10 year

Pe.i.d, this ...ks .ut t. 45 pe. week, eq..1i.8 .. a....g.
@r..e.. 1..d of 45,000 8.11.k. ~i. is .. <t...:.. .p...-
Cion which should mot be neglected and discussed lightly.
More explanation is “ceded in the final EIS.

L-20 5) Page V-24: TiIe discussion of hazards associated with
nuclear waste is incomplete. Preliminary EPA studies of
disposal of high-level radioactive waste i“ .i”e repositories
indicate that there are pathways, particularly through water,
that engineered barriers .s...1 be depended upon co prevent
over long periods of time. The .Igr.tion of some n.elides is
not slowed to amy great degree by geological barriers. The
discussion of diluti.a o“ this Pa8e does not recognize that

Population dose is not .ig.ificantly affected by dil”tio”.
1“ addition, the DOE staff implies that there will be perma-

7 “ent existence of the SRP .XC1US1O” area. As stated Pre-
K vio.sly, EPA-S f.rehe.ming criteria states th. c reliance

cannot b. placed on instit”ti.n.l controls far periods beyond
one hundred years.

L–21 6) Page v-26: me last paragraph .“ this page state. that
it is extremely unlikely that people will continue to drink
well water from a location directly over a leak into the
aquifer. In the long term, we believe knowledge that the
waste repository exists and .ss”npt ions that water supplies
will be monitored for radl.acei.ity c.... E be depended u~o..

L-22 7) The summary of exposure risks in Tables V-12, V-13,
V-14, V-15, a“d V-16 is i“adequ.te in that the ra.~e of

P.ssible .ele.s. event. i. V.IY s..11. The tie i.~.grat.d
risk i. also artificially small because of the limitation of
the i“tegratio” period to three hu”d.ed years. More .“.”,s
should be considered, as well as a Io”ger time period.

L-23 8) PaSe v-27: Doses to a r.aso.able PoPulatio” should be
calculated. &r criteria suggest that this be dome for a
much longer period ti,a”the 300 yea~s give., ..... the waste
is hazsrdou, for Io”ger than 300 year..

l’he,,referencecase,,duration for processing the SW i“ve”-
tory has changed between the present time amd the time of
issuance of ER7JA77-42, but the total waste volume has not.
‘l’hisEIS estimated the pote”ti.1 e“vir..memtal impact. based
.. total waste volume and i“divid.al canister characteristics
rather the” rate of processing. n. ..t.al rate of proces-
sing is likely to change further d,!rins this preliminary

p..i.d .f r,,..~.h ..d d..@l.pm.. c, de.i8.. a.d .e.ti.g.
but more details of the fi“al .Iter”a.ive to b. implemented
will be covered in the project-specif i. EIS for that alter-
native.

me risk analyses for .11 the alternatives either im.1.de
aba”do”me.t as part of disposal, or discuss the e“.iromental
con.eq.e”ces of abandonment of the long-term storage modes,
thereby c.mverti”g them to disposal.

It is beyo.d the scOPe of this Pro8ramatic EIS to debate the
usefulness of integration of very low individual expos. res
over long time periods to arrive at large Population exPo-
s.res. However, i“tegratio. over 10,000 years has been
.dded, along with a comparison with ~t. ral background.

‘l’heEPA lin,itof 100 yea.. for reliance o“ admi”istr.tive
control has been included i“ the aba”donme.t scenarios fo,
continued tank farm operation a.d surface storage in .“
air-cooled vault at SKP.

me analyses and conel”sio.. give” i“ the document do not
depend up.. f.t.re p.p.latioms av.idi~ drinking any co. t.m-
inated water - worst case results are 8iV.” throu~ho”t the

document, assuming “o corrective actions are taken. However,
NE and other reviewer. believe that it is i.p.rta”t to point
out mitigating measures that could be take”, and these are
discussed i..more detail i“ Sectio. X11-D.

The tables have bee” modified to include risks i“tegr.ted for
10,000 years, and to i“cl.de aba.d.”ment of .41ternati.e 1
after 100 year. , as requested by EPA. .4spart of the bo.md-
ing approach to this risk assessment, all the events that
could contribute .ignifica”tly to overall risk have already
bee” i“cl.ded, and are described i“ more detail i“ the backup
.eference, ERDk–77–L2.

A. stated in Se.tion V, the population at risk was assumed to

g... by a f..t.. .f 5 ..e, a 150-yea. p.ri.d. AL1 POPU1.-
cions that could incur individual exposures greater than a
small fr.ctio” of background were i“cl.ded. The analysis was
expanded to include i“tegratio” of risks over 10,000 yea...



L-24 9) Page. v-33 and v-34 , subsection 4, ,,Offsit. Land Co.C.m
Inatio..,: 2’hissection should dicuss and reference tb.
existing Protective Action Guides to ensure agreement with
the Guides as well as the ,,Pr.posed Guidance .. Dose Limits
f.. Persons Exposed to Transuranium Elements i. the General
Enviro~ent ,,,EPA Report 8520/4-77-016.

L-25 10) According to the draft EIS, the status of preset tech-
nology of classification and vitrification is sufficient E.
have a waste storage facility operational by 1985. .4tthat
time, 60 x 106 gallons of reconstituted waste will be fed
to a demineralizing facility (p. IV-4) from processing and
solidification. If the ..s,. is processed so that the high
activity fraction is separated and solidified to glass, there
...ld ....1. 24.5 x IOC gal of decontaminated salt cake

(note o. P. Iv-22 a ..1.. of 16.3 x 106 gal is mentioned,
an apparent conflict). If shipped offsite, it would involve

.PPr.. i..ly1y 23,625 canister. (P. v-45). 2’bis....s that
each canister i. capable of holding over 1000 gallons of

Y salt cake. The draft ETS does not ~ive an adeq.ate expla-
: nation about this canister requirement (though it is dia-

g....ed i. P..t reP..r.-ERDA 77-42), ... does it provide the
accide.t freq.ency data for vehicle loads exceeding 20,000
pounds. The salt cake .1.”. weighs 19,500 pounds using salt
density of 2.25 glml (ERDA 77-42). l’here is no, enough
information about this pzocessi”g end shipping req.ireme”t;
reference should be made in the final EIS to existing indus -

t,lal experience with mass pr.d.ctio” of c.”niscers of high

q.alitY. glass formati.. processes, and de.ineralizer removal
efficie”ces.

L-26 11) Page VII-2, table VII–1, Ace the cost of salt cake
disposal options included in Table VII–1 , commitment of
Resources ?,,

L-27 12) Page x11-3: See comments pertei”ing to pages v-33 .“d
V-34.

L-28 13) Page X11–1, 2nd Paragraph, Is the $1OOOIP,,SO”-,.. based
0“ a 10W.. level of carcinoge”es is? see lCRP-26. F“,the,-
..,,, EPA d... not believe the $1,000 Per Per...-.,. repre-
sents a valid measure of reducing risk.

May details of the risk assessment are “OL iocluded i. this
EIS but, as stated i“ the text, are included i“ the major
refere.ce documents in a“ effort t. make this document more
easily readsble. A. stated in the reference, ERDA-77-42, the
Protective Action Guides were consulted i“ deriving the
limits used for land co”camination. The subject is still i.

. P~.cess of .ha.g. regardi.g res.lations and guides, and the
latest available i“formatio” will k used in documents re-
lated to any alternative proposed for actual implementation.
l’heanalysis prese.ted is enough to show that land co”tami”a-
tio” possibilities from .“likely eve”cs would not k a major
decision factor regarding the conduct of the research a“d
development, design, a“d testing program covered i. this
Programmatic EIS.

Radi.tie” exposures a“d possible transportation accidents for
alternatives that might involve shipment of deco.ta.inated
salt offsite are discussed i. Section V-E. 3. As noted in
the come”t , the canister is described i. ERDA 77-42 a.d is
incorporated i. this EIS by reference. ‘l’beinjury freq.e”cy
da,. sivem o“ P VI-11 of this EIS was taken from WASH-1238
which is based o. actual accident freq.e”cy i.fomatio”
during 1968 and 1969.

Yes, the cost of disposal of decontaminated salt cake in
existing tanks at SRP i. included, where applicable to the
specific alternative, as pointed out i“ section V-E, ,,Poten-
tial Effects from Deco”taminaced salt storage.,,

See .esPonse to Co,mIIentL-Z&.

1, is not clear from the comGIencwhat a .,1oI?..level of cer-
ci”ogene.is,,means. The ...s.”s for incl.dir,ga. example
cost-risk ..alysis in.ol.i.g a dollar ..... for radiation
risk are discussed i“ S.ccio. XII-1.



L-29 14) 1. Table X11-7 .. page X11-9 (summary of Costs and
Exposure Risks for titernative 2 - sub.... 2: Glass Stored
i. Onsite surface Storage Facility and Decontaminated Salt
tike Returned t. Onsite Waste Tanks) the published V.lUe for
the I“cre.ental Cost-Risk in dollarslper.on-rem has been
incorrectly calculated as $31,900. The “.1”. should have
been $28,600.

L-30 15) Section X11-B, pages X-11-6-X11-12. The Incremental
Cost-Risk technique for comparing the various high-level waste
management .ltern. tives has several we.k”es. es. Ideally, a
method of comparing .Iter.ative w.sce ..”agement techniques
should .s. the present waste management techniques as the
basis for the comparison. The order of the ranking (by a
methodology) should be iase.sitive to choice of the base case.
Unf.rtu..,ely, the Incremental CosC-Risk methodology meet.
either of these criteria. First, the I“creme. tal Cost-Risk
estimates incorrectly .s. the least expe.sive alter”.tlve
(A1ter”aLive 3) as the base case. Since a change in the
method of ma.aging high-level wastes can only mean a change
from the present waste management technique, the comparison
with the least expensive alternative has little meaning, u“-
1.ss the present method is also the least expensive alterna-
tive. For example, if the present method of waste management
(Alternative 1) is used as the base case, instead of the
least expensive technique (Alternative 3) , the order i. which
the three s.bcases of Alternative 2 ... ranked changes. The
finel EIS should address the.. weaknesses i. the Incremental
Cast-Risk technique.

L-31 16) Page x11-12, Paragraphs 4, 5, a“d 6 pertaining to the

q..tati... f..m NcRp 43: W.i., ICRP-26 shO.ld be ca.ef.llY
studied .nd compared to NCRP 43 since lcRP-26 is the more
recent reference.

L--32 17) Page x11-13, Table X11-10: 1. the ,eco”d column headed

by “Estimted Average Radiation Dose Risk, pers.n-.e. fy......
The 200,000 aPPears t. be whole body exposure, and the 180,000

appear. to b. based O. the .... effect .. bone U..OW: What
is the basis for the remai.in~ “umber,? Are they total body
nmhers?

The value gi.en i“ the Draft EIS w., calculated hf.,, round-
off of the numbers to be presented f“ the table, thereby

gi.i.g .ise t. th. POC..ti.1 th.c the read.. m.Y ..lc.1.t.
slightly different values. For this final version of the
EIS, cost .mbe. s and some risk numbers ha.. been updated,
and entries i“ the table ha.. changed.

me order of the alternatives, ranki.g necessarily must
depend up.” the base case, because the waste is already i.
hand and is storedf..am interimperiodina methodthatcan
branch t. either 1.ss expensive .. more expensive alterna-
tives, or remain the same.

& . c.i.cide”tal matter, updated cost estimates between [he
draft EIS .nd this final EIS h..e resulted in Alternative 1
becoming the least expensive and, therefore, base ..s..

Nothing i. contained i. lcRP-26 that negates the j.dge.nents
expressed i“ NCRP-43, but NCRP-43 i. the specific reference.

4

As seated i“ the footnote to Table X11-10, .11 the numbers in
the first column are on the same basis and are whole body
eq”ivale”t exposures.
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460

AUG 1 1977

Mr. W. H. Penningtom
Director, Office of NEPA Coordination
U.S. Energy Reae.rch and Develo~ent
Administration

Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Penmi.gton:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed the
Report on ,,.41ter.ativesfor Long Term Management of Defense
High-Level Radioactive Waste at the Savannah tiver Plant,
Aike”, South Caroline, (ERDA 77-42/1,2). l’hestated purpose
of this site specific report is to describe the different
alternatives along with their probable relative costs, risks,
and uncertainties. A secondary purpose is to raise the issue
of methodology for decision making in nuclear waste Iua.age-
.ent. Subsequent to this report, before any long-range waste
management plan is implemented, an e.vironmenc.l statement
will be prepared to assess in detail the potential environ-
mental impact of all of the preferred alternatives.

With regard to the alternatives examined in the report, it is
noted that three of the eight considered i. detail involve
the disposal of high-level waste in bedrock below the SRP.
EPA reviewed a“ EIS for this .l,er.a,ive in 1972, and co.-
cluded that serious uncertainties existed about the poteoti.1
impact of this disposal method. To our knowledge little or
no significant information has been de.eloped to resolve
these uncertainties during the past five years. While an
attempt is made 1. the report to demonstrate that this alter-
native i. the most cost-effective, the large uncertainties i.
the potential impact resulting ft.. .s. of this method are
sufficient cause for its rejectioo. Therefore, we co.ti..e
to have grave concerns relative to the acceptability of this
alternative and belie.. that the bedrock storage alternative
should be totally eliminated as a Permanent high-level waste
disposal technique at the Savannah River Plant site. We
would further state that the SRP site does not appear to be
acceptable as a site f.. permanent disposal for high-level
radioactive w.,,. and that any of the storage alternatives
for SRP, as stated i“ the report , would constitute ,empor.ry
solutions requiri.g later remedial action.

The comets i. this letter are directed t. the related
“A1ternatlves,’ document (ERDA 77-42), which preceded the
draft EIS, rather than the EIS itself. me “Alternatives”
document was issued for public review, but was never formally
revised. However, conunentsreceived on that re.ort were
considered by DOE in the preparation of this EIS. Specifi.
answers to the EPA c.nunentson the ,,Alter..lives,,document
are provided here since they were appended .. their EIS
.ome. ts and since they address data and analyses upon
which the EIS is based

The bedrock .Iter.. tives were included in the #,A1.er.ati.es,,
document because, if these alternatives are indeed feasible,
they re.resent the lowest cost solutions t. the problem of
dl.po,i.g of the SW hixh-le.el waste,. However, as empha-
sized in the text, maj.. uncertainties d. exist about the
safety of the bedrock alternatives l’heseuncertainties
can he resolved only by large-scale research programs , and
n. such large-scale research Programs are currently underway
or planned, i. part because of the ..s.tisfactory ratings
give. to the bedrock alternatives by EPA. Disposal of the
innn.bilized SRP W.SL. would be at future Federal repository.



(co”td)

L-35 Before a decision can be made regarding the ultimate disposi-
tion of the high-level waste at Savannah River Plant (SRP),

p.esm.bly .C a. .pp..v.d hi8h-lev.1 waste di.p...1 sit., we
believe a Lhorough exa.i.ation of the objectives of waste
disposal must be conducted. This i. necessary in order to
clearly define what is to be accomplished before implementa-
tion steps are taken.

L-36 EPA is 1. the process of developing environmental criceria
for radioactive vast. management. These criteria .i~~
address the objectives of waste management and will provide
a basis for what must be accomplished 1. waste management
activities to provide assufance of public health and e.viro.—

.ental Protection. EPA is also develoPi”g environmental

.ta.dards for high-level radioactive waste mana~eme”t which
will be applicable to any disposal option used for the SRP

high-level wastes. Until such time .s the.. criteria end
standards are issued in fin.1 form, it i. premature, in o..
opinion, to make firm decisions reg.rding the final disposi-
tion of any high-level waste.

L-37 while zh. .3RF.Iternatzves report is an imporca.r first step

i. explorimg the disposal alternatives, we believe, i. light
of the above considerations, that .. decision should be made
for a particular alternative until clearly defined objectives
are av8i1ab1e. EPA expeccs to promulgate its proposed guid-

? .... for radioactive waste management in the next few months.
x W. are in .xr.eme.t with the need co find suitable disposal

methods as soon as possible, but waiting a few months before
conunitci.g sig.ificanc resources and investments to specific
alternatives seems prudent.

1. the period since EPA recommended . ,ftboro.ghexamination
of the objectives of waste disposal,’, a major review of the
nation,s nuclear waste management program was .ndertake. by
the Interagency Review Group (lRG) on Nuclear waste Ma.age-
Inent,whose final report was published in March 1979. fie
lRG set forth planning objectives and broad technical and

imP1.ment. tion objective.. sPecific objectives, standards,
and criteria need to be established by EPA and NRC fhr..gh
the regulatory process to complement the stated planning
objectives. DOE has, and will continue co modify its tech-
nical objectives and implementation programs i. response to
emerging environmental protection criteria. l’heseissues
will be revisited in the course of subsequent site-specific
e..iro.me. tal reviews.

A1thou~h the fi.n.lwas t. management alternative chose. for
disposing of the SRP high-level waste must meet all applicable
EPA criteria and re~.latio.s, DOE must start its initial
studies now so .s co be ready to make firm decisions when
the fi.al criteria s.d standards are available. ~is is
consistent with the re.ommer.dations of the Interagency 9.e.i.w
Group .. Nuclear waste Management (TID-29442) i. that
immobilization of defense waste should begin as soon as
practicable. It is .1s.hoped that the results of the DOE
waste management research end development programs will assist
in the development of trite.ia and standards by the regulatory
agencies. l’heproposed R&D pro8ram will be undertaken with
sufficient flexibility so as not t. foreclose any of the
.eason.ble disposal methods under consideration prior to
completion of . project-specific EIS.

Neither the ,<A1cer.ativest, document .0. this EIS are aimed
at arriving at final S~ high-level waste disposal methods
The purpose of this EIS is to obtain public inputs to orient
the WE research a.d development effort. Selection of the
SW high-level wasre management alternative and the repository
will be supported by future environmental documents.

If 5...or your staff have any questions or wish to disc...
our cements i. more detail, please call on .s.

Sincerely yours,

(signature unreadable)
for
Rebecca W. Ha”mer
Director
Office of Federal Activities (A-1OA)

Enclosure
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General comments

L-38 We believe that the first step which must be take. is ..
define the problem which the proposedactionis co 601...
For example,certainof the alternatives presented would
suffice for temporary storage as is now the practice.
Other alternatives ..ouldmore appropriately fit a category
of long-term storage (say for 100 years) ...1.as gl.ssifi-
cation and vault st..ag.; while some alternatives may be
more s.it.bl. f.. . pennane.t storage philosophy (i. keeping
with the long-lived isotopes involved) i. glass encapsulated
ca”isters buried in deep geological formations, Once the
key time-related criteria have been determined and cate-

g.ri.ed, t.ch.i..1 alte...tives ...ld be ...e.s.d for their
applicability to well engineered systems in each time group,
The objective would be to provide optimal environmental

T integrity in each time category.

Give” the limitations on the accuracy of Che info.matio”

p~e...ted i. the r.p.,t, ~h. .,ef.1.ess of th. COS. ...Pa~i-
SO.. is also limited. Moreover, inclusion of .11 costs .nd
a sensitivity a“alysi. of ass”mptio. could significantly
change relative costs of the alternatives. l’h.~, t. avoid
misi”terpre cations of the calculated cost estimates, .“
extensive explanation of the limitations of the report should
have been presented, and the title of the tables should ktave
indicated the limitations .“ the i“fonn.tion thet is pre-
sented. There are three types of limitations .. the cost
info.mati.n present.d in the report.

1. Only certain types of costs ... considered: budgetary
costs for the storage systems, radiation risk to the public,
and land .onza.i.a Lion. E.”iro.mental costs, social cost.,
on-site radiation risk, a“d monetary cost. other than engi-
neering costs, are not considered.

2. The costs that are PIesented are calculated only for
certain as.umptioo., e.g. , budgetary costs and radiation
risk are c.lc.lated for a limited area, and for a limited
time,

Although the various alte.matives considered do indeed leave
the wastes i“ very different final states, all are carried
t. the same end point in the analysis by determining the
Long-range hazards from the different final forms; e.g.,
the hazards of aba”doni. g the w.. tes in ttteirexisting tanks
are compared with the hazards of leaving . glass waste form
i“ . geological repository. l’heobjective of the DOE waste
management programs is to protect th. hum.” environment.

See response to L-11

3. Methodology a“d assumptions used in calculating b.dge-
tary costs are not fully explained.

o



L-40 Other major inadequacies i. the report are the failure to
consider any impact beyond 300 years, and the assumption
that the S.v.nn.h River Plant site will remain a controlled,
low population, Federally o-cd area for at least the 300-
year period. Restriction to 300 years implicitly considers
that only the fission products, specifically, stro.tire-90
and ce.iuw137, are of ....... . This is cent.adictiory to
the description of the waste (page 111-5) as containing
pluto.ium-238 at a co.ce.traci.n of 1 x 10-2 Ci/gal (2 600
.Ci/g) and pl.to.im-239 .. . concentration .f 3 . IO-L
Cilgal (80 mCi/g), plus other actinides. Even after the
300-year period the pl.to.ium-238 would still be present i.
. concentration of 230 nci/g and the pluto. ium-239 decay
would, of course, be negligible. Changes in population
density ca..ot be ruled out (how many people lived in the

pr....t ph.-nix. Ariz. city limit. 300 years ago?) nor can
g..e..mt.1.1 .. s..i.t.l .h.nses. ‘I’bediscussion. of
aba.do”ment, which presm.bly include 10SS of govenlme. t
ownership of the area, do mot i“cl.de pop.latio. build-up
or the intr”siw into the area of curiosity seekers,
archaeologists, or children.

Specific C.aments

L-41 1. Bedrock Storage (Di,Posal) at Savannah River Plant

EPA has serious q“esttons as to whether this is a“ appro-
priate method of disposal and more particularly whether the

p~.p...d if. and ...1. of exP1..at..y ..ti.ify .h..1d b.
undertaken without a broader assessment of the ge”eri.
issues of disposal.

L-42 More complete discussion a“d documentation of the results
of previous investigations of hydrogeology would be necessary
f.r .. indepe.de.t eval”atio” of the applicability at

Savannah River P1a”t of the philosophy that the long-tem
storage of the ERDA,s high-level wastes should rely only
minimally 0“ h-” s“n.illa”, e a“d that the protectio.
should be achieved primarily thr.”gh isolation of the wastes
within natural barriers. Gur concerns with this philosophy
of .Ontainmemt at sava..ah River Plant arise f... the fact,
that deep testing to detenni”e a“d interpret hydro-geologic

p...tete.. .f the natural g....d w.te~ regime i. difficult
“.der any circumstances, a“d is especially cliffic”lt i“
fractured aquifers such as the bedrock at Sa.a..ah River
Plant. It is wt possible to validate some of the physical
assumptions of existing mveme.ts, and extrapolations for
h..dreds to thousands of years must be mad. with hydraulic
coefficients derived from limited test data a.d relatively
short testing periods. Furthermore, it is likely that f.t.re
development a“d “se of the Tuscaloosa aquifer above the bed-
rock will perturb the hydrologic regimes in both the
Tuscaloosa a“d the bedrock in ways that are not entirely
predictable at ~reser.t 1. the rePort , a section o“ Bedrock
Disposal should specifically address the NAS report ..

Ke.1.8i. ..Pe.ts of radioactive waste disposal, dated WY
1966, a“d why F.RDAis Proceedi”8 “ith a Project of this
magnitude contraq ,. NA3 study conclusions

Se. ,,s...s, s to L-9 and L-10.

Se. resP.nse.s to L-3 a.d L-12.

See .esPo”ses to L-13 and L-14.



The following comet. on Bedrock Storage are more specific
to the Report itself:

L-4 3 4. ~ Page II-8 the ReP.rt discusses the third alternative,
that of slurryi.g the existing wastes into a bedrock cavern
d“g in an impermeable Triassic m.dstone under the Savannah
River site. The advantages and disadvantages of this
alternative are discussed at greater length i. other sections
with principal emphasis on possible events which could
threaten the integrity of such . cavern after it h.. been
filled (eve. partially filled) with the wastes. It would
seem that tbe Report should give some attention to the
prospect of the actual c..neling procedure creating cracks
in the rock, disrupting the cav.xns integrity, and connecting
the cavern t. the aquifi,, above

L-44 ~. As a. extension of the disc”ssi.r, on geologic disposal,
tbe Report indicates on page 11-9 that geologic disposal
options would require large scale exploratory shafts for
time-periods long enough to give a high level of confidence
of the sbaft,s continued integrity after sealing. ‘l’he
obvious question that comes to mind in co.meccio. with this
statement is ,,How long will the time-periods have to be t.
~i”e that as,”,,”.. ?,, C..sideri% the scheduling needs and
the decisims that will have to be made in the near future,
it eeems that thorough assurance of this disposal technique
may not be available in tbe time fram, required.

L-b5 5. ~ Page 111-1 the statement is made that once the cavern
is sealed it will require .. mai”te...ce or s.meilla”ce.
Eve” though IMi.te”ar.ce and surveillance may not need to be
extensive, it hardly would seem pr.dent to abandon tbe site.
Surely some inspection and monitoring would ..”t%.”. so as
to provide an early warming of potential pioblems.

‘-46 E. ~ P.8e 111-22 Alternative 8 is discussed. ‘l’h. Report
indicates that the bedrock cavern containing canned glass
wastes is expected to eventually flood after sealing. lt
seems that if the cavern is expected t. flood when it con-
tains solidifid wastes that it would similarly be infiltrated
if the cavern co”tai.ed liquid wastes. 0.. could also co..
cl.de that if water c.. get i., the liquid wastes could use
the same pathways to get out - Possibly to the s“rrou”di”g

gr..nd water. l’heReport should give more i“f.rmatio. on
this project.d flooding and what implications such flooding
would h... for the s“ecess of the bedrock options.

L-47 2. An appendix is .eeded to deal specifically with the dose
modeling used throughout. For example, the .s. .f a dep..i.
cion velocity is frequently mentioned but it is not stated
how this ground deposition is used i“ dose .alc”lations,
i.,., food pathway andlor external exposure. Appendix B has
more than its proportionate share of errors and, as it
stands , detract, from the overall effor, The proper .v,I..
atio. and i“terpretatiom of actual enviro”memtal data as
related to individual and population exposure, however,
could b. of real value ia supporting the postulated ..su1.s
of accidents.

Previous analysis has i“di.ated that t...eli”g i. the triassic
mud,tone .ho”ld be only a mimer source of mudstor,e cracking.
However, this analysis can be verified only by a“ actual pro-

gram of exploratory mining; such a program is nor n.. planned.

l’heactual time periods required .. assess the integrity of
the m“d.tone ......s cannot be determined ..til actual mining
experience u“c.avers the actual geological co.ditio”s. How-
ever, if the high integrity rock is fo.”d, unless i.vesti-
gatio.s which ca” be completed i. a few years discover a
potential problem, we would be assured of l.”g-term fntegrt ty.

In actuality, a long-term s.weill.r,ce program would almost
certainly be mai. tai”ed o“ the decommissioned repository,
However, o.. of the design criteria for the repository would
be to minimize the risk of abandoning the repository i.
accordance with the EPA policy g“ida..e that limits the
duratio. assumed for imstitutiomal control to 100 years.

A cavern .O.tai”ing liquid waste would likely flood as .eAdily
as one comtaini”g solid waste. Such flooding is “ot expected
t. be Of serious .0”.... . however, because diff“sio. times
from the cavern .. the surface gro””d water are exPec.ed to
be very long.

Dose modeling is covered in a general way i“ Section V of
this EIS a“d i“ more detail in appendices F&G of the referenced
E~A-1537 (V-11) ‘llleprimary i.flue”ce of the dep.asiti.”
velocity is .“ the POte”tial exposure fram i.halatio. by am
offsite i“divid”al because deposition red”ees the airborne
activity reaching .. 0ffsite Iocati.”. Both tb. food pathway
a“d external radiation exposure are minor compared to i.h.la-

ti... SPe.ifi. comments O. Appendix B are addressed later in
these ,,SPO.S.S
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L-49
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L-56

L-57

L-58

L-59

L-60

5. ,.8. 11,-3 1, 1, “., .1..,h.. the populationd...
tom,,.,,,,..s calculated0,,, the 3oo-ye. period hi.
shouldbe furtheraddressedi. this,ectio..



L-61 16, page V-1 - It is not clear whether there is any possi-
bility that the cooling duct intakes or exhausts could be
clogged, with consequent 1.ss of cooling.

L-62 17. page v-8 - The canisters in the air-cooled vault ‘,are
expected to maintain their integrity for the indefinite
future if they are kept dry.’, How long is indefinite?
How will they be kept dry?

L-63 18. Peg, V-8 - Refers t. Reg. Guide 1,72 in text by 1.74
in the reference.

L-64 19. Page V-11 - Table v-1. The time-frame is .ncert.in.
Is the food pathway considered or j.st immersion and inha-
lation? 1s the dose from other ..clides listed in
Table 111-3 considered insignificant as compared to these
four? Last isotope listed should be 238P. not 239Pu.
What is’che assumed fraction of the total vault inventory
to be released?

L-65 20. ~.g. v-II - I, the figure .f 1.I x IO-3 ~ .f particles

per g~.. of glass 0= per canister?

L-66 21, To what particle size is the settling velocity of
1 CIIIIS..appropriate? How sensitive i. the calculation to
this parameter?

L-67 22. Page V-12 - Table “.2. Last isotope should be 238P..

L-68 23. page V-17 - The possibility of increased leach rate.
because of radiation damage to the glass has not been
considered

A. stated .“ P. V-17, “the cooling inlets and outlets extend
the entire length of the building, and it i. unlikely chat
they could become plugged with dust or debris over very long
time periods,’,

l’hiscomment refers to the discussion of routine releases,
1. this context, the cantsters would be kept dry by the Pro-
tection afforded by tbe storage vault until a nonroutine
event could compromise the vault, s i.teg.icy.

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Reg. Guide 1.76 (-
Basic Tornado for Nuclear Power Plants) is the correct
reference

Table V-1 gives consequences of a sabotage event if it
occurred before significant r.dionuclide decay (about 1990)
l’heexposures are lifetime dose commitments from the air-
borne pathway through i“halatiom imgestior,..d inunersion.
Due t. small amount of most radio..clides a“d half-life
considerations (Table 111-3 a“d Table 111-7 of ERDA 77-42) ,
exposures would arise primarily from the four isotopes
listed, ‘l’hetypographical error for the 238P. has bee.
noted The derived release fraction. are discussed in the
text preceding Table V-1, and i“ the reference covering
sabotage. me total release fr.ction t. not Siven because
of classification .e”sitivity.

me figure 1.lXIO-3 applies to ~r.m of parcicl.s of dia~.ter
16 m and $.sller Per 1.87 c.llgra. enerEY input. me
energy i“puc was .SSeSSed co he applied co . r.le.se mall
enough that the experimental results would aPPIY

The settling velocity of 1 cmlsec applies to particle. of
10 U. i. diameter, but was applied to all particles 16 um
i“ diameter a“d smaller, lt i. believed this is . conser-
vative approach, lacking fi“. .tr.cc.re i. the experimental
data on particle size distribution below 16 vm. The offsite
exposures are sensitive to settling velocity, but this point
was “at investigated i. detail be..... che potential offsite
exposures are so small.

ne lastisotopelistedinTables V-1 a“d V-2 of ERDA 77-42
is incorrectly give. amd should be “238P.’:” fii. change
does not alter ehe results of the analysis.

A large research and development program is being conducted
o. alternate waste forms as discussed i. Section lV.D of
this EIS (DOEIEIS-0023). Results of radiolysis studies to
date indicate chat leachability of borosi 1icate glass co.-
caini.g typical SRP high-level waste i. unaffected by
exposures equivalent to storage for up to 1 million years.

L-69 24. Page v-18 - Same as above.
seeresponse to the above coumIent (L-68).



L-70 25. page v-22 - Table V-8

a. What were the source terms used? Table VIII-2?

b. A footnote should be used to give population size
considered.

.. Rates of bone to whole-body dose for 238,239P. is
4 for river water pathway but 40 for airborne
~.et,w.y. The,. ,.1..s should be the S....

d. Title column. in Table V-8B same as in A.
Dose to man, ream-rem/year.

e. was 1..8 dose intentionally omitted?

L-71 26. page v-23 - Table V-9A, B. wtes of bone to whole body
dose for 238Pu and 23~P. are not consistent i. Tables A amd
B, There is, most likely, an exponent error. Footnote
population size

L-72 27. .... v-26 - Table V-12A. B and Table V-13A. B. SeVeral

L-74

L-75

L-76

expo;e; t errors, Ratios be;.,.” the two table; are not
consistent.

28. page v-27 - Same comments as above in page 26. Bone
dose from 90S1 should be included i. Table V-14B

29. page V-45 - Table V-33. What population size was
assumed? mat fraction was assumed released t. the
Tuscaloosa Aquifer? To the atmosphere?

30. page v-46 - The concept of a maximum individual dose
should be applicable. The stated ~ individual doses
of 150 rem seem to be clearly acceptable.

31. page v-46 - The probability chat a terrorist could be
able to sabotage the facility x ~ ~ ~ ~
is given as 10. This seems very low. Also the possibility
that a terrorist 8ro.P (rlsmller than a small army,,) could
overcome the security is apparently considered negligible.
These assumptions need further explanation.

‘rableVIII-2 of E~A 71-42 gives the so.... terms (1975
release guides) for radiation dose calculation. The poPu-

latio” of the sector used (most P.PU1O.S sector which i.-
cl.des Augusta, 6A) was 203,000 out t. a distance of 150 km.
~e ratio should be about 40 f.. both pathways. ‘l’hebone
d... from 238,239P. i. Tabl. V-8a sh..1d b. .h..ged from
0.028 man-rem to 0.28 man-rem; this was a typographical
error and does not alter the analYses. Table v-8 i. ade-
quately titled, since this is a single table. P.adio”.elide
release was assumed to be soluble which results i. the
highest dose to the critical organ. In this case, I.”g dose
was more than a. order of magnitude less than bone dose.

~e whole body dose for the maximum individual in Part B of
Table V-9 was . c pographical error. ‘I’hewhole body d...
should be 1.8x1O-i mrem instead of 1.8X10-8mrem. FOPU-
latio”of the ,ector used was 203,000 out to a dista.ce of
150 km.

me date in these tables .re correct.

‘l’hedata in these tables are correct with the exception of
the population dose -- air pathway (v-14A) in which the bone
dose for 90s, is 1.4x1O 4 man-rem (shown Incorrectly in the
table as bone dose for 137cs.

l’hepopulation sizeis stated i“ the text immediately pre-
ceding the table as 50,000 p.te.tial future onsite users.
.4.sstated i. tl,etext, release fraction and other details
are mot presented due to classif i..tion.

‘l’heconcept of maximum individual exposure is not applicable
to this sabotage event because of the time scale involved
and the population distrib.ti../te,e, ... SCe...iO. ~ether
or “ot a consequence of 150 rem to some i.divid”als is
acceptable depends upon the probability of occurrence and
the ..mber of individuals. The document makes .. judgments
regarding acceptability.

‘l’heprobability of sabotage cannot be determined; however,
it is assumed to be low. ‘l’heprobability that a terrorist

group could perform a successful sabotage in the presence
of se..ricy is given o“ page v-45 as 10-5. me probability
that a terrorist group could perform a successful sabotage
in the absence of security a“d r.diatio” m.mitori.g is given
0. page v-L6 as IO-3. A 102 attenuation is attributed to
the security force.



L-77 32, page VI-1 - Possible degradation of 81..s (de.itrifi- Degradation of waste forms would only be expected if they
cation) or concrete has been ignored. are exposed co high temperatures and pressures for extended

time period.. This phenomenon is not expected t. affect the
rf.sk analysis of offsite transportation,

L-78 33. Page VI-2 - T.!,leVI-2. Total canister mile. for 3000 There were errors i. the composition of the table. The cor-
.ile distance is acceptable. However, that for 1500 is ..c
und,rstandab],e.

rect .aIueS for 1500 mi ,=. 0.8X107 for ~IaS. ; 1.2X107 f.=
.o.c., L.; 1.2x107 for dry powder; and Z.0x107 for fused
salt ‘llIesetypographical errors do no, affeet the ,,s.1,s
of the analysis

L-79 34. page VI-6 - Tables VI-4 and VI-5. Except for driver. There were several typographical errors i. Table VI-4. The
and crew the total dose in man-rem (C.1,.mn2) appe..s to
be in error. A,. there other factors n.c mentioned in the

corrected ..1.,s for Table VI-4 are given in the following

text?
table:

Corrected Values for Table VI-4

2 9,2x10-2 4 .6 X10-2

2 7X10-4 3 .5 X10-4

6,875 h .3 X10-2 6.5.10-6

10 9X1 O-3 1.8x10-3

85,000 2 .3 X10-3 1.2 X10-7

Also, the maximm individual dose to brakeme. i. Tsble VI-5
should be 7.5Z10-4 insEead of 1.5X10-3, and the last .....
in Table VI-5 should be L.8x10-7 instead .f 4.8X10-5.

l’hepopulation doses for traffic and onlooker. were calcu-
lated assuming .11 persons in ... of these categories was
exposed to the same radiation field as deecrihed in the text.
0. this basis, .11 people in the category would receive the
same dose, and the total population dose for the category
would equal the number of people exposed tines the dose
determined for each person i. chc category. This average
individual dose is not reported in ‘CablesVI-4 and VI-5,
but can be obtained by dividing the Total Population Dose
for a category by the number of people exposed in the cate-
gory. Howe.ec, .. estimatewasmade of the maximum indi.i-
d.al dose for the categories. These qualitative estimates
of maximum individual dose are give. in Tables VI-4 and VI-5
It is emphasized that the population dose for trsffic, on-
lookers , and general public will, therefore, not equal the

Population times the maximum individual dose.

1.-80 35. page VI-13 - Table vI-13. Maximum individual dose to
lung from 137C5 should be 1.2 not 0.12. Add population
size to footnote.

‘l’hedose should be 1.2 and this was a typographical error
and does not affect the analysis Population size is
203,000.



L-81 36, page VIII-4 - Table VIII-1. Footnote a. The ratio of
1/6 only applies when the dose to bone end whole-body are
equal. For example . 90S. dose commitment t. the whole-body
of 1 rem would result in a dose to the home of 400 rem.
The ratio for P. is 40. Therefore, to normalize for he.lth
effects each n.elide would have to be considered indi.idu-
.llY, i.e., 1 reinwhole-body would be equivalent to 66 rem

(400/6)t. bone for 90S. and 6.6 ,.. (40/6) f.. P..

L-82 37. Page vIII-9 - Table vIII-3. ExPo”e”t errors.

L-83 38, Pa,seVIII-13 - Saboca8e. The total environmental dose

commitment should be addressed.

L-84 39. P.S. VIII-14 - Table VIII-8 gives the ..,.1 ground levels
for several r.dio.ucl ides out to 60 km. ~at would be the
potential effect through the milk pathway for 137CS and 90Sr?
Since a s.hoc?.geevent could occur at any particular time,

T what would be the .ommited man-rem dose to the population
: of Augusta if it happened to be i. the prevailing wind

direction?

L-85 40. A~e.dix A

peg. A-3. The 1080 Cilyr of tritium will not be retained
In tl,e seepage basin, but an equivalent amount will be
released to and/or exchanged at the water-air interface.
An equilibrium inventory will, however, build-up and approach
5000 Ci if operation. were to continue for about 10 years.
During the proposed 5 years of solidification operations
about 4220 Curies will accumulate in the basin. Refer to
comments under appendix B for a reference r.gardi.g critium
rele:lsesat Savannah River.

Radiation dose to the bone, regardless of radionuclide
delivering the dose, is assumed t. be one-sixth .s effective
in producing health effects as a. equivalent dose to the
whole body. ~.s, to obtain an “equivalent” wh.le b.dy
dose, the bone dose was divided by 6 and them added to the
L..e whole body dose. For p“rposee of comparing health

effects of the v.riot!splans considered, this i. considered
to be an adequate ap%,roxim.tion. (See page X-7 of ERDA
77-42/1)

l’hesewere typographical errors and do mot affect the
analysis. Correct exponents are for 238P : 8,3.10-5 and

Yfor 239P”: 1.0x10-6; 3.0x10-5 a“d 3.7x10-

The dose c.mitment .. the maximum individual and to the
population is addressed in Tables VIII-6 a“d VIII-7 of
ERDA 77-42.

see response to c.ment L-83. Also, as indicated i.
resPonse t. Conune”tL.70, the most POPU1.US sector, which
includes Augusta, was used to calculate populatio. doses.

DOE agrees that tritiu.nwill not be retained in the seepage
basins. As indicated in the response to the coinment.“ the
same s.bjecc (L-95), DOE would assume 30% of the tritium
released to the seep:!gebasin should be evaporated or
e.changed and become airborne. ~is is equivalent t. 530
Ci/yr and this ...... should be removed from the 1080 Ci/yr
retained i. the seep;,gebasin.

—



L-86

:.-87

L-88

Y
:

L-89

L-90

L-91

P.ge A-10. Table A-6. Table is incorrect. A.tiVi LY ah...
do.ed in place should be given in total curies, not Ci/ye.r
The total triti.m inventory in the basin at tileend of 5
years would be determined as follows:

Inp.t rat. to basin, 1 . 1780 Cityr
fractional release rate, k = 0.35 yr
(From Figure B-3)
then the total inventory (Q) at any time, t, is given
by the relationship

Q = .+ (i-.)-At

after 5 year.

Q . 1780 Cilyr (0.83)

0.35 yr–~

For the case of strontium and triti.m these would indeed be
expected to reach the creeks at a rate given i. Appendix P,,
figure B-3.

page A-11. Table A-7. Should be the total inventory in
Curie. at the time of abandonment, not cilyr. If the 106o
Ci of triti.m ..s determined in the s... manner as was
Table A-6, then it is incorrect as would be the activity for
the other n.elides listed.

Page A-13. Pathways to man. It may be of little signifi-
cance i. comparison to the dose f... immersion and inhalation,
but deposition onto vegetation by impaction will occur
regardless of particle size especially under windy conditions,

page A-18. Table A–12. 90Sr and 137CS should be included.
Footnote b not applicable to this table.

table A-11, Indepe.de.t dose commitment calculations differ
considerably (higher) than those seated i. the table.
PSrtic.larly for 90s,in bone.

Both Tables A-1 and A-6 show the rate of activity abandoned
i. place for each year of operation. It is obvious then
chat if the process is operated 5, 10, or 20 years, the
.ccumulatio. will be larger than that shown in Tables A-1
and A-6. Also, see re.Ponse t. L-88.

A comparison between Table. A-1 amd B-1 will show that the
amount of strontim and tritium reaching the creeks will be
lower for the concrete Pi..t than for the F and H canyons

At the time of preparation of this appendix, it was elected
co express the risk of activity abandoned on a yearly basis.
Selection could have been on an assumed campaign basis but
che assumption .. campaign length would introduce additional
uncertainty.

DOE agrees that deposition on ..8. tation is small and there-
fore not included in this discussion.

is included on Table A-12. NO 90s, ..s released via
13Tcs–
ch,s path thus Table A-12 does not shown 90s=. DOE asr.e.
with EPA th.t either f..L.otes should be included.

DOE is not familiar with the independent dose commitment
calculations refec.ed to by EPA. Therefore, no response is
offered, DOE dose calcul.tie. methodology was addressed by
response to comment L-h7



L-92 page A-19. Table A-13. would tritim be of any sig.ifi.
ea.,, here?

41. ADpendix B

L-93 ~

table B-1. l’helast two columns in the fourth cable are
in error. The activity abandoned i. place in the seepage
basins must be in terns of total activity, not Cifyear.
If the source teHus in Table B-9 and the release rates i.
Figure B-3 are correct, then the total activity for tritium
would be determined as follow. :

source Tern, 1 = 26,200 cils.ear

Fractional release rate, A = 0.35 Yr- 1 (T 1j2 = 2 Y,.)

At equilibrium the source tem must equal the release rate

(l=R) so that the total quantity (QA) of tritim in the
basin at anytime, and at the i.sta”t of input termination
would be :

Q=+

Q= 26,200 Ci/yr

0.35 yr-~7
%

Q = 75.000 Ci -- not 15,700 ci

Similar calculations may be made for the other isotopes.

L-94 cable B-2 and B-3. These are d.plicatio”s of data presented
i. Table B-1.

L-95 P.xe 8-11

Assuming that .11 of the strontium is i. the fom of 90S.
and by usi.g the fractional release rate from figure B-3

(O.1 Y.-l), the. the equilibrium inventory in the seepa~e
basim would be ,

2.1 Cilyear . ~1 ~i

0.1 yr-1

If 5% of this i, ...u,ned to .each ch. Scream, ,hen ~,0 Ci/ye=r
would b. a consemati.e figure t. use.

Tritium will “at be significant here because triti.m c.m-
tent of the SP.F’high-level waste is very low (Table 111-7
of ERDA 77-42)

me last Lwo .ol.ms i. Lhe fourth table were prepared co
show the risk of operating F and H canyons for an ..,,.8,

Ye., and iS b.,,d .. measured d.t. f.r the ye.~s 1968-1974.
The tables are structured in this fashion as indicated on

Page B-1 ~. serve .s data input to det..mi.. the ri.k f..m
the solid=f ication plant. ~ese tables are mot i. error.

DOE agree:; that after long periods of operation the 15,700
Ci of tritium shown i“ Table B-11 does not rePreserIt an
equilibri(un value. Table B-11 gives the component of
activity abandor,ed i“ the seePage basim from a. average year
of OPeratio” of the F and H Area ca”yo” processes As i.di-
cated above, this value was identified to serve as a basis
for estimtion of a comparable ..1.. for the solidification
Pla.t

Table B-1 is intended as a s.nunary table a“d does include
data from other tables in the Appendix.

l’heresPonse to this cement is the sane as the responee to
the .ommellto“ tritium .ba”d.ned in place above.



L-96

L-97

L-98

7
3

L-99

L-1OO

It is stated that 60% of the annual triti.m input (10,500 Ci)

.iF,rate. t. the stream. ~is leaves the remaini.g 60% ..-
accou.ced for. This am.u.t (15,700 Ci) is released t. che
atmsph.re at the surface - air interface of the seepage
basin. This should be mentioned under atmospheric releases.
(Reference: - Horton, J. H. , et ..1. Vol. 5, No. 4, April
1971) E..ir.nme.eal ~ & Technology.

Pax. B-13

table B-10. The last two columns in this table are in error.
Refer co conunentunder page B-3.

Page B-14

The data presented i. Table B-11 are incorrect. This is not
the activity that remai.s i. ehe seepage basin. k mentioned
earlier, the 15,700 Ci of triti.m is the auo..t of Critim
that is exchanged with atmospheric IfzOat the basin surface.
The actual tritium inventory at the cessation of operations
would be 75,000 Ci. The rate of remval after ab.ndomme. t
would depend uPr,nwhether or not the basin were covered.

If .nco.ered, the tritium inventory would be rem.ed at the

f..cti...1 r.te .f O.35 yr-l (Fi8.re B-3). lf covered, the.
at the rate of 0.14 yr-l (10,500 Ci/yr 75,000 Ci)

The release ..dlor decay of tbe other radiom.elides in
Table B-11 will also be a function of the release rates

give. i. fig.ie B-3, but should not be significantly
affected by a covering.

Pax, B-16

Some typographical err... appear in fig”.. B-3. Ce.ium and
Strontiu should not appear i“ che total beta curve, since
they are identified i“depende.tly. Also the 89s. ..Ne
would be different from the 90Sr ...v. due t. its much
shorter half-life.

PaRe B-19

P.ragr.ph titled “CanYon accidents not .es”lti.g in release
t. the e.viro.ment~r refers to Table B-14 which lists five
.Ccidenc sit..tions which could possibly lead to pote.rial

e.vi~..m..1.1 releases. This paragraph needs f.rth., ,xpl..
.acio. of the assumptions used to reach this .O.cl.sio..

Of the 26,200 Cilyr tritium releas.d to the seePage b.si.

(Table B-9),10,500CilYZwas releasedto plantstreaw
(Table9-6),and15,700Ci{yrlistedon TableB-10is
assumedt. be abandonedin place. EPAis correct,someof
thistritiu!nactivitywould be released to the atmosphere
from these seepage basins. This has been determined to be
about 30% of the tritium input .. about 7,800 Ci/yr and
would reduce the am.au.t abandoned i. place by a like amount.
1“ deteti.i”g the offpla.t release. and dose eouunitmemt
for operstion of the F and H canyons, this results in only
a fraction of the ,.1,,s,s and dose c.nnnitme.t For
exacaP1e, for the year 1978 this pathway accounted for seven
man-rem dose codtme”t to the 100 b P.Pulation surrou”di”g
the F a.d H canyon facilities

As indicated in the resPonse to che Previous EPA cement

(L-93). WE does not consider the last two column. ..
Table B-10 ,. b. i. error.

.4sindicated in the response to the Comment L-96, the
15,700 Ci of tritiuu assumed to be abandoned for each year
of operation does include 7,800 Ci of tritium that is
expected to evaporate or exchange with lf~Oi. the air and
become airbor.e. Other radion”cl ides actually represent
amaumt .f activity that would b. ?.bamdomed i. place.

Radior,”clides shown on Table B-11 (other tha. tritium and
90s,) would be retained 1. tbe basins and decrease as sho-
.. Figure B-3 due to decay only. 90s= would slowly migrate
through the SO*1 between the seepage basins and the .tream.s.
The rate of migration would depend up.. the amount of water
reaching the area of the seepage basin. k indicated above,
if the basins were filled and protected from in-leakage of
water, the ate of movement of this 90s= would decrease and
become .a.lythat associated with dec.?.

WE agrees that cesium and strontium should not he Ii,ted
following the total beta on figure B-3, 89s, and 90s, were
combined on the 89,90s, curve because no separation between
the two radion”clides of strontium w.. made in detetiming
sour.. data (Table B-8). In preparing Fig”r. B-3, the more
conservative assumption was made that all of this strontium
was 90s,, which has the longest half-life.

~e results prese.ted i. Appendix B are s-rized from the

pr.habili. tic risk evaluation i“ the reference (DPSTSA.ZOO-1),
All of the canyon accidemts add.eesed in the refe.emce
d...mt.t are summarized in Table B-14. Apper,dix B addresses
the ...7.. accidents which would result i. . release to the
envfro.ment on Page, B-4 through B-19. l’hese,tlon

entitled, ‘,Canyon Accidents oot Resulting i. a Release to
the Environment” is included to address all of the accidents
which were ... included i. the earlier Appendix B discussions
because they result i. .. release to tbe environment.



D- ERD-A00126 -SC
UNITED STATES EiWIROMRiTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
WASHINGTON , D.C. 20460

APZ 25, 1977

Mr. W. H. Pe.ningto.
Director, Office of NEPIiCoordination
U.S. Energy Research and De”eloPment
Administ ration
Washington, D.C 20545

Dear Hr. Penning,..,

The Environmental Protection Agency has re.ievecl the draft
environmental statement issued by the Energy Research and
Development Administration entitled, ‘tWasteManage...?

Ope...i... at S.v.n.allRiver Pi.. t (SRP), Aike., south
Carolina (ERDA-1537) .,, The stated purpose of the draft
,tat,men, w., ,. ~rovide a detailed analysis of the ..,..1
and potential e“vironme.tal effects associated with waste
management operations ,, the Savsnnah River Plant

1?,were pleased co note that both the history of ~~este
Management Operations a“d the Future W.sce Management
Program were very candidly presented in the appendices.
EPA is encouraged to see this type of inf.r.atton ,nd we
welcome the opportunity to review the documents being pre-

p..ed fo. the SRP, Hanford, and Idaho i.stall.tio”s o.
.1tema Ei..emethods f.. long-term management of high-level
radioactive wastes at these Chzee sites. Such work will
not only help to resolve the ,..s,, management problems .,
Federal facilities, but the information should be helpf~!l
in solving the commercial waste management problem .. well.

1. December 1973, EPA connriented and provided suggestions
witl> respect to Federal Register Notice 38 FR 21,95. In

P.,tic.l.r, we indicated the .“bjects we believe necessary
for inclusion in the environmental impact statement being

p..p.red for the Hanford Facility, The cement. which
follow are SL,pplemental to those above and are based on the
assumption that production oper.tio”s and radioactive
releases at SRP will continue at about their present level
for the foreseeable f“,..,.

As a Part of the ,,aste.a.ag.ment plan at SRP, it i, ,tated
that the “waste management operations use only a ...11 frac.
tion of the plant site and that this fraction will require
surveill.”ce and control f.. ,1,,fore.ee.ble {.Lure; .nd
further that decommissioning will be addressed as part of
the longer rang. ,.as,e management Program. ‘, Although EPA
agrees that there sho,,ldbe a long-range P1an for nuclear
waste management and deqomissio”i”g of facilities, ass.ss-
me.t of the impacts of decommissioning should be done at the
same time the necessary funding is allocated,

R,SPO”S,S ,,,,~iven on page. K-29 through K-34 of ERLIA-1537



The draft statement indicates that the ,,R,,and ‘%L,,produc-
tion reactors are in ,,stand-by,f condition, If.the production
of weapons materials at SRP will in fact be maintained at
the present level, it could be assumed that decommissioning
of these units is a very real possibility. Thus, the final
ststement should give a more detailed plan for these stand-by
units and if they are eventually to be decommissioned, this
should be clearly stated and procedures ..d time-tables
representing the decomissio.ing effort provided.

The various reviews of the SW wasge management plan indi-
c.te that bedrock storage remains a possible option for
long-term waste storage at SW. 1. come.ting on the draft
EIS for Bedrock Sisposal in March 1972, EPA expressed its

g.... .....r.. ..g..di.g the p.te.ti.1 e..i...m..t.1 imPa.t
of this disposal option. If bedrock storage is still a
“iable option, then it should be more specifically addressed,
with particular attention paid to the quest<.” of isolating
shafts and tunnels from the Tuscaloosa aquifer, the principal
water supply for most of so.th.asterm Georgia. It is EPA’s
opinion, howe”er, that further i“v.stigatio. is “ceded to
define more precisely such factors as the geological a“d
hydrological conditions that determine the usef.1.ess of
sites such a. SRP for waste disp.sal and to better determine
the effects of heat a“d radiation on the enclosed rock media.

Including the general comments and con.,.”, stated .bo”e ,
EPA has the following specific comments:

7
1. PsF,e111-32:$ ,,., i“dividu.ls served by the water
treatment plants consume 1200 ml of water each day.” Doses
are calculated based .“ this level of consumption. Since,
however, the Drinking Water Standards are based on 2 lit.rs[
day consumed, the impact assessment should be readjusted t.
reflect this higher volume.

2. Page 111-28: ,,...dose commitment ....s radiation dose
equivalent that will be received in a lifetime (70 years)

by p.p.l.ti.. gr..p.. ..“ We believe this method does “ot
reflect the total enviro”me. tal impact. It is EPA,. position
that the potential total environmental impact in s.bseque”t

y.... i. b..t e.ti..t.d by ..lc.1.ti.g the “e..i...te.t.1
dose commitment,,, the sum of all doses to individuals over
the entire time period that radio.uclide persists in the
environment in a state available for interaction with hum.. .
The en.i.....”eal dose conunitree.t is .s.ally expressed f.,

a period of 100 year. recognizing that it is difficult to
estimate the pop.latio” growth much beyond this rime period.

3, Page 1-12: ,,,.long-tem offsite effects of SRF ..1..s.s
to the surrounding pop.latio” will be much smaller than the
effects i. the year of actual release. ..,, This statement
should be clarified since cancer has a long Iate”cy period.



B-70



104 Da”ey Lab.
Penn. State University
University Park, Pa,
16802
13 November 1978

1<,H, Pen.in~ ton

Mail Station E-201, GTN
Department of Energy
Washington, D,C. , 20545

D... M.. Penningto.:

Enclosed are my conunents.. the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement, Long - Term Management of Defens. Hi!gh-Le.el
Radioactive Wastes, Sav.nnah River Plane, DoE/EIs.0023.D,
Please note that the opinions expressed ace not necessarily
those of The Pennsylvania State University.

Table IV-6 present. the total activity of several isotopes,

and is very useful. 1 note that the listed acci.ity for
90Sr is 1.3 x 108 curies, wheras Kr.gman. and ..n Hippel
(Science, 197, P !383- 885, 26 August 1977) reach am estimate

M-1 of 1.6 x l~c.ries at a somewhat earlier date. 1 w..ld
ask that table IV-6 be expanded to show all the isotopes
listed in tables Iv-3 and IV-4.

?
2

H-2 There is an obvious misprint at the top of page B-5. Also,
the I..t Ii.. .. ~age B-7 lists the half life .f 1291 in-
correctly.

1 received my copy of the Draft EIS on 2 November, and have
put this tosether as quickly .s possible.

The total 90S. activity in reconstituted waste listed i.
Table IV-6 is based .. analyses of representative high-level
sludge samP1e, and is shown corrected for decay through
1985.

Table IV-6 is shown as a summary of the most important radio-
isotopes as an aid t. the reader who may not be interested i.
the detail given in Tables IV-3 and IV-A.

The misprint on page B-5 of the dr.ft EIS has been corrected
in the final ETS (EPA was changed to ERDA) The half-life
of 1291 was corrected from 1.6 x 107 years (i. the draft EIS)

to 1.7 . 107 ~ear. in the fiaaI EIS.

sincerely,

W.A. Loch.tec



Radiological Impact of
Long-Term Management
of Defense Hi!gh-Levei
Radioactive {<ate.
savannah River Plan,

by
William P..Lochstet
The Pennsylvania State U.i.ecsf ty*
November 1978

M-3 The draft Environmental lmP.ct Statement on the long - term
management of high-level radio<ictive wastes at the Savanmah
River Plant (Ref. 1) attempts to evaluate the public health
.o...e..e.ce. of the disposal of this waste. Some of this
information was discussed in a previous report of E~k
(Ref 2) The c.n,eq.ences are evaluated for e PoPulati”.
within a 150 km radius of SW for the first 300 years. It
is suggested that radiation exposures outside these limits
cam be ignored, and that the c.nseque.ces inside this bound
are minimal (Ref. 1)

I, is suggested char the linear, non-threshold hypothesi.
for the relation of he.].th consequences to radiation exPo-
s.re is . gross .Ve.estimation of the co.seque..es. The
justification for this position is the January 1975 Report
No 43 of the National Council on Radiation Protection (NCRP)
(Ref. 1, P x11 -1 to x11 -2 and P x11 -12) This position
i. not suPported by subsequent research The AUSUS t 1975
Report of K.Z. Morgan (Ref. 3) argue. that the linear

hypothesis is not conservative and points to . report of
B..m which showes health effects proportional to the ,quare
root of the dose, This .rgueme.t was presented in a dis-
cussion of alpha emitting nuclides. An earlier report
(1970] of stewart and Kneale had established linearity t.
X - ray exposure for infants (Ref. 4) The BEIR 11 report
of 1977 (Ref 5) used the linear non-threshold hypothesis
for its evaluation of the cost-benefit analysis of medical
x-ray.. The report of M.”,.,. et al. (Ref. 6) .ugsests that

for protracted dose., the doubling doses for SO.. cancers
are only a few rad.. This is a much larger effect than
would b. expected from the high d... data. Perhaps the
upcoming report of the BEIR committee will address this area.
In the meantime, lacking any guidance as to how .o.-
consemative the linear non-threshold theory i., or what
exact hypothesis is appropriate, the linear, .On-thres hold

hypothesis sh..ld be used for public health purpose., and
will be used here,

* The opinions and calculations contaimed hereim are my own,
and not necessarily those of The Pennsylvania State
University. My University affiliatf.n is given here for
identification purposes only.

Recently, much literature has dealt with the prediction of
health effects fr<].low levels of ionizing radiati.”. The
most broadly acce!,ted reports on these effects are the BEIR
Report (1972) by the National Academy of Sciences and the
UNSCEM Report (1977) by the United Nations Scientific
committee .. che Effects of Atomic Radiation. The National
Academy of Sciences is currently prepati.g to release a“
update of the BEIR Rep.rt.

This environmental statement adopts the Ii”ear dose-health
effect relationships derived from the BEIR Report by the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) No threshold dose
is assumed for health effects, These d.se-effect estimates
are quite uncertain and may or may not overestimate the actual
effects. me following i. a quote from the EPA analysis of the
fuel cycle (“E”.iro.me.cal Analysis of the uranium Fuel Cycle,,f
EPA-52019 -73-003B) :

,,The .umericaI ,i,k ,S.imate. .sed are prim.rily f~.m

the BEIR Report. What must be emphasized is that
though these numbers may be used as the best available
for the Purpose of risk-cost benefit analyses, they
cannot be used to accurately predict the number of
casualties. For a give. dose equivalent, the BEIR
Report estimates a range for the health impact per
million exposed persons. For example, the BEIR
results from a study of the major sources of ......
mortality data yield a“ absolute risk* estimate of
54 t. 123 d..th. . ..u.llY P.. 106p,...”,p.,.,-f.,
. 27-Y...f.1].owupperiod,Dep.ndln8UP..rhedetails
of,herisk.od.lUS.d,the BEIR Comitcee9s relative
risk** estimate is 160 to 450 deaths per 106 persons
per rem, It is seen that the Precision of these esti-
mates is at b,,,,about a factor of 3 ,0 4, even when

applied to sample populations studied on the basis of
the same dose rates, The application of the BEIR risk
estimates to t?xp.sures ., lower dose race. and to

* Absolute risk ..Cimates are based upon the reported
number of c..,:..deaths per rad that have been .bser.ed
i. exposed population groups, e.g,, Hiroshima, Nagasaki,
etc.

** Relative risk estima t.. are based upon the percentage
increase of a,.bient...... mortality per rem.



M-3 P.P.l.tf.. a...p. more heterogeneous than those
contd studied increases the uncertainty in the risk e.ti-

mates. Considering the limitations of presently
available data and the lack of an accepted theory

of radiocar.i.ogenesis, emphasis should be placed on
the difference in risk estimates between the various

P~..ed.,es and .o.ntenneasure. discussed in this
rePort rather than on the absolute n.mbers l.fhere
the absolute numbers must be used for risk-cost-
benefit balancing, it should be revised as n..
i“fonn.tion becomes available, Notwithstanding these
disclaimers, it is also pertinent to note that we are
in a better position to evaluete the true risks and
the accompanying uncertainties from low levels of
radiation than from low concentrations of other
envir.nme”tal pollutants which might affect

populations... .,,

‘l’heso~tic dose-effect relationship factors derived by the
EPA are neith.r upper nor lower estimates of probability b“t
are computed o“ the same basis .s the probability charac-
terized as ‘<themost likely estimate,,in the EEIR Report;
that in, they are avera8es of the relative and absolute risk
models considered in the BEIR Report.

Concerning genetic effects of radiation, the EPA position is
that the range of risk estimates set forth in the BEIR Report
is so large that s.ch risks are better considered on a relative
basis for differe”c exposure situations than i“ terms of

.b.ol”te numbers. The range of uncertainty for the ,,do”bli.g
dose” (the dose to double the natural mutation rate) is 10-
fold (from 20 to 200 rads) ; and because of the addicio”al
uncertainties in 1) the fraction of presently observed

g..eti. eff..t. due to background r.diatio”, and 2) th.
fraction of deleterious tn”rations eliminated per ge”eracion,
the overall .ncertaimty i. about a factor of 25. The EPA
uses . vaI.e of zoo serious genetic effects per 106perso.-
rem. This value may either .ndere. timate or overestimate
the p,enetic effects of radiation because of the uncertainties
i...lved.

Integration of the pap.latio” exposures rhcotlgh10,000

Year. has been added to Section v-c.3 of the EIS, TF,e
..s”1ES of this integration show the small additional
impacLS of cl,.long-li.ed isotopes.



M-4 It is suggested that the S., C. and p. i. the SRP waste
could be processed into a glass and disposed of i. a geo-
logical fonnation (Ref. 1). It has been recently pointed
out by McCarthy et al (Ref. 7) that under the conditions
expected during the first few years of such burial, that
such glass would disintegrate. FurEheKMore, tl~edepend..
bility of the geological barrier to provide isolatiom has
bee. found inadequate by the USGS (Ref 8) and by the EPA
(Ref. 9) The disposal of a glass waste fom i. a geo-
logical deposito~ n.sc be reevaluated

M-5 It has been suggested that af.,, 300 years, the was,..
become hadess. There are some very long half lives
involved, such .. the 1.7 x 107 Y~rS of 1291. Further
the law requires full consideration. for such a long time
period. Footnote 12 of WC v. USNRC, 547 F. 2.d 633
(D.C, Cir. 1976), scares i. part:

We note at the o.tset that this standard is mi.].eading
because the toxic life of the wastes under discussion
far exceeds the life of the pla. t bei.g licensed.
The environmental effeccs r. be considered are those
flowing from .eProc.ssi.s and passive storage for the
full detoxification period.

This portion was upheld i. VE. Yankee Nuclear Power v.
Natural Res. D.c. , 98 S.Ct.1197, 1209 (1978). ‘l’h.,the
full time period of the radioactive decay must be con-
sidered. There is .. comparison made with background.
The exist.... of sever. health consequence. from background
radiation in no way inva].idates the health c..seq.e.ces due
to SRP wastes.

Section IV of the final EIS has been expanded t. include
more i.format i.. on alternative waste inunobilization fores.
Although this section concludes that borosilicate glass

.ppe..s t. be . satisfactory waste f.m f.. sw ~aSteS..der
the expected repository conditions , other waste forms are
being evaluated. It is expected tb.t the final waste form
decisio. will be made i. 1984 considering the compatibility
of the waste fom with tbe host rock and with the co.tainer
and engineered barrier materials TII.proposed R&D program
will be undertaken with sufficient flexibility so as not to
foreclose any reasonable alternative waste forms .oder eon.
sideratio. prior to completion of a project-specific e.vir.n-
me.tal review. A large R6D program is being conducted on
other advanced waste form, at a variety of national labora-

tories, uivezs ities, and industrial F.l..Es.

Ev.lWEio. of the dependability of geological barriers is
beyond the scoPe of this EIS Future envir.nme”tal analyses
will address the optio.s for dispo.al of SP.Pwastes, including
the dependability of geologic barriers.

1. the final F.IS, integrated population exposures were
included for a time period out to 10,000 years (see
Section V-C of the final EIS) ‘l’heperiod of maximum risk
i. before 90S. a.d 137CS have decayed (3OO years) l’he
integrated impact out to 10,000 years show, Lhe SmaII
additional impact of the long-lived isotopes.

As examples, some of the c..seq.emces of two isotopes
p.e.ent f. SW waste. IZ91 and 238u WiII be considered.
The total quantity of waste to be generated at SRP is taken

t. be 80 x 10C~all..s(R-f. 2, P 1 - 7) without .V.p . . . .
tie. in the year 1985.



M-5 The 80 x 1068.1.of waste prod.ced at SW contained a coo-
.o.td ...t..ti.. of 238u of 6 x 10-7 Ci/gal. (Ref. 1, P. IV-3).

This implies a total of 480 curies or 1.4 x 106 kg of 238u.
Recently, Kenford (Ref. 13) has pointed out the importance
of the subsequent decay thr. radon - 222. This has also
been reviewed by R.L. Gotchy of the NRC staff (Ref. IL)
This decay of the 238u will ultimately produce a total of
2 x 1014 curies of 222Rn. If the Z38U is deposited in a
cavern under SRP it is expected to be only 1500 feet below
the surface (Ref. 1, P IV-17) This is fairly good protec-
tion against erosion, but it should be noted that the

grand canyon is three time. a. deep. It is impossible to
b. certain of the fate of such material .... V.V long time
periods. lt will be assumed that o. the average this
material will be at the surface about 1/2000 of the time,
and thus, the radon will be free to escape into the
atmosphere, To provide a basis for estimate it is assumed
that the world population rem ins at it. current level.
The NRC has recently done this, ass.ming a u.S. population
of 300 million (Ref. 14 P.3) with the result chat the
release of 1 curie of 2~2Rn from a typical mill tailings
pile i. a western state will result i. a total dose of
0.56 per... - rem to the bronchial epitheli.m, for the
total population. Thus the expected dose is 5.6 x 1010

p..... - re. t. th. b....1i.1 epitheli~. me NRC ..timate
of cancer risk is 22.2 deaths per million person-rem to the
bronchial epitheli.m. (Ref. 14, P. 7). E.e. th..gh this
estimate is too low it will be used he... The result is
.. .~p..t.ti.” .f 1.2 x 106C,IIC,Cd..ths.

These million deaths are attributable to the SRP wastes.
The fact that more people will die of other ...s.s in no
way effects this estimate, or ics result to these people.
If a“ added burden is made to the radiation exposure, it
must be e.”side.ed, regardless of how small. To ignore it
would produce an invalid cost - benefit analysis. 1.
Calvert Cliffs Coordinating committee v. uS.4EC, 449 F.
2nd 1109 (D.C. Cir., 1971) the court stated:

we ....l.de. the., chat Section 102 of NEpA ~.d.t..
. particular sort of careful a.d i.fomed decision -
making process and creates judicially e.forcable
duties But if the decision was reached proce-
durally without individualized consideration and
balancing of environmental factors -- co”d.cted fully
and i“ good faith -- it is the responsibility of the
courts to re”erse. (emphasis added)

Our analysis of the impacts due to bedrock disposal do not
assume that the bedrock caverns is ever exposed to the acres-
pher.. we know of no way to predict this occurrence ... to
support the assumption that the wastes would contact the air
1/2000 of the time over the next 4.5x1010 years (10 half
lives of u-238) We .1s. cannot e“”isio. a pathway for the

entire pop.l. tie. of the U.S. to be uniformly exposed to
any release of 8t-222 from the SRP bedrock, much less c“n-
sta.tly over hundreds of years. Our conservative analysi. of
the health effects of bedrock disposal predict 28 possible
health effects over a 10,000-ye.. period.

Thus , these matters must be considered fully and honestly.



M-5 The average co.ce. tration .f L291 in fresh sw .a.te is We know of .. pathway which would result i. the uniform

c..td gi.e. .. 1 x 10-6 Ci/g.1 (Ref. 1, P IV-3). With a total distribution of approximately 500 l:g of 1-129 in the bio-
..1.., of 80 x 106 gal as presented above, the total 1291 sphere of the entire earth, especially if that 1-129 is in
activity is 80 curies, To simplify matters, suppose that a large mixture of radioactive wastes wlthim a bedrock
these 80 Ci become uniformly diluted in the stable iodine cavern
of the biosphere. 1 su~gest chat this may be due to the
failure of the geological co.zai”me.t after a mere million

Y...s ..d a..the. million ye... i. ,eq.i.ed t. wa.h .W.Y
the vast.. Thee ..y be .. m..h .S 100 .109 metric to”. .f
iodine available to the biosphere. ‘rt,isdefines a steady
state .O.ce”t ratio. diminished only by radioactive decay.
~e iodi.e content of a standard thyroid is 7 milligrams
(Ref 10) From this, the activity in a standard thyroid
c.” be found, and i. turn, using the methods of lCRP p.bli-
catio.s 10 and 2 (Ref.. 10 a“d 11) the dose is obtained.
If the world population is assumed to remain at its present
number of 4 billion the total do.. ... be found. If this
sunnnedOV~. the t.tal decay of the 1291, the result is
3.4 x 107 P....n...m t. th, thyroid. Folloh.tng th. .,th.d
of EPA (Ref. 12, P.D-17) which .ses the linear non-threshold

hypothesis t. estimate cancer risk, a total of 340 to 450
thyroid cancers i. estimated. At current rat.., 57 to 110
of these would be fatal. This should be added f. the esti-
m.t. of 6,1 . 105 P~.so...,. i“ the ..s. of absndo”.e. t
(Ref. 1, P. Z1l-lfI)which v..ld yield 122 dead using the
factor of 200 deaths Per 106Per,.”-rem(Ref. 1, P, 1-3)
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NINE~-FIFTH CONGRESS
CONG=SS OF TEE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
Environment, Energy, and Natural Resources
Subcommit tee
of the
committee 0. Government Operations
Rayb.r. House Office Building, Room B-371-D-C
Washington, D.C. 20S45
October 12, 1978

E.n.rable James R. Schlesinger
secretary
D.p,,tmmt of Energy
Washington, D.C. 20545

Dear Mr. Secretary:

N-1 1 am in receipt of your draft environmental impact statement
entitled ,,Long-Tern Management of Defense High-Level Radio-
active wastes, ,,which is dated July, 1978. 1 find Ebis EIS
to be deficient i. facts and analysis.

For example, if on. reads the alternatives with care, it

aPpe.~s that there is hardly any difficulty in providing a
technological fix to the waste problem. All we need t. do

7 is ,,1.,, .“,, which may .. may “OC have more risk .sso.i-

2 ated with it.

The description of the technology leads o.. to believe that
the technology is proven. There is little there to indicate
that many of the assumptions about the technology are merely

hypothetical. For example, there is now serious a.d growing
debate about the long-term safety of processing the waste

tO gla.,. ApP.r..t1y, recent resea~.h h.. .b.~ that .it~i-
fication of nuclear waste. is not considered to be . solution
now, ..hich is not indicated in your EIS.

N-2 There are questions about salt dome storage as well. This
was bro.ght out very .I.arly i. a recent GAO report.

The d.c.me”t has t,ee.revised with the addition of Sectio.
IV D to cover the subject of .Icer.ati.e waste innnobilizacio.
forms. Although this section conclude. that bo.osilicace
glass appear, to be a satisfactory waste form for Sw wastes
under the expected .eposito.y conditions, other waste fores
are being evaluated. It is expected that the fi.al waste
f.am decision will.be made i. 1984 supported by another
e“viro.me.tal review. T6e proposed R6D program will be ..der-
take” with s.fficie”t flexibility .. as not to foreclose any
of the reasonable alternative waste forms under ..n.iderati.n

p~i.. .. ..mplet i.. Of . p~.je.t-.p..ific ..vi~..m.. ta1 ~..iew.

The status of technology of the various ultimate waste dis-
posal alter.. tives is co.ered i. the r.ference ,’uraftEIS,
&nagemenc of Commercially Generated Radioactive waste,,’
DOE/EIS-OO &6-D (April 1979) , as indicated i. Section V-G.
The method for disposal of the SRP wastes subsequent to
immohilizatio” will be the subject of a future environne”tal
review and is not i. the scope of the EIS. l’beproposed R6D

program f. .uffici.. t1Y broad in its initial stages that the
only disposal alternatives which would be foreclosed are rock
melting and reverse well disposal which are represe”ced by
Alternative 3 i. this EIS.



N-3 This EIS raises more questions than it addresses. There is R6D on synrock, ceramics, and other alternative waste forms
a significant ...... of on-going R6D in the ...1... waste has been included as section IV-D of the fim.1 EIS.
management are. that isn,t reflected i. this EIS, .,s. work
in ceramics and synrock. In fact, this EIS seems to be
oblivious to current work and may have been written ten or
so years ago.

Advise me as to how this EIS will be rewritten and what
alternatives will be considered.

sincerely yours,

LEO J RYAN
Chairman



UNITm sTATEs DEpAR~ENT OF THE INTER70R
OFFICE OF THE SECUT~Y
WASKINGTON, D.C. 20240
ER 78/763
Ott 20, 1978

Mr. W, H, Pennin8t.n, Director
Division of Program Review
and Coordination
Office of NEPA Affairs, EV
Department of Energy
Washington, D. C. 20545

Dear Mr. Pe..ing to.:

0-1 Thank YOU for your l$tter of July 31, 1978, transmitting
copies of the Department of Energy’s draft en.ir.nme. tal
imPact statement for L.n8-Tem Management of Defense fligh-
Level Radioactive Wastes, Savannah River Plant, Aiken and
Bamwell Co.nties, south Carolina.

our ..-... s are presented aceordi”g to the format of the
statement or by subject.

~

No disct,ssion was found of the possibility that Che waste
may have value as a source of rare isotopes at some future
time. Possibly this consideration should be included among
the ,,difficult.to-quamtify,,factors that are s.nnn..izedO.

Table 1-2. If this is a credible possibility, it would
probably be evaluated in the same way as the factor identi.
fied as ,,Potential for regrets if future economics or
technology indicates a better method .,’ That factor might
simply be reworded t. i“cl.de both co”sideratio.s by
adding: ,,, for disposal, or a. economic method of
separating valuable isotopes from the waste.<,

Grou.dw. ter

0-2 The analyses of gro.ndwater movement should consider
existinp,vertical hydraulic gradients, as described on
oases 19 throu,h 21 of the NAS r.oort I/end should assess
im~actsof cha~ges in vertical gr~die.~s that are expected
as results of stresses induced by the proposed bedrock
storage of radwastes, as indicated .. pages 23 through 31
of the NAS .enort

~/ National Academy of Sciences, 1972, An evaluation of the
concept of storing radioactive wastes i“ bedrock below the
Savsnnah River Plant Sic., Report by the committee o“ Radio.
active Waste Man.geme”t, National Academy of Sciences,
National Research council,

l’hepossibility that the high-level waste may become of ..1..
at some fut.re time .. a source of rare isotopes is discussed
in Section V-F, ‘,seeondary (Indirect) Environmental Effects
of Alternative. .,, For clarity, footnote a of Table 1-2 and
footnote b of Table X111-2 have been revised.

The vertical gradients in the crystalline metamorphic rock
used i. the NAS Report assume that the difference in head
between the Coastal Plain sediments and that in the meta-
morphic rock i. distributed across the upper 500 feet of
crystalline rock. There is some evidence that there is no
vertical gradient in she upper 1000 feet of metamorphic rock,
but chat the entire gradient between the rock and the
Tuscaloosa occurs across the .aprolite. This evidence comes
from long-tetm water level rne.surement of an upper zohe and
a lower zone in one bedrock well. l’hegradient in the uPPer
500 feet of metamorphic rock.was used in the NAS analysis
as a worst-case .Ss.mpc ion. The details of previous hydrologic
analyses are not presented because the bedrock storage option
is “ot being recommended for R&D funding.



0-3 The engineered corrective action to reduce aquifer exposure
in the event of release of radion.elides would involve
drilling test wells to determine the boundaries of accept-
able dilution. The final stateme.t should indicate whether
the probable three-dimensional distribution of any accidental
releases to the aquifer has been analyzed on the basis of
the physical, chemical, and hydraulic characteristic. of the

.q.if.. ..d .q.i.l.d@ .--a 10gtc.1 fi..t SC.P i. pl...8.8 .
s“ccessf”l drilling program to delineate the distribution
of escaped co.tamina”ts. It is not clear whether induced
Iiydra”lic gradient. re..lti”g from onsite gro.nduater with-
drawals of wells i. the Tuscaloosa aquifer have been
considered in the analysis of the movement of contaminants.
Furthermore, because of the long time periods i“.olved and
the probable increased use of the Tuscaloosa aquifer as the

p.p.l.ti.. gr.w,, it w..1d see. app..pri. t. t. ...... th.
p.t..ti.1 f.. a.y .is.ifi...t .h..ge, i. dire.ti.. ..d
magnitude of hydraulic gradient toward ,fworst-case,’hypo-
thetic.1 heavy pumping at the reservation bo””dary. The
final statement should indicate whether interception a“d
withdrawal of contaminated groundwater has bee” considered
as a possible mitigating ...s....

~

0-4 This section CO”tains no supportive data for the .Cateme”t,
,,Radiation releases

?
have had no sig.ifica”t effect o“

the wildlif e.” If scientific studies have been co”d”cted
e

and statistical analyses performed which substantiate this
c.a”cl.sion, s“nunariesof these data sho.ld be i“.luded a“d
all work referenced If no such data are available, the

statement ~...ldbe eliminated or corrected to indicate that
it is subjective j“dgme”t.

~is se.tie” should also i“cl”de a more detailed discussion
of the onsite biota at the site, as this infonnatio” is
esse”tial to a detennination of the project,s impacts ..
fish and wildlife resources. Available data on endangered
and threatened species should be presented.

0-5

Alternative 3

Plans i.cl.de allowing storage space for radiolytic gas
ah.”- the wastes i“ the bedrock cave=”, as noted o“ Pas.
IV-19 HOWeVer, the state”ent should assess the imPaCtS
of the potential gas drive, which the NAS report calculated
to be equivalent to that of 1,500 feet of water after 25
to 30 years. (Calculations of the s.s drive, according to
the NAS report, were based .. allowing 20 million cubic
feet for storage of gas and i“leakage instead of the 17
million cubic feet suggested on page IV-19 of the draft
,t.te,nc”r.) The possibility of mitigation measures such

.S gas ab.orptio” or venting should b. ...l...ed.

1“ this ge”.ric treatment the pop”latio” doses from co”tami-
natio” of the Tuscaloosa aquifer give” in Sections V, XII,
and X111 are believed to be upper-bound estfmace. based o“

p.s.i.i.ti. ..s..pti... de.c~ibed i. the b..k.p d.c....t
(ERDA 77-62, Section v). Assumption. Ieadi”g c. contamination
of the acquifer include a“ earthquake either cracking the bed-
rock or ca”si.g failure of the access shaft permitting co.tact
of the wastes with the acquifer. Fifty thousand USerS b.gi.
drinking the water 100 years after the c.”tam<nati.k
Analyses of the e“viro”me. tal impacts of the .Ic.rn.tive.
take no credit for potential corrective actions. Corrective
actions co”.idered include 1) drilling test wells to deter-
mine the extent of contamination and 2) repair of access
shaft to re-isolate the wastes. lncerceP tion a“d withdrawal
of co”c.mi”a ted ground water has .OC bee” considered as a

p...ib1. miti8. ti.g m....... Should thi. method be proposed
for final disposal of the S83’wastes, detailed analyses such
as those s“gge.ted would be i“cl.ded i“ a project-specif i.
e“viromme”tal review.

The text was changed to state that ongoing monitoring shows
Chat the SRP co.trib.tie” to the 137CS co”te”t of fish a“d
deer is minor, S“ma.ies of studies co”duc ted at SRP are

i“cl”ded i“ the refere.ced document E8DA-1537, p. 11-178 to
11-184.

Detailed discussion of biota o“ the SW pla.tsite is given in
the referenced documents (ERDA RePorts DP-1323 a“d ERDA-1537)
Field surveys will be conducted to identify the biota affec-
ted by proposed projects. Survey result. and pote”ti.1

impacts o“ endangered or threatened species will be discussed
in project-specific EIS,S.

For the purpose of this EIS, conservative generic impact
studies ere presented to estimate the upper bound impacts
which could result from credible occur..”.... Any impacts
resulting from failure of the bedrock cavern d“e to radioly tic

g.s p.ess.~e d.lve .,. e.pe.ted co b. of m..h 1.w.r ma8nitude
than those resulting from the presumed earthquake scenario
and, therefore, would not sig”ific.”cly affect the results of
this EIS



0-5 The explosion hazard for gases generated by decomposition
contd of water and other constituents of the wastes should be

addressed--et least by reference. (See NAS rePort , Pa~es
38, 45, 46. )

0-6

Impact on Plant and Animal Couanunicies

The first paragraph of this section on page V-2 states that
,,”.change would be expected in the welfare of any e“-
da.gered species on the sit..” Since the draft statement
does not identify the endangered species that might be
impacted, this judgment appears to be premature. We believe
that the presence or absence of any endangered or threatened
species in the area should first be documented; the fi.al
statement should describe the methodology used. If any such

specie, d. OCCU~ withi. .a.g, .f the p..p.s.d ..ti..,
p.t..ti.1 i.p..t. sh..1d be id..tifi.d ..d . S..ti.. 7
consultation should be initiated.

Potential Effects from Normal Operations for
Each Alternative

0-7 The final statement should add.... the potential effects of
1.ng-remI, low-level radiation exposure on humans .“d o“
plants a“d animals. Although only limited data is available
.. chronic dose-effect relationships, an effort should be
Ed. t. discuss this topic as fully .s possible.

The detailed discussion of biota in ERDA-1537 is incorporated
by reference. E“da”ge.ed species ide”tified o. the site
include the bald eagle, redc.aek=aded woodpecker, Kirtland’s
warbler, a“d alligator.. No effect .“ the.. species is
expected ftom the .omduct of the Pxoposed R$D program.

As stated in resp.”se to C.ame. r No. 0-4, field surveys will
be conducted in support of project-specific proposals and
will determine if emdamgered species are within the .a”ge of
tbe proposed action. If so, potential impacts will be id..ti-
fied and a Section 7 consultation will b. initiated i“ Ebe

P..j~.,-.ifi~:i~:e.vir.nme. tal review.

The biological effects o“ h.ma” pop”latio”s of low levels of
ionizing radiati.” are disc.seed i“ Response M-1. Because
of the .ncertai!,ties involved i“ deriving dose-health factors,
absolute values calculated from such fact.,. are of question-
able “,1”. Since health effects f... man-made radiation do

not differ i. kind, probability, or severity fro. the effects
from nat.r.l radiation, we have chose” to evaluate radio-
logical impact from the .Iter”atives i. this EIS by comparison
with natural radiation exposure. For all .Iter”at ives
considered, the popul.tie” doses are . very small fratio”
of the natural dose to the population. F.rchennore, these
population doses from alternatives are within the range of
variation of natural radiation exposure.

The radiation doses to biota other than humans are due pri-
marily to direct irradiation from tra”sportatio” of radioactive
matexi.ls a“d atmospheric release of radioactive materials
d“ri”g facility operation; these doses are similar in mag”i-
tude for all biota. The BEIR Report concludes that no other
living organisms are much more radi.sensiti.e than human
beings. The health effects in a give” population of other
life forms are thus similar i“ magnitude or smaller than for
hum.” beings. Because the analyses have shown there are no
substantial radi,atio”-related environmental impacts i“ the
human population, there should be significant impacc .“ other
life forms.



0-8

ComD.rise. of Risks with Natural Back?,round and Standards

W, note ,,A,det.il~ in other sections of this ..Port,

estimated exposures to the general population for the
various alternative plans for Iong-tem w.ste mansgemen.
are far below exposures from naturally occurring radio-
isotope. .,, “i’hisfact is emphasized throughout the
statement; however, equal emphasis is not given to the fact
that this radiation is i. addition to radiation exposure
from naturally existing radioisotope.. As mentioned in
the preceding paragraph, only limited data exist on the
effects of lo.g–tem exposures of plant and animal pop.l.-
tio.s and h.nia.populations to low-level radiatio.. l’he
final statement should indicate that little is known about
the potential lo.~-term impacts of .ontin. i.g to increase
the radiation levels to which individuals, as well as fish
and wildlife, are daily exposed. We believe this is
especially imporca.t, as the draft statement contends that
successful dew.s.ratiom of long-term management of high-
1...1 radioactive wastes could have an imp.rcant socio-
political bearing o. the public acceptability of ...1...

pow.. g...rati.. a.d th.. .es.lt i. 8r..t.. .tili..ti.. of
nuclear power.

Reducti.” of River Water Exposure

‘l’hecorrective action proposed to reduce river water expo-
sure from radio”.elides e.teri”g the Savannah River as .
result of the ...k farm,s abandotune.t,o= sabotage, or being
struck by .. airplane asswnes that contamination pulses on
the river would 1=. ,,..most e day or two.” As was pointed
out previously i“ our comments o. the ERDA draft statement,
the migration of r.dionuclides from the tanks to the river
would be a cowlex Io”g-dram-out Process that would be
likely to affeet the river for much Io”ger periods. There
is no evidence that a detailed a“alysi. has been -de of
the ,.”8. of conseq.e”.es d“, to aba”donme”t , sabota8e , or
a“ airplane crash. We belie.. the estimates of corrective
actio. ra”gi.g from $2 to 5 million (table X11-11,
p. x11-18)are unrealisticallylow.

Min.r Co,me.t

A date is needed for the mea.ureme”ts 0. which the cont.”..
are based i“ figure 111-5, F1OW i. Tuscaloosa Aquifer.

we hope these .o-”ts will be helpful t. y.. i“ the pr.pa-
ratio” of a final scacement.

All radiation doses for the alternatives considered i. the
EIS are incremental, or i. addition to natural radiation
exposure. However, as discussed i. Response O-7, these doses
are very small fractions of natural radiation exposure amd
are withi. the range of variation of natural exposure.

Also, see Responses M-3 and 0-7 for discussion of radiation
health effects.

1. this Ee.eric EIS ..d its b.ck”p reference (E~A 77-42),
ass”mp.ions believed to be pessimistic were used to provide
worst-case estimates of sabotage , airplane crash, .ba.d..-
ne.t, etc. No credit was take. for corrective actions i.
the impact analyses after abandonment. ~e corrective actions
are only provided to indicate that some readily available,
reasonably inexpensive actions exist which could result in
significant impact red.cti.”.

‘l’hedate for the meas”reme. ts on which the contours in
Figure 111-5 are based is about 1958. However, Io.g-tem
hydrog.aphs for selected wells dating back to 1952 show
that there has bee. no progressive decrease or increase i.
weter 1...1s i“ the Tuscaloosa aquifer. Thus, the map i.

.ppli..b1. tO the present hydrologic regime. i. the
Tuscaloosa.

sincerely,

Larry E. Meiero ct.
SECRETA8Y
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OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR
Atlenca, Georgia 30334
George Bu,bee
GOVERNOR
No.man Und.mood
EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
3anuary 8, 1979

Mr. W. H, Penni.g ton, Director
Di.ision of Program Review and coordination
Office of NEPA Affairs
Department of Energy
Washington, D, C. 20545

Dear Mr. Penni.gton:

In August, 1978 the Georgia State Clearinghouse received a
copy of DOE/EIS-0023-D, entitled ,,Draft Environnlental Impact
Statement - Long Term >fa.agement of Defense High-Level
Radioactive Wastes at Savannah River Plant.’, As you know,
in my letter of August 10, 1977 to you, I tra.s.itted exte.-
si.e detailed ..ments provided by our technical staff o. a

Prelimi.. rY ,eP..t, E~A 77-42/1 and 2, on the same subject
as the recent Draft EIS (see attached)

.
Eve. though you initially expressed a desire to have conunents
f.om Georgie by November of 1978, we have waited until nowT

: ,. comPl, te our review of the Draft EIS because we also
wanted to compare the policy aspects with the recent docu-
ment, ‘,Report to the Pre.ident by the Interagency Review
Group .. Nuclear waste klanagement.‘, Our technical staff has
now completed its review and prepared the attached comments.

The efforts by the DOE at the Sev.nnah Rive. Plant are i“-
con.istent with the lRG Report to the President i“ that they
represent a .ni-lateral approach to the co”tin.ed adv..ceme”t
of a bedrock storage concept for SRP high level wastes.
Also, DOE has proceeded to spend the taxPayers, money to
foster the bedrock .tora~e concept i. spite of strong oppo-
sition by the State of Georgia, the U. S. Environmental
Protection Agency, and the National Academy of Sciences.
As 1 i.dicaced in my letter co the former Administrator of
E8DA, D.. Seamons and again, i“ my August 10, 1977 letter
to you, Georgia is unalterably opposed to any repository
that could conceivably result in the radioactive contamination
of Georgia ,S underground water resources. IL i. quite apparent
that DOE is proceeding to further develop a bedrock storage
facility at the Savannah River P1ant with . complete disregard
of Georgia,. position ar]dconcern in the matter. You are
advised that 1 a= requesting the Georgia Att.rl,eyGeneral to
become thoroughly briefed on DOE,s efforts in tl,e event that
Georgia has to exercise .11 available options to protect the
health end safety of Che cftize”s of our Sraee.

All work on the bedrock storage concept w.. indefinitely

p..tp..ed f. November 1972. The alternative of .“ R6D pro-

S..m O. di.P..i.g of the SRP waste, i. bedrock W.S included
i“ this EIS as .. alternative required to be analyzed under
NEPA to the preferred alternative whj.sh is.to proceed with
an R&D program to provide the required information for
immobilization of the Savannah River Plant wastes, consistent
with the reconuneud.tions of the lRG.



P-1 1 would appreciate your timely and substantive response to
contd Georgi.,s position in this highly important matter.

Sincerely,

George Busbee
GBljsm

Review of DOE/EIS - 0023 - D, ,PDr.ftEnvironmental Impact
Statement; Lo.g-T.m Management of Defense High Level
Wastes; Savannah River Plant - Aiken, South Caroline”

by
State of Geor8i.

P-2 (1) In May, 1977 a document was is,ued by DOE (ERDA),
ERDA 7,7-42/1&2,which presented preliminary i.formstion
about several different alternative. for management of
high level wastes at SRP. The purpose of that docme.t
was generalized and vague, The purpose for the recent
draft EIS is even more confusing. It appear. that DOE has
developed the draft EIS around three of the original
twenty-three alternatives without attempting to explain
tbe process f.. decision making. The key question i. what

7 aceion is going t. be cake. chat requires this draft EIS.

%

P-3 (2) The suwmary sheet for the draft EIS state. : “There
are no substantial environmental impact. associated with
nuclear radiation for any of the three alternatives. ” This
statement is not only incorrect, it represents a complete
disregard of Georgia and EPA,. position of opposition to
bedrock storage at SRP because of the potential c.ntamina-
tio. of the Tuscaloosa Aquifer. It ce.tai”ly reflects DOE,.
lack of technical credibility as well as it. lack of politic;
sensitivity in this particular instance,

P-4 (3) 0. Page 1-1 of the sumary statement> DOE state. that
the high-level nuclear wastes has been and is continuing to
be stored safely in underground tanks that .=. engineered
to provide reliable storage of the waste isolated from the
enviro”me. t, This statement is inconsistent with the infor-
mation contained in ERDA-1537 entitled, ,,Waste Management

OP.r.tf..si s......h Ri.er pl..t, Aike.. s..th c.r.li...”
0. page 111-85 of ERDA-1537, .. area of soil around Tank
No. 8 is described as h.vf”g been contaminated by a“ over-
flow of acid -astes c.ntai”i”g Cesium-137. Soil depths of
one to fourteen feet were c.”tamina ted with an estimated

5,000curiesof cesiun-137radioactivity.Additionalinf.r-
m.tie”is presented which describes several other failures
which resulted i“ leaks of various radio””cl ides to the
environment.

me purpose of this document is co explore the e“vir.”me”c.l
implications of a large research and development program
aimed at providing the information required to replace interim
tank storage of the waste. with immobilization for lp”g-term
ma”aseme.t The Foreword and SunmIaryhave been modified to
reapo”d to this towne”c. l’kethree alternatives in this EIS
include the full range of potentisl environmental impacts
which could result from anY of the 23 alter”acives in
ERQA 77-42.

The basis for tke statement that there are no substantial
e“vironrnent.1 impacts arising from nuclear radiation for
a“y of the three alternatives is discussed i. Section XIII,
‘,E”vironment.1 Trade-offs .4mongAlternatives,,, and is
related to a comparison of the off.ite risks from the
alternatives with risks from “.,...1 background radiation
to the surrounding PoPulatio”

*1

APP..di. A point. out that there i. significant opposition t.
bedrock disposal of radioactive wastes under the SRP site,
and all wok o“ the bedrock disposal concept was stopped i“
1972, partly .6 a result of political considerations by the
U.S. Atomic Energy Conunissio..

The Sava””ah River Plant i. well along into a“ interim waste
na.agement program of retiring older tanks and tra”sferri.g
the waste to new, double-walled, stress-relieved La”k. that
are not expected to leak. The sm.11 leak. and sPills that
h... occurred in the past are contained in the soil near the
tanks, and pose “o threat to the rest of the enviro”me”t.



P-bk (i) The draft EIS state. that “disposal” means that waste
is recrie..ble with only moderate effort. One of the three
alternatives considered in the xeport is direct i“je.tion
of the high level waste slurry inc. a bedrock cavern. It is
inconceivable that disposal by this alternative c.uld man
that retrievable could take place with only moderate effort.
Since the w.ste slurry would be highly acid in character as
well as radioactive, the dam.ge done to the receivi.g rock
strata might prohibit removal on a“ economically feasible
basis

P-5 (5) m page 111-9 of the draft EIS, a discussion of the
flow of gr..”d water i. the Tuscaloosa aquifer is presented.
DOE states that on the basis of piez.metric measurements,
the Tuscaloosa water flows from the Aike” Plateau in a curved
path to the Savannah River valley. Thi. s..* i.formtio.
was also presented i“ a more detailed wanner at a meeting
on May 3, 1977 beth.ee” Georsia representatives a“d
M.. We”dell Marine of D.Pout -s Savannah River Laboratory.
At that meeting, the Georgia State Geologist expressed
reservations about interpretation of the piezometric data,
For eample, the Georgia Stat. Geologist indicated that his
information indicated that there was leakage and crossover
from the Tuscaloosa aquifer into other fo-tions where

g....tw.t.. p.tt.r.s w.r. i. . .%r..1.c..y ...th by .OUCh-
east di.ecci .”. The current draft EIS does”, t eve” disc”..

T this possibility. Because of the ......” expressed by

: Georgia, EPA, and the National Academy of Sciences in regard
co the potential ..ntamin. tion of the groundwater, ic would

aPPe.. that DOE should have devoted considerably more detail
to this important subject.

P-6 (6) ~e section of the draft EIS related to seismicity is
completely inadequate. As it is writ ..., it tends to leave
the impression that there is “o activicy i“ the are. a“d
that there is nothing about which to be comcemed. In
addition to the Charleston, S.C. earthquake i“ 1886 which
registered an intensity of X on the Modified Mercalli Scale,
several other seismic activities have occurred in the area,
The Earthquake Data Service of the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Admini. t.atiom publishes updated lists of such
........... throughout the United States. The followi.,~ is

. P..ti.l list of esrthq”akes recorded in the vicinity of
tbe Georgia-South Carolina border.

~ Date N. Lat. W. Lo... Intensity

1903 Jan. 23 32.1 81.1 VI
,1912 June 20 32,0 81..0 V
1971 May 19 33.3 80.6 V
1971 .I”l,13 -- -. VI

1“ botb Section 1, ~, and Appendix C, ~, it i.
explicitly stated that a disposal concept includes .. ewe..

tatio. of retrievability. HOW,”.,, we eXP,Ct the NRC to
require retrievability for UP to 50 years and the difficulty
of retTievins the waste .lurry from the bedrock would be a
Significant di.sadva”tage to its “se.

Within the vicinity of SU, no aquifer above the ‘r.scaloosa
has a head lower than Sava”.ah River level, thus w.ter moves

P~ef.re. ti.llY t.w.rd the Savannah River. Even though there
is a small upward gradient from the Elle”ton foru,acio”to
the Conga,., as sh- in Fig.=, 111-4, these forrnacions are
separated by . clay that appear. to be continuous over a
1.,8, region a,,dprevents gross transfer of water. TO the
southeast in .11.vicinity of Savannah, Georgia, a large cone
of depression exists i. the Primcip.1 Artesian Aquifer which
overlies the Tt,scaloo... This probably c.eate, a much 1.Tge.
head differential between the two aquifers a“d upward leakage
might ....1. However, the water in the Tuscaloosa formation
beneath Savannah has not passed beneath SN as shown i“
Figure 111-5.

Detailed site seismic data is i.cl”ded in ERDA-1537 and is
incorporated i. this EIS by r.fere..e. ERDA-1537 in.1.des
a description of the Charleston earthquake and it. relation-
ship to the SRP site as well as other historic da.. o.
seismicity.

1972 Feb: 3 35,0 80.4 V
1974 A“B 2 33,9 82.5 V
1974 No”. 5 33.7 82.2 111
1974 N... 11 32.9 80.1 VI



P-7 (7) It is interesting to note that in EWA 77-4211 & 2,
such items as ,,moder.tanks,,are used to describe the
storage containers for the high level acid waste. . This
same vagueness occurs in the recent draft EIS. DOE uses
the term, “tYPe III tank,” without describing it. This is
a c.”crov. rsial question and requires elabo rate.” by DOE.
At SRE’ and Hanford where carbon steel tanks have been used
i“ lie. of stainless steel, stress cracks, deterioration,
leaks, and other problems ha.. developed. It is difficult
to understand why DOE keeps failing to describe whar kind
of tank that will be used should Alternative No 1 be chose.
for high level waste management.

P-8 <8) The discussion of ,,risk,,is inadequate and very mis-
leading throughout the entire draft EIS. 1. some ..s.s the
calculated risks are based on only limited and marrow
ass.mptio”s without consideration of the total picture.
This is Particularly true for Alternative No. 3 because the

7
8r0..dwate. m...t..t, P.P.l.ti.. served, and other factors

3 assmed by DOE are incorrect

P-9 (9) Many imp.rta.t issues raised d.ring Georsia,s review
of the earlier report, ERDA 77-42f1 & 2, were not even c.n-
.sideredin the preparation of the draft EIS because it is
devoid of a.y reference to the problem. ~ose issues still
conti.”e to be valid amd are hereby included as part of the
review of the draft EIS. 1. addition, because of the
relationship of the earlier report on Waste Ma”ageme. t

OP...ts..s (E~A- 1537). Georgia’s c.me. ts on this document
are also ettsched as part of its review of the draft EIS
(DOE/EIS-0023-D).

The use of the underground double-shell high-level waste
storage tank. was considered in the following en.iro”me.tal
documents :

1. ‘,Final Environmental Statement - Waste Management
operations, Savannah River Plant,,8ERIIA.1537,
Seotember 1977.

2. ,<Environmental Statement - Additi.”al High-Level Waste
Facilities, Savannah River Plant,,,WASH-1580,
Avg.,, 1974.

3. ,tEnvironme.tal St.teme”t - Future High-Level Waste
Facilities, Savannah River Plane,,,WASH-1528,

Ap.il 1975.

Recently, DOE was directed by the United States court of

App..1. for the District of Columbia CNRDC .s. Administrator,
ERDAIDOE) to PrePace a supplement to ERDA-1537 to address
certain specific design and safety features of these high-

level waste storage tanks. ‘rhissupplev.e”tal EIS i. iO p,,pa.
ration and will be issued for public review .“d connnemt. ‘I’he

TYP. 111 tank is described in detail i. ERDA-1537, p. 11-90
t. 11-96. This is a subsurface, 1.3 million gallon carbon
steel tank with a full height carbon eteel secondary liner
all enclosed within at least 2.5 feet of concrete. me pri-
mary tank is fully stress relieved to i“bibit stress cor-
rosion cracking.

Some aspects of the risk assessment depend up.” bounding,

.r .PP.. limit assumptions, because some systems are “ot
P..... t1y designed i. eno.gb detail to allow more formal
risk methodology to be applied. such a.s”mpt ion. .re
necessary only for some of the ab.o-l events, and are

di.,.ssed in Section V-C, Potential Effects from Ab..mal
Events for Each Alternative.

It is the technical judgment of the preparers of this doc.-
me.t a.d its refere.ce. that the factor, “.ed i“ ,i.k
analysis of A1ter”ative 3 are either measured a.d correct,
or are reasonable uPPer-limit assumptions

DOE has used its best efforts to ensure that ,11 substantive
comments O. E~A 77-42 were take. into a.co””t in preparing

this Programmatic EIS. The Governor of Georgia,. come”t.,
and responses by DOE, are i“cl.ded i“ this appendix also.
The conmte”tso“ E~A-1537 were considered i. the past, when
that document was prepared in final fem.



Review of ERDA 77-42/162, ‘,Alternative, for Long-Tern
Ma”aserne”t of Def.“s. High-Level Radioactive Waste,,.

by
State of Georgia

P-10 1. 1“ the ,,Foreword,,, the docment states that the PurPose
of the report is ,,toprovide other Government agencies and
the public with information,,--- and ,,toserve as a basis for
discussion and judgement in future decision making,,. lE
also states ‘,thedocument presents factual infomati o.---,’.
After reviewing the report i. some detail, it is fairly easy
to conclude that these objectives were no, met lt looks
as though the person who established the objectives and the

P..P1. th.t did the P~.P...t ion of the report did.’t c.n!mu-
.icate with each other. The information presented i. the
report is based .. a large number of assumptions that are
not qualified, or verified, and might easily lead management

Pe.P1e i. G..e..r..r C. ..k. costly decisions without having
s well defined basis.

P-11 2. The Foreword also states that the document ,,doesnot
take inc. account social and public policy <ss..s,<. This

.PP..~. t. b. .. .ttemPt t. 8et around having to e“.merate
certain concerns that might i“fl.ence decision makers. The
definition of a social or public policy issue must be dif-

T f....t than the context i“ which they are currently
defined in governmental circles today. If the eontaminatio.%
of a gro.ndwater source that serves all of Southeast Georgia
is “.t . public issue they must be usin8 . pretty ..tonve”-
tial defi.itio” of the term. Also, if transport.tion is not
a public issue the. 1 don,t know what would be classified
as such. It is tempting to speculate that tbe authors of
the report do discuss a social issue when it supports their
obj.ctive, whatever that might be. As an example, o. page
11-15 of the report it states ..- ,,s.mesocial i.pli..tio”.
--- are discussed below,,.

The objective of the DOE high-level waste ma”.geme”t pro~r.m
is to isolate the waste from the environment for long
enough or in sec... enough ma.... that it will pose negligible
risk to ..... welfare, The purposes of ERDA 77-42 are to
describe the differemt alternatives along with their probable
relative costs, risks, and u“certai. ties; and to raise the
issue of methodology for decision-making in “clear waste
m.ageme. t. This EIS further forms the issues for developing
the research and development program to manage radioactive
high-level waste. Fi.al decision o. the inunobilization

P~...s. ..d the waste form will be supported by subsequent
enviro”me”tal documentation. Sp..ifi. ..~.. ts .. .ss..pti..s
have been addressed within.

Future funding of bedrock storage is “ot r.conunended i“
DOE/EIS-0023 and the method was included i“ EWA 77-42/1&2
for the required completeness of the analysis ,,Social a.d
public policy i.....,,are addressed to the extent that they
relate to e“viro.me. tal impacts and will be addressed further
i“ any future documentation i. supp.arcof a specific faciliey
for the ma”ageme”t of high-level waste at Savannah River.



P-12 3. 1. many sections of the report such terms as ‘,modern
tanks,,, ,,reliable isolation of waste,,, ,’moderndesign,,, and
,,oldwaste tanks of the best EYP. available,,are used. Its
almost as though the definitions of such terms are carefully
avoided so that the decision makers,,minds ... not clouded
with certain information. As an exaIIIple,. controversial
i.....has arise. at SRP and Hanford regarding the type of
tank and tank design used to presently store high level
waste. The carbon steel tanks have been used in lieu of
stainless steel tanks and as a result stress cracks, deteria-
tion, leaks, and other problems have developed. How is the
term ‘,moder.’,to be interpreted? Does this mean the co.-
cin.ed use of carbon steel or do.. it mea. the use of
stainless?

Y
% P-13 4. Gn P.~e 11-5 of the rePorc, the authors u,, a very

narrow approach based on a limited viewpoint to lead a
reader to believe that the release of radioactivity to the
environment would not be too dangerous. I specifically
refer co the following paragraph:

,,Liquid relesses from SRP would be absorbed in the soil ..
diluted many orders of magnitude by the onsite creeks and
swamPs and by the Sevamnah Rive, before reaching drinking
water users. Even if diversion systems fail and ..
corrective actions are taken, DO large individual doses
can ...”..,’

They are actually ,eferrin8 to the high level W.SC. stored
i. the carbon steel tanks at SRP and the statement leaves
the distinct impression that the surrounding natural re-
sources can be used as a back UP control because the P1u-
to.i.m, strontium, ceasi.m, and ocher radioactive isotopes
would be diluted i. concentration. Evidently the authors
are still firmly comic ted t. the old phrese, ,Fthesolution
to pollution is dill.tion,,. This approach really destroys
the professional credibility of the authors.

P-14 0. page 11-9, the report .t.tes chat all the geologic dis-

P...1 .Pci.., w..1d require construction a“d obser.atio. of
1.,s,-s,.1, exP1orat.ry shafts for a time period long
enough to give a high level of confide.c. of their continued
integrity after sealing. It fails to mention that criteria
for making these judgments are mot available and there is

.0 current definition for ,,highlevel of confidenc e,,.

As.i.. this .ppr.ach misleads . decision mker who is not
as ,echmically well-grounded i“ the subject

As used i“ the subject document and similar documents .on-
cerning SW programs, the cenns ,Tmodern tanks,,and ,,m.dern
design,,refer to the .1..s of waste ranks constructed since
1966 andlor currently under construction, l’hese tanks,
10 C811Y designated ‘,Type 111,7> differ from earlier SRP tank.

P.im..i1y i. that the primary vessel (in... steel tank) of
the Type 111 design is fully stress-relieved by ~ heat
treatment after fabrication. This heat treatment relieves
the high internal stre.$e. ,,lockedi.e.,,the steel in the

p~..e.. of e.. .,ldi.8 together the may sep.~.t. pl.,es
from which the tank is fabricated; elimination of these
“locked i.,,stresses (locally often much higher than stresses
induced by hydraulic loading of the vessel) eliminates a

P~im..Y ~.q.i.ite for stress corrosion .r.ckina and thereby
is a major advancement in maintaining the integrity of the
tanks The TyPe 111 tanks also in.orpc’rate several other
improvements over the La”k. of earlier design, including
full-height secondary tanks, air cooling under the bottom of
the primary tank, bottom-supported cooling coils (in .11 b“t
two of the earlier Type 111 E.”k.), improved and tighter

,t..1 .Pe.ifi..ti..s, P..vi.i... f., d.~..ti.. .f le.ks fhr..gh
the secondarX vessel (except in the first seven Type 111 La”ks),
a“d numerous improvements of smaller scope. The Type 111
tank is described i“ detail .“ pages 11-90 to 11-96 of EWA-1537
There are no Plan. to make SW waste tanks of stainless steel
for reasons discussed .“der Come”t 22.

It is “ot the intent of DOE to imply that dilution is a“
acceptable method of handling the disposal of radioactive
wastes, DOE is firmly committed to a multiple barrier

.pp...ch t. long-term west. ma”.gement. These barriers
involve (1) Administrative control (2) e“gimeered safety
systems (3) passive physical co”cai.ment of waste (4) i“-
tegrity of the waste form itself a“d (5) location of the
waste relative to parts of the e“viro”me”t used by man.
The purpose of the referenced .t.teme”t is to show that
eve. in the unlikely evemt that the first four barriers
,,ould fail, the fifth barrier (dilution) would ensure that
no significa.t ham would come to the offsite water users.

This statement is emphasizing that confide.ce i. geologic
systems cam”.. be .abtai”ed f.0. wells ,10”., a Point empha-
sized by the NAS ReDort It is “ot intended to be exhaustive
i“ the test. or criteria Chat would be applied t. a. > K

test facility,



P-15 6. k page 11-14, Table II-3 lists the incremental
cost/risk for plan No. 22 as a base for all other PI....
There is .. explanation of the term ,,base,,yet all the
rest of the factors for Table 11-3 relate to it.

P-16 7. The s.bject of transportation is improperly ba.died i.
the rePort . The $tatements do no. reflect a current under-
standing of this complex national issue. They do not
reference current NRcpublication. s..h .S NUmGO 170,
NVREG-0073, or NUREG-0015. Also the authors do not give
any indications of ..3.awareness of the .ational co.tro-
...s3.associated witl, trac.sportatio. through large urban
areas. 0. P.S. 11-6 they say the risk from transportation
is very low while on page 111–1 they say that the disad-
vantage of shipping offsite to a Federal Repository is the
~ and cost incurred during tr..sp.rt. ti...

P-17 8. Throughout the whole report ,iaks ,=, .aIcuIated and
left as pure numbers without any qualifying statements that

j.stifY their authenticity. As an example, risk factors
are give. for many different aspects of bedrock stora8e at
SW as it relates to the Tuscaloosa aquifer. Yet o. page
111-3, the following statement is made,

P-18

‘-B,,,.., ,he consequences of the waste, mfgra. i”g into the

aquifer are potentially very high, it vn.ld b. necessary to
establish with great certainty that there are .0 mechanisms
which would .11ow the waste to migr.t. before .Uffi.ie.t
decay,, 1“ .ther words, they admit that they don, t know
what to expect with any degree of certainty within the
aquifer but they go ahead and calculate risk factors,
assim costs to them and conclude that slurryin~ the wastes
into a bedrock facility at SW is the lowest cost alterna-
tive.

9. Table 111-2 on Page 111–4 lists the mol.. con.entratio”s
of the ..n-radioactive compone.t. of the Sm high level
wastes. It is interesting to note that the waste is 3.3
molar i. sodium nitrate (NaNO ). The contamination of the

2Tu.calloosa aquifer with mill .“s of gall... of nitrate
bearing wastes of this concentration is i. direct conflict
with efforts LO reduce nitrates i. “a. tewaCer ,ffIuent9
and from other sources .

Incremental costlrisk analysis i. used in the Prosr.-tic
EIS i. Table x11-5 through xII-9, end the explanation of
the basis is given in Section xll-A .3.

Tbe approach taken in this Programmatic EIS and its backup
reference, E~A 77-42, toward transportatio. risks w.. t.
assume a generic transportation ..vironment and bounding
physical assumptions to arrive at the conclusion chat
radiation related transportation risks are sm.11. The
statement that transportation risk is a disadvantage to
shipping waste offsite is not inconsistent with the finding
that transportation risk i. small - particularly in view of
the finding that risks from all aspects of the alternatives

P.ese.ted are small.

DOE is aware of the studies, recently completed and in

P..g..... ....~i.X radioactive materials t.a.sportatioo, and
the results of these studies and any regulations following
from them will be take. into .ccou. t in any p.oject-
SPeCifi. EIS involving transportation” off the SW ,ite
However , the research and develo~me”t , design, and cestlng

p~.~r.m ..ver.d .nder this F’r.gr.-ti. EIS is not se”siti.e
to detail, of future offsite transportation .ce.ario,
Therefore,ME mintai.s that the subject of transportation
is handled properly for purposes of this document.

Many of the risks covered are known to a high degree of cer–
tai.ty from experience with operations of similar facilities.

Othe. risk., particularly from sabotage, are k“oun with I.SS
certainty. The basic data involved i. the structure of the
risks are available i“ the EIS a“d its references, s. that
the reader may use his on assessment of unlikely probabili-
ties, etc., to arrive at risks if he so desires.

The has,, of che ,Isk assessment, for ...s”.1 events amd for
.onnal operations are discussed in Sections V-B and V-C, and
a discussion of the .e”sitivity of the results is give. i.
section x11-c

DOE does .ot i“te.d to cake a“y action that has sig.ifica. t

p..b.bi1ity of .ele.si.g nitrate to any body of water i.
harmful amunts
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10. The key to all the alternatives except for conti.ua- Cu=rent operations at Savannah River are demonstrating the
tion of storage i. liquid form is the application of technology tech.olo~y i. question and result. are included regularly
to resuspend existing S.lC cakes andfor transfer the wastes in monthly reports. The success in tank cleanout has been
for chemical precipitation and solidification. l’hereis very the re..lt of improved technology that is continuing to be
little mention of the fact that there are serious doubts about developed
the application or existence of such tehc.ol.gy at the present

time. ~ p.8e 111-16 there i. a VerY weak statement to this
effect:

,TS1.dgeremoval and tank cleanout have bee” demonstrated but
improved technology is currently being developed.’,

11. It is interesting to note che different. tie. i.
canning. If lower level wastes are to be stored at SRP
in an omsite storage facility they plan co double can
it. However, if high level waste is going to be put into

a bedrock cavern (where it has a big poce.tial for co.-
tami.ati.g the gro.ndwater) they plan to only single ...
it. If they store high level waste o. the surface they
not only are going to double cam it but one will be stain-

1.5. steel. (page 111-25)

P-21 12, 1. Alternate Plan 22 0. page 111-28, it is mentioned
that before the bedrock storage cavern co.cePt can be
implemented, there will have to be, drilling and exvacatio.
of an exploratory sheft and tunnels. ~ere is .. mentio.

Y of the fact that there are two existing such tunnels
: already in exist.... at SW (statement made by Mr. We.del

Marine of hPont Savannah River Laboratory to DNR Repr.-

,e”tatlves 0“ may 3, 1977)

P-22 13. Alternate Plan 23 assumes continued storage of wastes a.
sludge and damp salt cake i“ double walled u“der~rou.d tanks
similar to those comonly i. use at SRP, There is .. mention
of problems with these tanks .“.. though they indicate more
than twenty years experience. WY .r. ,t.i.le.. .t.11 t..k.
not considered as s. alternative? The Present tanks are car-
bon steel and along with those .. Hanford, have become a
.at10..1 controversial issue.

The process for waste Co.tai.erizatiom covered i. this
Progxama tic EIS includes a single stainless steel canister.
Late. plans may feature additional ea..i.g of the waste,
depending upon details of the storage or disposal envir.an-
ments. The research and development, design, and testing

P..g.am ...e..d ..d.. this document is not sensitiveto
laterdecisions regarding additional canisters.

mere are “o shafts or tu””els in existence at SW
M,. Marine denies maki”~ such a statement.

The use of stainless steel rather than mild (carbon) steel
for SW waste tanks has been considered in depth several
times by Savannah River Plant technical groups. I“cl.ded i.
the evaluations were safety, technical, and economic com-
side.ation.. Austeni tic stainless steele are susceptible
under specific co.ditioms to the same forms of corrosion that
C.” damage carbon steels, i“cl.di.g stress corrosion cracking

p..m.ted bY .hl..ide., caustic, and/or fI.orides. Pitting
and/or intergra.ular corrosion ca” occur d.. to chlorides,
fIuoride, , “itr.tes, chromates , and other ionic species ,
especially i. heat-affected zones near welds. T6. suscepti-
bility of stainless steel pipes and vessels to rapid a“d
complete penetration due to trace q.a”tities of chloride is
widely known. “ihese.h.artcomimgs do “ot render stainless
steel ““fit for radioactive waste storage; but, as with mild
steel, they do require that the specifi. chemical nature of
waste being stored a“d changes that may occur during storage
must be known, and must be amenable to control .“d adj.stme”t
so that conditions corrosive to the steel. are avoided. SRP
waste properties relevant to storage i“ mild steel tanks
have been well characterized by 25 years, operating experience
a“d laboratory studies, which provide a high level of co.fi-



P-22 dence in the Io.Sevity of the stress-relieved carbon steel

contd tanks of current design. A similar level of confidence in
.tOTi”g SEP waste, in stainless steel tanb could b. obtained
only after extensive tests and changes to the separations
processes

In geme.aL, stainless steel waste tanks are used or proposed
for storage of radioactive wastes i. the acidic state, rather
than the alk;,linestate used at SRP. The primary advantages
of acidic waste storage are (.) less waste volume per unit
of reactor fuel processed, and (b) substantially 1.s. in-
soluble material (sludge) i. the stored waste. ~e former
advantage apl,liesprimrily to waste from n.malloyed fuels;
where f.els <>fhighly enriched uranium alloyed with aluminum
... used, as in the SRP ~ process , or where aluminum is
added as a processing reagent, the quantity of nonvolatile
solids in acidic waste from a give. amount of fuel is not
substantially lower than it would be i. alkaline waste. The
lower sludge content of acidic waste is a sig.ific..c advan-
tage in wastes from high-burnout fuels from power reactors
(military or come.. ial), because removal of fission product
heat libezated directly into the liquid phase (by fission

pr.d.. ts i. solution) is much more efficient than r.movaI of
the same ...... of heat from the sludge that would be present
if tbe waste were alkaline. l’kismandates the .s. of acid
storage (and stainless steel tanks) for poweI’react.. high-
heat wastes, but not for SW reactor wastes at current operati
rates and parameter. , where the mximum fission prod.ct heat

yield S.S be readily removed from the sludge layer character-
istic of alkaline wastes,

Now that the stress corroston cracking problem has been
overcome by stress-relieving the newer (and all future) waste
ranks and by close attention to steel quality amd waste
composition (especially the ratio of i“hibiti.g OR- and NO~-
io.s to aggressive NOj- ions) , mild steel is considered to
be just as safe and effective for storage of 5gP wastes as
stainless steel would be. ln addicio”, storage of wastes
in alkali.. f.nn offers some inherent safety .dv.ntages for
SRP: (a) the incl”sio. of the majority of the radion”cl ides
i. a“ insoluble and relatively immobile sludge phase, (b) the
relatively low mobility of alkaline waste i. Sm soiL d“. t.
soil pl.gg.ge by hydroxide ion, .“d (c) the greater retention
under alkaline conditions of radionuclides by ion exchange
with the soil.

Complete conversion of SRP waste nanageme.t practices to the
storage of radioactive wastes in acid form is not feasible
because of tbe lar~e amount of alkaline waste already on hand
.“d because some SRP wastes are inherently alkaline, e.g.,
the cladding ......1 waste from the P“rex process (for non-
alloyed .ra.i”m fuel) Concurrent operation of separate
facilities f.. acid and alk.line waste storage would not be
economical .ilso, the only .on..lacile solid. in current
alkali.. wastes, that would “ot be present in acid waste.,
are the various sodium salts (nitrate, .itrite, carbonate,

s“lf.te, and hydroxide). 1. the reference process, these



P-23 lb. on p.~e v-12, the statement is mad. that about 10,!00
nuclear weaPons have bee” stored for at least ten years
without . sabotage i“cide”t. Does this mean that there
have bee” no attetn.ts or that none have been successful:

P-26 15, On Pa8e V-18, leach rate experiment. are described end
the time t. release 1% of the CS-137, s.-90, a“d gross
alpha radioactivity is calculated. Yet, the experiments
were conducted .“ cylinders only o“. half inch in diameter
by o.. half inch high. One c.” .“lY speculate as to the
mag”it.de of scale up errors involved in going to full
scale.

P-25 16. On page V-41 it is assumed that there is a potential
50,000 users of 7.s..1..s. aquifer drinking water., Another
ERDA report (DP-lL38) describes a technical assessment of
Bedrock W.ste Storage at SRF a“d it is from this reference
that the “umber of 50,000 is obtained. It is interesting
to note that any information from DP-1438 was carefully

?
excluded from EWA-1537 .n environmental statement about

: waste management operations at SRP. They have so co.fused
the whole s.bject of waste m.na8ement through a piecemeal
approach, one can only speculate .s to the credibility of
the information used and che conclusions drawn f... it.

P-26 17. On Page V-42, a very important point is raised in
regard to the possibility of an explosion. Radiolysis will
cause hydrogen and oxygen to form i. a bedrock .....” thus
creating a potentially explosi.e atmosphere. Should a“
explosion occur inside the cavern, the conseq.e”ces are
really .“k.own. It will place stress on the cavern a“d
the aquifer and increase the chances of water movement thus
i.creasing the potential for additional co”taminatio” of the
sq.ifer. The authors dismiss this event as bei.g without
.0.s,,.,”,,.

P-27 18. 0“ page V-43 of the rePort, the consequence of an
earthquake in relation to a bedrock cave.” at SR? and the
Tu.caloose aquifer are discussed, Tbe author. assume th.c
the water flow rate is through the aquifer to the Savannah
River and chat the flow rate is quite low. Thus they

P.st.late that any rupture of wastes into the aquifer would
be confined to plantsite for several thousand years a“d that
only the 50,000 People that move .“,0 the P1a”tsite a“d u,,
the water have to be taken into consideration. Hydrogic.lly
a“d geologically speaking, the$e are improper assumptions.
The water from tha T.SC.1OOS. aquifer feeds into the princi-
pal artesian aquifer which serves all of southeast Georgia,

F-22 sodium salts will be separated from the fission products and
contd other compounds 1“ the waste when the latter cwo salts are

vitrified .“d packaged for final disposal. Hence, the salts
will “ot contribute to the bulk of the vitrified wastes to
be disposed of.

The analysis implies that no sabot.8e attempts have bee”
s.ccessf.l

J,each ,,,.l, s from the small .a.Ples were used for conserva-
tism and co approximate conditions of cracking of larger
monoliths. Scaleup from sm.11 sizes to larger sizes, with
lower s.rface-to-volume ratio, would result i“ lower releases
frornleaching.

Present waste ma”ageme”t operation only are covered i“ EWA
1537. Since present operations do “ot i“..].? the Tuscaloosa
aquifer, there was .. utility i“ discussing bedrock disposal
and its risk to the aquifer in that d.c”ment. This Pro-

g~.~.ti. EIS, ..d its ..fe....e.. .,. .O..e..ed with l..s-
term options for future disposal of the waste and therefore
are the proper place to discuss bedrock disposal.

As stared i“ the text of ERDA 17-42, the hydrogen ,XP1OS<O”

pOssibil icy II..b... ...ly..d i. the bed.o.k reference
(DP-1438) and the co”seq”e”ces from such .“ explosion were
fo.”d to be insignificant. DOE has see” no scientific
evidence presented to invalidate chat co”cl.sion.

The geologic term ‘,T”.caloosa,, is used from North Carolina
co Louisiana to designate .. upper Cretace.u. sand with clay
layers and 1.”s.s. The hydrologic regimes within this fom-
tio. are much more local in extent. Thus, even though the
T.seal.a.a is a large and prolific aquifer in Ge.rgia, none
of this water comes from South Ceroli”a d.. t. discharge at
the Sava””ah River. ~e ,’PrincipalArtesian Aquifer” of
Georgia is equivalent to the 0..1. limestone of Eocene age,
and its pri”cip.1 come of depression is at Sa.a””ah, 100 miles
away fcon SRF Water in the ?elati”ely local T.s..loosa
circulation system i“ the SW vicinity does “ot contribute to
the Principal Artesian Aquif.. a. Sava.”ah.
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The consequences of .oncamin. ting this invaluable water
supply would be technically, socially, and politically
disastero. s for the people of Georgia. Any acceptance .f
the possibility of contamination of Lhis water supply by
radioactive n.elides such as those of plutonium, strontium,
and cesim would be irresponsible.

19, On page V-44 and V-45, the assumption is made that
Plutonium would be bound in the rock of a cavern and thus not
move into the surrounding gro.ndwater. ‘rbere is ,eaIIY .0

~..d basis for this assumption beta.se th,r, =,. .eh.r
mec},anisms that impact the movement of plutonium .tber that

absorption. AS a. example, plutonium movement has been
demonstrated at the low level waste burial facility in
Naxey Flats, Kentucky due co h..,.= transPort through faults,
cracks, and fissures in the geological formations.

20. 0. p.ge VI-3 the a.thors give criteria and assumptions
which they use in calculating dose rates for transportation

of canned waste. They do not cite any references, experience,
or any other basis for the .s..mpti.n.. Since they .re
inconsistent with those recently used by S..dia Laboratories
i. the preparation of NLIREG-0170 for the U.s. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, one can only assume that the authors
j.st created them o. their own.

21. 0. page VI-15, the conclusion is .eached that the risks
due to t.an.portati.n accidents are so small that Ehe .on-
trib.tion is negligible to the overall risks. The authors
have failed to properly consider that there is no management
system currently being used either by U.S. DOT or by U.S.
NRC to keep track of the transportation of nuclear materials.
This in itself increases the potential consequences should
.. accident 0..... The authors also did not properly assess
the possibility of .ontami.at ior,of surface water s.n.lies
i“.ing the ....s. of transportation accidents. Othe~’ factors
such as the “s. of a population density of 250 people per
square mile and the use of an undefined type of a shipping
cask also render their conclusions inappropriate.

P-31 22. On page 1X-8, it i. stated chat the storage of sw wastes
it,thebedrock under the SW site has been studied for over

20 Years. There is .0 mention of the opposition by u.S. EPA,
tileState of Georgia and the National Academy of Sciences
recommendation against bedrock storage, .. the fact that
f.ther work of this concept was ordered stopped in the early
1970’s. Again, it is .1s. interesting to note that even
though twenty years of .xPerier,cehad been accumulated at
SW with bedrock storage investigations, it was excluded
from the Environmental Statement on Waste Management Opera-
tions at SW (ERDA-1537) published in 1976.

Most of the plutonium is in insoluble form. I.v.stig.ti.n.
would have to .s..ss the controls on plutonium migration
b~f... .to..ge of radioactive waste in bedrock C.Vein, -a.

implemented. However,.. R&D f.= geologic disposal is being
p..p...d.

Details of assumptions and sources of data are given through-
out Section VI, a“d references for section VI are given ..

P.s. R-4 of ERDA 77-42. ‘Cheassumptions used are i.te.d.d
to be generic and bounding and are generally more pessimistic
than chose covered in NUREG-0170 See Re,p.n, e P.16 , .bove ,
also

The portion of the comment regarding potential surface water
contamination is incorrect - the .ubject is covered on

Page VI-12 of ERDA 77-42. See also Response P-16, above.

OpP..iti..t. bedrock d~.p.sal by the stateof Georgia and
the U.S. EPA has.been noted in the Summary. A di.c.esio”
of bedrock disposal was not give” in EmA-1537 because
that EIS dealt O.lY with c“rre. t waste m“aseme.t operations.



P-32 23. On pa8e x-33, in the Sensitivity Analysis section, the
authors admit that the contamination of the Tuscaloosa
aquifer h.. the largest risk but they try to soften the
statement and lead the reader to a dir.ctionalized conclu-
sion by indicating that there are promising possibilities
for corrective action. They carefully point out chat this
alternative is ‘,byFar the least expensive’,.

P-33 24. 0. PSF,.X-35, the .tatemenc is made:
,,_ corrective action could be taken if some responsible,
organized society exist, in the future<,.

It should be pointed out tlI. t corrective action. a
have been rake. during the last twenty years to have a
sound national ...1... waste management ,,rogram for
defense wastes but they .,.,. ,, taken. The assumption
mad. by the authors is greatly over simplified becai..e the
issues and technology application are considerably more
complex than the steteme.t would lead one to believe.

P-34 25, On page x-36, the authors suggest that atmospheric
exposure could be reduced by the installation of a rapid
wsrni.g system that would be activated in the event of a
release of radioactivity. The statement i. made:

‘,The warning network might be any combination of in-place
sirens, roving automobiles with loud speakers, comerc ial
radio and television announcements, C.B. radio, operators
ringing telephones, and the civil defense warning system,’.

It is i.terescing to speculate chat if .11 these mere
employed, there would be a need t. calculate a ,,panie,,
risk factor and tl~.scome up with a dollar value for the
human lives lost in the process. It is irresponsible to
consider this type of communication as a back up for
reduction of atmospheric exposure, The back up has to
be in place ..11 ahead of this type of process.

DOE believes the facts presented regarding the risks of
bedrock disposal and the possibility of corrective .ction
are true and present upper bounds useful for programmatic
decision-making.

The quoted statement refers to mitigating measures which may
reduce the actual environmental insult from that conserva-
tively estimated in the document. Corrective actions such as
these have been taken in the past in response to radioactive
releases in the waste tank farm to mitigate the co.seque.ces
of that leak. The Interagency Review Group .. Nuclear Waste
Management (lRG) has attempted to formulate a sound national
nuclear waste management Program for defense was,., DOE
intends to adopt the following lRG recommendation pending

.pp~.p~i. t. environmental ,eview:

,>The lRG recommends the DOE accelerate its R&D activities
oriented coward improving imobilizatio. and waste forms
and review its current immobilization programs i. the
lights of the latest views of the scientific and tech.ical
community. Since final processing of defense waste has
bee. deferred for three decades the IRG also reconnnends
that remedial action, including inunobilization of the
waste, should begin as soon a. practicable.’,

Any rapid warning system deployed in the future would
probably be accompanied by an education process to minimize

Panic if the sYst.m .... ..t..11Y e.., used. DOE is ..c
aware of any methodology for calculating a panic risk factor
or an estimate of any lives that might be lost due co panic.
Rowe”er, recent experience at the Three Mile Island ...1...
reactor would indicate that no public casualties would be
incurred from panic.



STATE OF GEORGIA CO~ENTS
REGARDING :
Draft Environmental statement - ‘,Waste F[..ageme.t

oP.r.ti... - s......h River Plant; Aik.., s..th
Carolina,’, ERDA - 1531 (October, 1976)
December 15, 1976

A review of the Draft E“.iro”mental $ratement for the
Sa”a”n.h River Plant Waste Ma”agemen E Operation. has bee.
completed. The following come”ts are in order:

A. Non-radioactive W.stewater Discharges

1. The E.l.S. indicates (11-46) chat spent drum
cl.a”i”g solution is discharged without treatment in 16,000
gal. batches ,,aftera.elyses to confirm acceptability of
the release.,, The ,ta”alysis,fto determine ,,acceptability”
clearly applies only to radioactive contamination. Discharge
contains 10,000 lb/y. of trisodium phosphate and 9,000 lb/yr
of phosphoric acid. Raw discharge of this w.scewacer does
not reflect good waste treatment practice and uould not
comply with minimum treatment requirements in Georgia.

2, According to the E.l.S, (11-53), various ““specified
wastewater sources contribute to the trade waste system
which is ‘,desigmed to handle ordinary waste chemicals that
a.. not contaminated beyond trace levels.,’ Although ‘,trace

7 levels,,clearly refers to radioactive co.tamin.tie” only,

: this wastewater is discharged u.treat ed, Thro.gho”t this
E.1.S., the assumption seems to be that any processing waste
“o. co”tami.a ted with radioactive material requires no treat-
ment. Non-federal public and pri”ate facilities are “OC

s...lly1y all.w.d the 1...ry .f di..h.rgi.g .11 pro...,
wastewater .“tzea ted after merely confiming that it is “.,
radioactive.

3, A“alyti.al laboratory wastewacer is discharged
without treatment (11-46) No chemical or biological
characterization of this Waste.ater is give”.

4, The E.l.S, states (11-55, 56) that sulfuric acid
and sodium hydroxide. used as regener.nts i. the deionized
water systems i. the React.. a“d Separations areas are dis-
charged after ,,moderatene.tralizati.”.,, water regenerants
in the Heavy Water are. don,t even receive ,,moderate’,.eu-
trali.atio”. M.derate .eutralizat i.. .r “on-ne”t. alizati.n
does not appear co co”.cit.te good wastewater creatme.L

P.aCtiC. .S would be required by various State and Federal
reg”latio”s for “o.-Federal facilities.

5, Coagulant chemicals and suspended solids removed in
water treatment facilities are discharged back to the
Sava.”ah River (11-55,56) The draft E.l.S, i.dicaces
(V-15) that >ltexnative procedures were .E”died but reje.ted
s. u“eco.ornical. Discharge of solids removed i“ water treat-
me.c plants back co surf.ce water. by “o”-Federal facilities



has not been allowed i. various permits issued by EPA.
These non-Federal facilities are not generally allowed the
alternative of ignoring such requirements because they are
considered une.onom,ical

6. The E,1.S. indicated (V-15) that con..rsion from
chromate-containing to organic corrosion inhibitors is
being studied. TheGeorgiaEnvir..mentalProtection
Divisi.nis presentlyrequiringother dischargers i. the
s... area to either discontinue use of metallic inhibitors
or provide treatment to remove the ..,.1s from the wa. te-
uacer. The Division sees no good reason why a more lenient
standard should be applied to this Federal facility.

7, The report states that the use and dispo.al of
polychlorinated biphenyla (PCB,S) at SN has been specifi-
cally controlled since 1972. How were they previously
handled before 1972 when they weren, t controlled? Since
PCB has been detected in sediments from Four Mile Creek and
Pen Branch it would be reasonable to expect that this
residual concentration is a result of operations prior to
1972. The conclusion presented that off plant sources may
b. the Primary contributors of PCB my “., be correct. A
detailed discussion of this issue is necessary .nd in

p.rci..lar its probable relationship to any possible future
actions that might be needed to rem.. pre.io.sly deposited
PCB

8. In Section 111-73 of the report, the concentration
of several parameters in Ash Basin effluent water is compared
with Drinking Water Standards. This presentatian shows the
concentration of selenium to be at 0.02 parts per million
in the effluent .s 0.01 parts per million for the drinking
W.Le. .t..dard. This is double the standard Yet the.. i.

no discussion of the sig.ifica.ce or impact presented in the
rep.,, .

9, 1. section V-15 of the report under ‘tarter..ti.es
Studies but not Adopted,,, it is indicated that alternative
methods for water treatment associated with chemical dis-
charges to seepage basins are not economically feasible.
There is no discussion of what methods were studied nor is
there any indication of the basis for reaching the conclusion
that was reached. This could be a very important issue as
it relates to the equilibrium adsorption of radionuclides in
the soils beneath the basins. (This is discussed further in
additional connnents for radiological discharges)

B. Non-radiological Atmospheric Disch.rEes

1. The report indicated (111-59) that the calculated
contributions to the .....1 average S02 ambient concentration
at the SRP boundary is less th.. 33 micrograms per cubic
meter. This compares to the Georgia standard of 43 micro-
grams P.. cubic meter. This is 76 percene of Georgia,s
standard and essentially means that any industrial develop-
ment on the Georgia side of the Savannah River near SRF must



be limited. Fuel burning equipment of the capacity being
used should reasonably not be allowed to make such a
reported impact. 1. effect, it is e.da.geri.g the economic
de.elopnenr of GeorCia.

2. The report gives conflicting efficiencies of the
electrostatic precipitators that were installed in

N...mr.r. 1975. ~ p.ge 11-60 . value of greate. than 99%
is reported while on page 111-61 they report . ..1.. of
95%. Also, n. increment of particulate contribution to
the ambient air by SRP is reported i. the EIS.

3. Under ..-1 c.mdicio.s there should be .. signifi-
cance from other no.-radioactive air emissions, however,
there is a possibility that hydrogen sulfide odor could be
detected during adverse meteorological conditions.

C. Radiological Issue comment.

1. About 80-130 million gallons of water c.nt.fning
various radio..clides are discharged to several different

SeePage basins at SW. 1. addition to the radionuclides
ocher chemicals are also discharged t. these s.. basins

(600, 000 lb, of HN03,200,000lb. of NaOH, 12,000 lb. of
HXPOI., 1200 lb. Naz-Cr207 , and 50 lb. of Hg ) The r.Port
makes a strong case for the ion exchange capability of the
soil i. the retention of the radio..clides, however, the..
is .. evidence prese. ted to show any reco~.ition of the

Y
Q. effect of the chemicals o. the adsorption capability of the
.

soils. If transport mdels .re being used to predict the
distrib.cio. and co.ce. tratio. of radion.elides i. the

gr...dwar.r contacting the soils , how have the shifts i.
equilibrium adsorption due to the chemicals bee. factored
into the mdels?

2. The EIS (111-78) considers the additive impact of

.cher ..n-sw facilities.Gncsuchfacilityis tbeproposed
Barnwell reprocessing facility and the report indicates that
16,000,000 curies of Kr-85 will be discharged via atmospheric
r.lea~es from Bar.well. SRF discharges 520,000 ...1.. of
Kr-85 Per ye.. itself. me.. numbers c.mp.r. t. the sw
side release number at 950,000 curies. v.ry littl. .tt,.pt
is made i. the report to discuss the additive impact of both
facfIities in relationship t. SR2,s waste management program.
This is am important issue and it should be discussed
thoroughly i. both Chapters 11, 111, and IV of the rePort.

3. 1“ section v-6 of the report, al,er.acive. ,,s.ciaced
with K.-85 .Cmspheric discharges are discussed. lt is
st.ted that there are no plans for an active research program
aimed at Kr-85 removal from effluent gases during fuel
reprocessing and that pertinent R/D at other sites will be
followed for possible applicat ion.. This is improper ....
siderz.tion of the whole is.... We agree that research is
~ .ecessary at SW and it is not necessary elsewhere
either beta.. e it has already bee. completed and conunercial



equipment for K.-85 removal is a.ailable ~. ~is is
support=d by E~A, s own contract.., Bat tell., in it.

p.epa~ation of E~A-76-L3 ~epo~t emtitled “Alternatives
For ~na8ing Wasees From Reactors and Po. t-Fissi.. Opera–
t ions in the LUR Fuel Cycle”. Ceozgia expects ERDA to
exercise its responsible role i“ the establishment of an
abatement plan and timetable for the control of Kr-85
releases to the .trnosphere This should be treated properly
i. the EIS before it is rele.sed i. final form. Georgia’s
position has already bee. expressed O. this issue regardi.g
the proposed Banmell facility (see Governor Carter’s
letter attached)

D. Bedrock StoraEe 1SS”.

The EIS for the SRP does not cover the use of the SW site
for pemanent storage, particularly bedrock storage. EWA
has indicated that it is beyond the scope of this report
because a separate EIS .. long range waste m.agement plans
is currently i. preparation. Georgia objects st...81y t.
this piecemeal consideration of waste m.ageme.t plans
because current operations and future plans must b. tried
together because of the low half-life of M“y of the
isotope. in question.

‘l’heconcept of using SRP for bedrock storage has already
been postulated by ERDA and work has occurred on site.
This is discussed i. WASH-1202 (1972, 1973) 1. addition
report, SRWm- 76-1, states that bedrock storage is the

“P~inciple” candidate for 10ng te~ sto~ase. since bedrock
storage has already bee. advocated and original projections
of n-81 were indicated for begi.ni”g of actual storage,
this is a“ issue that is not long range. The present draft
EIS must co.sider this issue a“d Georgia must i.sist that
the EIS ~ be issued in final form until i. i. corn.idered.

Since the fresh water aquifer which serves all of So.th
Georgi. lies ..demeach this geographical area Georgia is
very concerned about a“y attempt t. establish a bedrock
storage site in the vicinity of SRP. 1. 1972, Governor
Carter established Georgia, s position of oppositi.” to
bedrock storage at SRP and that position still remains
unchanged (See attached letter)

The question of seismic activity in a geographical sphere
of influence hick could incorporate Sw has bee. treated
vew poorly i. the current draft EIS, o. page 11-160 the
report indicates that .. the basis of three cent.ries of
recorded history of earthquakes, a“ earthquake above an
intensity of VII o“ the modified Mercalli scale would not
b. expected at sw. Yet a few sentences later the report
states that during the past 100 years, the area within a
100 mile radius of the SF.Phas experienced one shock of
intensity X, o.. shock of intensity VIII, two shock. of
i“te.sity VIZ, and twelve shocks of intensity V. At first
re.ding these two statements appear t. be in .o”flict with
each other a“d w.. explanation is necessary. Also, the

,/



Richter scale is usually used to report earthquake activity
to the general public so if the modified ~rc.lli scale is

g.i.8 t. be ..ed i. Ch. EIS, th. i.te..*tY 1...1. .h..1d be
identified as i. the following examples:

Modified MercaL1i
Intensity Stale

x11

XI

x

1x

VIII

VI1

Dan!agenearly total; Large rock masse,
displaced.

Rails bent; Umdergro.nd pipeline out of
service ;--------

Most masonry and frame .truct.res
destroyed with their fo.ndatio”s;
Serious damage t. dams; Large
landslides--------

General Pa”i.; Masonry destroyEd--------

Twist$“8, fall of chimneys, Factory
stacks , Monuments , towers, and elevated
tanks--------

DamaEe to ma.o”ry; Small slides; Concrete
irri~ation ditches damaged--------

T The report mentions the Bel Air Fault northwest of Augusta,
G Geor8 ia and admire that the rate and character of its move-
0

ment has “ot yet bee. resolved, nor has its significance to
the techtonic framework of the eastern U.S, bee. determined
The many ocher faults in this .... of Georgia are not even
mentioned in Ehe r.port, The poor treat,.entof the seismic
activity in the EIS helps co reaffirm Georgia,. position on
bedrock storage.



office of NBPA Affair,
U. s. Department of Energy
Washington, D. C, 20545

June 3. 1979

Dear Sir:

WI This is in reference to your draft e.viro.me.tal impact
.tatemenc entitled ,,Long-Tern Management of Defense
High-L.vel Radioactive Wastes,tfor the Savannah River
Plan, in Aiken, South Carolina. 1 have reviewed this
statement and h... the followins comments to wk.:

1. It ..”Id be helpful if you w..ld .,.,< what ,he 1...1
of background radiation is at SP.Pand the surrounding area.
This should be given i. 1..s Per year and reinsPeI calendar

quarter.

Q-2 2. It is ... clear if there was a review of current studies
that suggest that exposure to 1.. levels of radiation could
be han”ful to humans.

Q-3 3. ln reference to the probability of sabotage; a sabo-
taEe attempt on SRP need O.lY be effective in disrupting
.....1 operations and bringing media atteneion E.. the
attempt ,. be .uccessful. .4nattack an sw would .c-
.omplish bath of these, which are the primary goals of
terrorism, Al,., with the t“rre”t backlash ,8.1.s,
nuclear power, the probability of a sabotage attempt
is greater.

Q-4 4. my are there no restrictions on faming land that
could become c..tami.ated by F238,239 in the event
of . leak? It should be remembered that fanning
.peratio.s cause large amounts of particulate to be
released into the air. If a field is contaminated by
P238,239 and farming oPer.tio.s are .llowed to be
conducted .. it, there is a chance that w.rkera my
inhale these materials.

Q-5 5. Costs and cost differeoces should not be important
co.sideratio.s in choosing an alternative. The safest
fan” of mana~..e”c should be chose” regardless of costs

Thank you far providing the opportunity t. comment o.
this statement, which hopefully will be of assistance
t. y... 1 would appreciate receiving three (3> copies
of the final s,..,.,.,

l’hecalculated .....1 background radiation level i. the
vicinity of SW is 120 .1..s and is gi.e. in section 111.B
(page 111-12) of this E1s.

n. pote.eial effects of exposure to low-level radi.tie. has
been considered in developing the health effects estimates

gi... i. T.bles x1-5 thr..gh xi-9. Additi...1 di,....i.. iS
E%..” i“ resp.”se t. Comet M-3.

The Se has a CO”tinuOUSIY .VOIVi.8 safeguards PrOZr.D LO
guard against sabotage. However, sabotage has be.. analyzed
i. the technical .efere..e do.me.t for the EIS (ERDA 77-&2)
and potential eoviro.me.tal impacts s.mrized for i.cl.sio.
in the EIS (Tables v-12 through v-16).

In the .nlikely e.... of A 1.ak, the contaminated area will
be restricted to the SU cit. amd corrective actions will b.
taken. Examples of laod .o.camio.tion and corrective actions
are given i. section X1 of this EIS.

C.ec isonly 0.. of the many factors i.pore.nt i. the selec-
tion of a 0,00,. was,, m...gec. c progra-. 1. mki”s ics
fi..l deci~iok, NE will consider emvi.o.me.tal, technical,
and social factors as well as cost

sincerely,

,...1. Ricard. Brom, 111
Simon,s Rack Earl, C.lleF,e
Alf . rd Road
Great Barrington,Ma.. 01230



APPENDIX C

GLOSSARY OF TERMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

actinides
The radioactive elements with atomic number of 89 through 103.
The name is taken from actinium, the first member of the series.

activation
The process of making a material radioactive by bombardment
with neutrons, protons, or other nuclear particles.

activity
A measure of the rate at which radioactive material is emitting
radiations; usually given in terms of the number of nuclear
disintegrations occurring in a given quantity of material over
a unit of time. me standard unit of activity is the curie (Ci).

AEC
Atomic Energy Commission (discontinuedwith formation of ERDA
and NRC on January 19, 1975).

alpha particle (a)
A positively charged particle emitted by certain radioactive

materials. It is made up of two neutrons and two protons;

hence, it is identical with the nucleus of a helium atom.

aquifer
A water-bearing layer of permeable rock or soil.

background radiation
The varying radiation of manis natural environment. It results
from cosmic rays and from the naturally radioactive elements
of the earth, including those within manis body.

biota
The animal and plant life of a region.

butial ground
An area specifically designated for the shallow subsurface
disposal of solid radioactive wastes.

caZ
Calories.

eaZeine
Material heated to a temperature below its melting point to
bring about loss of moisture and oxidation to a chemically
stable form.

Note: Many of these terms are given special definitions to refer
to their specific use in this statement.
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canyon building
A heavily shielded building used in the
of irradiated fuel and target elements.
nance are by remote control.

cask
A container that provides shielding and
transportation of radioactive material.
normally lead and/or steel, or uranium.

cc
Cubic centimeters (1 cc = 1 mL).

cfm
Cubic feet per minute.

cfs
Cubic feet per second.

CG
Concentration Guide.

Ci
Curies.

concentration auide

chemical processing
Qeration and mainte-

containment during
The shielding is

The average ~oncentration of a radionuclide in air or water to
which a worker or member of the general population may be con-
tinuously exposed without exceeding radiation dose standards.
(Usually 50 years or until biological equilibrium is reached.)

CRC
Cesium Removal Column, a deionizer used to remove 137Cs ions
from evaporator condensate.

curie
The basic unit used to describe the
in a sample of material. Gne curie
disintegrations per second.

decay

intensity of radioactivity

(Ci) equals 37 billion

The spontaneous radioactive transformation of one nuclide into
a different nuclide or into a different energy state of the
same nuclide. Every decay process has a definite half-life.

deeonnnissioni~
Decommissioning operations remove facilities such as reprocessing
plants, waste tanks, and burial grounds from service and reduce
or stabilize radioactive contamination. Decommissioning concepts
include:

● Decontaminate, dismantle and return area to original condi-
tions without restrictions.

● Partially decontaminate, isolate remaining residues, and
continue surveillance and restrictions.
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deionizer
A vessel containing ion exchange resins, used for removing
positively or negatively charged ions from liquid.

DF
Decontamination factor, the ratio of the concentration of a
constituent in the feed stream to that in the treated effluent.

Diatometer
An instrument to measure the concentration of microscopic
diatoms in water as an index of water quality.

disposaZ (of radioactive waste)
Operations designed to eliminate wastes from existence on earth
or permanently isolate them from mankind and his environs with
no expectation of retrieval after emplacement. Isolation con-
cepts include:

● Placement in subsurface geologic formation using technologies
that offer no practical method for recovery.

● Emplacement into or beneath sea floors.

c Emplacement in.ice sheets.

Elimination concepts include extraterrestrial disposal and
transmutation.

dose
The energy imparted to matter by ionizing radiation per tlnit
mass of irradiated material at a specific location. The unit
of absorbed dose is the rad.

eluate
The liquid resulting from removing the trapped Inaterialfrom
an ion exchange resin.

ERDA
Energy Research and Development Administration (the nuclear
program components of ERDA were formerly part of the AEC).
Became part of the Department of Energy established
October 1, 1977.

~iml storage

Storage operations for which 1) no subsequent waste treatment
or transportation operations are anticipated, and 2) conversion
to disposal is considered possible.

fission products
Nuclei formed by the fission of heavy elements. Many are
radioactive. Examples: strOntium-90, cesium-137.

floeeulent
Noncrystalline (WOOIY, cloudy, flakelike) particles suspended
in a liquid. Such particles are caused by-addition of
Iating agent to a liquid, and can then be filtered out
liquid.

/
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FRC
Federal Radiation Counci1

gal
Gallons.

g/L
Grams per liter.

(now part of EPA).

gpm
GalIons per minute,

ground inter
Water in the zone of saturated aquifer beneath the land surface.

half-tife, biological
The time required for a living organism to eliminate, by natural
processes, half the amount of a substance that has entered it.

half-life, radioZogicaZ
The time in which half the atoms in a radio~ctive substance
disintegrates.

~+pw

High heat waste (high-level liquid waste thatrequires auxiliary
cooling) .

HEPA
High efficiency particulate air filter. A type of filter
designed to remove 99.9% of the particles down to 0.3 Mm in
diameter from a flowing air stream.

high-heat Ziquid mste
Liquid waste containing sufficient thermal energy to require
some supplemental means of cooling, such as cooling coils.

high-ZeveZ Ziquid waste
The aqueous waste resulting from the operation of the first-
cycle extraction system, or equivalent concentrateion wastes
from subsequent extraction cycles, or equivalent wastes from
a process riotusing solvent extraction,
processing irradiated reactor fuels.

high-leveZ waste
(a) high-level liquid waste, or (b) the
fication of high-level liquid waste, or

in a facility for

products from solidi-
(c) irradiated fuel

elements, if d~scarded without processing.”

ICRP
International Commission on Radiological Protection,

ICPP
Idaho Chemical Processing Plant, near Idaho Falls.
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<nte& storage
Storage operations for which 1) monitoring and human control
are provided, and 2) subsequent action involving treatment,
transportation, or final disposition is expected.

Concepts for interim storage include bulk and unitized storage
of solid, liquid, and gaseous wastes.

Alternative interim storage technologies include:

● Tank storage of liquids

● Canister storage in air-cooled vaults

● Spent fuel storage in water basins.

ion exchange
A reversible chemical reaction between a solid and a fluid
mixture by means of which ions may be interchanged.

isolation
A term encompassing both final storage and/or disposal in
geologic formations.

km
Kilometers (1 kilometer = 1000 meters or 0.621 mile)

LHW
Low-heat waste (high-level liquid waste that does not require
auxiliary cooling but may contain significant quantities of
radionuclides).

Zong-lived nuclides
Radioactive isotopes with half-lives greater than about 30
years. Most long-lived nuclides of interest to waste manafle-
ment have half-lives on the order
years (23gPu - 24,400 years; 99TC

1.7 x 107 years).

M
Molar.

m
● Meter.
● As prefix — see “mini.!!

man-rem

of thousands to millions of
- 2.1 x 105 years; 1291 -

The total radiation dose commitment to a given population
group; the sum of individual doses received by a population
segment.

m9
Milligrams.

Micro (P)
Prefix indicating one millionth (1 microgram = 1/1,000,000 of
a gram or 10-6 gram).
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miz
One thousandth of

mini

Prefix indicating

mL
Milliliters.

m
Modified Mercalli

mol

Mole – the amount

an inch.

one thousandth.

(scale of earthquake intensities).

of a substance that has a weight numerically
equal to the molecular weight of the substance.

mo Zar
Designation of the concentration of a solute in a solution
[a solution that is 1.0 molar (1.OM) in NaOH contains 1.0 mol
of NaOH per liter].

mph
Miles per hour.

mR
Klilliroentgen.

mrem
Millirems.

nano
Prefix indicating one thousandth of a micro unit (1 nanocurie =
1/1000 of a microcurie or 10-9 curie).

natural uranim
Uranium as found in nature. It is a mixture of the fertile
uranium-238 isotope (99.3%), the fissionable uranium-235
isotope (0.7%), and a minute percentage of uranium-234.

nCi
Nanocuries.

NCRP
National Counci1 on Radiation Protection and Measurements.

noble gas
A chemically inert gas; e.g., xenon, argon, and krypton.

NRC
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (formerlypart of AEC) .

nuelide
Any atomic nucleus specified by its atomic weight, atomic
number, and energy state. A radionuclide is a radioactive
nuclide.
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ooerpaek
Secondary (or additional) external containment for packaged
nuclear waste.

PNL
Pacific Northwest Laboratories, Richland, Washington.

pci
Picocuries.

pH
A measure of the hydrogen ion concentrateion in aqueous solu-
tions. Acidic solutions have a pH from zero to 7. Basic
solutions have a pH from 7 to 14.

pico

Prefix indicating one millionth of a micro unit (1 picocurie =
1/1,000,000 of a microcurie or 10-12 curie).

piezometer
A well used for measuring
subsurface aquifers.

plant strem

Any natural stream on the
site is via these streams

ppm
Parts per million.

the water pressure, or head, of

SRP site. Surface drainage of the
to the Savannah River.

ppb
Parts per billion.

psi
Pounds per square inch.

radioactivity y
The spontaneous decay or disintegration of unstable atomic
nuclei, accompanied by the emission of radiation.

radionuclide
An unstable nuclide of an element that decays or disintegrates
spontaneously, emitting radiation.

rem
A quantity used in radiation protection to express the effective
dose equivalent for all forms of ionizing radiation. It is the
product of the adsorbed dose in rads and factors related to
relative biological effectiveness.

Pepositorg

A location containing wastes in storage or disposal.

resin
An organic polymer. It is used in the text to refer to syn-
thetic ion exchanger materials.
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retention basin

An excavation, either lined with an impermeable material or
unlined, to receive aqueous streams for temporary storage.
Retention basins are used when necessary fOr tempOrarY stOrage
of cooling water or storm drainage that might be contaminated.
After ssmpling, this water may be processed further or trans-
ferred to a seepage basin or an onsite stream.

seepage baein
An excavation in the ground to receive aqueous streams con-
taining chemical and radioactive wastes. Tbe water evaporates
or seeps from the basin through the soil column to the ground
water and ultimately to the streams that drain the plantsite.
Insoluble materials settle out on the floor of the basin.
Soluble radioactive materials move with the water or are
removed by ion exchange with the soil. Seepage basins are
surrounded by earthen dikes to prevent the entrance of surface
water, and levels are controlled to prevent overflow from the
basin system.

seismic<ty
7’he tendency for the occurrence of earthquakes,

separations
Chemical processes used to separate nuclear products from
byproducts and from each other.

short-lived nuelides
Radioactive isoto es with half-lives no greater than about

~30 years; e.g., 1 7CS and ‘OSr.

solidification
Conversion of radioactive waste to a dry, stable solid.

SRP
Savannah River Plant.

SRL
Savannah River Laboratory.

stem jet
A device to move liquids from one place to another by suction
and entrainment in moving steam.

stress corrosion
Chemical corrosion that is accelerated by stress concentrations.

supernate
That portion of high activity liquid waste that contains fission
products (primarily 1 37CS) in solution. Other portions are the
insoluble sludge and crystallized

tank fam
An installation of interconnected
storage of radioactive high-level
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transw.raniumelemente
Elements above uranium in the periodic table; that is, with

an atomic number greater than 92. Al1 13 known transuranium
elements are radioactive and are produced artificially.
Exsmples: neptunium, plutonium, curium, californi”m.

transuranic Uaste

Any waste material measured or assumed to contain more than a
specified concentration (e.g., presently 10 nanocuries of trans-
uranium activity per gram of waste) of transuranic elements.

USGS
United States Geological Survey.

waste, radioactive
Equipment and materials (from nuclear operations) that are

radioactive 01- have radioactive contamination and for which

there is no recognized use or for which recovery is impractical.

Mater td Le
The upper surface of the ground water.

zeolite
Any of various hydrous silicates that can act as ion exchangers.

v
Mu, a prefix —“same as “micro.“

!JCi
Microcuries.

Pg
Micrograms.

pm

Micrometers .
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